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Abstract

This study explores the use of the doctrine of the offices of Christ (prophet, priest, and king) in the literature of the English separatists Henry Barrow (c.1550-1593) and Henry Ainsworth (1569-1622). No study to date explores the English separatists’ use of the doctrine in ecclesiological debates. During the period 1580 to 1620 the doctrine was more commonly referenced when discussing soteriology. Barrow and Ainsworth provide some of the clearest expressions of the doctrine of the offices of Christ in separatist works and their steadfastness in those beliefs in light of opposition make them good candidates for this research.

This study sets out to answer the question: what was the significance of participation by the elect in the offices of Christ as used in Barrow and Ainsworth’s writings? This research focuses on the theology of Barrow and Ainsworth and does not consider the social or experiential aspects of their professed beliefs. This study provides a detailed analysis of the writings of Barrow and Ainsworth particularly noting their use of the offices of Christ in discussions of the visible church. It then examines the relationship of Barrow and Ainsworth’s Christology and ecclesiology, expressed through the offices of Christ, in their understanding of the visible church. Finally, this research compares their usage with works published in England from 1580 to 1620, considering whether their usage was distinct.

Its findings challenge the traditional historiographical suggestions that purity, polity, discipline, and covenant were the central themes of Barrow and Ainsworth’s ecclesiology. This research suggests that, for Barrow and Ainsworth, the visible church was the visible expression of Christ on earth and the continuation of his earthly ministry begun at the incarnation. They believed that the visible church was the result of union with Christ, not the means of it. Through union with Christ, all the elect participated in Christ’s offices. Barrow and Ainsworth’s understanding of the visible church incorporated their understanding of Christ’s continuing work expressed in his offices of prophecy, priesthood, and kingship. Christ was immediately present in his visible church, working in the elect and through the elect as prophets, priests, and kings. The visible elect, when gathered, became the body of Christ on earth and as his body they continued the work of prophecy, priesthood, and kingship that he had begun.
Lay Summary

This study explores the use of the concept of the ‘offices of Christ’ in the writings of Henry Barrow (1550-1593) and Henry Ainsworth (1569-1622). The offices of Christ describe Christ’s work on earth expressed through the Old Testament roles of a prophet, a priest, and a king. The church throughout its history has used this schema of Christ’s offices to understand Christ’s work. During the Reformation in England, in the decades that followed Queen Elizabeth I establishment of the English church (1559), some individuals refused to participate with the church as it was instituted; hence they ‘separated’ themselves from it. Barrow and Ainsworth were separatists. This research seeks to understand the significance of participation by the members of the church in the offices of Christ as used in Barrow and Ainsworth’s writings.

Previous research concerning those who separated from the Church of England has suggested that they were obsessed with a moral lifestyle, particular religious practices or a difference over how the church was to be organised. This work considers Barrow and Ainsworth’s religious beliefs, particularly the concept of the offices of Christ, as the motivations for their social practices. It addresses itself to historical theology. This work seeks to explain how their religious beliefs were the cause of their focus on purity and church organization.

The findings of this research argue for a different understanding of Barrow and Ainsworth than has been previously offered. For Barrow and Ainsworth, each local church was a visible expression of Christ on earth continuing his work of prophecy, priesthood, and kingship. They believed that all the members of the church were to participate in Christ’s offices and not just its leaders. The members of the church, when gathered, became the body of Christ on earth and as his body they continued the work of prophecy, priesthood, and kingship that he had begun.
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A Note on Transcribing Early Modern Texts

Quotations from early modern texts have preserved the original spelling, capitalization, and punctuation with two exceptions. In the case of the letters ‘u’ and ‘v’ a modern form has been used. For example where the text had ‘vs,’ the ‘v’ has been changed to a ‘u.’ Similarly where the text had ‘couenant,’ the ‘u’ has been changed to a ‘v’ in this work. The second exception concerns the letters ‘i’ and ‘j’ which differ in similar fashion to the letters ‘u’ and ‘v.’ Where the text had ‘Iesus’ the ‘I’ has been changed to a ‘J.’ It is believed these changes modify only the orthography of the original texts and not the variations common to the period.
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Chapter 1: Introduction

The doctrine of the offices of Christ stands out in the writings of Henry Barrow (c1550-1593) in his attacks on the Church of England. Henry Barrow was known as a separatist. Believing the Church of England to be a false church, Barrow refused to communicate with it. Barrow ‘separated’ himself from the Church of England and he was not alone in doing so. The doctrine of the offices of Christ is conspicuous in Barrow’s writings not because of his particular understanding of it, but because of his application of it to ecclesiological debates. The doctrine was not unique to the Protestant Reformation, either in the British Isles or on the Continent, having appeared early in the history of the church.1 The doctrine of the offices of Christ described Christ’s work in fulfilling the Old Testament roles of prophet, priest, and king.2 Christ’s fulfilment of these roles was a common topic in discussions of soteriology during the English Reformation, particularly regarding the meaning of the atonement.3 However, in Barrow’s writings, the doctrine appears in the context of ecclesiology rather than soteriology. Barrow used the doctrine in debates over the nature and structure of the visible church. It is with the use of the doctrine in an ecclesiological context within separatist literature that this research is concerned. In a broader sense, this work considers the relationship of Christology to

---

2 At times referred to as the offices of Christ, the threefold office of Christ, or the munus triplex (triplex munus Christi), they all refer to the same doctrine.
ecclesiology in English separatist literature in the late sixteenth- and early seventeenth-century. The essential point is not that English separatists held a different understanding of the doctrine of the offices of Christ, but rather the extent to which they appear to integrate the doctrine into their understanding of the visible church.

While the doctrine of the offices of Christ was not new in the sixteenth-century, it had received renewed interest during the Reformation. The use of the offices of priesthood and kingship to describe Christ’s work occurred early in the history of the church. Robert Franks explains the doctrine’s origin and later emphasis: ‘The schema of the threefold office and the deduction of it from the title Christ seem to have originated from Eusebius; but Calvin was the first to employ it in dogmatics.’ Prior to the Reformation, the doctrine of the offices of Christ was not emphasized. John Yoder writes, ‘This “threefold office” emphasis was first developed with great care as the outline of Christology in the Protestant world. It was not a strong medieval emphasis. It is used in Protestant orthodoxy.’ While the threefold structure is found early in the history of the church, medieval authors did not emphasize it in their writings. Franks observes, ‘Thomas [Aquinas] never uses

---


the scheme of the threefold office as a conceptual unity, as does Calvin, who follows Eusebius in perceiving the unity of three offices in the name of Christ.\(^7\)

It has been suggested that Calvin renewed interest in the threefold schema to describe Christ's work. Gerald O’Collins and Michael Jones suggest, ‘Calvin was the first Christian to treat in an extended way this tripartite manner of presenting the ministry of Jesus, and he applied it to all the baptized faithful.’\(^8\) Further, Susan Wood explains,

Peter J. Drilling’s study of the triad concludes that “none of the texts cited from the first twelve hundred years of the Church's history applies the three, as three that are inseparable, as titles, or as characteristics of the ministry of the ordained.” John Calvin's *Institutes* (1545) was the first work to show how the threefold offices of Christ continue to function in the Church.\(^9\)

While Wood’s assessment of Drilling’s research is relevant, it seems to overstate the case somewhat. The threefold structure of prophet, priest, and king was at times presented as priest and king, reflecting a twofold structure, a *munus duplex* rather than a *munus triplex*. Christ’s prophetical office was assumed under his priestly function. Calvin’s earlier works followed Luther’s thought regarding a twofold structure, treating of Christ’s two offices, priestly and kingly. Calvin treated the function of prophecy or teaching as part of the priestly office. In his later works, he

---


discussed the threefold structure of Christ’s offices, king, priest, and prophet, separating Christ’s teaching and sacrificial role in the priestly and prophetic offices.  

Still, Calvin’s use of the threefold structure is in regard to his Christology and is not found when discussing the church. Contrary to Wood’s view, Calvin does not explain how Christ’s offices continued in the church. As Paul Avis has pointed out, 

While it is clear that in Calvin the triple office applies to the Church as well as to Christ himself, he expounds it under the heading of Christology and does not return to it in his fourth book, on the Church. Moreover, the treatment is not as systematic or comprehensive as one might expect. The kingly office is related to the divine preservation or indefectibility of the Church, rather than to its governing ministry. The priestly office is expounded in purely individual terms, and not in relation to the ministry of the sacraments. The prophetic office is related to the Church’s mission and is not given an individual application: teaching and preaching were strictly controlled in Calvin's Geneva.

Calvin did not make a clear connection between the threefold office of Christ working in and through the church as brought out in Barrow and Ainsworth’s writings. There is a danger in attributing to Calvin more than he intended to express. While Calvin used the threefold structure to discuss Christ’s work, there was no evidence he used it in defence of the ministry or to explain the nature of the church.

For Henry Barrow, however, the doctrine of the offices of Christ was a point of difference between himself and those who remained in communion with the

10 J. F. Jansen has examined Calvin’s use of a threefold structure. Jansen argues that this change in Calvin’s thinking, adding the prophetic office, was for the purpose of defending the ministerial order. Jansen’s argument is intriguing, yet the evidence to support his thesis is lacking. It is more probable that Calvin separated the two functions, sacrificial and teaching, in later works as he further developed his earlier writings. John Frederick Jansen, *Calvin's Doctrine of the Work of Christ* (London: J. Clarke, 1956), 51ff. For a discussion of Jansen’s thesis see Robert A. Peterson, *Calvin and the atonement*, Revised ed. (Fearn, Ross-shire: Mentor, 1999), 45-6.

Church of England. In *A Brief Discoverie of the False Church* (1590) Barrow made this difference clear:

These and many other comfortable and true doctrines they [the Church of England] can and doe deliver touching the offices of Christ; but all these you must understand, and I pray you observe wel (for so shal you cleeerly espie their error and deceit) are still but what Christ hath done in his owne person for his elect: here is not one word spoken what he doth in his elect … how he is a king, priest, a prophet heere on earth … and maketh all his children kings, priests, and prophets.12

Barrow distinguished between Christ’s work *for* the elect and Christ’s work *in* the elect. According to Barrow, Christ was still working as the prophet, priest, and king. Further, Christ made ‘all his children’ prophets, priests, and kings as well. Christ’s work in the church as prophet, priest, and king was carried out through the members of his body as they participated in those offices. As Barrow observed, the Church of England taught true things concerning Christ and his offices. Nevertheless, the Church of England had failed to consider what Christ did in and through the elect as each participated in Christ’s offices. This idea of participation in the offices of Christ is of particular interest for this research. The historiography of the English separatists has not adequately explored the doctrine of the offices of Christ.13

Other notable individuals, like Henry Barrow, separated from the Church of England in the period 1580 to 1620. The first and perhaps most commonly mentioned is Robert Browne (c.1550-1633). Browne’s most famous work (and that for which he is remembered as a separatist) was *A Treatise of reformation without tarrying for anie* (1582). Nevertheless, Browne’s advocacy of the separatist

---


13 Secondary references to the doctrine of the offices of Christ will be discussed in the following paragraphs when reviewing the available literature for this research.
movement was overshadowed by the work of Barrow. Barrow along with John Greenwood (c.1560-1593) became, quite possibly, the movement’s most able spokesmen.\textsuperscript{14} Timothy George suggests, ‘From the writings of Barrow and Greenwood emerged the most comprehensive statement of Separatist principles set forth in the sixteenth century.’\textsuperscript{15} Imprisoned along with Barrow and Greenwood was their recent convert John Penry (1562/3-1593). Penry was a puritan before he joined Barrow and Greenwood’s London church in 1592. He was arrested in early 1593 and executed shortly after Barrow and Greenwood in that same year. Not all separatists had the consistency of Henry Barrow, John Greenwood, or John Penry, who held their views even to their execution.\textsuperscript{16} Browne himself returned to relations with the Church of England though his relationship with the established Church was always in question. Others, like Richard Bernard (1568?-1642) and Henoch Clapham (fl. 1585-1614), tried separatism for a time only to return to the Church of England without reservation.\textsuperscript{17} Moreover, after Barrow and Greenwood had been executed, others took their place in the separatist movement, even if only briefly. Francis Johnson (c.1562-1617) and Henry Ainsworth (1569-1622) both followed Barrow’s views concerning the visible church. As a result, both Johnson and Ainsworth were

\textsuperscript{14} Timothy George, \textit{John Robinson and the English separatist tradition} (Macon, GA: Mercer University Press, 1982; reprint, 2005), 55.

\textsuperscript{15} Ibid., 48, 55. Joe Coker notes, ‘In the writings of Henry Barrow, one finds some of the earliest expressions of themes that would become common among all English Separatist writers.’ Joe L. Coker, "Cast out from among the Saints": Church Discipline among Anabaptists and English Separatists in Holland, 1590-1620," \textit{Reformation} 11, (2006), 11.

\textsuperscript{16} Champlin Burrage raises the question whether Barrow, Greenwood, and Penry recanted at their execution. He suggests that Penry might have, yet provides no solid evidence that Barrow or Greenwood did. On Penry’s recantation, Burrage cites John Cotton. While the evidence appears weak, it is possible that Cotton’s story is true. Champlin Burrage, \textit{The Early English Dissenters in the Light of Recent Research} (1550-1641), 2 vols. (Cambridge: The University Press, 1912), vol. 1, 149ff.

forced into exile in the Netherlands. However, that is where their paths diverged. Johnson, though never officially returning to the Church of England, repudiated the separatist ideals he once held. Ainsworth however, continued to hold separatist views until the end of his life.

This brief review of English separatists is by no means exhaustive. Selecting individuals for this research is not without options. Nevertheless, the focus must be narrowed. This study, then, will pay particular attention to the writings of Henry Barrow and Henry Ainsworth.

Henry Barrow was, as noted already, one of English separatism’s most able spokesmen and remained consistent in those views even in the face of death. For these reasons alone Barrow would be a good candidate for this research. Barrow’s works *Four Causes of Separation* (1587), *A Breefe Sum of Our Profession* (1587), and *A True Description of the Visible Church out of the Worde of God* (1589) have been considered separatist manifestos. ‘Barrowism,’ the name sometimes used in English Reformation historiography for Barrow and his followers, provides yet further interest in Henry Barrow for the purposes of this study. What so distinguished Barrow and his followers that they should be considered separately from ‘Brownism’ (named after Robert Browne) or that they should be considered a subgroup within English separatism? Still, there remains yet another reason for the selection of Barrow for this study. While Barrow has been the focus of several

---

20 The terms ‘Barrowism’ and ‘Barrowist’ will be considered *infra* p. 37.
works, his use of the doctrine of the offices of Christ has received little attention. Moreover, Barrow’s works provide one of the clearest examples of the use of the doctrine of the offices of Christ in an ecclesiological context within separatist writings. Barrow’s clear use of the doctrine makes him of great interest for this research.

Equally of interest for their use of the doctrine of the offices of Christ are the writings of Henry Ainsworth. Despite a propensity to avoid conflict, Ainsworth remained consistent in his beliefs. He became a separatist sometime prior to the mid-1590s and retained his beliefs up to his death in 1622. Ainsworth believed he was following in the faith that Barrow had died for.21 Ainsworth would likely have rejected the title ‘Barrowist,’ even though he agreed with Barrow in his understanding of the visible church. Ainsworth, then, provides a perspective on the use of the offices of Christ in the understanding of the visible church after Barrow’s time. More importantly, Barrow’s short time of writing and absence after 1593 left separatism leaderless.22 Ainsworth, it could be argued, filled this role alongside Francis Johnson. Given Johnson’s repudiation of his separatist beliefs and Ainsworth’s consistency in those same beliefs Francis Johnson is a less desirable candidate for this research. While Ainsworth’s contemporary John Robinson did not appear to use the offices of Christ in an ecclesiological context, he did not completely follow Barrow’s distinctive views. Ainsworth, then, is an interesting candidate to explore the development of Barrow’s ecclesiology. Additionally, Ainsworth was a minister to a congregation. His writings provide insight from one

---

21 Chapter 3 infra discusses Ainsworth’s view of Barrow in more detail.
22 Timothy George comments, ‘The execution of Barrow and Greenwood on April 6, 1593, followed six weeks later by that of their recent convert John Penry, deprived the Separatists of their most able spokesmen.’ George, John Robinson, 55.
who practised his and Barrow’s distinct views of the visible church. As this work
seeks to follow the use of the doctrine across a longer period, 1580 to 1620, Henry
Ainsworth has also been chosen for this research.

By examining Ainsworth’s use of the doctrine of the offices of Christ, a
continuous thread can be seen from Barrow through Ainsworth concerning the use of
the doctrine in an ecclesiological context. Henry Ainsworth discussed the
participation of the elect in the offices of Christ. In *Counterpoyson* (1608) Ainsworth
wrote,

> The estate whereunto God calleth his church in this life, is generally to
> the Communion (or fellowship) of his Son Jesus Christ, as being their
> onely mediator and Saviour, the Prophet Priest & King of the Church;
> which they beleeving and professing, are also made partakers (in a
> proportion and in their mesure) of these three offices with him.\(^{23}\)

Ainsworth used the language of *communion* in describing the participation of each
member in the offices of Christ. Consistent with Barrow’s distinction, Ainsworth
described Christ working *in* and *through* the elect in addition to what Christ had done
*for* the elect. It will be argued in chapters three and four that Barrow and Ainsworth’s
use gave them a distinct identity and theological position that has been rightly titled
‘Barrowist.’\(^{24}\) Henry Barrow and Henry Ainsworth have been regarded as
schismatics, Brownists, and Barrowists both in their own time and in the modern
historiography. Both rejected the titles of schismatic and ‘Brownist,’ and would
likely have rejected ‘Barrowist’ as well. They saw themselves not as schismatics, but
as true Christians who came out of a false church to join with the true visible church
of Christ.

---

\(^{23}\) Henry Ainsworth, *Counterpoyson* (Amsterdam, 1608), 117.

\(^{24}\) The use of this term will be considered in more detail *infra* p. 37.
1. Historical Context

Henry Barrow was born circa 1550 in Norfolk, England, the third of eight children. Not much is known about his early life until he matriculated at Clare Hall, Cambridge in 1566. He seems to have come from a moderately wealthy family entering Cambridge as a fellow commoner. He graduated BA from Cambridge 1569/70. He disappears from the records again until 1576 when he entered Gray’s Inn to study law. He remained at Gray’s Inn until 1580/81 though he does not appear to have stayed long enough to complete his education there. Although Barrow was well educated, he was a layman in the church. Additionally, no profession was ever recorded for him. Even so, he never seemed to be in need of money. At his death, he even left funds for the poor in the church. During one of his examinations, he referred to himself as a gentleman. Barrow was arrested and imprisoned in 1587 while visiting his friend, John Greenwood, who was in prison at the time. Greenwood had been arrested about one month earlier during a separatist meeting. Before Barrow’s conversion (probably occurring in 1580 or 1581) he had obtained a reputation for a licentious lifestyle. Barrow’s lifestyle was probably not distinctive

25 Barrow did not oppose education itself. Rather he opposed the education that was prevalent in Oxford and Cambridge. He disliked their subjects but had no such dislike of learning. See David William Gurney, 'Education and the early modern English Separatists' (PhD Thesis, University of London, 1998), 202-18.

either at Cambridge or Gray’s Inn during the period.\textsuperscript{27} It appears that Barrow spent some time at Queen Elizabeth’s court before conversion and in doing so came to know the Queen personally. During an examination, Barrow was asked if he could provide someone to vouch for his behaviour. In response, he suggested that the Queen might vouch for him.\textsuperscript{28} From all appearances then, Barrow was an unlikely candidate to become a Christian much less a separatist. Barrow’s journey of faith, however, was short-lived, and he was executed in 1593 for ‘the offence of writing and publishing seditious literature with malicious intent.’\textsuperscript{29} 

Influences on Barrow are difficult if not impossible to identify. In 1587, Barrow began to write and publish works attacking the Church of England.\textsuperscript{30} He is adamant that his views derived from God’s word and were not dependent upon any other person. At times, he was associated with Robert Browne and Browne’s ideas. However, Barrow denied any connection. Patrick Collinson in the Oxford Dictionary of National Biography article on Barrow comments,

\begin{quote}
It must have been in Norfolk, only eighteen months after becoming ‘a zealous professor’, that he [Barrow] read Browne's writings with the intention of confuting them. But finding some passages ‘too hard for him’, he sought out a certain Thomas Wolsey, an ordained minister who evidently formed with Browne and Robert Harrison a kind of troika of early separatist leadership in East Anglia, and who was to
\end{quote}

\textsuperscript{27} Kenneth Charlton, 'Liberal Education and the Inns of Court in the Sixteenth Century,' \textit{British Journal of Educational Studies} 9, no. 1 (1960), passim.
\textsuperscript{28} Barrow stated, ‘For my good behaviour, I suppose I could get her word.’ When asked if the Queen knew him he responded, ‘I know her.’ Barrow’s response was, perhaps, just modesty, not wanting to claim the Queen’s friendship, yet noting, for his part, they knew each other. Barrow, ‘Barrow’s First Examination,’ '98.
\textsuperscript{30} Barrow was arrested in November of 1587. Leland Carlson suggests a date prior to this for Barrow’s first work, \textit{Four Causes of Separation}. Since it is probable that Barrow’s arrest is based on knowledge of this work, Carlson’s dating should be accepted. While Barrow’s writing career was not instigated by his arrest, it is possible that his arrest and imprisonment contributed to his animosity toward the Church of England. For a survey of Barrow’s works see Barrow, \textit{The Writings of Henry Barrow, 1587-1590}, Introduction.
spend the last thirty years of his life in a Norwich prison. The authority for this is a later pamphleteer, Stephen Offwood, who tells that Wolsey ‘perverted’ many zealous professors, twenty to be precise, of whom Barrow was one.\textsuperscript{31}

Once again, Barrow himself denied receiving his view of the church from another person. It is possible that Barrow met with Thomas Wolsey though the evidence is limited. Such a meeting, however, does not provide details on what Barrow and Wolsey discussed or what views Barrow took from Wolsey’s teaching. It is impossible to ascribe a dependency on Wolsey with any certainty. Leland Carlson has published two references of alleged claims by Barrow that he received his particular views of the church from the puritan, Thomas Cartwright (1534/5-1603). The two references that Carlson provides (the first published in 1612 and the second in 1670) were published some time after Barrow had been executed. While the references cannot be rejected out of hand, they appear questionable.\textsuperscript{32} Given that Barrow considered Scripture the only authoritative source for the church and Christian life it would be unusual if he had noted a dependence upon any other human being for his views.\textsuperscript{33}

Barrow never veered from his convictions, holding them in the face of trial by the authorities and ultimately his execution. As Patrick Collinson has remarked, Barrow was consistent.\textsuperscript{34} However, Stephen Brachlow suggests,

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{31} Collinson, ‘Barrow, Henry (c.1550–1593).’
\item \textsuperscript{34} Patrick Collinson, ‘Separation in and out of the Church: The Consistency of Barrow and Greenwood,’ \textit{Journal of the United Reformed Church History Society} 5, (1994), passim.
\end{itemize}
English separatists were never consistently hard-line ideologues either. There were inevitably points at which even the separatists drew back from the radical force of their principles and, in the process, rediscovered dimensions of moderation and accommodation that generated the anomalies of what Dr. Lake calls ‘moderate extremism’ … Their principles could take them only so far from the protestant mainstream before the claims of the human community - the need for friendship and acceptance, as well as their very real fears of social anarchy in the uncertain times of pre-revolutionary England - worked to turn them back from the brink of that complete isolation which the individualism of a radical mentality so often breeds.\textsuperscript{35}

Brachlow’s assessment comes up short when considering Barrow, for Barrow never turned back even in the face of death. It might be said of him that he was stubborn, unwilling to budge an inch, but that misses the depth of his character and zeal.

Barrow regarded himself as a servant of God, a messenger, who was tasked with bringing a prophetic correction to God’s people still in bondage to Antichrist. Though Barrow had studied law for some years before being arrested, and demonstrated some prowess at argument during his trials, he did not consider himself knowledgeable in law nor did he see himself as a member of the civil magistracy.\textsuperscript{36}

He wrote,

\begin{quote}
Yea, what heart could endure to behold so manie of his naturall countriemen, deare frendes, and neere kinsfolke in the flesh, to perish before his eies, for want of warning or help, wherfore behold, even the zeale of the glorie of my God inforced me, as also the tender love and care of the safetie, of this my countrie constrained me, to breake silence, and to set the trumpet to my mouth, not any longer enduring the excellencie of the one, or the life of the other, thus to be troden under foote, and neglected. My self I willinglie acknowledg of all other the most unmeet, and everie way unfit unto this worke; but let
\end{quote}

\textsuperscript{35} Brachlow, \textit{Communion of Saints}, 12-3.

\textsuperscript{36} Despite Barrow’s lifestyle and the likelihood that the quality of legal education during the period was lacking, Barrow appeared to reap some profit from his time at Gray’s Inn. See Charlton, ‘Liberal Education and the Inns of Court,’ passim. When questioned whether he knew the law Barrow replied, ‘Very little, yet I was of Graye’s Inne some years. … Let this passé: I look for little help by law against yow.’ Later in the same examination when told he will be sent to prison Barrow said, ‘Yow shal not touch one haire of my head without the wil of my heavenly Father.’ Barrow, ‘Barrow’s First Examination,’ 93, 99.
my zeale of the truth, my love unto you, and the present necessitie of the time, excuse me of the presumption of vaine glorie, though no way cover or excuse anie errors or faults escaped me in this present writing.37

While Barrow was not seeking martyrdom, he noted how the Church of England ‘most bitterly persecute all Christ's servantes that are sent to them, to shew them, and call them back to the right way, rejecting Christ's ordinances.’38 Barrow was not surprised by his treatment at the hands of the Church of England. Christ had been treated in the same way, and Barrow looked ‘for no better usage at your hands; the servant is neither greater nor better than his maister.’39 He was following in his master’s footsteps, and this was, to him, assurance of his election.

Indeed, Barrow saw himself as the suffering servant rather than the conquering king. He considered himself frail and more than capable of error. The confidence he showed during his trials was not confidence in himself, but in his calling and most importantly in his lord. When he spoke it was not in his own strength: ‘The Lord gave me boldnes, so that I answered.’40 He was frail and insignificant, but his message was mighty and terrible.41 Barrow was God’s prophet. He had been sent by God to warn the nation ‘as they are not marked on the foreheads by the angel clothed in linnen with the writer's inckhorne: so shall they not be spared by the avenging angels that carrie the instrumentes of dissipation in their handes.’42 His mission was to call the elect to come out and separate themselves from the world and the false church.

37 Barrow, 'Brief Discoverie,' 265.
38 Ibid., 263.
39 Barrow, 'A Brief Summe of the Causes,' 141.
40 Barrow, 'Barrow's Fourth Examination,' 188.
41 Barrow, 'Brief Discoverie,' 267.
42 Ibid., 264.
Despite his ill-treatment, Barrow considered himself a loyal subject of the state. He did not believe that his attacks on the national church opposed the Queen or the monarchy. He explained, ‘Our purpose is not to medle with the reformation of the state … Neither endeavour we to reforme your Babilonish deformities, or to repaire the ruines of Hierico, or dawbe the wall of antichrist with you. This trash we know to be devote to execration by the Lord's owne irrevocable sentence.’

According to Barrow, the Church of England was destined for God’s judgment rather than for reformation. Barrow saw himself as an innocent being prosecuted for a crime of which he was not guilty. While it was true that Barrow did not attend a ‘Church Chappell or usall Place of Common Prayer’ established by the state, he argued that the law under which he was being charged was intended for Catholic recusants. He complained, ‘that statute was not made for us.’

After Barrow’s death, others took up his mission, yet not all those who followed him were as resolute.

Henry Ainsworth (1569-1622) came from Swanton Morley, Norfolk, the son of Thomas Ainsworth, a yeoman. He entered St. John’s College Cambridge as a pensioner in December 1586. After a year there he moved to Gonville and Caius College as a scholar. He remained at Gonville and Caius College until 1591, departing without a degree. Despite not receiving a degree, he was possibly ‘one of the finest Hebrew scholars of his day.’

---

44 Barrow’s view was that the law under which he was being examined was meant for ‘Catholic recusants’ and not for Protestants. It is possible that the statute was enacted because of plots to replace Elizabeth though no plot immediately precedes the statute. The Statutes of the Realm, vol. 4 (Ontario: TannerRitchie Publishing & The University of St Andrews, 2007), 657-8.
45 Barrow, ‘Barrow's Fourth Examination,’ 183.
services and as a result he had some trouble with the authorities. He subsequently relocated to Amsterdam, arriving in the mid-1590s. There is a suggestion that he travelled to Ireland first and from there, to Amsterdam, but this cannot be determined with any certainty.\(^47\) He was likely already in Amsterdam when Francis Johnson arrived to become the pastor of the ‘Ancient Separatist Church’ in 1597. Ainsworth became the church’s teacher at that time. Ainsworth later married a widow, Margery Halie, from Ipswich, in 1607.

Around 1610, a disagreement arose between Ainsworth and Johnson over the role of the leaders and the congregation in discipline. Francis Johnson and his brother, George, had been embroiled in a controversy while in London concerning the behaviour of Francis’ wife. They appeared to have settled their dispute before leaving London, however, after arriving in Amsterdam the altercation erupted again. Francis sought to excommunicate George from the Ancient Separatist Church that Francis was pastoring. At the time, the practice of the Ancient Separatist Church was for the entire congregation to handle church discipline. It would seem that as a result of the problems Francis had in bringing about the excommunication of George, Francis began to rethink his views on discipline and polity. By 1610, Johnson had changed his views on church polity moving towards a presbyterian model. In the following debates between Francis and Ainsworth, Francis wanted the authority of

excommunication to reside with the pastor and elders while Ainsworth still held that it belonged to the entire congregation.\textsuperscript{48} Eventually, Ainsworth and Johnson split: Ainsworth became the pastor of a new church and Francis continued as the pastor of the Ancient Separatist Church. Ainsworth remained in Amsterdam until his death in 1622.\textsuperscript{49}

Ainsworth was a man seeking peace, not contention. Having been forced from his native country, Ainsworth seemed to hold some bitterness towards the English bishops and the Church that had driven him away. He wrote in a petition to King James, ‘May it, therefore please your Majestie to take knowledge of this cause of Christ, witnessed by us his unworthy servants, in long and manifold affliction sustained at the hands & by means of the Prelats.’\textsuperscript{50} For Ainsworth, the prelates were acting on behalf of Satan: ‘Yet here the malice of Satan stayed not itself but raised up against us a more grievous persecution even unto the violent death of some and lamentable exile of us all; causing heavy decrees to come forth against us that we should for sweare our own Countrey & depart or else be slayne therin.’\textsuperscript{51} Like Barrow, Ainsworth was not concerned with reforming the Church of England though he was concerned with rescuing the elect held in bondage within it. Nevertheless, what Ainsworth wanted most was to be allowed to practise the true faith, as he understood it, in England. He petitioned King James that he ‘may be

\textsuperscript{48} Doney argues that Ainsworth changed his position during the debate to excommunicate George Johnson. Ainsworth seemed to side with Francis regarding George’s excommunication but when the time came Ainsworth refused to support it. It is possible to view his actions in another light. Ainsworth sought to avoid conflict and restore unity between the brothers. Rather than siding with Francis Johnson, Ainsworth avoided a clear position hoping to resolve the issue without division. In the end, Ainsworth had to take a position and in this he argued that the authority to excommunicate resided with the congregation and not with the leaders alone. Simon Doney, ‘The Lordship of Christ in the Theology of the Elizabethan Separatists with Particular Reference to Henry Barrow’ (PhD Thesis, University of Lampeter, 2005), 239.

\textsuperscript{49} Moody, ‘Ainsworth, Henry (1569–1622).’

\textsuperscript{50} Henry Ainsworth, \textit{An apologie} (Amsterdam, 1604), 34.

\textsuperscript{51} Henry Ainsworth, \textit{A true confession of the faith} (Amsterdam, 1596), Preface.
suffered in peace under your Majesties government within your dominions,’ and ‘not be urged to the use or approbation of any remnants of poperie & humane traditions.’

In contrast to Barrow’s steadfastness, Ainsworth was not always unwavering. The Ancient Separatist Church in Amsterdam had adopted the position that apostates, those who had sided with separatism and then returned to the Church of England for a time, could not hold office ever again in a separatist church despite repenting of their actions. During the strife in Amsterdam between George Johnson and his brother Francis, George accused Ainsworth of having apostatised before arriving in Amsterdam. It is difficult to know for certain if the accusations were true, yet Ainsworth never denied them. Francis Johnson wrote that he had changed his views concerning apostates and holding office before hearing of Ainsworth’s apostasy. Francis argued that apostates could hold office if the church determined that the apostate’s life evidenced true repentance and a proven commitment to Christ. Neither Barrow nor Ainsworth seems to have prohibited apostates from leadership, or at least they never declared that position in their writings.

Ainsworth was not willing to suffer for his views as Barrow had, having fled England to avoid prison and possible execution. He also vacillated in the excommunication of George Johnson. Apparently Ainsworth had decided that

---

52 Ainsworth, An apologie, 34.
53 The view that the separatists rejected ‘traditores,’ those who had apostatised, from serving in office led many to see the heresy of Donatism returned. This was a frequent accusation by George Gifford. Note the titles of Gifford’s works, A short treatise against the Donatists of England, whom we call Brownists and plaine declaration that our Brownists be full Donatists. See also Jesse Hoover, "They bee Full Donatists", Reformation & Renaissance Review: Journal of the Society for Reformation Studies 15, no. 2 (2013), passim.
54 Moody, 'The Apostasy of Henry Ainsworth,' passim.
George’s offenses did not merit excommunication but when the final debate took place, Ainsworth remained silent. Ainsworth’s personality was such that he avoided conflict. Despite his unwillingness to remain in England and face persecution, he did endure frequent conflict in the churches in Amsterdam. Despite his quiet and peace-loving character, he was unable to avoid problems. W.E.A. and Ernest Axon have written that Ainsworth was ‘unwilling to enter upon controversy and yet not shrinking from it when duty called.’

Nevertheless, despite any issues with his character Ainsworth was generally well respected.

While there was more doctrinal agreement than disagreement during the English Reformation, it was the differences that tended to distinguish people. Defining distinct groups during the English Reformation is difficult at best. The suggestions already offered in scholarly literature are numerous and without consensus. It was a problem during Barrow and Ainsworth’s time as well. John Paget remarked,

Of the Brownists also there are sundry sects: Some separate from the Church of England for corruptions; and yet confesse both it & Roome also to be a true Church, as the followers of Mr. Johnson: Some renounce the Church of England as a false Church; and yet allow private communion with the godly therein, as Mr. Robinson and his followers: Some renounce all Religious communion both publique and private with any member of that Church whosoever, as Mr. Ainsworth and such as hearken unto him, being deepest and stiffest in their Schisme.

---

56 Axon and Axon, Henry Ainsworth, the Puritan Commentator, 52.
57 Ibid., 45.
58 John Paget, An arrow against the separation of the Brownists (Amsterdam, 1618), To the Christian Reader; Christopher Durston and Jacqueline Eales, The culture of English puritanism, 1560-1700, Themes in focus (Basingstoke: Palgrave Macmillan, 1996), 1.
Attempting to put forward definitions is venturing into dangerous waters. Nevertheless, for the purposes of this research, the groups and traditions of that period will be defined by their relationship to the established church in England following the Elizabethan settlement. If Protestantism is in some sense a response to the Church of Rome, puritanism can be defined as a response to the established church in England following the 1559 settlement. This approach to defining groups does not preclude the themes of further reform within the established church or inward purity and a disciplined lifestyle, both notable traits in puritanism. Obedience and ‘godly conversation’ were, in fact, part of the response to a church that held onto the practices and behaviours that some felt needed further reforming. For many in England in the late sixteenth- and early seventeenth-century, the structure, ceremonies, and practices of the church were tightly coupled to the participants’ lifestyle. One could not separate church ritual and a godly life.

A defining question in early modern England was whether the Church of England was a true church or not. Some argued that though the Church of England was corrupt, it was not so impure that it was a false church. Even so, separation was the only proper response for those who believed that the Church of England was a false church. Victoria Gregory points out, ‘It was “separation” from Rome that

59 It is important to note that many factors were involved in the Protestant Reformation including political, economic, and social issues. Also, the Reformation was not an event set in a moment of history; it was an period whose boundaries are not always easy to establish. Durston and Eales, *culture of English puritanism*, 4. See also Peter Lake, *Moderate Puritans and the Elizabethan church*, 1st pbk. ed. (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2004), 1; Willem J. van Asselt, ‘Scholasticism Revisited: Methodological Reflections on the Study of Seventeenth-Century Reformed Thought,’ in *Seeing things their way: intellectual history and the return of religion* (Notre Dame: University of Notre Dame Press, 2009), 160.

defined the nature of the “protest” upon which Protestantism had been founded. Conceptually, therefore, “separation” was integral to the self-image of Protestantism itself. While the continental Reformers began with the intention of reforming the Church of Rome, in the course of time they took up some form of separation. In English separatist thinking, no true believer should have communion with a false church. As B.R. White put it,

The nonconforming Edwardian Anglicans under Mary became Separatists because they regarded the Roman Church and its ways as false and its worship idolatrous. Later Separatism in England was to involve the same repudiation of an established church as anti-Christian because its ways were contrary to Scripture and also to involve the gathering of congregations whose practices were more closely aligned with Scripture teachings.

As a result, ‘separatists’ refused to participate with the established church in any way.

There were, of course, those who fully endorsed the established church in its ceremonies, rites, and polity. While they might find fault with some aspects of it, they did not subscribe to the idea that it needed significant reform. Advocates of the established church argued that the ceremonies, rites, and form of church government were ‘adiaphora’ or things indifferent. They believed that the Scriptures did not prescribe a specific polity, ceremonies, or rites that were to be practiced within the visible church. Given their view of things indifferent, it was the responsibility of the church leadership and civil magistrate to establish those practices that best-suited...

---

62 White, English Separatist Tradition, 6.
63 While John Robinson was regarded as a separatist he appears to have allowed for ‘private’ communication with the Church of England. In this thesis Robinson is considered to have been a separatist his allowance for communication with the Church of England notwithstanding.
edification and proper order both within the church and the commonwealth.\textsuperscript{54} Theodore Bozeman explains, ‘Adiaphoria - the notion of “things indifferent”’ - became, in time, “the corner-stone of Anglicanism.” Of continental origin, adiaphorism apparently was first popularized in England in the 1530's.\textsuperscript{65} Those points that were considered ‘indifferent’ (or open to the church and state to prescribe) were not considered to be fundamental to one’s salvation. In the debates between Archbishop John Whitgift and puritan Thomas Cartwright, the importance of things indifferent was challenged. Stephen Brachlow points out, ‘Whereas Whitgift had argued that ecclesiology was an indifferent matter and, hence of no soteriological value, Cartwright now claimed, without reservation, “matters of ceremonies, orders, discipline and government … are … of faith and salvation.”’\textsuperscript{66} For Cartwright, though, individuals were not free to reform the church without the magistrate.\textsuperscript{67} English separatists took Cartwright’s view one-step further. They agreed that the form of government, ceremonies, and rites were specifically instituted by Christ and clearly presented in the word of God. These points were, therefore, anything but indifferent.\textsuperscript{68} Separatists believed that the word prescribed not only what was acceptable but also, more importantly, what was mandatory for the church. Only those forms instituted by Christ were allowed in his church. The Church of England,

\begin{footnotesize}

\begin{enumerate}
\item Coolidge notes, ‘Elizabeth committed her Church to the principle that order is to be established by the regulation of indifferent things.’ John S. Coolidge, \textit{The Pauline Renaissance in England: Puritanism and the Bible} (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1970), 49.
\item Coolidge, \textit{Pauline Renaissance}, 56-8.
\end{enumerate}
\end{footnotesize}
because it continued in sinful practices, was a false church. Therefore, separatists refused to associate with the established Church at all. Separatists worried more about avoiding sin in an Antichristian church than defying the magistrate. One significant problem with defining separatism is the breadth of those who might fairly be termed ‘separatist.’ Those who refused to associate with the established church included the papists as well as numerous sects.\(^69\) It is necessary then to delimit the use of the term ‘separatist’ to those commonly termed ‘Brownists’ or ‘Barrowists.’\(^70\)

The idea of separation encompassed two facets. First was separation in order to practise the faith as one saw fit. The second facet was separation in order to avoid any infectious evil inherent in the group from which one had separated. There was both a separation for freedom and a separation from evil. For the English separatists, namely, those known as ‘Brownists’ or ‘Barrowists,’ sin was infectious.\(^71\) To communicate with a false church was not an option even if there were some within that church who were true believers. As noted, the separatists believed that the polity, ceremonies, and liturgy of the visible church were ordinances of God clearly prescribed in the New Testament.\(^72\) To participate with the established church in its ‘sinful’ practices was to risk both divine response and impede one’s progress toward holiness and sanctification. Separation, then, was a necessary act in the pursuit of purity before God. The separatists did not consider themselves to be the only true believers. They simply had ‘discovered’ the Church of England to be false just as


\(^{71}\) Barrow, ‘Brief Discoverie,’ 313; Henry Ainsworth, *The communion of saints* (Amsterdam, 1607), To the Reader. The infectiousness of sin will be considered in more detail in chapter 5 infra.

\(^{72}\) Brachlow, *Communion of Saints*, 27, 43; Von Rohr, ‘Extra Ecclesiam Nulla Salus,’ 117.
previous reformers had discovered the Church of Rome to be false and accordingly separated from it.\textsuperscript{73}

In between these two positions (advocates and separatists) were those who sought significant reform in the established church, yet refused to separate from it. They believed the established church to be a true church even though it was, at points, markedly corrupt. These will here be referred to as ‘puritans’; dissenters who continued to communicate with the established church yet were not unequivocal champions of it. Puritans argued that though the Church of England had significant wounds, it was, nevertheless, still a true church of Christ. Some puritans conformed to Church of England practices while others refused to adopt practices that violated their consciences. Even so, both remained within the established church.\textsuperscript{74} Despite puritans and separatists holding much in common, from the separatist point of view, failure to separate from what was clearly a false church could not be reconciled with the puritans’ emphasis on purity and obedience. For the separatists, the distinction between an advocate of the Church of England and a puritan made little difference. Both considered the established church to be a true church, and neither would separate themselves from it. Both advocates and puritans were ‘supporters’ of the Church of England and will be described as such throughout this work.

The problem with theological labels is that the edges or boundaries are seldom as precise as one might wish. Trying to draw boundaries will always include some while excluding others that are only a shade away from the definition being used. Further complicating the issue, the use of labels during the period of this research involved rhetoric more than definition; labels were frequently used as terms

\textsuperscript{73} Note the title of Henry Barrow’s work \textit{A Brief Discoverie of the false church}, 1591.

\textsuperscript{74} The difficulty of defining the term ‘puritan’ has not been lost with this simple explanation.
of derision.\textsuperscript{75} Further, as already noted, individuals could move between the groups as their views changed, or the expediencies of the circumstances might press on them. Such general definitions always fail to capture the dynamic nature of life, reflecting, rather, snapshots captured in print. Nevertheless, these labels are helpful and will be used throughout this work with this caveat.

The years from 1580 to 1620 may lack the appeal of the uncertainty during the transition from Mary to Elizabeth or the disruption during the period of the civil war. Nevertheless, they hold significant interest for the beginnings of English separatism. During Mary’s reign, there were communities of those who refused to participate in their local parish church.\textsuperscript{76} To these groups, some have attributed the origins of what is known as English separatism. Even so, the first written apology for separatism appears to be \emph{A Treatise of Reformation without Tarying for Anie} by Robert Browne published in 1582. Malcolm Yarnell points out, ‘There were Elizabethan semi-separatist and separatist congregations before Browne, but he was the first to formulate their theological principles.’\textsuperscript{77} Browne’s schism was viewed as having come from the puritan’s rejection of the Elizabethan settlement: separatism was the logical conclusion of the puritan view.\textsuperscript{78} John Coolidge remarks, ‘Separatism

\textsuperscript{75} Coker states, ‘Most Protestants applied the term anabaptistical to any belief that seemed too radical.’ Coker, ‘Cast out from among the Saints,’ 4.
\textsuperscript{76} B.R. White noted, ‘The nonconforming Edwardian anglicans under Mary became Separatists because they regarded the Roman Church and its ways as false and its worship idolatrous. Later Separatism in England was to involve the same repudiation of an established church as anti-Christian because its ways were contrary to Scripture and also to involve the gathering of congregations whose practices were more closely aligned with Scripture teachings.’ White, \emph{English Separatist Tradition}, 6. See also Burrage, \emph{Early English Dissenters}, vol. 1, 68ff.
\textsuperscript{77} Malcolm B. Yarnell, \emph{Royal Priesthood in the English Reformation} (New York, NY: Oxford University Press, 2013), 268.
\textsuperscript{78} Collinson, quoting Hooker, notes that the separatist came out from among the puritans, separation being the logical conclusion of puritanism. Collinson, ‘Separation in and out of the Church,’ 239-40.
springs from the original Puritan conviction that “carnal things cannot make the perfect building of things spiritual.”

The complexity of identifying the origins of English separatism cannot be overlooked. Charles Barrett contributes,

Tracing the origins of English separatism to Browne's controversial pamphlet printed in 1582 is too simplistic. Although it is true that Browne's tract *Reformation without tarrying for any* drew attention to the presence of separatism and nonconformity during Queen Elizabeth's reign, the roots of separatism predate Browne's momentous publication.

Simon Doney, working from Collinson’s research, notes the beginning of separatist congregations in the 1560s as ‘conventicles’ moved from sermon repetition to original material. Doney explains, ‘Indeed, defining where one private meeting might end and an established Separatist one begins would be a difficult task in the radical environment where both thrived.’ As Collinson explains, those within such groups did not intend to separate themselves completely from the Church of England nor did they consider it a false church. As long as the meeting only repeated the sermon they remained faithful members of the Church of England. When new doctrine or teaching was introduced, they were on very precarious ground. Nevertheless, it is safe to say that separatism was established by the time Barrow separated.

---

79 Coolidge, *Pauline Renaissance*, 56. Coolidge ‘argues that Puritanism originates as a response to elements of Pauline theology which are especially pertinent to a time of cultural dislocation, that English Separatism and Congregationalism are further developments of Paul's complex ecclesiology - or, as it may be useful to call it, his sociology of life in Christ - and that a Pauline understanding of scripture is in face the matrix of Puritan thought generally.’ ibid., xiii. Coolidge’s citation is from Anthony Gilby, *A pleasant dialogue* (Middelburg, 1581), H6 Recto.


The period in which Barrow and Ainsworth lived was one of political and religious diversity. During Elizabeth’s reign, some of her nobles and people kept their allegiance to the Church of Rome.\(^{82}\) The Catholic threat to Queen Elizabeth’s throne, most notably from within, connected with Mary Stuart, and from without, by Spain, was ever present. There is still much debate over Queen Elizabeth’s attitude toward religion and her attempts at establishing a more ‘reformed’ church in England.\(^{83}\) Even so, it is clear that Elizabeth was an astute politician and whatever her true views on religion she was able to hold together a religiously diverse nation in relative peace and prosperity. While Elizabeth’s famous rejection of ‘windows into men’s souls’ allowed many people to hold beliefs contrary to the Church of England, it did not allow them to act contrary to its practices.\(^{84}\)

Within Elizabeth’s realm, there were the advocates of the established church, puritans, Catholics, and sectarians. Polly Ha observes, ‘There were clear divisions between English protestants, even when it came to shared antitypes such as the Church of Rome … Rather than identifying an organized puritan assault on the Church of England, postrevisionism has tended to stress diversity and division among the godly.’\(^{85}\) David Como agrees, ‘There are considerable difficulties in attempting to define puritanism as a single, monolithic entity, with a unified theology.’\(^{86}\) Nevertheless, as Elizabeth’s reign neared its end, there was an

---


\(^{84}\) Collinson, ‘politics of religion and the religion of politics,’ 88.


established church and a likely heir to her throne despite the fact that she refused to
name her successor.  

James the VIth of Scotland would succeed Elizabeth and with him came great
hopes among those who sought further reform in the established church in England.
However, James seems to have preferred England’s Church to the presbyterian
model of his home country.  

After the Hampton Court Conference in 1604 the hopes
of England’s reformers were checked once again. The success or failure of the
Hampton Court Conference is open to debate though few if any of the petition’s
demands were met.  

As Ainsworth’s life was nearing its end in the early 1620s, new
tensions were rising to challenge the peace and unity of the nation. The rise of the
future Archbishop Laud and the advocacy of Arminianism brought two such
challenges to the succeeding decades.  

Certainly the circumstances of the period played their part in shaping Barrow
and Ainsworth’s worldview. The Church of England’s suppression of nonconformity
in the late 1580s and early 1590s had forced many puritans and semi-separatists into

87 For a brief look into the politics of James’ claim to the throne and his ultimate succession see R. Kanemura, 'Kingship by Descent or Kingship by Election? The Contested Title of James VI and I,' Journal Of British Studies 52, no. 2 (2013).
88 Patrick Collinson noted, 'On the second day of the Hampton Court Conference of January 1604, King James I rebuked Dr John Reynolds of Oxford in words which are almost painfully familiar. A Scottish presbytery, pronounced the royal theologian, “as well agreeth with a monarchy as God and the Devil,” and there followed what a Scot later remembered as “that unkoth motto,” “no bishop, no king.” The King's bon mot so perfectly epitomises an important principle of Stuart Policy that it may seem an act of pedantry to ask whether in fact the proposals which provoked it included the extirpation of bishops.' Patrick Collinson, Episcopacy and Reform in England in the Later Sixteenth Century, in Godly people: essays on English Protestantism and Puritanism (London: Hambledon Press, 1983), 155; William Barlow, The summe and substance of the conference (London, 1604), 79-80.
89 Mark Curtis notes, 'Over the years two interpretations of the Hampton Court Conference have come down to us. They are similar in holding that except for the authorization of a new translation of the Bible little of consequence was accomplished there.’ Curtis continues to argue that the conference was a success for puritans and a failure for the Bishops in the established church. Given the diversity of the period leading up to and following after the conference it is possible to find support for both views. Mark H. Curtis, 'Hampton Court Conference and Its Aftermath,' History 46.156, (1961).
hiding for a time.\textsuperscript{91} It was during this suppression that Greenwood and Barrow were arrested and subsequently executed. Barrow had argued that the law under which he was imprisoned was made to counter the Catholic threat and not to suppress ‘loyal subjects’ like himself. Ainsworth, perhaps tired of religious wars, sought to be allowed to practise his faith as he believed Christ’s Testament prescribed in peace and quietness. Ainsworth appealed to be allowed to return to England and live peaceably but was never given the opportunity. Continued pressure from the Bishops forced many more to go into exile. Ainsworth considered his followers and himself, ‘Your Majesties faithfull Subjects, who have now a long tyme ben constreyned eyther to live as exiles abroad, or to endure other grievous persecutions at home, for bearing witnesse to the truth of Christ against the corruptions of Antichrist yet remayning.’\textsuperscript{92}

Neither Barrow nor Ainsworth believed their views were attacking the political or social structures in England. They were addressing themselves to all of Christ’s elect and to his visible church. Barrow and Ainsworth still expected the Crown to rule, the nobility to defend, and the commoners to work.\textsuperscript{93} Nevertheless, for some, Barrow and Ainsworth’s views could be seen as a threat to peace and order in the commonwealth.\textsuperscript{94} For Barrow and Ainsworth, the elect were literally kings, priests, and prophets in the visible church. To assert such a thing was a challenge to the equilibrium of the time. It is an interesting point that neither Barrow nor Ainsworth seems to have understood the threat that their views posed to the state; a

\textsuperscript{92} Ainsworth, \textit{An apologie}, 35.
\textsuperscript{93} Barrow, ‘Brief Discoverie,’ 405.
\textsuperscript{94} Collinson, ‘politics of religion and the religion of politics,’ 77–8, 80, 83.
threat that their opponents saw all too clearly. The relationship between church and state was to be mutually beneficial. The visible church was to support the unity and peace of the commonwealth, and the rulers were to support the work of Christ’s church on earth.

2. Separatist Historiography

Modern historiography considering the period, and particularly the theology of the various groups and traditions, is almost as varied as the suggested definitions. Attempting a thorough examination of the historiography of the separatist tradition would strain the largest tome. Only a brief survey will be possible here. In particular, attention will be paid to key theological themes that seek to illuminate separatism’s ecclesiology. Each of these themes can be understood as a key idea or central motif within separatist ecclesiology. Each theme provides insight into separatist thinking and helps explain separatist practice. Throughout this thesis, comparison will be made to the suggested themes noted in the following paragraphs and the doctrine of the offices of Christ in Barrow and Ainsworth’s writings. This comparison will be done in an attempt to understand better separatist ecclesiology and the significance of the doctrine in their thinking about the visible church.

95 Barrow, ’Barrow's First Examination,’ 97; Collinson, 'politics of religion and the religion of politics,' 78.
96 Ainsworth wrote, ‘The kingdom or Civil state, is an ordinance immediately under God, Rom. 13. the church or ecclesiastical state is an ordinance immediately under Christ the mediator, and he is the head of the bodie the church, Colos. 1.18. The civil state is above the ecclesiastical, as God is the head of Christ: therfore the Church is to be subject to the Magistrate.’ Henry Ainsworth, A reply to a pretended Christian plea (Amsterdam, 1620), 81-2.
Not all modern separatist historiography has accepted a distinct separatist ecclesiology in the late sixteenth- and early seventeenth-century.\(^97\) There were, of course, many points held in common by advocates, puritans, and separatists. Additionally, equivocation in the writings of the late sixteenth- and early seventeenth-century authors makes it more difficult to distinguish their views.\(^98\) Nevertheless, many themes have been posited as contributions towards understanding separatist ecclesiology. It has been pointed out, concerning polity, that a presbyterian form was more prevalent among the puritans while a congregational form more prevalent among separatists.\(^99\) Congregational forms were more diverse and less unitary than the presbyterian forms though neither was as well defined in late sixteenth- and early seventeenth-century England as the polity being practiced in Geneva. Those who held to a congregational polity and yet rejected separation from the established church could blur the lines even further. These have sometimes been referred to as ‘Independents’ or as Victoria Gregory has argued, ‘congregational puritans.’\(^100\)

Beyond the question of a difference in church government, separatist ecclesiology has also been noted for an emphasis on discipline and the desire for
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\(^97\) Stephen Brachlow argues that the difference between the separatists and the more radical puritans \textquoteleft is not to be explained as a difference of ecclesiology but as a difference of strategy, timing, and the extent to which each was willing (or unwilling) to disavow their allegiance to the church as constituted by English law.’ Nevertheless, Brachlow adds, ‘Among themselves puritans and separatists sometimes perceived an ideological rift between their respective positions.’ For Brachlow then, these perceived differences were the result of misunderstanding and ambiguity in the development of their ecclesiology. Brachlow, \textit{Communion of Saints}, 6, 14.

\(^98\) Ibid., passim.

\(^99\) Ibid., 7.

\(^100\) Gregory writes, ‘At the beginning of the last century, Champlin Burrage described puritans who demonstrated a pronounced belief in congregational autonomy (rather convolutedly) as the “Jacobite,’ Bradshawian, Congregational, or Independent non-separatist type.” It was Perry Miller who coined the more slimline phrase, “non-separating congregationalist” in the 1930s. This term was rejected by Geoffrey Nuttall in 1957, who instead preferred “semi-separatist.”’ Gregory, \textit{Congregational puritanism}, passim; White, \textit{English Separatist Tradition}, 165.
purity in the visible church. Discipline itself was only a means to ‘purify’ the community of those already within its boundaries. Separatists accused the established church of accepting everyone: ‘these heapes of the wicked & open unworthy, even all the profane multitude, & al sortes of people that are found within their territories and jurisdiction, without respect of person.’\(^{101}\) Separatists, on the other hand, accepted only known believers of good morals. By admitting everyone into the church, separatists argued, wilful sinners and possibly even non-believers might enter the visible church thus making it impure.\(^{102}\) On this point, the separatists were clear: while they could not prevent all impurity within the church, to allow it to continue wilfully was a sin and dishonoured Christ. Purity, therefore, was both an aspect of membership and corporate discipline. Those who were already within the church and discovered to have sin in their lives needed to repent. Those who refused to repent were to be removed from the body. Every member was expected to fight against sin and increase in purity and knowledge. Sin destroyed the body rather than building it up. It has been suggested that building the body of Christ (or edification) and Christian liberty marked the core of puritan and separatist thought.\(^{103}\) As John Coolidge has argued, separatism came out of puritanism’s desire to build Christ’s body. In separatist thought, a perfect building cannot use imperfect materials.\(^{104}\) Further, this emphasis on a pure church has, at times, led to separatists being accused

---

\(^{101}\) Barrow, 'Brief Discoverie,' 301.

\(^{102}\) Interestingly, Richard Alison, a contemporary and opponent of Henry Barrow, considers purity to be a distinguishing factor and levels that accusation against Barrow. Richard Alison, *A plaine confutation of a treatise of Brownisme* (London, 1590), 11-3; Brachlow, *Communion of Saints*, 8-9; Coker, 'Cast out from among the Saints,' 4; George, *John Robinson*, 28, 99-100; Como, *Blown by the Spirit*, 29.

\(^{103}\) Coolidge, *Pauline Renaissance*, passim.

\(^{104}\) Ibid., 56.
of confusing the invisible church with the visible church.\textsuperscript{105} The invisible church was pure while the visible church would contain impurity, a \textit{corpus permixtum}.\textsuperscript{106}

The prominence of the ‘visible church’ in separatist thinking, and arguments for the autonomy of each local congregation, has led to the view that early separatist understanding of the visible church (and all who held to a congregational polity) was plural rather than singular.\textsuperscript{107} Polly Ha argues that this distinction can be found earlier than has been previously suggested, at least by the beginning of the seventeenth-century. According to Ha, those who held to a presbyterian form of government saw a single visible national church while those who held to a congregational form saw many separate visible churches with no authoritative national structure at all.\textsuperscript{108} Each congregation was responsible for admitting new members without any interference from other churches or the civil magistrate. Separatist churches consisted of individuals who voluntarily gathered together. Those who became part of a separatist church committed themselves to God and one another. Commonly these ‘commitments’ took the form of a written ‘covenant.’ B. R. White has interpreted the ecclesiology of the separatists according to the idea of church covenants.\textsuperscript{109} Not only was a separatist church a voluntary community, but it was also a community whose members had documented their commitment. This commitment ‘involved a strenuous and unremitting struggle to do God’s will’ that

\textsuperscript{105} Timothy George observes, ‘Modern historians of Congregationalism, for the most part, have accepted the judgment of the Separatists’ opponents in relating their motive for separation to a desire to correlate the visible Church with the invisible.’ George, \textit{John Robinson}, 102.


\textsuperscript{107} The idea that the visible church was a prominent feature in separatist thinking will be taken up in more detail in the following chapters, most particularly in chapter 5 \textit{infra}.

\textsuperscript{108} Ha, \textit{English Presbyterianism}, ch. 3.

\textsuperscript{109} White, \textit{English Separatist Tradition}, 53ff.
was only possible by means of the grace of God, present in church members’ lives through the indwelling Holy Spirit.  

The Holy Spirit’s role in the church and the life of the believer has also been considered in separatist historiography. It was the realization of the active presence of the Holy Spirit in the lives of the members that formed an important theme in the ecclesiologies of the period according to Geoffrey Nuttall. Church communities in the period can be viewed as a spectrum, beginning with those that advocated for the established church and moving on to the more sectarian groups. Nuttall argues on this basis for a distinction between presbyterian and congregational groups, noting that the latter had a greater interest in the Holy Spirit. In separatist thinking, both ordained and non-ordained members experienced the same indwelling Holy Spirit though perhaps in different measure. This idea that all members shared in the experience of the Holy Spirit provided a new freedom for many within the church. For some, this ‘freedom’ offered the ‘non-ordained’ members a greater role in the church’s activities.

The degree to which the ecclesiological issues of the period were the result of pressures arising from a new found ‘lay freedom’ rather than clerical intention has also been explored. As David Zaret argues,

Many of the celebrated controversies over clerical nonconformity, regarding wearing the surplice and use of the cross in baptism, turn out to have been animated not merely by clerical conscience but by

---

110 Como, Blown by the Spirit, 34ff.
112 Ibid., 4, 12.
113 Ibid., 113.
114 Ibid., 19.
the demands of indignant laypersons, who literally extorted nonconformity from the clerics as the price of their loyalty.}\footnote{David Zaret, \textit{The Heavenly Contract: Ideology and Organization in Pre-Revolutionary Puritanism} (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1985), 14.}

The interest of the non-ordained members in the religious disputes and issues of the day along with more accessible education (especially enabled by printing) are key ideas in Zaret’s understanding of the laity’s contribution.\footnote{Ibid., 30-1, 54ff.} Once again, according to Zaret, the role of the laity was more pronounced within separatism.\footnote{Ibid., 5, 95.} The changing status of the non-ordained has offered evidence of ‘individualism’ in the Reformation according to some researchers. Given the emphasis on the role of the non-ordained members of the church by English separatists, it has been suggested that there was a more individualistic spirit in separatist theology.\footnote{Geoffrey Nuttall observes, ‘In the party at the opposite pole within puritanism, the fully radical party, we find no longer two wings, as in the conservative and middle parties. We find, rather, a series of positions which shade off, through increasingly complete separatism, into pure and acknowledged individualism.’ Nuttall, \textit{The Holy Spirit}, 12.}

These themes within the separatist historiography suggest characteristics of the movement’s distinctiveness and justification for separation. However, Barrow argued that the reason for ecclesiological separation was a difference regarding the offices of Christ. It was the Church of England’s teaching concerning the offices of Christ and their practice of those offices within the visible church with which Barrow was concerned. As will be discussed in chapter five, the common references to the offices of Christ in non-separatist literature occur in the context of soteriology, not ecclesiology; that is, the offices of Christ were not commonly mentioned when discussing the visible church. There is then a need to understand Barrow and
Ainsworth’s use of the doctrine of the offices of Christ in relation to the visible church.

3. The Available Literature

The available literature considering the question of separatist understanding of the offices of Christ is limited. The most recent work that discusses the offices in separatist writings is a thesis from 2005 by Simon Doney entitled ‘The Lordship of Christ in the Theology of the Elizabethan Separatists with Particular Reference to Henry Barrow.’ Doney explores ‘the imagery, language, and theology of kingship and obedience that are present in Elizabethan separatist writings.’¹¹⁹ Doney draws on the kingly office of Christ as his work is focused on the reign of Christ over the church. He briefly discusses participation in the offices by the elect but spends only a very limited space considering how this participation might impact Barrow’s ecclesiology. Further on this point, Doney only considers the non-ordained elect’s participation in discipline, which he sees as an aspect of Christ’s reign over the church. Interestingly, Doney comments, ‘The interdependency between Christ's offices and the church was wholeheartedly embraced by both Puritans and Separatists.’¹²⁰ However, Doney only considers the offices with respect to Christ’s kingly office and then does not explore any non-separatist writings in his analysis. The focus of Doney’s research leaves open the question of how the participation of every member of the congregation in the offices of Christ might help explain separatist ecclesiology. Given his concern for Christ’s reign over the church and the

¹¹⁹ Doney, 'Lordship of Christ', 5.
¹²⁰ Ibid., 220.
issue of church polity, there remains much to be said about the participation of every member in all three roles of Christ’s offices within the visible church.

Timothy George picks up the question of Christ’s offices in early separatist writings in his book *John Robinson and the English Separatist Tradition*, published in 1982. George writes on the importance of the communal role of the offices within Robinson’s thought:

Robinson described the divine commissioning of Christ by the Father as an anointing with the oil of gladness, an anointing which Christ in turn ‘communicates’ with his body, thus transforming every member severally into ‘Kings and Priests and all jointly a Kingly Priesthood, or communion of Kinges, Priests, and Prophets.’ So ‘plenteous’ is this anointing that it more than suffices for each individual member, so that ‘every one is made a King, Preist, and Prophet, not onely to himself, but to every other, yea to the whole.’ Thus each member is a prophet to teach and exhort, a priest to offer up spiritual sacrifices of prayer and praise, a king to guide and govern.\(^{121}\)

Despite these comments, George leaves this idea with little further exploration. Nevertheless he does draw out an interesting aspect of the offices in relation to the visible church: ‘Seen from another perspective the offices of Christ corresponded to three vital acts of corporate worship, each of them essential to the furtherance of life within the Church. The Priestly and Prophetical offices are administered in prayer and preaching, and the Kingly office in government.\(^{122}\) George then entrusts this teasing statement to the reader to consider without further discussion.

B.R. White, in his classic work *The English Separatist Tradition* (1971), also mentions the offices of Christ in separatist writings. Focusing his research on Robert Browne, Francis Johnson, and John Smyth, White directed his attention to the kingly office of Christ and the structure of the church. As in the previous works, there is

\(^{121}\) George, *John Robinson*, 146.
\(^{122}\) Ibid., 146-7.
little analysis of the implications of the participation of every member for their ecclesiology beyond discipline and government. White suggests the idea of the empowerment of every member as a result of sharing in the offices, yet he does not address how that empowerment was reflected in separatist ecclesiology. White points out a connection between separatist thought and Calvin concerning the offices:

‘Calvin and his disciples taught Browne another central conviction of his ecclesiology: that Jesus Christ is prophet, priest, and king of his Church. As prophet Christ teaches her through the scriptures, as priest he redeems her and intercedes for her, as king he desires to rule her.’

The relationship between the doctrine of the priesthood of all believers and the doctrine of the offices in the development of ecclesiological thinking comes out in Malcolm Yarnell’s PhD thesis *Royal Priesthood in the English Reformation* (2000). Yarnell considers the meaning of the priesthood of all believers in England ‘spanning the transition from the Middle Ages to the early modern period.’ He primarily examines John Wyclif and Thomas Cranmer for his research. Yarnell refutes three understandings of royal priesthood, notably, individualism, anticlericalism, and sacred kingship. He explains, ‘The equation of baptismal anointing with making all Christians into prophets, priests, and kings stretches back at least to Hippolytus’ *Apostolic Tradition*. This tradition was affirmed in both Eastern and Western baptismal rites, giving all Christians a share in Christ’s

---

threelfold office.'\(^{126}\) Yarnell continues regarding Robert Browne, ‘Browne constructed his theology out of the Calvinism of his day. The church and the kingdom of Christ are coterminus; therefore, King Jesus is the only monarch in the church. Christ exercises his offices of kingship, priesthood and prophecy - tripexus Christi - within the congregation.'\(^{127}\) While Yarnell’s work is interesting, it provides little analysis of English separatism between 1580 and 1620.\(^{128}\)

Stephen Brachlow points out in *The Communion of Saints* (1988), ‘Like Browne, Barrow said every member was a prophet, priest, and king, with the power to cast out church officers for either apostasy or disability.’\(^{129}\) Brachlow’s thesis is that there was no theological difference between radical puritans and separatists. The separatists, Brachlow argues, were impatient and unwilling to wait for reform in the established church. Equivocation in the writings of the period convinces Brachlow that neither side had well-defined beliefs concerning ecclesiology. While Brachlow mentions the offices of Christ and the participation of the elect in them, he provides little analysis of the doctrine’s role in the ecclesiology of the period. More importantly, given Brachlow’s thesis, he does not look for any distinguishing theological positions of the separatists compared with radical puritans. Still, Brachlow concedes, ‘There was, of course, a proclivity toward egalitarian participation in their [separatists] congregational polity that favoured an increasingly assertive and independent puritan laity.’\(^{130}\)

\(^{126}\) Ibid., 68.
\(^{128}\) Yarnell covers Browne and Barrow in two paragraphs of his book. He sees the covenant as the key theme in English separatism calling it ‘covenantal ecclesiology.’ Yarnell, *Royal Priesthood*, 268-70.
\(^{129}\) Brachlow, *Communion of Saints*, 177.
\(^{130}\) Ibid.
4. Methodology

The question that this research hopes to answer is thus: what is the significance of participation by the elect in the offices of Christ for separatist ecclesiology? An immediate clarification must be pointed out regarding the phrase ‘separatist ecclesiology,’ which will become more narrowly defined as this work progresses. Barrowism will be distinguished from Brownism, and no comparison will be made with groups further along the spectrum of separation. In this thesis, the focus will be upon a small group who appeared in the mid-1580s represented by Henry Barrow and Henry Ainsworth. By considering a founder and a later adherent, an attempt will be made to demonstrate the duration of their theological distinctions. Henry Barrow’s understanding of the work of Christ as prophet, priest, and king and the elect as prophets, priests, and kings was not his alone. There were others who embraced the doctrine of Christ’s work both for and in the visible church. These were the ‘Barrowists.’

Within this study, the terms ‘Barrowist’ and ‘Barrowism’ will be used to refer to Henry Barrow and his followers (including Ainsworth) to distinguish them from the larger category of ‘separatists’ in early modern England. The terms Barrowist and Barrowism have been used of Barrow and his followers since the late sixteenth-century.131 These terms have also been used in the historiography of English separatism.132 While the use of these terms is not uncommon, the validity of their use

---

131 William Warner used the term as early as 1597 and Richard Hooker used it in 1604. Champlain Burrage devoted a chapter to ‘The Rise of the Barrowists.’ William Warner, Albions England (London, 1597); Richard Hooker, Of the lawes of ecclesiastical politie (London, 1604); Burrage, Early English Dissenters.

132 Examples of those who distinguish Barrowism from Brownism see infra chapters 3 and 4 on the difference between Browne and Barrow and Ainsworth. For use of the term ‘Barrowist’ or ‘Barrowism’ in the historiography see Dexter, Congregationalism, 276; Burrage, Early English
will be considered throughout the following chapters based upon Barrow and Ainsworth’s usage of the participation by all the elect in the offices of Christ as a possible distinct theological emphasis.

Whether Barrow or Ainsworth’s views on the implications of participation in the offices of Christ were in any sense an emphasis distinct to ‘Barrowism’ or the separatist movement as a whole has not been answered by current research. While there have been references to the offices of Christ in separatist literature within the historiography, the doctrine has not been adequately explored. If Barrow and Ainsworth’s usage or understanding of the doctrine was common among advocates of the Church of England and puritans, then it is unlikely to be important to understanding the distinctives of Barrow and Ainsworth’s ecclesiology. On the other hand, if it can be shown to be a distinct emphasis within Barrow and Ainsworth’s works, and that it formed a key theme in their thinking about the visible church, it merits consideration within the broader separatist historiography.

This study reassesses the beliefs and motivations of Barrow and Ainsworth in light of their use of the doctrine of the offices of Christ. The work is carried out within the context of the modern historiographical approaches to English separatism, notably considering the role of discipline, purity, polity and covenant as key themes in separatist ecclesiology. It will be argued that the doctrine of the offices of Christ and participation by all the elect in those offices persuaded Barrow and Ainsworth’s understanding of the visible church. Their Christology persuaded their ecclesiology.

For Barrow and Ainsworth, the visible church was a visible expression of Christ on earth and the continuation of his earthly ministry begun at the incarnation.

The definition of ‘ecclesiology’ among modern writers seems to be in question. For example, Walter Goehring notes that what distinguished the semi-separatists and the separatists was not ‘matters of doctrine’ but whether one could continue to ‘consider themselves part of the Church of England’ or not.\(^\text{133}\) However, to the separatists being a part of a false church was a matter of doctrine. To associate with the established church was sin. No point could be a greater matter of doctrine. Additionally, the concept of doctrine has been separated from ecclesiology in some cases. There is a difference between doctrine and theology, but that difference is cause and effect rather than a complete separation. Doctrine is the effect or the result of theology, certainly not the sole result, but one of several products that come out of the study of God and his works. The resulting doctrine is then to be lived out. One argument of this thesis is that Barrow and Ainsworth had distinct beliefs about the visible church that led to a difference of practice.

Currently, the term *ecclesiology* is taken in two ways. According to the Oxford English Dictionary, the term now commonly refers to ‘the science of church building and decoration.’\(^\text{134}\) However, the more common use of the term among theologians refers to the theology or doctrine of the church. It is in the latter sense that this work is concerned. Even so, as Hunter Powell remarks, not all understand the latter sense of the term as theological:

> While the discovery over the past thirty years of protestant scholasticism has helped to rescue post-Reformation English

---


\(^{134}\) “ecclesiology, n.,” in the Oxford English Dictionary.
Puritanism from the realms of pietistic platitudes, it has not been equally applied to the field of ecclesiology. Indeed, church government is regarded as non-theological. Political and intellectual historians approach church government with little interest in, as John Coffey and Alistair Chapman have noted, understanding that 'religious ideas (like political, philosophical, or scientific ideas) need to be understood first and foremost on their own terms.'

For the English separatists, understanding the church was a very theological endeavour. In the study of God and his works, the church had a very prominent position. Ecclesiology, as considered in this work, addresses several areas of enquiry, namely the church’s origin and nature, purpose, membership, organisation, and praxis.

These issues concerning the church were prevalent within the debates of the English Reformation. In late sixteenth- and early seventeenth-century the modern systematic categories of Christology and ecclesiology were not in common use. Examining these issues in the early modern English literature, however, is no anachronism. Both Barrow and Ainsworth invested their lives in addressing a false understanding of the visible church. Though they did not categorize their questions with the term ‘ecclesiology,’ they did discuss these same issues. To place their use of the doctrine of the offices within an ecclesiological context means to consider if they

---


136 The term ‘Christology’ appears in English towards the middle of seventeenth-century and ‘ecclesiology’ appears in the nineteenth-century. Regarding ecclesiology, Wolfhart Pannenberg explains, ‘The church did not form a separate theme in the systematic presentation of Christian doctrine until the 15th century. … The Reformers were certainly the first to introduce the doctrine of the church into dogmatics.’ Ecclesiology as a separate topic probably originated within theological works during the sixteenth- and seventeenth-centuries. Still, the idea of ecclesiology as the study of the Church according to the Scriptures existed well before the Reformation. See “Christology, n.” in the Oxford English Dictionary; “ecclesiology, n.” in the Oxford English Dictionary. See also Wolfhart Pannenberg, Systematic Theology, 3 vols. (Edinburgh: T. & T. Clark, 1991), 3:21-2, 7; Veli-Matti Kärkkäinen, Introduction to Ecclesiology: Ecumenical, Historical & Global Perspectives (Downers Grove, IL: InterVarsity Press, 2002), 9, 11.
used the doctrine to address or support their understanding of the church, most importantly the visible church. The authors of the period were concerned with many of the same questions, namely the origin and nature, purpose, membership, organisation, and praxis of the church that the modern category of ecclesiology attempts to address. A further concern is the application of one doctrine to another. Did the authors demonstrate or explain how the doctrine of Christ’s offices impacted their understanding of the visible church? It will be argued it is in this latter aspect that Barrow and Ainsworth’s distinct usage may be found. Claiming belief in a doctrine yet finding no appreciable effect on other beliefs or practices raised a question of true belief. In this sense, ‘denial’ (of the truth of the doctrine) is a frequent term used by Barrow and Ainsworth when referring to the Church of England. This denial is not only an intellectual rejection of the idea but also a failure to put into practice the implications of that belief.

The issue of whether the doctrine was a key theme in Barrow and Ainsworth’s theology will be addressed in the consideration of the significance of the doctrine. The idea of a central motif in theological methodology is highly disputed. Problems identifying a single central motif in Calvin’s writings provide a

---

137 Stanley Grenz defines a central motif as ‘that concept which serves as the central organizational feature of the system, that theme around which the systematic theology is structured … We may term this integrative motif the “orienting concept,” for it provides the thematic perspective in light of which all other theological concepts are understood and given their relative meaning or value.’ Millard Erickson calls it a ‘central motif,’ and Stephen Holmes describes it as, ‘a “central dogma” account of the work … whereby one doctrine … was seen to be elevated to a decisive place and used as the key to unlock all other doctrines.’ Erickson writes, ‘One might think of the central motif as a perspective from which the data of theology are viewed. The perspective does not affect what the data are, but it does give a particular angle or cast to the way in which they are viewed.’ Stanley J. Grenz, *Theology for the Community of God* (Grand Rapids, MI: William B. Eerdmans, 2000), 137; Stephen R. Holmes, *Listening to the Past: the Place of Tradition in Theology* (Carlisle: Paternoster Press, 2002), 75; Millard J. Erickson, *Christian Theology*, 2nd ed. (Grand Rapids, MI: Baker Book House, 1998), 80ff.
case in point. Warnings against an overly aggressive reliance on central motifs in historical theological analysis are replete. Stephen Holmes offers just such a caution:

The question here is whether such a 'central dogma' picture is an accurate portrayal of seventeenth- or eighteenth-century theology, which seemed to understand itself as offering a series of interconnected loci, or common-places, which did affect one another but were not hierarchically ordered, and were generally presented following the credal order.

Holmes’ caution seems appropriate for the works considered in this thesis. Nevertheless, Barrow and Ainsworth’s writings belie certain themes as more important to their immediate circumstances than others. To suggest that discipline is the essential mark of the church for separatists is to make just such a case. The issue then is not whether there were themes that held greater importance than others in the circumstances of writing, but rather which themes they were. While the visible church could be characterized by the idea of one, holy, catholic, and apostolic, as the right practice of word and sacrament, or perhaps by the exercise of Christ’s offices by all the elect, each view notes some aspects as more crucial than others in understanding the visible church.

Charles Partee offers an alternative view to the concept of a central motif. He writes,
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139 Holmes, *Listening to the Past*, 75-6.

140 For example Timothy George’s comment, ‘An essential feature of Separatist ecclesiology was the ritual of covenant-taking …’ Paul Avis noted, ‘In the teaching of Henry Barrow and his fellow separatists ecclesiology is totally dominated by an obsession with discipline …’ Simon Doney noted that ‘Lordship … was the very essence of the movement.’ Finally, David Gurney considers freedom to obey Christ separatism’s ‘essential characteristic.’ Timothy George, 'Predestination In A Separatist Context: The Case Of John Robinson,' *Sixteenth Century Journal* 15, no. 1 (1984), 75-6; Paul D. L. Avis, *The Church in the Theology of the Reformers* (Eugene, OR: Wipf & Stock Publishers, 2002), 7; Doney, 'Lordship of Christ', 5-6; Gurney, 'Education', 38.
A root metaphor or central theological theme may be discovered, in the sense that the reader can find a clarifying organization without being required to prove that the author deliberately and consciously put it there as an organizing principle. As a matter of fact, the older quest for Calvin's central dogma did not, in the main, contend that Calvin himself expounded the doctrine of God's sovereignty (and predestination) for this purpose, but only that it was correct for interpreters to do so.\textsuperscript{141}

For Partee, the danger is to try to enter into the author’s mind and recreate what their intent was when writing. Partee argues that a central motif may play a greater role for the interpreter than for the writer.\textsuperscript{142} Further, Partee notes that rather than a single central dogma it might be better to consider many ‘centrally important themes.’\textsuperscript{143} It must be agreed that there are often many centrally important themes in occasional writings; that is, writings fit to a specific circumstance. Nevertheless, contrary to Partee, it is argued that the author, not the interpreter, creates the theological methodology of a central motif. The view that the author creates a central motif does not mean the author deliberately chose a motif and then intentionally wrote with that in mind. The use of a central motif is more complicated than that.

Thinking (and writing) may be influenced by values and ideas whether one is aware of those values or not. One’s worldview is not always consciously thought out

\textsuperscript{141} Partee, ‘Calvin's Central Dogma Again,’ 193.
\textsuperscript{142} Partee’s suggestion follows the debates over meaning. For many, meaning is to be found in the reader, hence ‘reader response.’ The other side of the debate argues for meaning in the text as put there by the author, hence authorial intent. While the debate will not be resolved here, the approach taken in this work to the texts considered will be one of authorial intent. John Morgan remarks, ‘The historian of ideas must recognize the distinction between the intention to do something (which may be called a “cause”), and the specific intention in doing something, which is not a “cause” but rather a perception of one's own purpose at the time the action is being committed. Skinner concluded that the essential question to ask of any text is what the author “could in practice have been intending to communicate by the utterance of this given utterance”, and that the specific aim of the historian of ideas is the recovery “of this complex intention on the part of the author”. This function is obviously related to, but distinguishable from the assessment of the effect of a single tract or of an author’s career upon the society around him and upon the longer-term interests of his civilization.’ Morgan, \textit{Godly Learning}, 5.
\textsuperscript{143} Partee, ‘Calvin's Central Dogma Again,’ 192.
and constructed but also grows and develops from the values and accepted beliefs that underlie that worldview. The occasional nature of much of written material works to influence how the author presents their argument as well. Most of Barrow and Ainsworth’s works were occasional literature. While it has been suggested for theological methodology that the data are organized by a single idea, a single idea may not account for all of the author’s presentation.\textsuperscript{144} Presenting a whole summary of religion is a large undertaking and cannot be expected to fit neatly into a single idea. Here Partee’s suggestion, that many centrally important ideas may be present in a text, is relevant. As an organizing structure the methodology of key themes or central motifs appears valid. The warning is not to try to fit everything neatly into one single idea. It is in this modest sense that the idea of a central motif will be employed here. For the separatists, it will be argued the doctrine of the offices of Christ played a ‘centrally important’ role within their ecclesiology, not that the doctrine was the sole or only theme. Whether Barrow began with the doctrine and applied it to the visible church or began with his particular view of the visible church and sought for support in the doctrine cannot be resolved. Barrow never explained how he came to his particular understanding of the visible church. Still, future research may be able to determine whether Barrow was the first to publish it. Given Barrow and Ainsworth’s denial of borrowing ideas from others, it is speculative to argue for any dependency.

This research is concerned with Barrow and Ainsworth’s ideas. It is not meant to be a historical examination of Barrow and Ainsworth or of separatism from 1580 to 1620. The intended questions are theological, considering separatist beliefs

\textsuperscript{144} Erickson, \textit{Christian Theology}, 80ff.
and the significance of one doctrine within their ecclesiology. Neither Barrow nor Ainsworth’s ecclesiology (or their theology as a whole) appears as developed as something like Calvin’s *Institutes*. As Ha notes, theology was developing during the period through debates with opponents. Even so, Barrow and Ainsworth’s writings do denote a theology and, in particular, an ecclesiology more developed than Stephen Brachlow has allowed for. Barrow’s works especially show an unwavering conviction of thought. It is important to note a distinction between history and historical theology at least for the purposes of this work. Historical research is broad, and while it is true that historical research can and often does consider religion and theology, historical theology takes a much narrower look, limiting the breadth of the resulting focus. It might better be termed historical dogmatics. It examines, in particular, the beliefs of those considered, either synchronically or diachronically. It explores the interrelations between different doctrines in their systems of belief. Finally, historical theology analyzes the differences and similarities with those before, during, and after in the long chain of dogmatic development. It is with this

146 Brachlow, *Communion of Saints*, passim.
147 There is always the danger of finding a system of ideas in historical writings where none exists or to look at historical works as if they intended to present modern systems of thought. However the sixteenth- and seventeenth-century writers did attempt to present their thoughts in a logical and orderly fashion and in this sense, they were systematic if perhaps incomplete compared to modern day ecclesiologies. Cf. John Coffey and Alister Chapman, ‘Introduction,’ in *Seeing Things Their Way: Intellectual History and the Return of Religion*, ed. Alister Chapman, John Coffey, and Brad S. Gregory (Notre Dame, IN: University of Notre Dame Press, 2009), 2, 14; Quentin Skinner, ‘Meaning and Understanding in the History of Ideas,’ *History and Theory*, no. 1 (1969), 4ff; Gale Heide, *Timeless Truth in the Hands of History: a Short History of System in Theology* (Cambridge: James Clarke, 2012).
148 Morgan comments, ‘In such a vein the ideas of the puritans are frequently taken by historians merely as a backdrop to the influence of puritans on their society. Patrick Collinson has recently noted that sociological influences have caused the modern historian of religion to ponder not only “what people were supposed to believe, but what they in fact believed and still more what they did with their belief, its meaning and function.”’ Morgan, *Godly Learning*, 1.
understanding in mind that this work is undertaken. Whether in practice the separatist movement ever achieved the ideals it argued for must be left for others to consider.

Researching Henry Barrow’s writings has been significantly aided by the work of Leland Carlson. Carlson has collected Barrow’s writings in the series *Elizabethan Nonconformist Texts*. This valuable series has made Barrow’s works accessible to modern researchers. For this thesis, all of Barrow’s works, as provided by Carlson in the *Elizabethan Nonconformist Texts* series, will be considered. Of particular note however, are Barrow’s earliest work, *Four Causes of Separation* (1587), and his largest and perhaps most important works, *A Brief Discoverie of the False Church* (1590), and *A Plaine Refutation of Mr. George Giffarde’s Reprochful Booke* (1591). Questions concerning Barrow’s authorship of particular works will follow Carlson’s decisions. It is worth noting that Barrow was able to produce most of his works from the confines of prison with limited access to ink and paper and requiring his writings to be smuggled out.

Ainsworth was significantly more prolific in writing than Barrow, perhaps as a result of having more freedom and time. Several works of Ainsworth’s are of particular importance to this research: *A True Confession of the Faith* (1596); *An apologie or defence of such true Christians as are commonly (but unjustly) called Brownists* (1604); *Communion of the Saints* (1607); *The confession of faith of certayn English people living in exile* (1607); *Counterpoysen* (1608); *An arrow against idolatrie* (1610); *An animadversion to Mr Richard Clyftons advertisement* ...

---

149 Timothy George remarks, ‘Separatism, in its most organized and articulate form, hardly, if ever, achieved the status of a “movement,” and that what success it did obtain was usually dissipated by a recurring fratricidal impulse.’ George, *John Robinson*, 7.
150 At least Carlson has collected all known works by Barrow. It is always possible new manuscripts will be discovered.
(1613); and *A reply to a pretended Christian plea for the anti-Chistian [sic] Church of Rome* (1620). While not all of Ainsworth’s writings will be used in this research, many beyond those noted above will be considered. As with many writings of the period, Ainsworth’s authorship of some works has been questioned, most notably *A True Confession of the Faith* variously attributed to Francis Johnson alone, to Ainsworth alone, and as a cooperative work by Francis Johnson and Ainsworth. The latter view is taken here.

5. Argument and Findings

This study identifies five characteristics of Barrow and Ainsworth’s use of the doctrine of the offices of Christ that will be considered as this work progresses. First, Barrow and Ainsworth’s understanding of the visible church differed from those who supported the Church of England. While there was much held in common, Henry Barrow and Henry Ainsworth’s use of the doctrine of the offices of Christ in their understanding of the visible church gave to them a distinct theological identity. This identity began in the mid-1580s and continued at least into the early 1620s. As detailed in chapter five, Barrow and Ainsworth’s application of the *munus triplex* to the visible church was not found in the non-separatist writings considered in this research. Further, the separatists were not one homogeneous group either in their practices or beliefs. There were differences among those who had separated from the Church of England, most notably differences with Robert Browne. A second point worth noting from this research is that Barrow and Ainsworth placed their emphasis on the visible church over the invisible church. Neither Henry Barrow nor Henry
Ainsworth denied the invisible church, but it appears infrequently in their writings. Barrow and Ainsworth argued that the visible church was the result of union with Christ, not the means of it. The true visible church was not to be a place where non-believers went to hear the gospel. Rather it was a true visible church only when it was a gathering of those already in union with Christ. Barrow and Ainsworth distinguished between a true visible church and a false visible church. The Church of England was a visible church, however according to Barrow and Ainsworth, it was a false church. As a false church, it belonged to Antichrist. Third, Henry Barrow and Henry Ainsworth rejected the traditional Reformation marks of the church, notably word and sacrament (and discipline). For Barrow and Ainsworth, the whole of scripture must be considered in identifying a true visible church. Nevertheless, for Barrow and Ainsworth’s rejection of the Church of England, the people and active work of Christ in and through the elect characterized the true visible church. Christ was present in the visible church when he was working in his offices. According to Barrow and Ainsworth, Christ did not share space with Antichrist in the visible church. Fourth, all the elect’s participation in the offices of Christ obligated them to fulfil the work of Christ on earth and gave them an interest in the public affairs of the visible church. Because of union with Christ, all the elect shared in Christ’s offices of prophecy, priesthood, and kingship. Further, all the elect were empowered as his body to serve as prophets, priests, and kings in the visible church’s public affairs. Finally then, Christ was still presently working on earth after his ascension both immediately in and mediately through the elect as prophets, priests, and kings. While all the elect were prophets, priests, and kings always, only as they gathered were they the body of Christ. The visible church was the body of Christ, his continued presence
on earth. Christ was still present on earth working as the elect exercised his offices of prophecy, priesthood, and kingship.

The argument that follows begins with an exploration of the doctrine of the offices of Christ in the writings of Henry Barrow and Henry Ainsworth. Chapters two and three present Barrow and Ainsworth’s use of the doctrine of the offices of Christ both in their attacks on the Church of England and in their description of the true visible church. Of particular interest in this work is their discussion of the participation of all the elect in those offices. These chapters form the foundation of the work of this thesis, arguing that for Barrow and Ainsworth, participation by all the elect in the offices of Christ was a central theme of their ecclesiology. These chapters do not attempt to make the case that the doctrine of the offices of Christ explains all of Barrow and Ainsworth’s theology. Since neither wrote a complete summary, it is not even possible to investigate a larger central motif for them. However, it will be argued that the doctrine played a central role in their understanding of the visible church. Barrow and Ainsworth distinguished between what Christ had done for the elect and what he was doing in and through the elect. This distinction is important in order to understand Barrow and Ainsworth’s ecclesiology. Chapters two and three present evidence to support this distinction. While Barrow and Ainsworth also distinguished between the church invisible and the church visible, the discussion in chapters two and three will show that the visible church was most prominent in their writings.

Chapter four makes the case that Barrow and Ainsworth were not obsessed with purity and discipline, as so much of the historiography has claimed. They were arguing for a correction in the visible church based upon their understanding of
Christ’s work on earth. Their Christology and ecclesiology were inseparable. More importantly, Barrow and Ainsworth’s understanding of Christ’s work on earth was not just a doctrine to which they assented, rather their belief was visible in their practices. The visible church was the body of Christ continuing to work and thereby a visible expression of Christ on earth. All of the elect were empowered to serve in the visible church as prophets, priests, and kings. Barrow and Ainsworth’s ecclesiology was shaped by their view of Christ and his work as prophet, priest, and king in and through the visible church.

Chapter five then looks at how the doctrine was commonly used during the period 1580 to 1620. The chapter considers over 175 works related to the offices of Christ.\(^{151}\) The works were by non-separatist authors and included treatises, catechisms, and sermons. The authors were Catholic, advocates of the Church of England, puritan, and continental Reformers. The chapter compares the use of the doctrine within these works with that of Barrow and Ainsworth established in the previous three chapters. The point of chapter five is to present the case that Barrow and Ainsworth’s use of the doctrine differed from the common use of their time. It will be argued that Barrow and Ainsworth used the doctrine mainly for ecclesiology and seldom for soteriology. Further, Barrow and Ainsworth’s use marked them as distinct within English separatism, most notably distinct from Robert Browne. Within the ‘separatist’ category, there was diversity. Chapter five argues that Barrow and Ainsworth should not be considered ‘Brownists’ or be indistinctly grouped among the ‘separatists’ but rather as ‘Barrowists.’ In this discussion, Barrow and Ainsworth’s emphasis on all of the elect’s participation will be further drawn out.

\(^{151}\) For a more detailed description of the selection criteria see *infra* chapter 5 and the Appendix.
Chapter six forms the conclusion providing some final thoughts on this research. It addresses the value of the research for the field of English Reformation studies and identifies unanswered questions brought up through this work. Finally, it offers some ways Barrow and Ainsworth’s ideas might challenge the visible church today.
Chapter 2: Henry Barrow and the Offices of Christ

The rationale for Henry Barrow’s attacks on the Church of England is found in his understanding of the relationship between Christ’s work and the visible church, his Christology and ecclesiology. His argument was strengthened by the connection between Christ’s person and his work; to deny either one was to deny Christ. No greater allegation could be made against one’s opponents than that they denied their Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ. No church that denied Christ could be a true Christian church. Barrow accused the Church of England of that very thing, of having denied Christ. Based on their denial of Christ, Barrow condemned the Church of England as a false church. Even more than that, it was an antichristian church. From his perspective, the Church of England was no better than the Church of Rome, and neither could be considered Christ’s visible church. While much has been written on the debates between the English separatists and their opponents, as already noted, Barrow’s understanding of Christ’s work within the church, expressed in the offices of prophecy, priesthood, and kingship, has not been adequately explored.

This chapter will seek to address foundational questions related to Barrow’s use of the doctrine of the offices of Christ.¹ Namely, it will consider how the doctrine of the offices of Christ functioned in Barrow’s theology and particularly whether Barrow used the doctrine in an ecclesiological context; that is, whether Barrow used the doctrine in his description of the true visible church. Two points are of particular

¹ While Barrow was frequently called a ‘Brownist’ and associated with the teaching of Robert Browne, Barrow rejected any connection to Browne or his teachings. Throughout this chapter quotations by Barrow’s opponents will reference ‘the Brownists’ including Barrow with this epithet. Their use is more rhetoric that accurate description. Chapters 3 and 4 infra will consider Barrow’s connection to Browne and whether there was a distinct ‘Barrowist’ theological tradition.
importance in this chapter. First is Barrow’s idea of participation by the elect in Christ’s offices. Second is the distinction between what Christ had done for the church and what he was doing in the church, Christ’s work in the past and his continuing work in the present. This chapter will consider whether these two ideas were present in his ecclesiology. Finally then, the chapter will reflect on whether the doctrine was a prominent feature of Barrow’s thinking; that is, whether it was a key theme for his understanding of the church. The answers to these questions provide a foundation for the work of subsequent chapters.

What follows in this chapter will be largely exegetical, providing a critical explanation of Barrow’s usage of the doctrine as found in his published writings. An attempt will be made to allow Barrow to speak for himself within the context of his time. Barrow never wrote a systematic treatise of the church in the modern sense of the idea. His writings were largely polemical, attacking the Church of England and its proponents. There is no attempt here to provide a comprehensive ‘ecclesiology’ for Barrow. Rather, this chapter is only an exploration of his ecclesiology as it relates to his use of the doctrine of the offices of Christ. Necessarily then, questions on some points of Barrow’s ecclesiology will not be addressed or will be considered only briefly in footnotes.

1. Separation from a false church

Barrow’s understanding of the true visible church centred on Christ’s presence in the church through his offices of prophecy, priesthood, and kingship. He introduced this idea in his earliest known work *Four Causes of Separation*, probably
written in the fall of 1587. Barrow referenced the doctrine of Christ’s offices in his reasons for separating from the Church of England. According to Barrow, the Church of England was a false church because they denied Christ’s offices. In Barrow’s worldview, there were only two churches, the true church belonging to Christ and the false church belonging to Antichrist. It was obvious to Barrow that since Christ could not be associated with a false church; a false church by definition must belong to Antichrist. ‘It is impossible that the Church of Christ can carie the yoake of Antichrist,’ Barrow maintained. As a false church, then, true Christians could have no communication with it. Barrow concluded, ‘Two so contrarie maisters they cannot serve, as Christ & Antichrist, neither have communion with both.’ True Christians had to make a choice, either for Christ or Antichrist. They could not remain in a false church and serve Christ.

Barrow pointed out four particular errors within the Church of England that proved it to be a false church. Those errors he described as, ‘The profane and ungodly people received into and retained in the bozom and bodie of ther churches,’ ‘The false and Antichristian ministrie imposed upone ther churches,’ ‘The fals maner of worshiping the true God,’ and ‘The false and Antichristian government wherewith ther churches are ruled.’ While his opponents chafed at his assertion that the Church of England was a false church, Barrow was not arguing that there was nothing good within it. His opponents responded that although there was sin within their church, there was also much that was good and godly. The puritan George Gifford (perhaps

---

2 Barrow, 'A Brief Summe of the Causes,' 145.
3 Barrow, 'Brief Discoverie,' 56.
4 Barrow, 'Four Causes of Separation,' 54.
Barrow’s most notable opponent) argued that what was at issue was the degree of sin that might ‘divorce’ a church from Christ. Gifford wrote,

> The matter in question between the Brownists and me, is not about the controversie in our Church, as whether there be imperfections, corruptions and faults, in our Worship, Ministerie and Church governement, nor how many great or smal: but whether there be such heinous enormities as destroy the verie life, and being of a true Church, and make an utter divorce from Christ.

While for Gifford the debate concerned corruption in the Church of England, for Barrow the debate concerned their continuation in known sin.

Calling these four errors the cause of separation is somewhat misleading. Separation was not justified by the mere presence of sin within the church. Separation was necessary, rather, due to the ‘wilful and obstinate refusal’ of the Church of England to repent and change after their sin had been made known to them. This distinction was important for Barrow as he responded to his opponents. Contrary to Gifford’s argument, the issue for Barrow was not whether the severity of sin in the Church of England was sufficient to cause a divorce from Christ. Rather, for Barrow, the debate was over what to do once sin had been discovered within the church. It was their unwillingness to repent that made the Church of England a false church. Barrow believed ‘no true Church or Christian will maintaine anie sinne or error, when it is evidentlie shewed & convinced unto them by the worde of God …

---

7 George Gifford, *A plaine declaration* (London, 1590), To the Reader.
8 Stephen Brachlow notes, ‘Robinson and other separatists made much of the open wickedness, profanity, and corruption they believed permeated the parish churches. Yet those evils in themselves did not make the national church a false one. Rather, its corrupt constitution was the culprit because, in the first place, it granted membership to visibly profane people and, in the second place, it failed to provide valid Biblical measures for the “evacuation and expulsion of excrements, or other noisome things.”’ The argument of this chapter is that for Barrow, it was not the corrupt constitution as Brachlow’s notes, but rather the rejection of Christ. Brachlow, *Communion of Saints*, 68.
Or if they doe, whilest they remaine in that estate, they are not of us to be held the true Churches of Christ. From Barrow’s point of view, the Church of England had been shown their errors and yet chose to remain in them. Therefore, Barrow concluded, the Church of England could not be considered a true church.

Although, from Barrow’s point of view, all sin was capable of separating one from Christ if not repented of, these four errors in particular were noteworthy. The discussion here so far would seem to support the suggestion that discipline, or excommunication, was a key theme in Barrow’s ecclesiology. This suggestion was, in fact, what the Church of England clergyman Richard Alison had argued in response to Barrow’s work *A True Description*. In Alison’s response, he understood Barrow to be arguing for absolute purity in the visible church. However, Barrow was not arguing the visible church would ever be pure; he agreed it would not. Rather, for Barrow, there was a connection between these particular errors (and the failure of the Church of England to repent of them) and a denial of Christ’s incarnation. Barrow wrote, ‘The haynous and fearfull enormities that insue of these [errors] are infinit and cannot be sufyciently expressed ether by word or writing: but summarylye, you shall find herbye Christ Jesus denied in all his ofices, and so

---

12 Little is known of Alison though Leland Carlson provides a very brief biography, ‘Richard Alison, rector of St. Thomas the Apostle, 1591/2-1612; rector of St. Leonard, Shoreditch, 1596-1612. He was the author of a book entitled *A Plaine Confutation of a Treatise of Brownisme*, which was a refutation of Barrow’s *A True Description out of the Worde of God, of the Visible Church*.’ He is referred to as ‘Doctor Alison’ indicating an advanced level of education. Alison is listed as one of the ‘visitors’ of Barrow and Greenwood during their prison stay. From the scant evidence Alison appeared to have been in good standing with the hierarchy of the Church of England, perhaps being employed by the archbishop to write his response to Barrow. John Greenwood and Henry Barrow, *The Writings of John Greenwood, 1587-1590: Together with the Joint Writings of Henry Barrow and John Greenwood, 1587-1590*, 6 vols., Elizabethan Nonconformist Texts, ed. Leland H. Carlson, vol. 4 (London: George Allen and Unwin, 1962), 119, note 39; Barrow, *The Writings of Henry Barrow, 1587-1590*, 67.
consequently not to be com in the flesh.' For Barrow, the failure to repent of these errors was a denial of Christ.

Barrow did not accuse the Church of England of openly and explicitly denying Christ’s offices. On the contrary, their denial was subtler. Barrow’s statement that through these four errors the incarnation was denied was to say that the Church of England neither allowed Christ to establish nor work in their church. Christ, then, had no part in the Church of England from Barrow’s point of view. This connection between the incarnation and Christ’s work was not an uncommon view in the period 1580 to 1620. The bishop of Winchester Thomas Cooper maintained a similar attitude concerning the Church of Rome:

What it is to denye Christe to have come in Fleshe, and who they are that denye it, you shall understaunde that there bee two wayes to denye Christe to have come in fleshe. The one flatlye and groselye, and in playne wordes, as Ebion, Erinthus, Marcion, Valentinian, Arrius, and a number suche other, in the Primative Churche, whiche denyed eyther the Deitie, or Humanitie of Christe. But in them Sathan shewed himselfe in his owne Coloures, like a blacke Devill, and therefore the Heresyes beeing so grosse, were soone confuted, and confounded in the Churche of God. There is another waye more subtle, and perilous, undirectly to denye Christ to have come in fleshe, in whiche Sathan tourneth himselfe into an Aungell of lighte, and as Cyprian sayeth, Under the name of Christe, confounding the Religion of christe. That is, While in wordes they confesse the Incarnation of Christ, by perverse Doctrynes in effecte they deny it, by denying those causes, for which the Sonne of God was Incarnate, attributing the effect of our Salvation, to other thinges.  

---

13 Barrow, 'Four Causes of Separation,’ 54.
Cooper’s statement was published in 1580 probably before Barrow had become a Christian. Cooper was arguing against the addition of works to salvation, yet his understanding was not very different from Barrow’s.

Barrow’s charges against the Church of England demonstrate a connection between the doctrine of Christ’s offices and the status of a church as true or false.\(^\text{15}\) The Church of England had replaced Christ, constructing a different priesthood, accepting a different prophecy, and living under a different kingship. Through their ‘perverse’ teaching and practice, in effect, the Church of England had denied the reason that Christ had become incarnate. The true church, as Barrow described it, was ‘a company and fellowship of faithful and holy people gathered in the name of Christ Jesus their only king, priest, and prophet, worshiping him aright, being peaceable and quietly governed by his officers and laws, keeping the unity of faith in the bond of peace & love unfained.’\(^\text{16}\) For those properly gathered, there was only one king, one priest, and one prophet, namely Christ Jesus.\(^\text{17}\)

It should not be surprising that Barrow’s opponents rejected his accusation that they denied Christ’s offices. Richard Alison maintained that the Church of England firmly believed in the doctrine of Christ’s offices. Responding to a description by Barrow of the true visible church Alison wrote, ‘That Christ Jesus is our only king, priest, and prophet, and that the servants of God in all their assemblies, both public and private, do meet in his name, is confessed.’\(^\text{18}\) George

\(^\text{15}\) As Christ was prior to the church, his offices, though not yet fulfilled, were his prior to the church. Barrow agreed with the Covenant Theology of the period holding the church to have existed prior to the cross (Israel was a manifestation of the church).

\(^\text{16}\) Barrow, ‘A True Description out of the Word of God,’ 214.

\(^\text{17}\) Again Charke made similar claims concerning the Catholic church, ‘Whosoever therefore confesseth not Christ to be a Saviour, Prophet, King, and Priest, is not of God, but of Antichrist.’ William Charke, A treatise against the Defense of the censure (Cambridge, 1586), 64.

\(^\text{18}\) Alison, A plaine confutation of a treatise of Brownisme, 19.
Gifford gave a similar response, ‘We preach him in his three offices to be our King, Priest, and Prophet: Wee preach al the fundamental articles of our christian faith; and as wee preach, so you believe al these.’¹⁹

Barrow acknowledged that the Church of England had some understanding of the doctrine of Christ’s offices. His criticism was that they did not teach the whole doctrine and had failed to practice the implications of it in their church. Therefore, their confession of belief in Christ’s offices did not satisfy Barrow. He remarked,

These and many other comfortable and true doctrines they can and doe deliver touching the offices of Christ; but all these you must understand, and I pray you observe wel (for so shal you cleerly espie their error and deceit) are still but what Christ hath done in his owne person for his elect: here is not one worde spoken what he doth in his elect: how he teacheth, sanctifieth and ruleth them by the scepter of his word, how he is a king, priest, a prophet heere on earth, and exerciseth the offices here in his church amongst his servantes the saints.²⁰

According to Barrow, it was the present work of Christ in the elect that the Church of England had neglected. He drew a distinction between what Christ had done and what he was doing, between his past work for the church and his present work in and through the church. This distinction of a twofold work of Christ expressed in his offices was important in Barrow’s understanding of the true visible church. While the Church of England professed belief in the doctrine, they failed to teach and practice the full truth of Christ’s offices.

After Christ ascended, his work of prophecy, priesthood, and kingship continued. Barrow observed a distinction between that which Christ had done and that which Christ was doing. He argued that Christ’s work was both in the past as

---

well as in the present. Christ was still present in his visible churches, continuing to work immediately *in* all of the elect as well as working mediately *through* all of the elect. For Barrow, hindering Christ’s work in the visible church made the incarnation of no value. After Barrow attacked the ‘bishops and learned priests of England’ for ignoring the liberty of the members of Christ’s body, he explained, ‘Then was not Christe’s death a sufficient ransome for, neither extended to al our sinnes, neither hath he subdued or set us free from al our enimies, neither have we as yet anie perfect peace or reconcilation with God. And then was his coming vayne, then can no flesh be saved therbie.’

21 Barrow’s reference here to Christ’s incarnation demonstrated the connection between the doctrine of Christ’s offices and the purpose for which he became incarnate, his work of prophecy, priesthood, and kingship.

22 However, during Barrow’s time, this connection between the doctrine of the offices of Christ and the incarnation was frequently noted only in terms of what Christ had done for the church. As Robert Franks put it in his work *A History of the Doctrine of the Work of Christ*, ‘The Incarnation then took place that Christ might offer a sacrifice in human nature for us.’ Franks continues,

> Such is the first summary account of the work of Christ given by Hooker, representing Him as Priest and King. It is not, however, Hooker’s whole theory: but requires to be supplemented by passages scattered through the following chapters on the Incarnation and the Sacraments, in which the central thought is the ancient patristic idea of the communication of salvation to humanity, involved in the very Incarnation itself. In the Incarnation the Person of the Lord was united, not to a single man, but to humanity in general.

23

---

21 Barrow, 'Plaine Refutation,' 301.
22 This issue will be taken up again in chapter 4 infra.
Franks goes on to note that ‘Scripture, moreover, always connects the Incarnation with the necessity of redemption.’

According to Barrow, Christ had worked, yet more importantly to Barrow’s present circumstances, Christ was still working. Furthermore, Christ worked through the elect mediately in addition to working in the elect immediately. After explaining what Christ was doing in the elect, Barrow remarked that Christ ‘maketh all his children kings, priests, and prophets.’ The work of prophecy, priesthood, and kingship that Barrow explained Christ continued to do was the very same work that Christ’s children were to do. However, as will be discussed in what follows, the elect were never to act independently of Christ. The elect participated in Christ’s offices, they did not occupy them separately. They shared with Christ, and it was as Christ worked through them that they carried on his work. For Barrow, then, to hinder Christ’s servants was to hinder Christ. Significantly for Barrow, the Church of England prevented the public exercise of Christ’s offices by some members: ‘They thus blasphemously denie in deed and practise the whole anointing of Christ, namely his three offices, his kingdome, priesthood, and prophecie.’

The Church of England’s failure to practice the truth of Christ’s offices in their church meant they had a different priesthood, prophecy, and kingship from what Christ had commanded. From Barrow’s perspective, they ‘blasphemously usurpe the very peculiar names, offices and honours proper to Christ alone.’ They not only denied Christ his offices but also replaced him in those offices. Their sin was not to offer another means of justification, or an alternative atonement, but rather

---

24 Ibid., 339.
25 Barrow, 'Brief Discoverie,' 509.
26 Ibid., 514.
27 Barrow, 'The First Part of the Platforme,' 242.
to offer a different saviour and a different church. Barrow’s frustration at what he believed the Church of England had done to Christ is clear:

For doe they not put the reede of the popes Canons in his [Christ’s] hand, in steade of the Scepter of his owne holy word? Do they not make him a minister of an other Testament, by bynding him to this theire popishe apochripha liturgye, and all theire other devises made, or to be made? Do they not make him a priest, a sacrific, to all the prophane & ungodly? To conclude, do they not hereby denye and abrogate all his offices in his Church, of kingdome, priesthoode & prophecye, and his whole anointing in the flesh?  

For Barrow, their worship, ministry, people, and government were not those that Christ had explicitly commanded in his word. They were not those that should have been the expression of Christ’s offices in and through the true visible church.

Barrow argued that Christ’s work, expressed in his offices, had not ceased with his ascension. The Church of England had failed to recognize this distinction between what Christ had done for his elect and what he was doing in the elect according to Barrow. Neither Alison nor Gifford discussed this distinction in Barrow’s argument. It was this distinction that Barrow had maintained as ‘their error.’ He had conceded that the Church of England taught some truths concerning Christ. His point was that they failed to teach what Christ was doing in the elect and hindered Christ’s servants from practicing those same truths. While it could be argued that Alison and Gifford had misunderstood Barrow’s writings, they clearly understood that he accused them of denying Christ’s offices since they had asserted their belief in that doctrine in response. As Gifford had explained, he saw the debate

---


29 Barrow, ‘Brief Discoverie,’ 509.
between them as whether the severity of the sins within the Church of England made it a false church. On this point Barrow responded that their acceptance of known sin in the Church of England led to a denial of the offices of Christ and as such was ‘sufficient’ to bring about a divorce from Christ, using Gifford’s terms.30

2. Christ’s offices and the errors of the Church of England

Barrow defended his charge of denial by comparing the functions of Christ’s offices of prophecy, priesthood, and kingship, and the errors over which the Church of England had refuse to repent. Regarding Christ’s prophetic office Barrow wrote, ‘When anything is aded to or taken from his written word, or wher Christ's woyce [sic] onlye is not heard and obayed in the church’ this office was denied.31 The Church of England’s liturgy demonstrated a denial of Christ’s prophetic office in their use of the Book of Common Prayer. Barrow accused the Church of England of replacing God’s word with ‘an invention of man.’ Nothing was allowed in the church but scripture according to Barrow, all else was ‘apocrypha’ and a device of man. He wrote, ‘In the church of God may nothing come, or be heard, but the canonical Scriptures and lively graces of Gode's Spirit, according to the same.’32 Barrow charged the ministers of the Church of England of following the Book of Common Prayer in place of Christ’s commands. Barrow explained, ‘We may … conclude from the second Commandment, that whatsoever worship is devised by man, and whatsoever devise of man is put into the worship of God, is idolatrie.’33 Though the

30 Gifford, A short treatise, 90.
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Prayer Book did contain within it some scripture, that was not sufficient in Barrow’s eyes to make up for all the ‘apocrypha’ that it also contained.

George Gifford agreed with Barrow that no human devices should be brought into the visible church: ‘For whatsoever man inventeth in Gods worship, is erronious: and whatsoever in the same is erronious, hath beene invented by man.’ However, as Barrow pointed out, Christ had not given the Book of Common Prayer to his church; therefore, it was a human creation. Gifford’s defence was that some ministers in the Church of England used only those portions of the Book that they felt did not violate their conscience. Given that not all used the Book wholly, Gifford considered Barrow’s charge that the whole church was corrupt to be unfounded. As Gifford saw it, those ministers who were scrupulous to avoid any parts that were contrary to Christ’s word, gave validity to the Church of England.

Since all ministers were required to subscribe to the entirety of the Book, non-conformity to some parts was not sufficient for Barrow. The second of Archbishop John Whitgift’s three articles, which were compulsory for ministerial license, made use of the Book mandatory. The applicant was required to affirm, that the Book of Common Prayer, and of ordering bishops, priests, and deacons, containeth nothing in it contrary to the word of God, and that the same may lawfully be used, and that he himself will use the form of the said book prescribed in public prayer and administration of the sacraments, and none other.

---


35 Archbishop John Whitgift required subscription to three articles in order to be licensed to preach. These articles were put forward in 1583 though As Gerald Bray notes, ‘These articles were only haphazardly enforced during Elizabeth’s reign, but they were incorporated as Canon 36 of the Canons of 1604, after which subscription to them was regularly insisted upon.’ Gerald Lewis Bray, *Documents of the English Reformation* (Minneapolis, MN: Fortress Press, 1994), 397.
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Even if it was granted that some ministers avoided portions of the Prayer Book that they felt violated their conscience, they were required to subscribe to its entirety before the Bishop. As Barrow considered the book itself an abomination, in part or whole, whether they used all of it or not they were equally guilty. Barrow wrote, ‘All the whole masse-booke, the English service-booke and everie part therof are detestable idolls. All which idoll and every part therof we can condemne.’

Gifford’s argument had failed to convince Barrow. Given that the ministers of the Church of England brought a human device into the public worship of God they had denied Christ’s prophetic office.

The form of government found in the Church of England was also the invention of man and therefore was not according to Christ’s commands in Barrow’s eyes. As he observed, that form of government could not be found in Scripture: ‘Ther straung offices, officers, and laws, … never re[a]d of, never h[e]ard of, in the Scriptures.’ There was nothing in the church that was ‘indifferent’ to Barrow:

Christ hath left but one forme of government in his last Will and Testament unto his Church, which he hath sealed with his blood; and therfore not left it arbitrable at the pleasures of Princes, or pollicies of tymes to be done or undon, but made it by a double right inviolable, both by his word and his Testament; so that the Church of God can neither be governed by anie other lawes or government, neither ought it to be without this; for God holdeth them all in the estate of enimies, which have not his Sonne to reigne over them.

Not only was the Church of England disobeying what Christ had commanded, they had replaced his commands with their own invention:
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They thrust these devises of men into the place of God's worde, causing the people therby to reverence and esteeme them as the holie oracles of God, of like authoritie, dignitie, and truth, and to resorte unto them to builde their faith therupon, and therby they bring in an other foundation into the church: besides the high injurie donne unto God therbie.\(^{40}\)

As with the Church of England’s liturgy, their form of government proved they had denied Christ’s prophetic office by substituting human devices in place of Christ’s commands.

Christ’s priestly office was denied, Barrow explained, ‘When any unlawfull worship is offered to Christ, or in his name.’\(^{41}\) His justification for this claim was that ‘Christ is not a priest for such sacrifices as his Father is not pleased with.’\(^{42}\) Much of the debate over false worship, as with the liturgy in general, centred on the use of the Book of Common Prayer. Barrow wrote that the Prayer Book,

standeth a publike prescript contained leiturgy (not as yet to come to the particulars or meddle with the blasphemous contentes therof but to speak generally of it) … it becometh a detestable idol, standing for that it is not in the church of God and consciences of men: namely, for holy, spirituall, and faithfull prayer, it being nothing lesse, but rather abominable and loathsome sacrifice in the sight of God, even as a dead dogg.\(^{43}\)

Liturgy taken from the Book of Common Prayer was not an acceptable sacrifice to God as Barrow understood things. All prescribed liturgies were rotten carcasses, slain long before they were brought to the altar.

Prescribed prayers and selected portions of Scripture were an abomination because they were not according to Christ’s word. Spiritual prayer, or prayer that was

\(^{40}\) Barrow, ‘Plaine Refutation,’ 101.  
\(^{41}\) Barrow, ‘Four Causes of Separation,’ 55.  
\(^{42}\) Barrow, ‘Plaine Refutation,’ 74.  
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acceptable to God, was to be extemporaneous. Read prayers were not to be offered to God in worship; they were sacrifices not slain at the altar, but dead animals brought to the altar contrary to the law of God. Again Barrow clarified,

Everie sacrifice must be brought quick & new unto the Altar, & there be slayne everie morning and evening: how much more in this spiritual Temple of God, where the offringes are spiritual, and God hath made al his servantes Kings, & priestes, to offer up acceptable sacrifices unto him, through Jesus Christ.44

Barrow’s imagery, drawing on Old Testament animal sacrifices, could not paint a clearer picture; public worship required new and living sacrifices, not previously slain works of rotten flesh with their stench.

According to Barrow, even the lord’s prayer was a ‘previously slain work’ and was not to be used in public or private as a prayer. Read prayers could be used for the purpose of meditation but could not be offered to God. Reading was communication from God to man while prayer was communication from man to God. Prayer was to address the immediate needs of the one praying and to bring before God the ready expressions of the community. Barrow’s opinion of those who read prayers in the worship of God is clear when he described read prayer as ‘the froth of their lips, and follie of their heartes.’ He asked if this folly should ‘be thrust upon men's consciences, yea, even upon the Spirit of God himself in this maner’? He concluded, ‘In the church of God may nothing come, or be heard, but the canonical Scriptures and lively graces of Gode's Spirit, according to the same.’45 It was the latter phrase, ‘the lively graces of Gode’s Spirit’ which allowed for prayers and sermons to be heard in worship. Both were to be extemporaneous; prayer, a fresh
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expression by the help of the Spirit from the community to God, and the sermon, a fresh expression by the help of the Spirit from God to the community.

Barrow complained that prescribed portions of Scripture to be read in worship denied the ‘free use both of the Scriptures and spirit of God.’ The presence of some scripture could not justify the use of the Prayer Book as far as Barrow was concerned. Joining the holy word of God with human inventions could not ‘prove it lawful for them to bring in their owne apocrypha divises, and set them up in the church.’ Using any part of the Prayer Book in the church was false worship and, therefore, denied Christ’s priestly office. It was a false liturgy, a human invention, containing false ceremonies and dead sacrifices. Christ did not institute it and it denied the Spirit of God in worship. The Church of England, Barrow argued, denied Christ’s prophetic and priestly office by not obeying what Christ had commanded for his visible church and substituting human invention in the place of Christ’s ordinances.

Finally, Barrow explained that Christ’s kingly office was denied, ‘wher his lawes and ordinances ar rejected and not obeyed, or anie other thurste uenpon the church, etc.’ The Church of England’s willful and obstinate refusal to repent of those sins that existed in their church was conclusive proof, from Barrow’s perspective, that Christ was not their king. Christ was not sitting on the throne of any church that continued in sin. Barrow argued, ‘God can never be severed from his worde; they that despise and reject God's worde, despise and reject God himself. Christ ruleth and reigneth by the scepter of his owne worde, they that are not subject
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unto, but wilfully disobey, that word, are not subject unto Christ, have not him a kinge, but a judge over them.' The problem was not that there was sin in the Church of England; rather that the Church refused to repent of the sin that Barrow and others had exposed. There may very well have been much that was good and godly in the Church of England. However, refusing to repent of those sins that were now known meant they had wilfully rejected God’s word. Barrow pointed out, ‘The worde of God caleth him an heretick that obstinatelie holdeth anie one error after due conviction, though he hold much truth besides.’ Barrow’s argument was that while sin may exist in the church known sin must be removed.

Barrow did not claim that all sin could be removed from the visible church, contrary to his opponent’s charges. The visible church would continue to consist of both the wicked and the righteous. While the precise meaning and application of the parable of the wheat and tares in Matthew 13 was debated, Barrow never denied that there could be some sin in the visible church. There could be both sinners and righteous until Christ returned in judgment. Barrow’s concern was that no sin was to be knowingly allowed to enter into the visible church and all sin already within the visible church, once discovered, was to be removed. Sin that was hidden could not be
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prevented from entering or removed as long as undiscovered and, therefore, would continue in the visible church. In his argument that the Church of England remained in known sin Barrow was not arguing for a visible church free from all sin, but a church that fought against sin as part of the kingly office. By continuing in known sin, the Church of England was denying Christ’s kingly office.

The Church of England did claim Christ as king, yet Barrow maintained that they refused to have Christ to reign over them:

> These husbandmen are they that caste the Sonne and heyre out of the vineyarde, that wil not have him reigne over them, but take the regiment into their owne hands, devising and erecting a newe forme of governement unto the Church, as these their popish Courtes, Cannons, Customes, Officers declare, and persecuting with al hostility and tyranny all such as pleade for Christes governement, and wil not subject their bodies and soules unto their Antichristian yoke.

As already discussed, the government established within the Church of England was not the government that Christ commanded in his word. Barrow questioned, ‘How can Christ be said to stand a king and Lord unto them that breake and reject his lawes, and set up in stead therof their owne devises and inventions’? For Barrow, their claims were incongruous.

George Gifford contended that Christ’s kingdom was chiefly inward and spiritual and because of this he argued that open sin in the visible church did not nullify Christ’s reign. Gifford agreed with Barrow that the visible church should obey Christ’s laws and fight against sin outwardly. Even so, Gifford believed that the visible church was still in some bondage to sin: ‘It standeth cleere by the scriptures, that the Church in her perfectest repentance, even with all her children, is held in
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some spirituall bondage unto sin, but yet she is not obstinat I grant, for she hateth the evil she doth & laboureth against it.’ This outward bondage of sin meant that Antichrist was sitting in the true visible church according to Gifford.  

Again, as the true church was chiefly inward and spiritual, in Gifford’s view, Antichrist sitting in the church did not make it a false church; Christ was not cast out, divided, or subject to Antichrist.

Barrow agreed that the true church was spiritual but in his view it was also outward and physical as well. He charged his opponents with hypocrisy: ‘You make it only inward, and use Christ as one of the phisitions’ planitarie signes, assigning to him in hipocrisie your heart and soule to rule, whilst in the meane time you yield your bodies and whole assemblies to the obedience and rule of antichrist.’ and, ‘thinking … Christ’s kingdome so inward and spirituall as that he requireth no bodily or outward obedience.’ Barrow rejected the distinction between Christ’s inward spiritual reign and his outward physical reign:

Now as for this inward government & sanctification they speake of, where Christ reigneth in their hearts by the power of his Spirit &c. I say that the Spirit of God may not & cannot be severed from the word of God. They that openly & willingly breake the least of Gods lawes, boast of a false gift when they speake of their inward sanctification. Christ doth not reigne in the heart of anie that wil not submit all their outward actions to be ruled by him also. Christ will have the whole man both bodie & soule to serve him: he parteth not with Antichrist or Beliall.

According to Barrow, the visible church was both the spiritual and physical manifestation of Christ’s offices.

---
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Christ as king of the visible church meant that the true visible church was free from the bondage of sin according to Barrow. As Barrow put it, ‘if wee be in bondage to sinne, then are we not Kings and Priestes unto God.’

According to Barrow, the true visible church of Christ could not be under bondage to sin without denying Christ’s offices. Barrow took offence at Gifford’s understanding: ‘Yet procedeth this graceles man furder, and is not afraide to affirme, that the church and everie member therof is in some spiritual bondage to sinne, and draweth an argument from this position, that therfore much more may it be in some outward bondage to Antichrist.’ For Barrow, if Antichrist sat in the true church then Christ was not its prophet, priest, and king:

If Antichrist may be said to sitt, reigne, and remaine in the church of God, the Christ is not made heire and Lorde of all, and set as Kinge upon Mount Sion. Then Christ is either cast out of his house, or made subject unto Antichrist, or divideth with him. … Then Christ is not the onlie head of the church. … If Antichriste's doctrines and lawes may be brought, set up, and remaine in the church, then Christ is not the onlie prophet and lawe-giver.

Barrow agreed that Antichrist reigned in the Church of England but not in a true visible church. Christ was prophet, priest, and king in a true visible church. For Barrow the government that Christ commanded in his word was a visible manifestation of Christ’s kingdom on earth. In rejecting Christ’s outward government, the Church of England had denied Christ his kingly office.

---
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3. Participation in the offices of Christ

Barrow accused the Church of England of denying Christ’s prophetic, priestly, and kingly offices. More significantly (for this research), he accused the Church of England of preventing the whole membership of the church from fulfilling their obligations as prophets, priests, and kings. Barrow’s most distinct usage of the doctrine of the offices of Christ is found in his discussions of what Christ was doing through the elect; that is, the participation in Christ’s offices by the members of the true visible church. As already noted, Barrow distinguished between what Christ had done for the elect and what he ‘doth in his elect.’ In fact, it was the Church of England’s neglect of what Christ was doing in the elect that Barrow maintained as their ‘error and deceit.’ He alleged, ‘[there is] not one worde spoken what he doth in his elect.’

The participation of the elect with Christ in his offices informed Barrow’s understanding of the true visible church. If Barrow had more confidence in Christians to participate in the public affairs of the visible church than did the proponents of the Church of England, the reason is likely to be found in his understanding of the people of God. Christ made the elect to be kings, priests, and prophets with him. If the offices of Christ were the basis of Christ’s activity within the church, then according to Barrow’s thinking, the believer’s participation in those offices was the basis for each member’s interest and involvement in the church’s affairs both public and private. As Barrow explained of the Church of England, ‘their

---
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people are blind, ignorant, seditious, headstrong,’ but the same was not true of the members of Christ’s visible church.66

1. True members of a true visible church

The false membership of the Church of England meant that its members did not participate in Christ’s offices. Christ did not make the members of the Church of England to be prophets, priests, and kings and he did not exercise his offices through them.67 Barrow had argued that wicked and profane individuals were being accepted into and retained in the Church of England. Barrow’s opponents did not dispute this charge.68 To the contrary, their interpretation of the wheat and tares parable in Matthew 13 meant that they were to tolerate sinners within the church until the end of the age and the final judgment of God. However for Barrow, this criticism was not just an assessment of the sinfulness of the people within the Church of England. He was also concerned that the members of the false church did not ‘have fellowship with Christ and his members.’69 Barrow described the situation: ‘All without exception or respect of person are received into, and nourished in the bosom of this church, with the word and sacraments. None are here refused, none kept out. … This is their communion of saintes, their holy fellowship.’70 All the people of the nation were considered to be members of the established church.

Given Barrow’s understanding of the visible church as those who were in communion with Christ (or at least appeared to be in communion) there was a
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fundamental difference in the nature of the visible church itself between the true church and the false church. Barrow criticized the view that ‘where a christian prince is, which maintaineth the gospel, and the whole land or estate not resisting this commandment, reverenceth the word and sacramentes, there the whole multitude of such a land or state, are without doubt to be esteemed and judged a true church.’ He complained that, ‘All this people, with all these manners, were in one daye, with the blast of Q. Elizabeths trumpet, of ignorant papistes and grosse idolaters, made faithfull Christianes, & true professors.’ According to Barrow, ‘no prince or mortal man can make any a member of the true church.’ While Barrow accepted that the prince could compel the gospel to be heard by all in the land, the prince could not make anyone a Christian. Only Christ could make one a member of the true visible church.

For Barrow, the true visible church was solely the work of Christ. Not even the elect had the power to make someone a member. They only had the power to recognize whether Christ had already made the individual a member of the true church or not. Nor was it the exclusive practice of the leadership to accept into membership. Every member was responsible to participate in recognising those whom Christ had chosen and those whom he had not. Barrow explained,

To chuse or to refuse, to cal or harden; that the eternal and almightie ruler of heaven and earth keepeth in his owne hands, and giveth not this power unto any other. This also we know, that whome the Lord hath before al worldes chosen, them he wil in his due time and meanes cal by his word, and whome he calleth, them he sealeth with this seale, to depart from iniquitie, to beleeve and lay hold of Christ Jesus as
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their alone saviour, to honour and obey him as their appointed King, Priest, & Prophet, to submit themselves unto him in all thinges, to be reformed, corrected, governed, & directed by his most holy word, vowing their faithful obedience unto the same, as it shalbe revealed unto them.76

Those in a true visible church had communion with Christ and with the members of his body. They participated in Christ’s offices in that he made them prophets, priests, and kings. Those outside a true church did not have communion with Christ nor did they participate in his offices.

As the civil magistrate could not create a true visible church neither could such a church so constituted seal the true covenant. Barrow and his opponents believed that the sacrament of baptism was the seal of the covenant that signified a person’s entry into relationship with Christ and his body. Further, as every member became united to Christ, so were they united to each other. The lord’s supper was a seal of the covenant that signified this communion with Christ and with his body.77

For Barrow, the sacraments were relational; signs of the relationship that already existed between the believer and Christ.78 Barrow had argued that the sacraments performed by the Church of England (as well as the Roman Church) were false sacraments.79 Similarly, ordination performed by a false church was a false ordination and produced a false ministry. How then, could a false church and false
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ministers bring one into communion with the true Christ and with his true members? How could such sacraments seal the true covenant? If the Church of England could not bring one into communion with Christ and his body, its members could not participate in Christ’s offices nor serve him as prophets, priests, and kings.

Defending the Church of England, George Gifford argued that Christ was active within it. He pointed out that the Church of England fought sin, worshiped God, and advanced Christ’s kingdom. Therefore, God must have blessed it with the ability to do these things. Unsurprisingly, Barrow rejected Gifford’s claims:

They build not upon but destroye the house of God, the bodie of Christ. This their worcke, the present estate of their Church witnesseth to their face, and sheweth what maner of worckmen they are: where we finde not one pinne, nayle, or hooke in due order and proportion according to the true paterne. They feed not the Lordes sheepe but the Lordes goates, and that not with wholesome foode, with sincere milke, that they might growe and be encreased therby, as the generall sinne, prophannes, and ignorance of al estates both Priestes and people declare. Neither guide they in the way of godlines, but in the wayes of destruction and calamitie. They have al declined & bene made together unprofitable.

If, as Barrow argued, the Church of England was not properly constructed, did not edify its members, did not produce a godly life, and did not advance Christ’s kingdom, then God had not blessed the Church of England nor empowered them to serve him. Only the church that belonged to Christ could claim God’s favour. The false church belonged to Antichrist. ‘The holie Ghost hath taught us to call you his servants to whome you obey: So we finding you under the obedience of Antichrist, cannot compt you the servants of Christ; unlessse you can prove that you can serve
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two contrarie Maisters faithfullie at once.82 Those serving Antichrist in the Church of England could not be prophets, priests, and kings serving Christ in Barrow’s view. Barrow did not deny that there might be true Christians within the Church of England.83 God was able to save even in a false church. Even so, as far as Barrow was concerned, any true Christians who remained within a false church were held in bondage and called by God to come out from such a wicked and corrupt body.84 Barrow pointed out that there was no sure promise for those who remained in a sinful church after discovering its corruption. While God only held the elect accountable for what they understood, in Barrow’s words, ‘so far as shalbe revealed unto them,’ he would not overlook obstinate sin.85 As already observed, Barrow believed that no true Christian would remain in sin once they became aware of it. Those who chose to remain in the corrupt Church of England were on very precarious ground. They could not have communion with Christ and his body while in such a state. So while there could be elect in the Church of England, they were not prophets, priests, and kings unto God.

In contrast to the Church of England, membership in the true visible church was not open to all in the land. Barrow explained, ‘We hold, that only such as voluntarily make a true profession of faith, and vowe of their obedience, and as in the same faith and obedience seek the communion and fellowship of the faithful, are to be receaved as members into the church.’86 By excluding some from the true visible church, Barrow was not trying to make the visible church identical with the invisible
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church, or even to make it as close as possible. The issue once again was known sin. While Barrow and his opponents both claimed that the visible church was the body of Christ, for Barrow no known sin or unbelieving person could be united to Christ’s body. The true visible church was a gathering of those who had already been united with Christ. The visible church in Barrow’s thinking, then, was the result of grace, not an institution that distributed grace. It came about after justification for the purpose of sanctification.

An exclusive membership was not solely the result of restricting entry into the church. Those within the church were kept pure through discipline. Discipline has been an oft-cited theme to define separatist ecclesiology. As has already been discussed, Barrow’s view left no room for a continuation of known sin within the church. This concern over sin in the visible church led Richard Alison to argue that the purity of the visible church was the essence of Barrow’s understanding of the true visible church. In response to Barrow’s description of the true visible church Alison wrote,

The matter whereof this church is framed, is a companie of people which is faithfull, etc. The Authors meaning is expressed more plainely in the arguments used against the church of England, Argument.6. The church of Christ is sanctified and made glorious, without spot or wrinkle, or grosse pollution, Againe, Argument.8. The people shalbe all righteous. Againe, One wicked man disanulleth the covenant unto all. And in the latter end of this booke it is concluded, that in this visible church is no uncleane person.

Contrary to Alison’s charge, Barrow believed that there could be hidden sin in the church, and, therefore, the visible church would never be truly pure. While Alison
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acknowledged Barrow’s ‘exception’ of hidden sin he concluded that ‘they do confesse that there may be pollutions in the manners of men being secret, which they leave to God: but if they be such spots and wrinkles, as declare the church not to be glorious, then no apparant church.’ Barrow understood that true members could sin which should then lead to repentance. Participation in Christ’s offices enabled the elect to be faithful though not perfect.

Discipline, or rather excommunication, served the purpose of purifying the church of sin once it had been discovered. Even so, excommunication was the final resort for those who refused to repent of their sin. The goal of discipline was not to remove the member from the body, but instead to encourage repentance. Only for those who refused to repent was excommunication the appropriate action to be taken by the church. While the subject of discipline received much attention in Barrow’s debates, it was a means rather than an end within his ecclesiology. Discipline was one aspect of the exercise of Christ’s kingly office and was one part of the fight against sin. To ignore sin once discovered was to deny Christ’s kingly office whether in one’s life or the church. Discipline itself was not the sine qua non in Barrow’s ecclesiology. Rather, Barrow believed it was the only proper response to sin in the visible church.

The connection of faith and obedience was not unique to Barrow. For Barrow, though, obedience was related to Christ’s offices: ‘How can Christ be said to
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stand a king and Lord unto them that breake and reject his lawes’? He had pointed out numerous times that to claim Christ as king one had to be willing to obey his laws. He had stated this in his description of the true members of Christ’s church: ‘We hold, that only such as voluntarily make a true profession of faith, and vowe of their obedience, and as in the same faith and obedience seek the communion and fellowship of the faithful, are to be receaved as members into the church,’ and when describing himself and those with him, ‘we are as we professe to be, simple hearted Christians, which seek to worship and obey Christ as our only king, priest, and prophet.’ As Barrow had pointed out, each of Christ’s offices required obedience. While all sin was capable of separating someone from Christ, only the wilful and obstinate refusal to repent would bring about such a separation.

For those who chose to remain in their sin Barrow offered little hope: ‘How can Christ be said a saviour unto them that despise his grace and mercie offred, refuse to repent and turne from their evil waies? They then not being under Christe's protection, nor in state of grace, while they continue obstinate in their sinne.’

Barrow limited his assessment to what could be seen and not according to God’s understanding of the person’s heart: ‘It becometh not us to give anie such finall judgment of matters not knowen unto us. Yet this wee may by warrant of the whole Scripture saie, that the wais of the false churche and ministrie are the wais of death, and have no promise of salvation.’ The person who chose to remain in known sin was no longer in a state of grace. Barrow believed ‘the godly may sinne of ignorance,
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of negligence, of fraylety, yet not therupon untill obstinacie be added unto sinne, cease to be Christians.'

He never explained if or how the elect could lose their justification before God, and it is unlikely that he believed they could. Interestingly, his opponents never challenged him on this point. To all appearances, a truly elect and justified person could fall out of grace and yet still be justified before God and among the elect. Barrow’s understanding was from a human perspective, someone could ‘appear’ not to be a Christian and yet in God’s perfect knowledge truly be one of the elect. Of course, such a person did stand in a very precarious position. Barrow made it clear that such a person stood under the threat of God’s discipline and certainly may not be among the elect at all. Still, he never described them as finally condemned.

Assurance of one’s salvation was not a topic Barrow discussed except to say that those who remained within the Church of England could have no assurance for their soul. For Barrow, personal obedience was not evidence of salvation alone. Assurance of salvation came with separation from the false church and joining with the true visible church. Persecution by the civil authorities and the antichristian Church of England was not proof of error but rather proof of salvation. Barrow drew upon the mistreatment of Christ at the hands of the authorities and then stated, ‘We looke for no better usage at your hands; the servant is neither greater nor better than his maister.’ Obedience was neither a necessary test for membership nor a means of personal assurance. It was, rather, the appropriate response for one who claimed Christ as prophet, priest, and king.
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Still, Barrow’s emphasis on obedience by the members of the true visible church led Gifford to accuse him of making the covenant of grace a covenant of works. Barrow had argued that ‘obstinate & presumptuous transgression breaketh the covenant.’

This, from Gifford’s perspective, made the covenant of grace dependent upon works: ‘Whosoever maketh the stablenesse of Gods covenant towards his people, and with his Church, to depend uppon the works of men, he maintaineth flat heresie.’ Barrow denied the accusation and stated his belief that the covenant is solely based upon God’s mercy and grace.

Once again Barrow maintained the distinction between what Christ had done for the elect and what he (through the Holy Spirit) was doing in the elect:

‘Is Mr. Giffard a teacher of the Church of England, and cannot yet put difference betwixt the worcke of our salvation by Christ for us, and the worke of God’s Holy Spirit, the fruicts of God’s grace in us’? Based on this distinction Barrow questioned what response the elect owe to God: ‘As though the Lord plighteth his love to us, and requireth not agayne our faith and obedience unto him in the same covenant’? He continued, ‘Every one[t] takethe howld of the covenants of God unto them, but no man remembreth his covenant to the Lord.’

For Barrow obedience was the proper response for the elect; the elect owed obedience back to God.
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2. Every member’s interest in the work of Christ

Barrow pointed out that each and every member of a true visible church had ‘power … in the church, and in the publike actions of the church.’\textsuperscript{106} The true visible church was a community of those chosen by Christ and engrafted into him by the Spirit of God. As a result of this work of the Spirit, every true Christian in a true visible church was in communion with Christ and with every other member of Christ’s body. Through union with Christ, every member participated in Christ’s offices, and Christ exercised his offices through every member. Union with Christ meant that every member had an obligation to serve him in the church: ‘Nowe this power which Christ hath given unto his Church, and to everie member of his Church, to keepe it in order, hee hath not left it to their discretions and lustes to be used or neglected as they will.’\textsuperscript{107} Participating in Christ’s offices meant that every member of the true visible church had been made prophets, priests, and kings. Barrow explained, ‘The people of Christ … to them and everie one of them he hath given his holy sanctifying Spirit, to open unto them and to lead them into al truth: to them he hath given his Sonne to be their King, Priest and Prophet, who hath made them unto him Kings & Priests.’\textsuperscript{108} This meant, according to Barrow, ‘Christ hath given ful power and libertie to all and everie one of his servantes, to put in practise whatsoever he commandeth.’\textsuperscript{109} Not only had the Church of England denied Christ his offices,
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but they had failed to teach how Christ worked through the elect. They denied every member the liberty to be prophets, priests, and kings in the visible church.\textsuperscript{110}

Barrow charged the bishops of the Church of England with hindering Christ’s servants. He argued, ‘Christe's servantes are kept in servitude from the free practise of his word.’\textsuperscript{111} He continued, ‘Bondage is the badge of Antichrist … wherby his soouldiours are discerned from the soul diors of Christ; and the children of mount Sina from the children of Hierusalem which is above & free, … for whome our Capitaine Christ hath purchased a full & a perfect libertie at a deare & precious price.’\textsuperscript{112}

Liberty and bondage were frequent terms Barrow used to discuss the freedom of believers to serve Christ through the exercise of Christ’s offices, and the oppression of the bishops who denied true believers that freedom. Christ empowered the elect for service through participation in his offices. According to Barrow, the leaders of the church ‘were appointed for the preservation of the order of the church, and not for the subversion therof: for the defence of the libertie of the least, and not to plucke

\textsuperscript{110} John Coolidge has argued for a different understanding of liberty among puritans. He notes, ‘As the Conformist understands it, Christian liberty derives from the autonomy of doctrine. It can be summed up by the adage “Thought is free.”’ In contrast, ‘The Puritan thinks of Christian liberty less as a permission than as a command. To do “any of those things which God hath not commanded” would be, not an assertion, but a violation of Christian liberty.’ Coolidge argues the puritan view of liberty as freedom from practices that violate the conscience. He comments, ‘Thus Christian liberty is not simply a release; rather, it is an active engagement in a struggle like that of organic life to resist dissolution. The exercise of Christian liberty is subject to constraints analogous to those by which life is conditioned on pain of ceasing to be.’ For Barrow and as will be seen in the next chapter concerning Ainsworth, liberty is viewed more as a freedom to serve Christ. While the distinction is subtle, it is important in understanding the separatist argument. The difference can be seen in ‘freedom from’ compared to ‘freedom to.’ It was not enough to be free from popish ceremonies if Christ’s members were not free to serve him as he commanded. On the different views of liberty note also Margaret Sommerville, ‘The insistence by the Independents that an “indifferent” area was one where God had left man a positive freedom that could not legitimately be infringed, was a response to and repudiation of the bishops’ use of “indifferent” to signify an area in which it was possible for men to make laws because God had not specifically commanded actions that must be performed or eschewed.’ See Coolidge, \textit{Pauline Renaissance}, 25-6, 39-40; Margaret Ruth Sommerville, 'Independent thought, 1603-1649' (PhD Thesis, University of Cambridge, 1982), 10 note 22.
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away the libertie of all.'\textsuperscript{113} Barrow wrote, ‘You shall find this gospell they prech no gospell of lybertie and power, but a gospell framed to the pollysies of the times, and wrested to uphould and serve this haynous idolatrie they use and stand under, and this Antichristian government of their bishops and their officers.'\textsuperscript{114} Not only did the Church of England deny Christ his offices, they also hindered his servants from exercising those offices.

The members of Christ’s visible church were servants of Christ. Barrow put forward three duties of Christ’s servants.\textsuperscript{115} First, as kings, they were to fight all sin and error both within themselves and in the world around them. As Barrow explained, ‘These perticular dueties and chardges dulie considered, there can be no doubte but everie Christian is a king and priest unto God to spie out, censure, and cut downe sinne as it ariseth, with that two-edged sworde that proceedeth out of Christ's mouth.'\textsuperscript{116} Second, as priests they were to worship God according to the commands of Christ: ‘Priestes he maketh them, in that he annointeth them with his owne holy spirit, wherby they both offer up their praiers & praises through him unto God, & their owne bodies & soules as living sacrifices unto him daily; which is their reasonable serving of God.'\textsuperscript{117} Finally, as prophets, they were to witness to Christ and to the gospel message thus advancing his kingdom: ‘Prophets he maketh them, in that he revealeth his truth unto them, & commandeth them to witnesse it & spread it forth in all places to his glorie.'\textsuperscript{118} Christ was presently active in every true visible church both in and through his members. Barrow explained, Christ ‘exerciseth the
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offices here in his church amongst his servantes the saints ... and maketh all his children kings, priests, and prophets.'

A congregational form of polity was what Christ commanded, in Barrow’s understanding. It was also the most logical form of government given Barrow’s understanding of the true visible church in which every member had an equal interest and obligation in the church’s affairs both public and private. Stephen Brachlow has suggested that assurance may be part of the reason for lay involvement in congregational polity. According to Brachlow, congregational polity provided additional opportunities for good works by the laity. With the stress on obedience as a sign of election and thus assurance, Brachlow writes, ‘congregational activism ... would have ensured that opportunities were available for each ... soul within the church to make his or her calling and election more sure.’ If, as has been argued, Barrow’s focus on obedience was not for soteriological assurance, then Brachlow’s suggestion may not capture the essential reason for congregational polity in separatist thought. Rather, given Barrow’s view of participation by every member in the offices of Christ, every member had a like interest and duty in the affairs of the church. Christ exercised his offices through his members as prophets, priests, and kings. Barrow argued for the liberty of each member of Christ’s visible church to practice what Christ had commanded. Congregational polity allowed every member just such freedom.

The congregational polity that Barrow argued for was not without an ordered ministry, however. Barrow explained the purpose of each of the offices that Christ had provided for his church in A True Description out of the Worde of God, of the
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Visible Church. According to Barrow, Christ gave four offices to the church, pastor, doctor, elders, and deacons.\textsuperscript{121} Those who were to hold these offices were to be elected by the congregation as ‘everie one of the people [hath] interest in the election and ordination of their officers.’\textsuperscript{122} The participation of every member was in accordance with his view of the relationship between the officers and the non-ordained members. He maintained, ‘Elders were appointed for the preservation of the order of the church,’ ‘not to plucke awaye the power and liberty of the whole church, or to translate and assume the publicke actions of the whole church into their owne handes alone.’\textsuperscript{123} Barrow rejected the distinction between clergy and laity. He argued that those who held office were members of the same body with those who did not and, therefore, the officers were no different from other members.\textsuperscript{124}

The function of the officers of the church may have distinguished their role from the non-ordained members, but it did not divide them. There was both equality and diversity as Barrow explained,

There is no division in the bodie, neither anie thing donne according to the will of man, but according to the will of God only, all have received of and being guided by one and the same spirit, even as God is one, and Christ not yea and naye. Now though all the members have received of this spirit of God, yet have not all received in like measure. Though all the bodie be light, yet is not all the bodie an eye. But God that hath made the bodie to consist of divers members, hath distributed divers giftes in divers measure unto them.\textsuperscript{125}

While every member had an interest and obligation in the public affairs of the visible church, in Barrow’s view, there were differences.
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Whatever distinguished the officers of the church from the non-ordained members the distinction did not make them any less prone to error or sin. Therefore, the officers were equally subject to judgment:

They [the officers] are men and may erre. They themselves even for al their doctrines and actions are subject to the censure of the church, or of the least members of the church, if in any thing they be founde to erre or transgresse. Yea, if they remaine obstinate, that congregation wherof they remaine ministers and members is to procede against them and to excommunicate them as any other member. For (as it hath bene said) the judgements of the church are not the judgements of men but of God, to which al the members of the church must alike be subject.  

The people were commanded to obey their leaders in so much as they remained true to Christ according to Barrow. Officers could make mistakes and sin. The people of the congregation were responsible to fight sin in the leaders as much as in themselves and in each other.

This judgment of the officers was the responsibility of the whole congregation, each and every member as all the members of the body were made prophets, priests, and kings, not just the officers. When their leaders abandoned Christ, it was the charge of the congregation to discipline them. Every member had been given the same right and responsibility to judge sin. It was given ‘to the whole church … and to everie member therof, and hath like power to binde or to loose in the mouth of the least, as in the mouth of the greatest.’ The congregation was not just free to discipline the offending officer if they desired. In Barrow’s view, they were obligated to do so. Liberty of the congregation to practice Christ’s commands, then, was not a privilege but a duty. To fail to excommunicate someone was to fail to
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fulfil Christ’s kingly office in which every member participated. Participating in Christ’s offices meant that every member was responsible for the church’s public affairs. Barrow wrote, ‘Everie member hath like interest in Christ, in his word, the pubike doctrine, and ministration of the church, and shall all be held guiltie and punished for the publike transgressions and abuses of the church.’

For Barrow, the authority to bind and loose sin did not belong to the leaders alone, but to every member. Barrow challenged the limitation of discipline to the officers. Limiting the role of forgiving sin and discipline to the ministerial order was more common to the period. The puritan and academic William Perkins explained that those not in the ministerial order ‘ordinarily … have not the power to pronounce the sentence of binding or loosing upon any man.’ In exceptional circumstances, a layperson may perform these duties but on those occasions God makes that one a minister temporarily according to Perkins. Only a properly called minister, or exceptionally, a temporary minister could loose or bind sin. The bishop of Derry George Downname added, ‘Our Saviour Christ … to his stewards hath commited keies,’ and ‘the Ministers, having the keyes of the kingdome of heaven, have power to bind and loose the soules of men, and to deliver the obstinate to Satan.’
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130 Perkins wrote, ‘I confess, in times or places, where no minister can bee had, God blesseth the labors of private men, that have knowledge, sometimes even for comforting him at the hour of death, and gives a virtue and power to that sentence which they shall pronounce one upon anothers repentance: but as this is extraordinary, and in the want of ordinary ministers, so in that case a private man of knowledge & godliness, is made a Minister for that time to himself, or to another.’ William Perkins and William Crashaw, Of the calling of the ministerie (London, 1605), 12. Regarding Williams Perkins see Michael Jinkins, ‘Perkins, William (1558–1602),’ in Oxford Dictionary of National Biography, online ed., ed. Lawrence Goldman, Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2004, http://www.oxforddnb.com/view/article/21973 (accessed 28 Oct 2013).
According to Barrow, however, the word of God was given to every member and, therefore, every member was responsible to loose and bind: ‘Is not al this binding and loosing done by the worde of God, and not by anie power or excellencye of man? Hath not the worde of God the like power and effect against sinne in the mouth of the least of God's servants, as in the mouth of the greatest’?\footnote{132} No minister of the church held more power in this matter than any other member according to Barrow. He asked, ‘Hath the greatest minister of the church any more power to retaine or loose the sinne of the least member, than the said member hath to bind or loose his [the minister's] sinne’?\footnote{133} The equality of every member of the church meant that all had the power and obligation to judge.

In a similar vein, the whole congregation was responsible to consider the doctrine being taught, whether delivered by the officers or lay prophets.\footnote{134} For Barrow, every member was to try the teaching and to reject that which was unsound. It was the responsibility of every member to ensure sound doctrine. Barrow argued,

\begin{quote}
Everye christian congregation hath power in themselves, and of duty ought presently and publikly to censure any false or unsound doctrine that is publikly delivered or maintained amongst them, if it be known and discerned unto them; yea, anie one member in the church hath this power, whatsoever he be, pastor or prophet, that uttereth it.\footnote{135}
\end{quote}

Barrow believed that because the people had stopped examining the doctrine being taught the church had strayed: ‘The people upon a superstitious reverence and preposterous estimation unto their teachers and elders, resigned up al into their handes: suffering them to alter and dispose of all thinges after their owne lustes,
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without inquirie or controlement." Barrow lamented that because the people of God did not fulfil their responsibility the church had defected from the truth:

The whole land … hath lien so long, and is so deeplie set in defection, sinne and securitie, where they are so universally departed from the strait waies of life and peace, and are so far wandred and straied in their owne bywaies which they have sought out unto themselves, as they have now utterly lost all knowledg of the true way, and have no will to returne: but though they be shewed the way, and willed to walke in it, yet even the best of them stop their eares, wink with their eies, and turne away the shoulder, least they should be converted and be healed.137

Each congregation, independent of all others, and every member of the congregation was responsible to recognise false teaching.

4. Conclusion

Barrow believed he was a messenger from God calling the people back to their obligations as prophets, priests, and kings. His claim that Christ had not come in the flesh when Christ’s offices were denied demonstrated the significance he attributed to this doctrine. Denying Christ’s offices affected more than a debate over the strategy and timing of church reform. In fact, Barrow was not arguing for a reform of the national church at all.138 The Church of England belonged to Antichrist and, therefore, was not a true church (albeit corrupt) needing further reform. The Church of England’s ‘obstinacy’ regarding the four errors that Barrow had charged it with demonstrated (to Barrow at least) that it had denied Christ’s offices. The Church
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138 Barrow held the Church of England to be a false church established by the state. As such there was nothing to be reformed. It was not a corrupt church that could be repaired. He wrote, ‘We say not now that private men may reforme the false church, abolish publicke idolatrie, or depose a false ministrie that the kinge setteth upp.’ Barrow, ‘A Refutation of Mr. Giffard's Reasons,’ 350-1.
of England then was a false church and therefore, the elect were to have no part in it. Barrow was urging the elect to come out of those churches that belonged to Antichrist and to join with Christ’s visible church.

The doctrine of the offices of Christ was more than a polemical device for Barrow. His understanding of a true visible church was informed by his application of the offices of Christ. As Barrow explained, Christ’s offices were both what Christ had done for the church as well as what he was still doing in the church. Christ was the only prophet, priest, and king of his visible church and he made all his members to be prophets, priests, and kings with him. Christ’s visible church was one in which he exercised his offices in all of the elect and through all of the elect. Barrow had rejected the traditional Reformation marks of the church, namely, word and sacrament. Neither, however, were the offices of Christ marks of a true church or notae ecclesiae, for Barrow. Barrow argued that such ‘infallible signs’ could not be found in scripture. Still, the offices of Christ were essential to a true visible church. As Barrow observed, denying Christ his offices or hindering his servants from exercising their roles as prophets, priests, and kings was a denial of the incarnation. As the Church of England lacked Christ’s offices, they lacked Christ. Christ was not present in the Church of England because he had not constituted it nor was he allowed to work within it. Christ was only present where he exercised his offices both in and through all of the elect.
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Barrow’s distinction between what Christ had done for the elect and what he was doing in and through the elect provides a crucial idea in his thinking. Christ’s work had secured salvation for the elect. Christ’s work was now sanctifying the members of his true visible church and calling his elect from the world to himself through his visible church, his body on earth. This work was Christ’s offices of prophecy, priesthood, and kingship. Moreover, this work was the obligation of every member, to do what Christ commanded. All of the elect were to exercise their obligations as prophets, priests, and kings as a result of their union with Christ and with the other members of his body. The theology of union with Christ was not distinct to Barrow, yet for Barrow, union with Christ was the means of the visible church and not the result of it. Christ’s church was both invisible and visible, both spiritual and physical in Barrow’s view. For Barrow, Christ’s offices were not just true of the invisible church and not just spiritual and inward. Christ was spiritually present to all the elect everywhere yet he was also visibly present in a true visible church.

For Barrow, a true visible church as the body of Christ could not contain those known to be non-elect or any known sin. Nor could Antichrist sit in Christ’s visible churches. The visible church as the body of Christ was not a place where Christ and Antichrist could both dwell. Barrow was not trying to make the visible church identical to the invisible church. He never confused the invisible church and the visible church. Barrow believed the invisible church was pure, no sin or non-elect could enter there. However, for Barrow the visible church could contain some impurity. Unknown sin and non-elect who professed Christ could be in a true visible church. Discipline then was not the essence of a true visible church for Barrow.
Rather, it was the appropriate response to sin once discovered within Christ’s visible body.

Barrow’s writings demonstrated his use of the doctrine in an ecclesiological context. Barrow discussed the offices of Christ when addressing the origin and nature of the church, its purpose, organization, membership, and praxis. Barrow’s argument against the Church of England bound together Christ’s offices with his understanding of the true and false church. The offices of Christ were fundamental to Barrow’s understanding of the true visible church. No single idea is likely to explain all of Barrow’s ecclesiology. Nevertheless, no complete explanation of Barrow’s ecclesiology can be made without reference to his use of the doctrine of the offices of Christ. The doctrine of the offices of Christ, then, was a central theme in Barrow’s ecclesiology. This chapter has argued that while present in Barrow’s writings, the themes of purity, discipline, polity, and covenant were not ends in themselves but rather means to an end. These themes were the appropriate practices for the elect who understood their roles as prophets, priests, and kings.

Barrow’s understanding of the true visible church and his application of the offices of Christ did not cease with his death. There were others who accepted his views and continued in his ideas. In order to consider Barrow’s views as part of a wider separatist tradition, it is necessary to examine some of those who believed they were following after Barrow.
Chapter 3: Henry Ainsworth and the Barrowist tradition

Henry Ainsworth’s first published work, *A true confession of the faith* … which wee hir Majesties subjects, falsely called Brownists, doo hould towards God … (1596), made clear his rejection of the epithet ‘Brownist.’ Rejecting the title ‘Browinst’ was a repeated issue for Ainsworth, as in the title of his 1604 work *An Apologie or defence of such true Christians as are commonly (but unjustly) called brownists.* Stephen Bredwell, a moderate puritan layman, called all those who were unwilling to communicate with the Church of England (such as Ainsworth) ‘Brownists,’ regardless of any differences in their theology:

But some will object, that these that I name, agree not among themselves: and therefore cannot be accounted of one familie. I am not ignorant, that they are at oddes betwene themselves, but yet so, as that neither partie will joyne member-like with our Churches in the woorde and Sacraments. In doctrine I knowe they differ, but diversitie of practise was cause thereof.

George Gifford also referred to Barrow and his associates as ‘Brownists.’ The term ‘Brownist’ was most frequently used as rhetoric, a derogatory name meant to identify the recipient as a heretic and an enemy of true religion. Even so, the designation did
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1 The full title is *A true confession of the faith, and humble acknowledgement of the alegeance, which wee hir Majesties subjects, falsely called Brownists, doo hould towards God and yeild to hir Majeste and all other that are over us in the Lord Set down in articles or positions, for the better & more easie understanding of those that shall read it: and published for the cleering of our selves from those unchristian slanders of heresie, schisme, pryde, obstinacie, disloyaltie, sedicion, &c. which by our adversaries are in all places given out against us.*

2 The full title is *An apologie or defence of such true Christians as are commonly (but uniustly) called Brownists against such imputations as are layd upon them by the heads and doctors of the University of Oxford, in their Ansvver to the humble petition of the ministers of the Church of England, desiring reformation of certayne ceremonies and abuses of the Church.*


4 Stephen Bredwell, *The rasing of the foundations of Brownisme* (London, 1588), To the Christian Reader.

not always miss its mark. There were those who had adopted Browne’s distinctive views on the visible church and the role of non-ordained members. Robert Browne’s name was given to what was seen as a distinct theological position.

This chapter will explore the doctrine of the offices of Christ in the works of Henry Ainsworth. As in the previous chapter, foundational questions related to the use of the doctrine of the offices of Christ in Ainsworth’s published works will be addressed. An examination of Ainsworth’s usage of the doctrine of the offices of Christ will be presented in an effort to show how the doctrine functioned in his theology. Following the chapter on Barrow’s use of the doctrine, this chapter will consider whether Ainsworth employed the doctrine in an ecclesiological context and, as in the previous chapter, this chapter will consider whether the doctrine was a prominent feature of Ainsworth’s thinking. The question will be asked whether the doctrine was a key theme for his understanding of the visible church. What follows, then, will be necessarily exegetical, providing a critical explanation of Ainsworth’s usage of the doctrine. Most of the themes and issues brought to bear on Ainsworth’s texts will be familiar territory as they follow the pattern of enquiry established in the previous chapter in relation to Barrow. A significant difference of course between this chapter and the previous is that it considers a slightly later period and a different author.

As Ainsworth believed his views to be consistent with those of Barrow, this chapter will consider to what extent his use of the doctrine of the offices of Christ was similar to Barrow’s. The chapter will also consider whether Barrow and Ainsworth were ever spokespersons for what would become a ‘distinct theological position.’ Specifically, can it be argued that there was a ‘Barrowist’ tradition that was
marked by a distinctive use of the doctrine of the offices of Christ within its ecclesiology? Describing Barrow’s use of the doctrine of Christ’s offices within an ecclesiological context as a ‘theological position’ would be unwarranted if Barrow were the sole proponent of that view. As the definition of ‘tradition’ notes, the idea must be shown to have been passed down from generation to generation or to have become a long established belief.6 This chapter will attempt to determine if Ainsworth was a proponent of Barrow’s views on Christ’s offices and the visible church. A subsequent chapter will then take a broader look at the use of the doctrine of the offices of Christ in the literature of the period from 1580 to 1620 particularly noting ‘non-Barrowist’ usage.7

The discussion in the previous chapter demonstrated that Barrow had used the doctrine in two notable ways. His first use was when claiming that the Church of England was a false church. Barrow had reasoned it was false because it denied Christ (the consequent of having denied Christ’s offices). The second notable way was his arguments on the nature of a true visible church and the role of every member in its affairs public and private. This was the idea of ‘participation’ in Christ’s offices by all the elect. As discussed, Barrow made a distinction between what Christ had done for the elect and what he was doing in the elect. Barrow drew attention to Christ’s continued work of prophecy, priesthood, and kingship in building the visible church. This distinction was crucial to how Barrow understood the true visible church. These points from Barrow’s usage are important when considering how Ainsworth employed the doctrine. From Ainsworth’s writings, it appears that he followed in Barrow’s understanding of Christ’s offices and the
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6 "tradition, n.," in the Oxford English Dictionary.
7 See chapter 5 infra.
visible church. Throughout the discussion that follows comparison will be made between Ainsworth and Barrow regarding Christ’s offices and the visible church. Greater attention will be given to the points at which Ainsworth developed Barrow’s handling of the doctrine.

1. Separation from a false church

Ainsworth agreed with Barrow that the Church of England was a false church from which separation was necessary. He wrote, ‘This their renouned Church of England wee have both by word and writing proved it unto them to be false and counterfeit.’

Ainsworth did not possess the ‘prophetic temperament’ that Barrow had, and he generally sought to steer clear of conflict. Nevertheless, when called to it, Ainsworth did not shy away from criticising his opponents. In demonstrating why the Church of England was false, Ainsworth repeated Barrow’s ‘four causes of separation,’ though he seemed to give greatest weight to its false membership: ‘We forsake your Church for this mayn corruption, that all, sorts of profane and wicked men have been and are, both they and their seed, received into and nourished within the bosome of your Church.’

Regarding the Church of England’s failure to repent of their sins, Ainsworth repeated Barrow’s argument. He agreed that the refusal of the Church of England to repent led to a denial of Christ’s offices. Such a rejection of Christ meant the Church of England was a false church:
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9 Ainsworth, *Counterpoysone*, 3-5.
That these Ecclesiastiall Assemblies, remayning in confusion and bondage under this Antichristian Ministerie, Courts, Canons, worship, Ordinances, &c. without freedom or powre to redresse anie enormitie, have not in this confusion and subjection, Christ their Prophet, Priest, and King, neither can bee in this estate, (whilst wee judge them by the rules of Gods word) esteemed the true, orderly gathered, or constituted churches of Christ, wherof the faithfull ought to become or stand Members, or to have anie Spirituall communion with them in their publick worship and Administration.  

In Ainsworth’s understanding, it was necessary for the faithful to separate themselves from the Church of England and avoid all communication with it. Ainsworth drew on the offices of Christ in his argument for separation from the Church of England as Barrow had done earlier. 

Ainsworth also rejected the Church of England’s claims concerning Christ as prophet, priest, and king. As already discussed, the proponents of the Church of England asserted their belief that Christ was a prophet, priest, and king in their church. Even so, Ainsworth considered their pleas to be hollow just as Barrow had. From Ainsworth’s perspective, they held Christ’s offices in pretence only: 

The Foundation is Jesus Christ to build upon. … But this Foundation is not yet rightlie laid in your assemblies you have it onelie in name and shew: Christ is neer in your mouthes, but farr from your actions. If you had shewed by the scriptures how Christ is laid for the foundation of the church: it would soon have bene seen that your house is set upon the sands. For you have not him for the mediator, prophet, priest, or king of your church, as it is now established. Many truthes I acknowledge are taught among you but many untruthes are also mixed with them, and the power of godlines is denied; for the truthes that are taught cannot be practised. 

Ainsworth’s writing followed Barrow’s in presenting two issues. First, while the Church of England taught some truth concerning Christ, they did not teach the whole
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11 See supra p. 58.  
12 Ainsworth, *Counterpoyson*, 57.
truth and they mixed in many untruths as well. Secondly, Ainsworth agreed with Barrow noting, ‘the truthes that are taught cannot be practiced.’

Any church that failed to teach the whole truth concerning Christ and prevented the practise of what the word of God taught, was not built upon Christ according to Ainsworth: ‘Every true Church of God, hath Christ for the Prophet of the same … but the Church of England hath not Christ for the Prophet of the same,’
‘Every true Church of God hath Christ for the Preist and Sacrificer of the same … but the Church of England hath not Christ for the Preist or sacrificer of the same,’
and ‘Every true Church of God hath Christ for the king thereof … but the Church of England hath not Christ for king thereof.’ He continued,

The summe of all that which hath bene sayd, is this, That the Church which hath not Christ for the head, Mediator, Prophet, Preist and king of the same; hath not God his father for God of the same … But the Church of England hath not Christ for the head, Mediator, Prophet, Preist, or king of the same. … Therefore it hath not God the father for God of the same, and consequently is not his Church.13

Ainsworth was following Barrow’s argument against the Church of England. Only a church that had a true confession of Christ and practiced his commands was a true visible church. Ainsworth argued, ‘The parishes of England professe him also’ yet they are ‘false, seing there is not a right & true profession of Christ, made by their parishes.’14

Still, teaching the whole truth of Christ and obeying all of his commands were not notae ecclesiae for Ainsworth. He rejected the notion that the word and sacraments were ‘infallible marks’ of a true church, just as Barrow had.15 Like

13 Ibid., 136, 141, 146, 150.
14 Ibid., 114-5, 181-2, 207.
15 Ibid., To the Reader.
Barrow, Ainsworth also rejected adding discipline as a third mark. The true visible church was a gathering of true Christians who exercised their roles as prophets, priests, and kings according to Ainsworth. The true visible church could not be reduced to certain practices alone even if performed correctly. Ainsworth accepted that the visible church could not know with certainty if its members were united to Christ. Only God could truly see the heart of a person. As Barrow had argued, it was enough if there was a correct profession of Christ and nothing known which made that profession appear false. Only gatherings of those who were united to Christ, who then professed him ‘rightly and truly’ and obeyed his commands could be considered a true visible church.

It is important to point out that, for Ainsworth, those who professed Christ were a church though not necessarily Christ’s church. He distinguished between ‘no church’ and a false church. The Pagans, Turks, and Jews were ‘no church.’ The polarized view of the church that Barrow held can also be found in Ainsworth’s thinking; namely, the false church belonged to Antichrist and the true church belonged to Christ. While the pagans, Turks, and Jews rejected Christ completely, a false church professed Christ but not completely or accurately. Ainsworth wrote, ‘Was there ever such grossnes in the deepest gulf of Poperie as to deny Christ utterly, and not to professe him in some mesure? Nay it could not be the throne of Antichrist, unlesse he did professe Christ.’ A false church may have professed Christ however it did not have a ‘right and true profession’ of him.

The explicit language of ‘denying’ Christ’s offices that Barrow had used was not as prevalent in Ainsworth’s writing. When discussing Christ’s offices and the
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16 Ibid., 67; Ainsworth, A reply to a pretended Christian plea, 155-6.
Church of England, Ainsworth more frequently used the language of deprivation. He claimed that the Church of England ‘lacked’ Christ as prophet, priest, and king or ‘did not have’ Christ as such. Even so, he did write of a denial of Christ: ‘The Papists & Anabaptists at this day, hold & professe Jesus Christ: yet such errors are among them, as Christ in deed is deneyed,’ and ‘The Papists and you both confesse Christ, in words; both deney him in practice.’\textsuperscript{17} Ainsworth argued that both errors, the incorrect doctrine of Christ and the failure to practice his commands, were a denial of Christ. He wrote, ‘The churches or assemblies of false Christians, which professe God and his sonne Christ, into whose name they are baptized … by their works doe deny him, and by their errours & heresies, doe overthrow the truth of religion.’\textsuperscript{18}

While Ainsworth’s language differed at points from Barrow’s, his meaning was clearly the same. Ainsworth argued that the Church of England did not properly recognize Christ’s offices in their church.

Why Ainsworth chose to use the language of deprivation more frequently than denial is not clear. For Ainsworth, to lack Christ’s offices was to lack his person. He believed that Christ’s person and work (expressed through the offices of prophet, priest, and king) could not be separated; to deny one was to deny the other. Ainsworth wrote, ‘Of his office … the proper accidents and effects of Christs person be contained.’\textsuperscript{19} He remarked, ‘the Arians … overthrow the person of Christ, … the Papists … overthrow the office of Christ,’ and both denied Christ.\textsuperscript{20} Given Ainsworth’s aversion to conflict, the idea of ‘lacking’ might have sounded less offensive to his ear. Another consideration is that since the Church of England did

\textsuperscript{17} Henry Ainsworth, \textit{An animadversion} (Amsterdam, 1613), 181, 245.
\textsuperscript{18} Ainsworth, \textit{Counterpoyson}, 115.
\textsuperscript{19} Henry Ainsworth, \textit{The orthodox foundation of religion} (London, 1641), 42.
\textsuperscript{20} Ainsworth, \textit{An animadversion}, 105.
not explicitly deny Christ’s offices, accusing them of denial may not have been an effective strategy. By accusing the Church of England of lacking the offices of Christ, Ainsworth might have believed he was shifting the debate onto clearer ground. It would not be necessary to prove their denial, as had been Barrow’s task, but rather to prove how they lacked Christ’s offices despite their claim to the contrary.

Moreover, the distinction that was so prominent in Barrow’s writings – between what Christ had done for his elect and what he does in his elect – can also be seen in Ainsworth’s writings: ‘Touching his Priesthood, and our communion therewith, two things ar to be considered; First What of his grace in his own person he hath wrought and worketh for us; … Secondly, what by his mighty power he graciously worketh in us, and applieth unto us.’ Here is Barrow’s distinction, what Christ ‘worketh for us’ and what he ‘worketh in us.’ Ainsworth specifically described this distinction as Christ’s work in justification and sanctification. He wrote, ‘Both forgivenes of synns, to justificacion, and writing of the Law on our harts to sanctification and obedience, are shewed to be the covenant of Gods grace with men.’ He added, ‘Justification is an act undivided, and all at once, and so it differeth from Sanctification which is done by degrees and parts.’ Christ’s work, expressed in his offices of prophecy, priesthood, and kingship, provided redemption for the elect as well as continuing to sustain and purify them. These were the benefits of Christ. As Timothy George notes with reference to Calvin’s understanding of justification and sanctification, ‘The two are connected as distinct but interrelated
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21 Ainsworth, The communion of saincts, 228.
22 Ainsworth, A reply to a pretended Christian plea, 77.
23 Ainsworth, The orthodox foundation of religion, 59-60; Ainsworth, Counterpayson, 120.
“moments” in the appropriation of the work of Christ. Together they comprise a twofold grace.\textsuperscript{24} Ainsworth described it as Christ’s,

\begin{quote}
\textit{powre hee now exerciseth … communicating and applying the benefits, virtue and frutes of his prophecy and Priesthood unto his elect, namely to the remission, subduing and takeing away of their sinnes, to their justification, adoption-of-sonnes, regeneration, sanctification, preservation & strengthenning in all their spirituall conflicts against Sathan, the world & the flesh \&c.}\textsuperscript{25}
\end{quote}

Without Christ’s work \textit{for and in} the church, there was no justification or sanctification. Ainsworth argued that the Church of England lacked Christ as prophet, priest, and king and therefore, they lacked his benefits; that is, within the Church of England there was no justification or sanctification to be found.

For Ainsworth (as for Barrow) there was only one prophet, priest, and king of the true visible church. Regardless of the difference in Ainsworth’s language the conclusion was the same; Christ was not prophet, priest, or king in the Church of England. Ainsworth explained, ‘The estate whereunto God called his church in this life, is generally to the communion (or fellowship) of his sonne Jesus Christ, as being their onely mediatour and Saviour, the Prophet Priest and King of the Church.’\textsuperscript{26} For Ainsworth, just as for Barrow, lacking Christ’s offices was no minor issue: ‘Christ is not the Head, Mediator, Prophet, Preist and King of your church: which if it be so, no Christian can doubt, but your wounds in themselves are deadly.’\textsuperscript{27} In contrast to Gifford’s argument that the corruption in the Church of England was not so severe that it had divorced their church from Christ, Ainsworth saw their church’s denial of Christ as the worst possible corruption.

\textsuperscript{24} George, \textit{John Robinson}, 98-9.
\textsuperscript{25} Ainsworth, \textit{A true confession of the faith}, #15.
\textsuperscript{26} Ainsworth, \textit{Counterpoyson}, 117.
\textsuperscript{27} Ibid., 241.
Ainsworth made the same case against the Church of England that Barrow had made. First, regarding their teaching of Christ, Ainsworth explained, ‘Many truthes I acknowledge are taught among you but many untruthes are also mixed with them.’ Secondly, concerning the Church of England’s practices, he observed that, within the Church of England, even those ‘truthes that are taught cannot be practiced.’ Ainsworth charged the Church of England with hindering obedience to Christ: ‘As for power and liberty to observe Christs commandements, that is farr from your people, which all are in bondage to the Bishops and their courts; having not Christian freedom to censure syn or synners, or practise the ordinances, of the Gospel, as the Apostles did.’ The false teaching concerning Christ, and the hindering of obedience to him, led Ainsworth to the same conclusion Barrow had drawn; the Church of England had denied Christ his offices.

2. Christ’s offices and the errors of the Church of England

As Barrow had done previously, Ainsworth established his charge against the Church of England by comparing their errors with each part of Christ’s offices. He wrote, ‘The parts or branches of Christs office are three, 1 Prophesie, 2 Priesthood, 3 Kingdome.’ Regarding the prophetic office of Christ, Ainsworth argued that the Church of England lacks ‘part & communion with Christ in that propheticall office, which he hath imparted to his people, namely power & freedom to witnes, professe, practise, and hold forth the word of life, & all that Christ hath commanded.’

28 Ibid., 57.
29 Ibid., 13-4.
30 Ainsworth, The orthodox foundation of religion, 43.
31 Ainsworth, Counterpoysson, 139.
Church of England denied the people the use of Christ’s commands both corporately and towards one another individually. Ainsworth wrote that the people were in, servile subjection to the hierarchie, lawes and canons which are amongst them, whereby they are restrayned from professing & practising any further truth then is by law established among them, but must obey & follow all that their spirituall Lords the Bishops do injoyn them, and may not speak against or reprove any of the abominations that are in their church, worship, Ministrie, ceremonies etc.\textsuperscript{32}

In the Church of England, the people were not free to obey ‘all that Christ commanded’ according to Ainsworth. They had to obey the bishop no matter how the bishop conducted himself. Ainsworth explained that the people within the established church were under the civil ruler’s yoke rather than Christ’s.\textsuperscript{33}

‘The Church is not to be governed by Popish Canons, Courts, Classes, Customes, or any humane inventions, but by the Lawes & rules which Christ hath appointed in his Testament’ wrote Ainsworth.\textsuperscript{34} The state of affairs in the Church of England, as Ainsworth saw it, was not according to Christ’s Testament. Christ was ‘a Prophet rayed up of the Lord, to speak unto us al that he commanded him, and him are we willed for to hear.’\textsuperscript{35} Christ’s true servants were to listen only to Christ and, most notably, they were not to listen to the bishops of the Church of England and their ‘human inventions.’ Ainsworth explained that the foundation of the true visible church was Christ and ‘the instrument of building is the word of God ... delivered by the Prophets and Apostles and Christ himself.’ Ainsworth indicted the Church of England because their ‘builders use not this instrument aright, in doctrine or

\textsuperscript{32} Ibid., 139-40.  
\textsuperscript{33} Ibid., 146-8.  
\textsuperscript{34} Henry Ainsworth, The confession of faith (Amsterdam, 1607), 70.  
\textsuperscript{35} Ainsworth, The communion of saincts, 218.
In other words, according to Ainsworth, the Church of England built with different materials; they did not use the word of God.

The Church of England had many other sources for building their church than the word of God. Ainsworth explained, ‘You have besides the Bible, Apocripha bookes, commanded by law to be read in your church: also that other instrument called the service book: and with this tool your best ministers build up your church, and the reading hereof doth now much edifie, in al your parishes.’\(^{37}\) Ainsworth agreed with Barrow that the Book of Common Prayer was an abomination: ‘You serve God not as himselfe commandeth, but after your own devising, or by imitation rather of the Romane Antichrist … for of your service-book you say, it was culled and picked out of the Popish dunghil the portuis and masse-book full of all abominations.’\(^{38}\) Bringing the Book of Common Prayer into the church and requiring its usage made clear the Church of England ‘lacked’ Christ’s prophetic office according to Ainsworth. He held that ‘only the Canonical scriptures are to be used in the Church.’\(^{39}\) For Ainsworth, Christ had provided all that was needed in the word of God: ‘That thouching his Prophecie, Christ hath perfectly revealed out of the bozome of his father, the wholl word & will of God, that is needfull for his servants, either joyntly or severally to know, beleeeve & obey.’\(^{40}\) Human inventions, as he called them, were not necessary. More to the point, though, for Ainsworth, they were a rejection of what Christ commanded. The Church of England did not keep themselves to Christ’s teaching in his word; they allowed for ‘other things’ to be

\(^{36}\) Ainsworth, *Counterpoyson*, 58.
\(^{37}\) Ibid., 59.
\(^{38}\) Ibid., 4.
\(^{39}\) Ainsworth, *The confession of faith*, 70-1.
\(^{40}\) Ainsworth, *A true confession of the faith*, #13.
brought into their church. By doing so, they clearly demonstrated that they had rejected Christ’s prophetic office.

Concerning the priestly office, Ainsworth insisted, ‘The Church of England hath not Christ for the Priest or sacrificer … Because the gifts and sacrifices which it offereth unto God, are not presented and offered unto him by Christ; neither is this church reconciled unto God by him.’ Ainsworth continued, Christ ‘maketh his people a spiritual house, and holy Priesthood, to offer up spiritual sacrifices, acceptable to God through him. Neither doth the Father accept, or Christ offer any other sacrifice, worship or worshippers.’ As in his discussion of the prophetic office, Ainsworth again highlighted the Book of Common Prayer. Their liturgy was idolatrous, the invention of man, and not according to Christ’s commands that ‘forbideth all inventions of our own to worship God by, voluntary religion, opinions and doctines of men.’ The Church of England brought in ‘a written liturgy translated out of the Masse book’ and continued in the ‘errors and untruthes in that book … All which being commanded and used daily by law of their church, without ground from God’s word, which approveth none of these idolatries but condemneth them.’

Requiring the Book of Common Prayer in the church brought with it a false worship, as it was the invention of human beings. ‘The Lord is to be worshipped and called upon in spirit & truth, according to that forme of prayer given by the Lord Jesus, Mat. 6. & after the Leitourgie of his own Testament, not by any other framed or imposed by men, much lesse by one translated from the Popish leitourgie, as the
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41 Ainsworth, Counterpoysyn, 141.
42 Ainsworth, A true confession of the faith, #14.
43 Henry Ainsworth, An arrow against idolatrie (Amsterdam, 1611), 4.
44 Ainsworth, Counterpoysyn, 141-2.
Book of common prayer &c,’ Ainsworth argued. Bringing in human inventions to worship was idolatry. There were two aspects to idolatry, as Ainsworth explained, ‘Idolatry is performed, either by mixing mens own inventions with the ordinances of God in the service of him or by using and applying the rites and services of the Lord, or other humane devices; unto the honour and service of some creature, in heaven, earth, or under the earth.’ The Church of England was guilty of the first aspect of idolatry. Christ was not priest in a church whose worship was idolatrous.

The Church of England’s false membership also proved that it lacked Christ’s priestly function for Ainsworth: ‘The bodyes and sowles of men are also spiritual and living sacrifices … the people offered in this church are a confuse unsanctified multitude, not separated from the world.’ Ainsworth believed all the elect ‘giv up our own bodies a living sacrifice, holy, acceptable unto God, which is our reasonable serving of God … By Christ, we offer the sacrifice of Praise always to God.’ God would not accept impure sacrifices. More to the point, without Christ, God would not accept anyone’s sacrifice. The membership of the Church of England contained within it some who were without Christ. For Ainsworth, the church was not a collection of individuals offering their sacrifice, each standing before God independently of those next to them. Every true member of the church was in communion with Christ, and this communion with Christ is a communion with his members as well, each one in communion with the others: ‘This gathering togither of the Saincts, is not a bare assembly or concourse onely, of people; but a neer uniting

45 Ainsworth, The confession of faith, 71.
46 Ainsworth, An arrow against idolatrie, 3.
47 Ainsworth, Counterpoysen, 142.
48 Ainsworth, The communion of saincts, 237.
and knitting of themselves, in one holy communion and fellowship.’\textsuperscript{49} The congregation as a whole was the sacrifice; any and all ‘blemishes’ made the sacrifice unacceptable to God. The Church of England’s false membership was a blemished sacrifice that God would not accept.

This ‘unsanctified multitude’ that was in the Church of England was also offered the sacraments of baptism and the lord’s supper. In Ainsworth’s eyes, this practice profaned Christ because the unworthy were allowed to participate in these ordinances. Ainsworth maintained, ‘By baptisme which is one, we al are made one in Christ Jesus … we al are baptized into one body.’\textsuperscript{50} How can the righteous be one with the wicked? How can the unbeliever become one with Christ? Christ’s baptism did not belong to a false church. To Ainsworth, the argument that Christ’s baptism could be offered to the ‘unsanctified multitude’ found in the Church of England was absurd. Ainsworth accused the Church of England of ‘prostituting’ the sacraments: ‘The precious sacrifice of the body & blood of Christ (remembred and represented by bread and wine at his supper,) is prostituted (as if it were an unholy thing) to the prophane & wicked in this church.’\textsuperscript{51} The signs and seals of Christ’s covenant belonged to the elect. To offer his seals to the wicked was a ‘sacrilegious prophanation of the holy mysteries’ and ‘sheweth a manifest contempt of Christ represented in them.’\textsuperscript{52} The seriousness of this sin, according to Ainsworth, should not be discounted:

\begin{quote}
To give the seales of the righteousnes of faith, (baptisme, and the Lords supper) to the wicked, blasphemers, irreligious, and to their seed; it is a syn of synns, for which your ministers shall give an heavy
\end{quote}

\textsuperscript{49} Ibid., 318.
\textsuperscript{50} Ibid., 374.
\textsuperscript{51} Ainsworth, \textit{Counterpoysen}, 142.
\textsuperscript{52} Ibid., 142-3.
account to Christ at his appearing; as having counted the precious blood of his testament an unholy thing, & washed & fed therewith even doggs and swine; as the scripture calleth such ungodly persons.\textsuperscript{53}

Ainsworth concluded, ‘For asmuch then as the publick service and sacrifice of this church is idolatrous, the holy mysteries of Christ profaned, the people unsanctified, and their synns unrepented of; there is no word or promise in scripture that Christ is the preist or sacrificer of such worship or worshippers.’\textsuperscript{54}

A church that did not have Christ for its priest was no true visible church and had no guarantee of eternal life. Christ was only present in a true visible church; he was not present in a false church. Ainsworth agreed with Barrow that God was able to save apart from the true visible church. Nevertheless, a true visible church could beget true faith, a false church could not.\textsuperscript{55} He wrote, ‘The blessing of spiritual propagation, is peculiar to the true church; yet God, which brought light out of darkness, causeth some children to be born & brought up unto him in false churches.’\textsuperscript{56} Ainsworth held that Christ was the sacrifice for all the elect and that God could and sometimes did save some outside the true visible church. Nevertheless, as a false church lacked Christ as priest and sacrifice, he was not theirs to give. Only the true visible church could claim to have Christ as priest and, therefore, could boast of Christ’s presence to the elect. From Ainsworth’s perspective, then, the Church of England denied Christ his priestly office.

\textsuperscript{53} Ibid., 78.
\textsuperscript{54} Ibid., 145.
\textsuperscript{55} Ainsworth, \textit{A reply to a pretended Christian plea}, 7, 49.
\textsuperscript{56} Ibid., 12; Ainsworth, \textit{Counterpoysen}, 11.
Finally, concerning Christ’s kingly office, Ainsworth claimed that the Church of England did not follow the government Christ required nor practiced what he had commanded:

The Church of England hath not Christ for the king thereof; first, because it hath not those officers which he hath appointed to govern his church under him … Secondly, because this church hath not the Lawes and statutes of Christ for to govern the same; for although they have the holy Bible among them, yet are not the ordinances therein written, practised or suffered to be practised in these assemblies.\(^{57}\)

While the debate over the correct form of polity had occupied many writers of the period, it was the second issue in the citation above that was more noteworthy. Ainsworth accused the Church of England of ignoring the Bible, and further, of hindering the practice of what it prescribed. The improper officers found within the Church of England were evidence that they ignored what Christ had commanded for his church.

Without Christ as king, even those elect who remained in the Church of England could not be assured of salvation. Ainsworth explained,

Our redemption from evil, and restauration unto happines, he conserveth & maynteyneth by his mighty power, from al enemies whom hee hath subdued under his owne feet, & wil also subdue under ours: and is therfore named our King whom al kings shal worship, al nations shal serv, who wil redeem our sowles from deceit & violence, wil give us also the redemption of our bodie, and cause our last enemey Death to be swalloed up in victorie, & so wil be our ful Redemption for ever & ever, at his appearing with glorie, in the day of Redemption.\(^{58}\)

Christ in his kingly office ensured the elect would not fall away and that no enemy would be able to separate them from him. As the Church of England did not have

\(^{57}\) Ainsworth, *Counterpoyson*, 146.

\(^{58}\) Ainsworth, *The communion of saincts*, 220-1.
Christ as king over them, those elect who remained within it could have no assurance. For those in the true visible church, Christ’s kingly office would bring victory for himself and his elect.\textsuperscript{59} Ainsworth explained, ‘This power & regiment, he [Christ] … applying unto them for their benefit and salvation, al that himself hath done and doeth.’\textsuperscript{60}

Both the doctrine and practice of the Church of England demonstrated that it did not have Christ as its prophet, priest, and king according to Ainsworth. He used the doctrine of the offices of Christ in the same ways as Barrow when proving the Church of England to be a false church. Both Barrow and Ainsworth asserted that the Church of England denied Christ his offices in their church. Both had concluded that such a denial was a rejection of Christ. While the Church of England professed Christ, and claimed to have him as prophet, priest, and king within their church, the ‘truth’ pointed out by Barrow and reiterated by Ainsworth demonstrated the hollowness of their assertions. Further, not only did the Church of England lack Christ as prophet, priest, and king over their church, their members were not prophets, priests, and kings within it. The ‘unsanctified multitude’ within their church did not participate with Christ in his offices. In all these points, Ainsworth followed Barrow’s views, and his use of Christ’s offices was consistent with Barrow’s. The argument can proceed now to examine Ainsworth’s use in the second of Barrow’s use of the doctrine, the idea of participation in Christ’s offices.

\textsuperscript{59} Ainsworth, \textit{The orthodox foundation of religion}, 51-2.
\textsuperscript{60} Ainsworth, \textit{The communion of saincts}, 245.
3. Participation in the offices of Christ

The characteristics of a true visible church were a point of difference between Ainsworth and his opponents. For his opponents, a true church was marked by its practices. Most importantly, where the word is rightly preached and the sacraments rightly administered, there is a true church. These were the common notae ecclesiae of the period.\(^61\) As has already been pointed out, for Ainsworth (as well as for Barrow) the true visible church was ‘marked’ not by its practices alone, but also by its membership and their roles as prophets, priests, and kings. The true visible church was the body of Christ.\(^62\) It was a communion of the elect with Christ and with each other. It was ‘a kingdom of priests and a holy nation.’\(^63\) Christ was its ‘onely mediator and Saviour, the Prophet Priest and King … which they beleeving and professing, are also made partakers of these three offices with him.’\(^64\) Ainsworth was not arguing that the practices were insignificant. Rather, the practices of a true church were the result of what Christ was doing in the elect. These practices were only appropriate for those whom the Son had redeemed, sanctified, and united together, those whom he had made to be prophets, priests, and kings, and through whom Christ was continuing to work. The practices of the church alone were not sufficient marks to distinguish a true church from a false church.

\(^{61}\) Article 19 of the Church of England’s 39 Articles stated, ‘The visible Church of Christ is a congregation of faithful men in which the pure Word of God is preached and the sacraments be duly administered.’ Robert Some, a member of the Church of England clergy, wrote, ‘The preaching of Gods word, & the sincere administration of the Sacraments, are the essential markes of Christes Churche: and where these markes are, there undoubtedly the true church is, though there bee otherwise in that Church some blemishes.’ Bray, Documents of the English Reformation, 296; Robert Some, A godlie treatise of the Church (London, 1582), B6 Recto.

\(^{62}\) Ainsworth’s opponents would have agreed that the church was the body of Christ. The distinction for Ainsworth concerned the visible church and the idea of the body of Christ being united with a known ‘unsanctified multitude.’ This point will be considered in greater detail in the discussion that follows as well as in chapter 4 infra.

\(^{63}\) Ainsworth, The communion of saincts, 158.

\(^{64}\) Ainsworth, Counterpoysyon, 117.
To all appearances, the practices could be the same between the true church and the false church. However, the practices were only effective when carried out within a true visible church. The practices of the visible church were only appropriate for Christ’s members, as Ainsworth called them, ‘faithful men.’ The notae ecclesiae were insufficient identifiers of a true church because they were only effective in those who had the Holy Spirit at work in them. If the Spirit was not present, the word preached and the sacraments administered could not build the body of Christ. A gathering of non-believers who heard the word preached and received the sacraments was still a false church. Ainsworth explained this difference, ‘The word Church, is used sometimes more largely, for such an Assembly as profess Christ the King, Priest, and Prophet, which comprehendeth in it hypocrites, and reprobates, as well as Gods elect … Hypocrites, or reprobates are not properly of the Church.’ He continued, ‘Strictly, and properly, the Church is the company of them whom the Father hath chosen to life, given to the Sonne to redeeme, sanctifying them by the Spirit, and uniting them together among themselves, by the bond of faith and love.’

Neither the practices of the word preached and the sacraments administered nor professing belief in Christ’s offices were sufficient in themselves to constitute a true visible church.

For Ainsworth, as well as for Barrow, the true visible church was a gathering of ‘faithful men.’ Those within the true visible church were different from those outside it. This difference was important in how each side in the debate understood the visible church. Ainsworth’s understanding of the true visible church as a

65 Cf. Stephen Brachlow’s thesis on this point. Barchlow argues the practices of the radical puritans and the separatists were the same. Brachlow, Communion of Saints, Introduction.
66 Ainsworth, The orthodox foundation of religion, 58.
‘company of faithful men’ was in contrast to the Church of England’s inclusion of both saved and unsaved. The proponents of the Church of England argued that the phrase ‘company of faithful men’ applied only to the universal church while Ainsworth argued that it applied to the visible church.  

Ainsworth pointed out that the Church of England’s own Thirty-Nine Articles described the church as ‘Ecclesia Christi visibilis est coetus fidelium,’ that is, ‘The visible Church of Christ is a congregation of faithful men.’

1. True members of a true visible church

Those who were members of the true visible church were so because of their relationship with Christ and with the members of his body. They were not the true church because of their good behavior as if purity of life was the issue, nor because of civil law as if the prince could make any members. Having been united with Christ, members of a true visible church received the benefits of Christ’s graces as Christ exercised his power ‘communicating and applying the benefits, virtue and frutes … unto his elect.’ The members of a true visible church were ‘faithful men’ because Christ had made them so, not because of any special worth they possessed. The faithful ones were the elect, justified and brought into communion with Christ by the Holy Spirit. This communion of the elect with Christ and with each other was a significant theme in Ainsworth’s thinking.

68 Ainsworth, Counterpoysen, A fore-speech to the Christian Reader, 208; Bray, Documents of the English Reformation, 296.
69 Ainsworth, A true confession of the faith, #15.
70 Ainsworth’s The Communion of Saints was an extensive work (493 pages) discussing the nature of the union between Christ and the elect and the union between the members of his body.
As Christ chose the elect solely by his grace, Christ’s members were not made prophets, priests, and kings because of any individual’s personal worth or behaviour. Ainsworth made this point clear: ‘This honour of Priesthood, (which no man can take to himself, nor any other thing except it be given him from heaven,) Christ giveth unto us, of his rich grace by his word & spirit.’ He added, ‘From all that which is before spoken, of the Communion that God hath caled us unto with his Son, it followeth, that whatsoever … was in Christ … the same is made ours by grace and imputation.’ Each member of Christ’s body participated in the offices of Christ by his grace. Further, the members of Christ’s body did not occupy Christ’s offices independently of him. Christ’s members shared in his work, never acting apart from him. Ainsworth explained, ‘That this Office to bee Mediator, that is, Prophet, Priest and King of the Church of God, is so proper to him, as nether in the whol, nor in anie part therof it can be transferred from him to anie other.’

Ainsworth understood the true members of a true visible church as Christ’s servants dependent upon him who was the head of the church: ‘Now all this life and grace doth Christ communicate with the Saincts, being their Head, & they his members.’

As Christ’s offices were signified by his anointing, so those who participated in his offices were anointed: ‘Our God it is which stablisheth us in Christ, & hath anoyned us, and also sealed us, and given us the earnest of his spirit in our hartes.’

Ainsworth argued that the Church of England hierarchy usurped Christ’s offices,
taking them to themselves.\textsuperscript{76} The members of Christ’s body were not usurpers of offices that were not rightly theirs. Rather they took part in offices that belonged solely to Christ. They participated because Christ granted it to them.

Ainsworth was concerned that true Christians understood what communion with Christ meant: ‘It is good and needful that we know, both who are the persons, and what be the causes & conditions of this communion; how far the bounds and limits of it doe extend.’\textsuperscript{77} He remarked how ‘the scripture speaketh so much of the fellowship and communion of the Saints, with God and among themselves.’\textsuperscript{78} The members of true visible churches were the beneficiaries of communion with Christ:

The summe of the grace given us through communion with our Lord Jesus, is comprised in those words of the Apostle saying, that Christ is of God made unto us Wisdom, and Justice, and Sanctification, and Redemption. These things he is unto us by vertue of his mediatorship, which consisteth in the three functions or offices of Prophecie, Priesthood, & Kingdome, committed unto him by the Father.\textsuperscript{79}

Only the church which had Christ as its prophet, priest, and king, and whose members, through communion with Christ, participated in his offices, would experience the wisdom, justice, sanctification and redemption of God.

The true visible church was Christ’s body because of union with him: ‘Everie Church, as they have communion with Christ and are one body with him, so have they communion also one with another & are all one body.’\textsuperscript{80} Ainsworth’s understanding of the elect as the body of Christ focused his view of the true visible

\textsuperscript{76} Ainsworth, \textit{An apologie}, 50-1.
\textsuperscript{77} Ainsworth, \textit{The communion of saints}, 1-2.
\textsuperscript{78} Ibid., 63.
\textsuperscript{79} Ibid., 218.
\textsuperscript{80} Ainsworth, \textit{An apologie}, 45.
church.\textsuperscript{81} It was the understanding of the nature of the church that Ainsworth saw as the point of controversy with his opponents:

For the true constituting of a Church by the word preached, calling men to a willing holy covenant with God, separating them from the wayes of Satan and Antichrist, his false and idolatrous worship, priesthood, and government, uniting them togither in the communion of the true faith, and bond of love and peace, (which are the controversies between you and us).\textsuperscript{82}

The true visible church, for Ainsworth, was not a collection of practices alone, but a gathering of people who had been called out of the world to union with Christ.

A difference between Ainsworth and his opponents was which passages of scripture described Christ’s spiritual kingdom and which scriptures described the shape of his visible kingdom on earth; that is, which scriptures applied to the invisible church and which applied to the visible church? This distinction between the invisible church and the visible church was a continuous point of debate. Barrow had already confronted this issue, asserting that the kingdom of Christ was both spiritual and invisible as well as physical and thus visible. Ainsworth explained it this way:

They that are called of God, & members of the church universal, are united and gathered into many churches or congregations, in severall cities and countries: every of which churches being joyned togither in the profession and practise of the Gospel of Christ have his power and presence with them, & is to convene or come togither in one, for the worship of God, and performance of publick duties.\textsuperscript{83}

\textsuperscript{81} Ibid., 44.
\textsuperscript{82} Ainsworth, Countrepsyon, 80.
\textsuperscript{83} Ibid., 121.
For Ainsworth, the earthly church was a visible gathering of the invisible church while, for his opponents, the earthly church included some from the invisible church along with some who were not part of the invisible church and never would be.\(^{84}\)

As Ainsworth explained, members of the true visible church participated in Christ’s offices through communion with Christ. Citing 1 Peter 2:9 (in addition to other passages) Ainsworth argued that each and every member of the true visible church was made a prophet, a priest, and a king, applying that passage to the visible church. The Church of England clergyman, Richard Bernard,\(^{85}\) took exception to Ainsworth’s application of that verse. The Geneva bible translated 1 Peter 2:9 as, ‘But yee are a chosen generation, a royall Priesthoode, an holy nation, a people set at libertie, that yee shoulde shewe foorth the vertues of him that hath called you out of darkenesse into his marveilous light.’\(^{86}\) Bernard argued that the phrase ‘a royall Priesthoode’ applied to the church invisible and not to particular visible churches.\(^{87}\)

For Bernard, participation of the elect in Christ’s offices was only true of the invisible church. The elect exercised their roles as prophets, priests, and kings personally and in private settings. In the public affairs of the visible church, the non-ordained members of the visible church were not to exercise their roles as prophets, priests and kings.

Ainsworth’s understanding of the true visible church was a physical gathering of those who were in the invisible church. He, like Barrow, was also accused of confusing the invisible and visible churches. Once again Ainsworth’s opponents held

\(^{84}\) There were the elect who had yet to be converted as well as the non-elect who would never be converted.

\(^{85}\) Greaves, ‘Bernard, Richard (bap. 1568, d. 1642).’

\(^{86}\) 1 Peter 2:29, Geneva, 1599.

\(^{87}\) Bernard, Christian advertisements and counsels of peace, 18.
the visible church would be a mixture of the elect and the wicked. Both Ainsworth and Barrow were charged with trying to make the visible church consist only of those who were also part of the invisible church. This idea was commonly expressed as trying to make the visible church pure, a state that only the invisible church could achieve. Ainsworth accepted that the visible church might contain the non-elect, and he never argued that the visible church would be free from all sin.\(^{88}\) Ainsworth held, as did Barrow, that the church was to prevent known sin from entering, and to remove sin (not repented of) once discovered.\(^{89}\) It was possible that some within the true visible church were not united with Christ. Such hypocrites might remain within a true visible church as long as their deception stayed hidden. They would appear to be part of God’s visible covenant and would have the liberty to act as prophets, priests, and kings though Christ had not made them such. Even so, God would accept the sacrifice of such a church as long as the blemishes were ‘hidden’ from its members, namely, as long as no known sin was allowed in and all sin once discovered was removed.

According to Ainsworth, because Christ had not founded the Church of England its people were not in visible covenant with Christ.\(^{90}\) Each member of Christ’s body was part of his eternal covenant according to Ainsworth: ‘This grace God signified to our fathers … ye shalbe unto me also a kingdom of priests, and a holy nation. … The manifestation and assurance of this grace, is to be seen in that


\(^{89}\) As with Barrow, excommunication was the last resort. Sin within the church demanded repentance and restoration to fellowship. Only when the sinner was unrepentant was excommunication the appropriate action for the church. Ainsworth, *An animadversion*, 9. See *supra* p. 81.

\(^{90}\) Ainsworth’s point was that Christ had not founded the Church of England and then rejected it. Rather Christ had never founded it to begin with. This agrees with Barrow’s statement that it was the queen’s (Elizabeth) proclamation that had founded it. See *supra* p. 75.
eternal Covenant and O[...]th which he maketh with us.’

He continued, ‘The covenant was many yeares afore confirmed of God, & could not by the Law that came after, be disanulled.’ Ainsworth challenged the Church of England: ‘Your church can shew no covenant that was made between Christ and her, at any time: the gathering and planting of your church having been by the Magistrates authority: not by the word of Christ, winning mens soules unto his faith, separating them from the unbeleevers, and taking them to communion with himselfe.’ Those who were not in covenant with Christ did not receive his benefits; they were not made prophets, priests, and kings to serve him in his church. Ainsworth wrote that the members of the Church of England ‘hath not Christ for the Mediator and Advocate of the same; because, Christ is not Mediator of any other covenant or testament.’

God’s promises were only made to those within the covenant.

Those who remained in the Church of England, whether elect or not, could not exercise their duties as prophets, priests, and kings. It has already been pointed out that Ainsworth recognized that there could be elect outside the true visible church: ‘His elect … are under his covenant in regard of his election, which was before the world began: but until they be called & come out [of the antichristian church] … they appear not unto men to be under the visible covenant of Gods church.’ Ainsworth was in agreement with Barrow regarding any elect in the Church of England. Those elect who were outside the true visible church were held

---

91 Ainsworth, The communion of saincts, 158.
92 Ibid., 92.
93 Ainsworth, Counterpoysion, 64.
94 Ibid., 131.
95 Ainsworth, A reply to a pretended Christian plea, 70. Ainsworth’s discussion on page 70 was with reference to the elect in the Church of Rome.
‘in bondage to the Bishops and their courts.’ Those elect who remained in the Church of England were called to come out and join in the communion of the true visible church. Ainsworth wrote, ‘The calling of the Saints into communion, we have seen to consist of two branches, 1. A separation from the wicked of the world; 2. and a collection or gathering together of themselves in the faith & love of Christ.’ Only those who had come out of the false church and joined themselves to the true visible church could exercise their roles as prophets, priests, and kings.

Thus, for Ainsworth, participation in the offices of Christ was the natural result of the elect’s communion with Christ. Christ was the prophet, priest, and king for the church and he worked in the church through his members with whom he shared his offices. Ainsworth recognized that there could be elect in a false church. He also allowed for individuals to be in a true visible church who were not in communion with Christ, though if they were found out they were to be removed. Even so, only those who were in communion with Christ and a member of a true visible church were made prophets, priests, and kings and could serve Christ as he commanded. Only those with whom Christ shared his offices could witness to God and bring him glory. The offices of Christ were an essential part of every true visible church. Every member, as a prophet, a priest, and a king had an essential function in the true visible church: ‘The members have their portion in the general, so have they also in the particulars: each one according to his place, calling and measure of grace, given him from Christ the head.’

---

2. Every member’s interest in the work of Christ

Participation in the offices of Christ gave every member an interest in the public affairs of the church according to Ainsworth: ‘As the Saints have all a right & interest in the covenant of God, & seals of the same, wherein they have and hold communion together: so have and do they also, in all other Christian spiritual duties, publick or private.’ He explained these duties:

The churches in the Apostles dayes had also the like right & libertie, for the multitudes of beleevers, wer both beholders & actors in the commune affayres; as at the choise & ordination of church-officers; at the deciding of questions & controversies; at the excommunication or casting out of impenitent synners; at the choise & appointment of men, to cary the grace or benevolence of the Saints to their needy brethren; at the receiving and reading of the Apostles Letters; and generally, in the publick communion and fellowship of the Apostles, & one of another. They were also willed to exhort and admonish eche other; even the Officers of the churches; to mark diligently, and to avoyd, the causes of division and offences; & to looke that no root of bitternes spring up and troubled them, lest therby many should be defiled.

Thus, Ainsworth listed seven areas where the people had interest and involvement in the affairs of the church. To this list could be added lay prophecy which Ainsworth discussed elsewhere. Each of the duties mentioned above was part of Christ’s offices, and Christ was the one doing the work. Concerning discipline Ainsworth maintained, ‘The church judgments are the Lords works, not ours … they belong to Christs kingly office, and therfore are holy, as the works of his prophetical and preistly office.’ The judgments of the church were an expression of Christ working

100 Ibid., 375.
101 Ibid., 377-8.
102 Ainsworth, Counterpoysen, 136, 176.
103 Ainsworth, An animadversion, 44.
through his members. Ainsworth agreed with Barrow that Christ worked in the elect immediately as well as through the elect mediately.

Moreover, participation in Christ’s offices was not limited to those ordained: ‘We find not that Christian people are more excluded from being publik members of the body, and actors with their ministers in the Kingdom of Christ, then they are in the Priesthood and prophesie,’ Ainsworth explained.\(^{104}\) Every one of the elect was to exercise Christ’s offices of prophecy, priesthood, and kingship in the visible church as Christ worked through them. Put another way, Christ exercised his offices within the true visible church through each and every member of his body. According to Ainsworth, ‘Every Christian is a King … unto God to spie out, censure, and cut down syn as it ariseth, with that two edged sword that proceedeth out of Christs mouth.’\(^{105}\) As Ainsworth argued, every member had the right in the choice and ordination of church officers; the deciding of questions and controversies; the excommunication or casting out of impenitent sinners; the choice and appointment of men, to carry the grace or benevolence of the saints to their brethren in need; the receiving and reading of the scriptures; and they were also instructed to exhort and admonish each other; even the officers of the churches.\(^{106}\)

Ainsworth discussed the elect’s participation in each function of Christ’s offices, kingly, priestly, and prophetic. He wrote, ‘This his kingly office he so communicateth with his church; as they are by him preserved and defended from all adversarie power; freed from the dominion of sin, and tyranny of Satan; from subjection to the world, and servitude unto men: and restored to the joyfull libertie of

\(^{104}\) Ibid., To the Reader.
\(^{105}\) Ibid., 110.
the children of God.'

He clearly described what Christ had done for the elect, yet within that was a hint of what Christ did in the elect. As Ainsworth noted, his servants were no longer in subjection to men and had been restored to ‘joyfull libertie.’ As pointed out by Barrow, the freedom of the elect to serve Christ was the exercise of Christ’s offices in the Church. Ainsworth added that, as kings, Christ’s servants reigned with him on earth and would reign with him in the end time:

He communicaeth with his Saincts this grace, to be kings also with him, and to reign on earth: that as himself sitteth & ruleth upon his throne … so they who he hath made kings … unto God his Father, … having part in the first resurrection, the second death may hav no power over them; but … reigning with him the terme of yeres limited, at last, when they have overcome, may sit with Christ in his throne; even as he overcame & sitteth with his Father in his throne.

Again Ainsworth described this shared reign, for Christ ‘hath made them Kings … unto God even his father, and they shall reign on the earth, till having served here their time, they come to reign with him in glory, in the heavens for ever.’

Ainsworth’s understanding of the expression of Christ’s kingly office carried the idea of preservation and strengthening in all spiritual conflicts, notably against Satan, the world, and the flesh, which resulted in sanctification and the restoration of the image of God.

Christ’s priestly office, Ainsworth explained, ‘is so imparted to his church, as they have not onely interest in his death and suffrings whereby they are reconciled to God, but also are themselves made a holy priesthood.’ Again he observed, ‘The communion of this Blessing, is more particularly to be discerned in that honour of
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Priesthood, which is given to all Christians … For he hath made us Priests unto God even his Father.'\textsuperscript{112} Only those who participated in Christ’s priestly office could offer acceptable sacrifices. Ainsworth, agreeing with Barrow, pointed out that Christ ‘maketh his people a spirituall howse, and holy Priesthood, to offer up spirituall sacrifices, acceptable to God through him. Neither doth the Father accept, or Christ offer anie other sacrifice, worship or worshippers.’\textsuperscript{113} Participation in Christ’s priesthood was essential to the true visible church. Being made priests, the elect were able,

\begin{quote}
\begin{itemize}
  \item to offer up spirituall sacrifices acceptable to God by him: giving up their own bodies a living sacrifice; mortifying their members which are on earth and crucifying the flesh with the affections and lusts; offering up contrite and broken harts, with sacrifices of praise confessing to his name; and praying not onely every man for himself, but one for another, doing good and distributing to the necessities of the Saincts, suffring affliction for the Gospell and finally if they be called thereunto, powring out their soules unto death for the truthes sake.\textsuperscript{114}
\end{itemize}
\end{quote}

Through Christ’s priesthood, the elect had ‘authority in every place to offer incense unto his name, and a pure offring.’\textsuperscript{115} All those whom Christ had not made to be priests were false priests placing strange fire upon the altar.\textsuperscript{116} The Church of England’s worship was false worship since its people did not participate in Christ’s priestly office. The Father would not accept their sacrifices of worship.

Finally, regarding Christ’s prophetic office, ‘He [Christ] hath communicated with the church, by giving to the same his word for their instruction and comfort, and graffing the same within them, his spirit also as an Anoynting to teach them all

\begin{itemize}
  \item \textsuperscript{112} Ainsworth, \textit{The communion of saincts}, 235.
  \item \textsuperscript{113} Ainsworth, \textit{A true confession of the faith}, #14.
  \item \textsuperscript{114} Ainsworth, \textit{Counterpoyson}, 118-9.
  \item \textsuperscript{115} Ainsworth, \textit{The communion of saincts}, 240.
  \item \textsuperscript{116} Leviticus 10:1
\end{itemize}
Ainsworth explained that Christ made the elect prophets by giving them his word, his Spirit, his ministers, and the power and freedom for ‘witnes profession and practice’ in order to,

hold forth that word of life as lights in the world: thereby to preach unto others the faith of Christ, to edify and build up one another dayly therein, to provoke unto love and to good works; to admonish and reprend for evil and iniquity; to forgive and comfort one another in the bowels of Christ, whose word therefore all ought to labour that it may dwell plenteously in them, that if any man speak, it may be as the words of God.118

Ainsworth argued that the prophetic office was essential to the building up of the church. It was not just a liberty but also an obligation: ‘All men have not only libertie, but are exhorted to desire that they may prophesie; that is, speak unto the church, to edifying, to exhortation, and to comfort.’119

For Ainsworth, as for Barrow, Christ had always been the only prophet, priest, and king over the church as well as in the church. Each member having been made a prophet, priest, and king, participated in and exercised Christ’s offices in the church. This was true of the church always, whether under the administration of Old Testament during national Israel or under the administration of the New Testament. Ainsworth wrote, ‘The Israelites were Kings and Preists as well as we … They were Kings and Preists as they were Christians, and partakers of the Anointing, and that is, as they were under the new Testament.’120 The Old Testament was part of the covenant of grace and Israel was part of the church, though under an administration of law. As such, those within the nation who were part of the church were priests and

---

117 Ainsworth, Counterpoyson, 117.
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120 Ainsworth, An animadversion, 24.
kings. The idea of participation in Christ’s offices was not peculiar to the New Testament as far as Ainsworth was concerned. Looked at from another perspective, the visible church never lacked prophets, priests, and kings as the people of the church were always such. As the visible church was spiritual Israel during the administration of law, those who were in communion with Christ were saved by his priestly work even though his ‘last will and testament’ (New Testament) had not yet been written. As Ainsworth explained, it was ‘not the law, but Christ hath made us Kings and Priests.’

The Israelites’ sharing in Christ’s offices during the Old Testament differed from Christians’ sharing in Christ’s offices during the administration of the New Testament. Still, participation in Christ’s offices was ‘foundational’ to the visible church throughout its existence. When Ainsworth wrote that those under the Old Testament administration were partakers of the anointing just as those under the New Testament, he made a distinction, ‘They were not so under it as we are: neyther are we so under the Old Testament as were they.’ While the Israelites were prophets, priests, and kings, they were so differently than those under the administration of the New Testament. This distinction was important to Ainsworth in the debates with his opponents. Ainsworth’s critics questioned whether those under the new administration had any more right or authority in the church than those under the old administration. They challenged Ainsworth’s model of participation by the laity in the public affairs of the church. Ainsworth responded, ‘The external Priesthood of Israel, is accomplished in Christ and now abolished, Heb. 7. yet in Davids Kingdom,

---
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123 Ainsworth notes, ‘Secondly they ask, whither the people have any more right and authority in the churches government now, then the people of Israel had in those dayes.’ ibid.
and Levies priesthood, ther was a figure also of the kingdom and priesthood that
Christ bestoweth on the saincts. Who have as much more power and libertie in the
Gospel now, than the Jewes had.¹²⁴

Just how much ‘more power and liberty’ the non-ordained members of the
visible church had in the church’s public affairs was a point of disagreement.
Ainsworth discussed power in the church and the errors that both the Church of
England and the Church of Rome practiced:

So wheras our opposites tel us the Elders power that in deed it is the
Churches; the papists also tel us the same: but the more is their syn
that deprive the Church of it, by ingrossing it into their own hands
alone; thus did the Pope clime by steps unto his primacie. And it
is (say they) to be ministred by the Officers: but not (say I) by them
only; therin is the deceyt. The whole Church is a kingdome of
Preists, that is of ministers.¹²⁵

While the locus of power within the true visible church was an issue for Ainsworth
and Barrow, it was only a symptom of the problem. Christ’s work, expressed in all
three roles as prophet, priest, and king, had been denied. Neither Christ nor his
servants could fulfill their roles within the body. The body of Christ had suffered a
mortal wound according to Ainsworth and Barrow. Ainsworth wrote that denying
Christ’s offices meant ‘no Christian can doubt, but your wounds in themselves are
deadly.’¹²⁶ A denial of Christ’s offices was a denial of Christ. More than a power
struggle, it was a question of a living body and a corpse. Those who remained in the
Church of England were dead members of a dead body (though Ainsworth and
Barrow’s opponents viewed the matter quite differently of course).

¹²⁴ Ibid.
¹²⁵ Ibid., 26-7.
¹²⁶ Ainsworth, Counterpoyson, 241.
Ainsworth’s critics claimed that he gave the government of the church to the ‘people.’ Ainsworth, however, denied any such thing. He explained, ‘We give the people … a right and power to observ and doo al the commandements of Christ.’¹²⁷ Both Ainsworth and Barrow made a distinction between the officers of the church and those in the church who did not hold a local office. The true visible church was not a popular democracy. Ainsworth responded, ‘So then for popular government, (which Mr Bern. [Richard Bernard] would traduce us by;) we hold it not, we approve it not; for if the multitude govern, then who shalbe governed? Christian liberty (which all have) is one thing, the raynes of government (which some have) is another thing.’¹²⁸ At issue was the meaning and role of ‘government’ within the visible church. Ainsworth’s understanding and that of his opponents differed.

Ainsworth argued that the members of the church should have liberty to keep all of Christ’s commandments. As he saw it, the Church of England had deprived their members of that liberty, having kept them in bondage, familiar language in Barrow’s writings. It was the difference between partaking in Christ’s offices under the two administrations – that of law in the Old Testament and national Israel, and that of grace in the New Testament – that provided Ainsworth with an explanation. While the members of Christ’s church had always been made prophets, priests, and kings, they did not exercise those offices in the same way. In national Israel, Christ’s members did not take part in government, as they were to do during the administration of grace. When he was asked, ‘Whither in Israel the Lord abridged the people of their right and libertie,’ Ainsworth acknowledged that the Israelites did not

¹²⁷ Ainsworth, An animadversion, 24.
¹²⁸ Ainsworth, Counterpoyson, 177.
participate in the affairs of the nation, as priests and kings, as Christians should in the
church under the new administration.\textsuperscript{129} He explained a part of this distinction:

They were a national Church, & the Magistrats in the gates of
Jerusalem, the Preists in the Temple, being for the whole Realm; it
could not be that al the people should be present at the dayly
judgements of the Magistrates, or sacrifices of the Preists. And
therefore it was not required so of them; as now it is of us, who are but
particular Churches, to be present at al publik administration of
Christs kingdom and preisthood.\textsuperscript{130}

Ainsworth’s understanding of the visible church as particular and plural rather than
national and singular helps to understand his argument for the elect’s participation in
Christ’s offices.\textsuperscript{131} The true visible church, existing as it did in many disparate
locations, each autonomous from one another, meant that every member had a role to
play in the public affairs of the visible church. The visible church under the
administration of law was national, but under the administration of grace it was not
so. While all the elect at all times have been priests and kings, those under the
administration of law were priests and kings in a different respect to those who were
priests and kings under the new administration.

Liberty to keep Christ’s commands by all the elect and particularly exercising
their roles as participants in Christ’s offices made possible Christ’s expectations for
the true visible church under the New Testament. Ainsworth wrote,

Their spiritual communion may be considered in three things: First in
al duties from themselves towards God; as be prayses, thanksgivings,
prayers supplications &c. which they powr out one with & for an
other. Secondly in all graces given them of God, as are the words of

\textsuperscript{129} Ainsworth, \textit{An animadversion}, 34. See also Francis Johnson, \textit{An advertisement} (Amsterdam, 1612),
34.
\textsuperscript{130} Ainsworth, \textit{An animadversion}, 30-1.
\textsuperscript{131} Polly Ha has argued that the distinction between a singular national visible church as held by
Presbyterians and plural visible local churches as held by Congregationalists forms a key theme in
understanding their debates in the period. See Ha, \textit{English Presbyterianism}, ch. 3. See also \textit{supra} p.
30.
his covenant, the comforts and seales of the same, opened and applied for the helping forward and assurance of their salvation. Thirdly in all duties among themselves, one towards an other, as counsels, deliberation, exhortations, consolations, admonitions, rebukes, censures, and such like: all which for the honour of God and their mutual food, they carefully together do keep & execute.\textsuperscript{132}

Communion with Christ prescribed the duties of the elect toward God and the responsibilities of the elect toward one another. These duties were the expression of Christ’s offices in the true visible church; they were neither aesthetic practices nor things indifferent. The church as the body of Christ required each and every member to perform their role or the body suffered. If the officers of the visible church took power to themselves, the people came under bondage to Antichrist. Ainsworth argued, ‘Those Officers are to be judged Antichristian, which usurp and exercise the office peculiar to Christ himself alone.’\textsuperscript{133} While Christ’s offices were his uniquely, he shared his offices with the members of his body so that every one was a prophet, a priest, and a king with him. The Church of England and the Church of Rome, Ainsworth argued, had usurped Christ’s offices by their antichristian leadership. Proof of this was that Christ’s servants were prevented from exercising their offices as prophets, priests, and kings.

Government in the church was neither to be in the hands of a select few nor the hands of the people alone according to Ainsworth. He argued for the rightful place of an ordained ministry in the true visible church: ‘We acknowledge Christ to have ordeyned a \textit{Presbyterie or Eldership}, and that in every church; for to teach and rule them by his own word and lawes; unto whom all the multitude, the members, the

\textsuperscript{132} Ainsworth, \textit{The communion of saintes}, 363-4.
\textsuperscript{133} Ainsworth, \textit{An apologie}, 51.
Saincts, ought to obey and submit themselves, as the scriptures teach. He further explained, ‘Every particular Church established in the order of Christ, consisteth of these parts: namely, that all the members therof, are either private brethren, whom the Scripture calleth the Saints, the flock, the multitude, &c. or else are publick Officers and servants of the Church.’ Nevertheless, Ainsworth’s understanding of the officers of the church was not the same as that found in the Church of England. Ainsworth warned against the leaders taking power and liberty from the congregation. The leaders in the church were not to lead with power, but to serve: ‘These Overseers, that thus go before, help, direct, and govern their brethren, are not to impeach their freedom or power in anything: for be they never so great they are not their owne, but the Churches to whom they administer, the churches being Christ; and Christ Gods.’ The congregation had a part to play in the church’s public affairs; however, they were also to obey the leaders they had chosen. Ainsworth informed his readers, ‘These guides ar to be heard, reverenced, and submitted unto in the Lord; they attend to the publick service of the church, and are as the hand, mouth, & eyes of the same; by such God of old signified his wil to the people.’

Even so, Ainsworth believed that the congregation’s involvement in the church’s public affairs was more than consent to the decisions of their officers. The relationship between church leaders and the people varied widely in the period, yet puritans generally supported the idea of acting only with the consent of the

134 Ainsworth, Counterpayson, 176.
135 Ainsworth, An apologie, 49.
136 Ainsworth, The communion of saincts, 380.
137 Ibid., 379.
congregation. David Hall speaks of the ‘laymen’s privilege of consent.’ Margaret Sommerville argues this ‘privilege of consent’ applied to separatists as well: ‘The English Separatist tradition had always maintained that the church's officers must not attempt to reach important decisions in ecclesiastical matters without the consent of the whole church.’ Ainsworth held that the ruling power in the church was not in each member, nor in the hands of one or a few, but was in Christ. Christ’s ruling power was expressed in the church through his offices of prophecy, priesthood, and kingship. As every member shared in these offices, they had an active role to play in the decisions of the church, whether to choose a minister, to accept someone into membership, or to excommunicate someone from the congregation. Only as the congregation was gathered did it express the offices of Christ. Ainsworth made the point that no individual member, independent of the others, had authority in the congregation.

Ainsworth did, however, limit some practices to those who had been ordained to office. Regarding the authority to teach the scripture in the congregation he wrote,

The word of God, is given to all & every member of the church, to read & exercise privately: but publickly in the church there is a double use, in prophesy; and in office; as the Apostle distinguisheth. The office of teaching, is layd upon some few chosen and ordained therunto. … Teaching in way of prophesie … so many as have the gift & ability from God, may all prophesy one by one.

---

140 Ainsworth, *Counterpoysyon*, 175.
141 Ibid., 174-8.
142 Ibid., 176.
So while Ainsworth limited teaching to those who had been called to that office, the practice of sharing the word in the congregation was open to all.\textsuperscript{143} This distinction, if there was any practical difference, is found in Barrow’s writings as well. For Ainsworth, the officers were to ‘studie and labour in the word and doctrine, to feed the flocks that depend upon them … to build up the bodie of Christ.’\textsuperscript{144} He continued, ‘Al men may prophesie in his church, which is to speak to edifying, to exhortation & to comfort, and all men are exhor ted to covet this more than other spiritual gifts.’\textsuperscript{145} Ainsworth noted that the Church of England allowed only those ordained to office to teach or to share the word of God in their assemblies.

Regarding the sacraments, Ainsworth believed that no sacraments were to be administered until the officers had been chosen and ordained to their office.\textsuperscript{146} The role of the non-ordained members in administering the sacraments is never clearly addressed in Ainsworth’s writings. Of course, Ainsworth did limit those who were to receive the sacraments to the faithful.\textsuperscript{147} It is interesting to note that while Ainsworth allowed a congregation to excommunicate members without officers, they could not participate in the sacraments until officers had been ordained.\textsuperscript{148} For Ainsworth, as with Barrow, the sacraments were seals of the covenant with God, a sign of the communion that the true Christian had with Christ and with the members of his body. Once again, as with Barrow, the sacraments were not essential to one’s salvation.

\textsuperscript{143} Ainsworth limits ‘prophesying’ to men. More will be said about gender distinctions in participation of Christ’s offices in chapter 4 infra.
\textsuperscript{144} Ainsworth, \textit{The communion of saints}, 372.
\textsuperscript{145} Ainsworth, \textit{Counterpoyson}, 136.
\textsuperscript{146} Ibid., 177.
\textsuperscript{147} Ainsworth, \textit{The confession of faith}, 71.
\textsuperscript{148} Teaching by means of lay prophesying was allowed before leaders were selected. See Ainsworth, \textit{Counterpoyson}, 176-7.
Limiting some practices to those ordained was a delicate balance. Ainsworth was concerned over the abridgement of the liberties of the saints through the accumulation of power in the hands of a few. He noted, ‘They [Francis Johnson, et. al.] conclude with an aequivocation in this word power, which is not in the same sense to be applied to the Elders, as it is to the body of the Church.’\(^{149}\) As Ainsworth understood the true visible church, every member of the congregation was equal in power, but diverse in role:

The Ministers of the word, how great gifts or authority soever thy have, they al are ours, and we Christs, and Christ Gods; we are to trye their doctrine by the scriptures, for they have not dominion over our faith, but are helpers of our joy; and in declaration of the truth are to approve themselves to every mans conscience in the sight of God.\(^{150}\)

The congregation was not subservient to their officers nor were the officers beneath the congregation. The congregation was to submit and obey their officers as long as they remained true to the Scriptures and their officers were to serve the church. Ainsworth explained, ‘We neyther taught nor doo teach otherweise then as we always professed; namely that they are a royal Preisthood, made by Christ unto God … not one over another, as they speak, but one with another, in the fellowship of the faith of Christ.’\(^{151}\)

Richard Bernard complained that with the ‘Brownists’ ‘the power of Christ, that is, authoritie to preach, to administer the Sacraments, and to exercise the Censures of the Church, belongeth to the whole Church, yea to every one of them, and not the principall members thereof.’\(^{152}\) Ainsworth rejected Bernard’s

\(^{149}\) Ainsworth, \textit{An animadversion}, 26.  
\(^{150}\) Ainsworth, \textit{The communion of saintcs}, 226.  
\(^{151}\) Ainsworth, \textit{An animadversion}, 110.  
\(^{152}\) Bernard, \textit{Christian advertisements and counsels of peace}, 88.
explanation, responding ‘Christ’s ruling power … we say not … that it is in the body of the Congregation, the multitude; but in Christ himself.’\textsuperscript{153} Christ is the head of the church. No other authority existed in the church according to Ainsworth. Further, the officers did not exercise Christ’s authority alone: ‘And it is (say they) to be ministred by the Officers: but not (say I) by them onely; therin is the deceyt. The whole Church is a kingdome of Preists, that is of ministers.’\textsuperscript{154} Ainsworth accused the Church of England of usurping Christ’s offices and not allowing Christ’s members to serve him as prophets, priests, and kings.

Ainsworth argued that the Church of England, as well as that of Rome, had misrepresented Christ’s gospel at best, and in the worst case had deprived the people of the true gospel and the graces of God, deliberately holding them in bondage. The bishops took Christ’s offices to themselves. In a true visible church, Christ alone is the head over the members his body. As Christ is the prophet, priest, and king of his church, every member of his body shares in his offices. Christ exercises his offices through his members in the church. Only the true visible church can offer justification and sanctification without which no one will see God. Only when every member participates in Christ’s offices can the church fulfil its purpose. Only as prophets, priests, and kings, can the elect serve God and bring glory to his name.

4. Conclusion

Ainsworth held a true visible church to be a company of ‘faithful people’ in communion with Christ and with each other as members of his body. A true visible

\textsuperscript{153} Ainsworth, \textit{Counterpoyson}, 175.
\textsuperscript{154} Ainsworth, \textit{An animadversion}, 26-7.
church was not distinguished by its ‘right practices’ alone but also by its ‘right people.’ A true visible church was a gathering of the members of Christ’s invisible church in a particular location. Ainsworth viewed the nature of the church differently than his opponents. David Gurney maintains, ‘The root difference between the Separatist and non-Separatist doctrines of the church was the former’s insistence that the church is called out of the world. The concept was quite simply one of exclusivity; the Separatists implemented literally Paul's injunction to “Come away and leave them, separate yourselves.” Once again, though, for Ainsworth, separation was the means, not the end. The ‘root difference’ was how each side in the debate understood the nature of the visible church. Was it were all people gathered to hear the gospel and be ‘saved’ or was it a gathering of the saved who were being built as the body of Christ? For Barrow and Ainsworth, it could not be both.

Essential to Ainsworth’s understanding of the visible church were Christ’s offices and the participation of the elect in them. He joined his Christology with his ecclesiology. As he said, ‘Christ was the foundation of the true church.’ Christ was not only the foundation of his visible church, but he was also its continuing builder. Underlying this view was the work of Christ, namely in his threefold office of prophet, priest, and king. Christ’s work for the elect and his work in and through the elect formed a significant aspect of Ainsworth’s ecclesiology. His reason for separating from the Church of England was because they had denied Christ by denying his offices. As Ainsworth explained, to deny either Christ’s person or his

---

155 Ainsworth wrote, ‘This our English word Church, through custome of speech is commonly used for the Temple or place where people come togethger for the worship of God: but they that are any thing exercised in religion, know, that it also signifieth the People, which gather together for divine service; and this is the first & proper meaning of the word Church.’ Ainsworth, Counterpoison, 112.

156 Gurney, 'Education', 60.
work was to deny him. The charge that the Church of England denied Christ placed them outside the bounds of orthodox belief and demanded separation, from Ainsworth’s perspective.

As has been argued throughout this chapter, Ainsworth’s use of the doctrine of Christ’s offices and the participation of the elect in those offices was consistent with Barrow’s use. Ainsworth’s consistency should not be surprising, as he believed he continued in the same theological understanding as Barrow. Both Barrow and Ainsworth understood the Church of England to be a false church because of its denial of Christ’s offices. Both Barrow and Ainsworth argued that the true visible church was where Christ was prophet, priest, and king and where every member participated in Christ’s offices. Both believed that Christ exercised his offices through the members of his body. At no point did their usage of the doctrine disagree. Ainsworth did, however, expand upon points that Barrow had raised.

Notably, Ainsworth gave more attention to the idea of communion with Christ and the members of his body. Barrow maintained that union with Christ was the basis of participation in Christ’s offices, yet Ainsworth spent more time discussing this idea. Ainsworth also made clear the distinction between what Christ had done for the elect and what he was doing in the elect with the ideas of justification and sanctification. While Barrow does refer to this distinction as justification and sanctification, it was not as clear as in Ainsworth’s writings. Ainsworth also discussed participation in Christ’s offices during the Old Testament economy. Ainsworth clarified the discussion of ‘no church’ and a ‘false church,’ ideas that were not as clear in Barrow’s writings. Finally, Ainsworth spent more time discussing the issues of power and authority in the church. Once again these were
present in Barrow’s writings yet took on greater import for Ainsworth. It is important to note that neither Ainsworth nor Barrow’s opponents engaged their usage of the doctrine of the offices of Christ.

Was the concept of participation in the offices of Christ by the elect a key theme in Ainsworth’s ecclesiology? As was observed in the previous chapter concerning Barrow’s use of the doctrine, it is not wise to try to take the idea of a ‘central theme’ too far. No single doctrine can serve as a focal lens for all of Ainsworth’s theology nor provide an explanation to all of his thinking. Nevertheless, the doctrine of the offices of Christ played a significant role in Ainsworth’s ecclesiology. While it might be difficult to establish a pattern of cause and effect, the ideas were clearly integrated, and Ainsworth’s ecclesiology cannot be fully understood apart from this doctrine. The body of this chapter has shown that Ainsworth used the doctrine of Christ’s offices and participation by the elect to defend and explain his views of the true visible church. It might be said that the four causes of separation to which Ainsworth subscribed were the formal cause, however as this chapter has demonstrated, underlying those errors was the Church of England’s denial of Christ’s offices and their hindering of Christ’s true servants from fulfilling their duties as participants in those offices. The Church of England’s denial of Christ’s offices in their doctrine and practice was the material cause of separation for Ainsworth. It was argued in the previous chapter that this idea, the participation by the elect in Christ’s offices, was a key theme in Barrow’s ecclesiology. It is reasonable to conclude from all that has been presented in this chapter that it was a central theme in Ainsworth’s ecclesiology as well. Whether it was a theological position distinct to them cannot yet be answered, however.
Though both Barrow and Ainsworth were frequently referred to as ‘Brownists,’ they never accepted that name. Ainsworth pointed out that Browne loved the world more than God because he had reconciled with the Church of England; Browne had not held fast to the truth. Interestingly though, Ainsworth believed that Brown still held a poor opinion of the Church of England: ‘How wel Mr. Brown approveth of your church, though he live in it; if you ask him I suppose, will tel you.’\textsuperscript{157} While Barrow rejected the title ‘Brownist,’ it is unlikely that he would have accepted the title ‘Barrowist’ either. Barrow did not see himself as the spokesperson for a tradition, but rather as a prophet of his God. Further, given his adherence to Scripture alone it is more probable that he would have seen himself, and those who agreed with him simply as true Christians: ‘We are as we professe to be, simple hearted Christians, which seek to worship and obey Christ as our only king, priest, and prophet.’\textsuperscript{158} Ainsworth would probably have rejected the title of ‘Barrowist’ as well although he agreed with Barrow’s views and held Barrow in high esteem. He remarked that Barrow and Greenwood ‘dyed in that faith which we professe.’\textsuperscript{159} He also commented, ‘The exceptions which these godly ministers take against Mr Barrowes writings, and yet professe not to answer them need not now to be stood upon, til the particulars whereby he hath discovered their errors & evil dealings, be by them taken away.’\textsuperscript{160} While Ainsworth did not consider Barrow’s writings to be without error, he did nevertheless, recognize that they contained truth to which Ainsworth agreed.

\textsuperscript{157} Ainsworth, \textit{Counterpoyson}, 39.
\textsuperscript{158} Barrow, ‘A Brief Summe of the Causes,’ 125.
\textsuperscript{159} Ainsworth, \textit{An apologie}, 86. (Italics added).
\textsuperscript{160} Ainsworth, \textit{Counterpoyson}, 215.
Both Barrow and Ainsworth insisted they had not received their theology from Robert Browne.\textsuperscript{161} There were, however, points of agreement between them and Browne. As Edward Bloomfield notes, the Brownists’ ‘ecclesiology and worship were very similar to that of the Barrowists.’\textsuperscript{162} B.R. White made the same point, ‘There was a wide area of agreement between the teaching of Browne and Barrow.’\textsuperscript{163} Even so, points of agreement do not necessarily unite Browne, Barrow, and Ainsworth into a common tradition. White pointed out, ‘It seems probable that Henry Barrow and his disciples, although widely counted as “Brownists” by their contemporaries as well as by later writers, owed little if any of their distinctive ecclesiology to the man they quickly came to regard as an apostate from their cause.’\textsuperscript{164} Champlin Burrage wrote, ‘He [Barrow] detested the name Brownist, partly no doubt because he was not a Brownist. Browne considered the Church of England to be imperfect and therefore needing reform; Barrowe termed the Church of England a false Church, which it was one’s duty to desert.’\textsuperscript{165}

The question, however, is not whether they drew their theology from Browne but whether they held to the same distinctive theological ideas; that is, did Robert Browne hold to the same ideas concerning the offices of Christ in the visible church that Barrow and Ainsworth held? Barrow and Ainsworth’s relationship to Browne is part of a larger question concerning the ‘distinctiveness’ of their ideas regarding Christ’s offices in the visible church. Browne’s views on the doctrine of the offices of Christ will be considered in a subsequent chapter along with the usage common to

\textsuperscript{161} Barrow accuses his opponents of ‘baptising us into the name of Browne, as though we had either derived or hold our faith of him, or any mortal man.’ For Ainsworth’s opinion see supra p. 99. Barrow, ‘Brief Discoverie,’ 440.
\textsuperscript{162} Bloomfield, ‘Opposition to the English Separatists’, 21.
\textsuperscript{163} White, English Separatist Tradition, 70.
\textsuperscript{164} Ibid., 44.
\textsuperscript{165} Burrage, Early English Dissenters, vol. 1, 130.
the period, 1580 to 1620. The question then, whether Barrow and Ainsworth’s usage of the doctrine of the offices of Christ was a distinctive theological position common only to those associated with Barrow will have to wait to be fully answered. It is important to note, though, that both Barrow and Ainsworth considered their understanding to differ from their opponents, and from the Church of England in general. For Barrow and Ainsworth, separation was not a matter of ‘strategy or timing’ but a fundamental difference in the nature of the church. The next chapter considers the ‘Barrowist’ view of the offices of Christ, both for the elect and in the elect, as essential attributes of the true visible church.
Chapter 4: The Offices of Christ and the True Visible Church

For Barrow and Ainsworth, Christ was immediately present in his visible church, working in the elect and through the elect. Their understanding of the visible church was based upon their conviction of Christ’s purpose in the incarnation, his work of prophecy, priesthood, and kingship. Barrow’s reference to the Church of England’s denial of the incarnation was a hint of this fundamental understanding.¹ It has already been suggested that Barrow and Ainsworth focused on the raison d’être of the visible church and were not obsessed with its details. They believed that Christ’s work as prophet, priest, and king (the continuation of his earthly ministry begun in the incarnation) was the reason and foundation of the visible church.

George Yule comments that according to Calvin, ‘The whole life of the Church and not just its doctrine ought to be interpreted by the incarnation, death and resurrection of Jesus Christ.’² In fact, this was what Barrow and Ainsworth believed they were doing.³

It was pointed out in chapter two that Barrow’s first work, Four Causes of Separation, described four errors that led to a denial of Christ’s offices. For Barrow, that denial was a denial of Christ’s incarnation.⁴ He believed that a true visible church was a gathering of the elect where Christ was the prophet, priest, and king

¹ See supra p. 56.
³ George Yule argues that for Calvin, to interpret the church by the incarnation meant the church was not to follow a pattern found in the New Testament. Yule explains, ‘This did not mean, as many later Calvinists stated it, that the order of the Church could be read off from the New Testament pattern, but that the order of the Church had to conform to Christ its Head as the Suffering Servant. The emphasis had to be on ministries (i.e. services) not on rights, while the corporate emphasis of the Body of Christ had to be preserved also in the order of the Church.’ ibid.
⁴ See supra p. 56.
and where all the elect participated in those offices with Christ. Barrow had explained the error of the Church of England as a rejection of what Christ was doing in and through the visible church; that is, the Church of England rejected Christ’s ‘present’ work of prophecy, priesthood, and kingship in the visible church. Barrow saw in the argument for adiaphora a rejection of Christ in the ‘present.’ By introducing human devices into worship the Church of England had replaced Christ as their prophet, priest, and king in favour of the bishops.\(^5\) Chapter three argued that Ainsworth followed in Barrow’s view of the offices of Christ and the visible church. Further, chapters two and three demonstrated that both Barrow and Ainsworth had used the doctrine offices of Christ in an ecclesiological context; that is, they focused on the offices of Christ in their debates over the visible church.

This chapter will examine the significance of the offices of Christ to a true visible church in Barrow and Ainsworth’s understanding; that is, it will explore the integration of their Christology and ecclesiology. It was Barrow and Ainsworth’s understanding of Christ, that is, their Christology, which persuaded their understanding of the visible church, that is, their ecclesiology. For Barrow and Ainsworth, the visible church was the visible expression of Christ on earth and the continuation of his earthly ministry begun at the incarnation. In the discussion that follows, three ideas will underscore this argument. First, Christ’s ‘present’ working in the visible church as prophet, priest, and king, both in and through the elect, was an essential sign of a true visible church. It was Christ’s offices as prophet, priest, and king that signified Christ’s presence in the visible church. More importantly, at least for the purposes of this thesis, Christ not only continued to work immediately in

\(^5\) See supra pp. 63, 136.
all of the elect, but also worked mediately through all of the elect as the members of his body. Secondly, all those in union with Christ were empowered to serve him as prophets, priests, and kings. Christ made them prophets, priests, and kings to serve him, and he worked in and through them. It was the participation of all of the elect, notably in the public affairs of the visible church that was Christ’s body at work on the earth. Finally, when Christ was working in and through the gathered elect in prophecy, priesthood, and kingship, they were his body presently working on earth. Each visible church was Christ’s body, not a gathering of individuals; each was a visible expression of Christ still present and working on the earth.

1. The presence of Christ

Barrow and Ainsworth believed that Christ’s continued work was an essential characteristic of a true visible church. Christ working in and through all of the elect were two signs of Christ’s presence in the visible church. Even so, these two signs were not notae ecclesiae for Barrow and Ainsworth. They argued that the visible church must be measured by the whole word of God rather than just two or three ‘infallible marks.’ Barrow argued,

Neither need we unto this busines to goe fetch our light out of men’s writings (as sundrie of the chief builders of this corrupt age do) or curiously to enquire or dispute about I wote [know] not what markes of the true church, which whiles some indevored to set downe, endles controversies and vaine striefe about words hath arisen amongst them, without end or edifying. Therefore let us, for the appeasing and assurance of our consciences give heed to the word of God, and by that golden reed measure our temple, our altar, and out worshippers.6

---

6 Barrow, 'Brief Discoverie,' 278-9.
The offices of Christ were not the only signs of Christ’s presence in a true visible church for Barrow and Ainsworth. However, these two signs were the problem in the Church of England at that time. For Barrow and Ainsworth, the offices of Christ were the current circumstance they were addressing. Barrow, however, went even further arguing that the Church of England had no true sign of Christ’s presence among them at all.  

Supporters of the Church of England argued that the preaching of the word and administration of the sacraments proved the Church of England to be a true church and as such Christ was present there. Further, the existence of elect in the Church of England (the existence of which both Barrow and Ainsworth accepted) also demonstrated that Christ was present in their church. For Church of England supporters, the presence of the word preached and the sacraments administered alone were sufficient to prove Christ’s presence in their church. The existence of elect in their church just furthered the argument. As noted in chapters two and three, according to Barrow and Ainsworth’s opponents, anything that may be lacking or any sin present in the church would not make it false. An incorrect polity, the lack of discipline, or even the presence of wicked and non-believing people in the church would not, thereby, cause Christ to abandon that church.

According to Barrow and Ainsworth, the idea of notae ecclesiae, or as they understood them, ‘infallible marks’ of the visible church, was not found in scripture. There were no ‘infallible marks.’ Barrow explained, ‘But here they deceave themselves and others, with certayne infallible markes of the church, which they

---

7 Barrow, ‘Four Causes of Separation,’ 63.
8 See supra p. 117.
9 See supra pp. 78, 79, 122.
10 See supra pp. 55, 63, 64, 72, 73.
have fantasied unto themselves; namely, that where the word of God is sincerely taught, and the sacramentes rightly administered, there undoubtedly is still the true church of Christ. Ainsworth likewise rejected such ‘infallible marks.’ Mocking Richard Bernard, Ainsworth wrote, ‘Mr Bernarde in the name of all the divines in their church, yea (if we may beleeeve him) of all the reformed Churches in Christendome, telleth us with a marginall note also to have it wel observed, that the true word of God preached, and true sacraments of Christ administred, are infallible tokens of a true church.

For Barrow and Ainsworth, the sacraments were signs that grace had already been imputed to the true believer who received them. Christ’s sacraments, then, were only for the elect. Barrow explained, ‘The sacramentes confer not so much, as seale God’s grace unto us, they give not faith so much, as confirme the faith of all the worthy receavers.’ The sentiment that the sacraments were seals of the covenant was almost universally accepted in English Protestantism. Robert Some wrote, ‘We are taught in Gods booke, that the Sacraments instituted of Christ, are the seales of Gods word.’ Thomas Cartwright explained, ‘The Lorde is in covenaunt with that people to whome he giveth the seales of his covenant.’ Barrow’s comment that the sacraments ‘do not confer but seal grace’ was not so unusual. Even so, George

11 Barrow, 'Brief Discoverie,' 306.
12 Ainsworth, Counterpoyson, To the Reader.
13 Few of Barrow and Ainsworth’s opponents would have disagreed with them on this point. However Gifford acknowledged that some priests allowed all to approach the table of the Lord, but explained that the practice was not what the Church of England taught. Gifford wrote, ‘I did confesse, and doo still with greéfe, that in very manye assemblies in England, all are admitted to the Table of the Lord, which offer themselves, even the most prophane and grosse sinners.’ He continued, ‘the Church of England dooth neither approove such admission of prophane men to the Sacrament, nor yet suffer it in practise wholy.’ Gifford, A short treatise, 47.
14 Barrow, 'Brief Discoverie.'
15 Some, A godlie treatise of the Church, B6 verso.
Gifford, a puritan, seems to understand Barrow’s view as different from his own. Gifford challenged, ‘And tell me, Master Barrow, is there not some part of this power of loosing or remitting sinnes by the sacraments’? Barrow responded that the sacraments did not provide forgiveness of sin. Rather, only those who had had their sins forgiven already should receive the sacraments.¹⁷

For Barrow, the sacraments were signs of what had already taken place while Gifford seemed to see some present efficacy of the sacraments for the forgiveness of sin. Barrow chided, ‘I hope you thincke their sinnes are forgiven before and not by the receiving of the sacraments.’¹⁸ Ainsworth’s view was similar to Barrow’s: ‘As touching the relation, (which is the mayn thing in a sacrament,) that it should seal up unto them the forgivnes of synns, and (as they blasphemously say) quite take away synns, and conferr grace; so it is a vayn idol and nothing: for neyther doo the true Sacraments of Christ’s church work any such effect to Gods own people.’¹⁹ For Gifford, the sacraments were more than an empty sign. The distinction between Barrow and Gifford was between the sacrament as a sign of what had already happened and the sacrament as a sign of the grace being received at the moment of reception. For both, the sacrament was a sign and the sacrament signified receiving God’s grace. The difference was when that grace was received. For Barrow, the grace had been received in the past, previous to the recipient receiving the sacrament. For Gifford, at least some grace was being received as the sign was being received. According to Gifford’s understanding, Christ was present administering the grace as

¹⁸ Ibid., 153.
¹⁹ Ainsworth, An animadversion, 72-3.
the recipient received the elements.\textsuperscript{20} However for Barrow, the grace had already been received and therefore it was not necessary that Christ be present at the reception of the sacrament. For Barrow and Ainsworth, the sacraments did not signify Christ’s immediate presence but rather his past work. That the sacraments did not signify Christ’s presence was especially true where they were delivered to the non-believing, a practice that Barrow and Ainsworth had accused the Church of England of.\textsuperscript{21}

The word preached was also an infallible sign of Christ’s presence for Barrow and Ainsworth’s opponents.\textsuperscript{22} Yarnell points out that for English Protestants, ‘If Christ is the Word of God, the preaching of the Word makes Christ present.’\textsuperscript{23} Jerald Brauer agrees, noting that for some puritans, the word preached was more important than the word itself since, in preaching, the word was energised

\textsuperscript{20} For many English Reformers, there were changes in language from the use of ‘bodily presence’ to ‘real presence’ or ‘spiritual presence.’ Arthur Hildersham noted, ‘Q. Is Christ then indeed present in this Sacrament? A. Yes verily: … yet not corporally, but spiritually and sacramentally present.’ William Perkins explained, ‘We holde and beleev euery presenc of Cristes bodie and bloode in the Sacrament of the Lords supper: and that no fained, but a true and reall presence.’ Many who rejected transubstantiation and consubstantiation still argued for a ‘real presence’ of Christ in the Eucharist.

\textsuperscript{21} Gifford, A short treatise, 47.

\textsuperscript{22} For many of the ‘hotter Protestants’ in England, the preaching of the word was the primary means of experiencing Christ’s presence and was seen as more important than the sacraments. The Church of England clergyman, Adrian Savaria, lamented, ‘For who seeseth not, and greeveth not to see, how men are set together upon mischiefe? even to reduce the whole Ministerie of the church, to the bare Ministerie of the word.’ Edward Philips maintained that the word was ‘more necessarie’ than the sacraments, because it ‘begets and begins faith,’ whereas ‘the Sacraments do but confirme it.’ Even so, Hunt argues that the dichotomy between preaching and sacraments among the English reformers is not supportable. He notes that puritans emphasized and participated in the sacraments equally with preaching. There was no diminishing of the sacraments among the puritans according to Hunt. Hunt does note though, ‘This did not, of course, alter the fact that the word was primary, the sacraments secondary.’ While there are indications that preaching was emphasized over the sacraments as channels of grace, there were few who neglected the sacraments altogether. Adrien Saravia, 1. Of the diverse degrees of the ministers of the gospell. 2. Of the honor which is due unto the priestes and prelates of the church. 3. Of sacrilege, and the punishment thereof. (London, 1591), 6; Arnold Hunt, ‘The Lord’s Supper in Early Modern England,’ Past & Present, no. 161 (1998), 54, 75, 78-9, 55.

\textsuperscript{23} Yarnell, 'Royal Priesthood', 318.
immediately by the Holy Spirit. The arguments for the effectiveness of the word preached and the ineffectiveness of the word read in begetting salvation were consistent with this view. Further, Ian Green points out an interesting similarity between the Reformed pastors and the Catholic priests noting, ‘In the eyes of many reformers, the act of preaching, of being the channel through which the Holy Ghost called the faithful to salvation, took on an almost mystical significance comparable to that felt by Catholic priests for the miracle of the mass.’ Alexandra Walsham agrees with this point, ‘For fervent Protestants, moreover, hearing or reading the Word of God itself could be a near sacramental and mystical experience. The word was not “just a communicative sign. It could mediate the divine.”’

However for Barrow and Ainsworth, the word could only be an aid for those who were already united to Christ. The word preached, while a great benefit to the elect, did not infallibly signify Christ’s presence. Barrow explained, ‘The preaching of the word maketh not a church, except there be by the same a faithfull people gathered unto Christ Jesus.’ For the non-elect, the word preached was a sure sign of their judgment.

25 There was debate whether the word read, either privately or heard read publicly, could beget faith. Cf. Thomas White, A sermon preached at Paules Crosse (London, 1589), 22; Samuel Hieron, The preachers plea (London, 1604), 172; John Downe and George Hakewill, ‘A treatise concerning the force and efficacy of reading,’ in Certaine treatises of the late reverend and learned divine, Mr John Downe (Oxford: 1633), passim.
28 Barrow, ‘Brief Discoverie,’ 306. Ainsworth wrote, ‘Yet is not the outward ministry of the word sufficient, unless we be also taught of God himself; who therefore voucheth safe to giv us a third help, even his own good spirit to instruct us, without which no man can say that Jesus is the Lord.’ Ainsworth, The communion of saincts, 83.
29 Barrow, ‘Brief Discoverie,’ 286-7, 290.
by hearing the word preached rather they were rejecting preaching as the means by which Christ was made present to the elect in the visible church. For the elect, the word of God was an aid to growth as the Holy Spirit brought about change within the believer. Ainsworth explained, ‘Christ worketh in all men by his Spirit, pricking their hearts, illuminating their understanding, changing their affections, working repentance, faith and comfort, these effects he worketh by his Spirit, which hee sendeth into the hearts of his people.’ The idea that the Holy Spirit made the word effective was not unique to Barrow and Ainsworth. The distinction between Barrow and Ainsworth and their opponents was whether preaching in the visible church was an ‘infallible sign’ of Christ’s presence there. For Barrow and Ainsworth, it was not the act of preaching itself but rather the presence of the elect hearing the word preached that gave to preaching its significance.

The existence of some elect in the Church of England was not an ‘infallible sign’ of Christ’s presence either. Of course, Christ was spiritually present in every true believer so that wherever believers were he was present. Ainsworth wrote that Christ’s presence ‘be with every of his Saincts, in al places wher they become; yet is it most lively seen in their Assemblie, and there he is very terrible. For this cause did his people love the habitation of his house, & desired to dwel there al their dayes, that they might be hold his bewtie.’ William Perkins wrote,

Now gods presence hath divers degrees. First, god is present to our conscience, when we thinke of him. 2. He is present when we name him, or heare him named or mentioned by others and these are the furthest off. Thirdly, god is neerer unto us in the presence of his Ordinances, as his Word and Sacraments, and publike service in the Congregation. Fourthly, there is a most apparant and sensible presence

30 See supra p. 76.
31 Ainsworth, The orthodox foundation of religion, 46.
of god, which shall be at the last judgement, when all men shall stand before him in his immediat presence, to receive their judgement.\textsuperscript{33}

While Christ was present with every believer always, there was a sense in which Christ was more present when the elect gathered together.

Nevertheless, the existence of some elect in a visible church did not prove Christ’s visible presence there according to Barrow and Ainsworth.\textsuperscript{34} As there could be elect in a false church, and Christ dwelled in all the elect through his Holy Spirit, it was still true that Christ was spiritually present in all the elect wherever they were. Barrow and Ainsworth distinguished between Christ’s spiritual presence in all the elect and his visible presence in his true visible church.\textsuperscript{35} As noted previously, Barrow and Ainsworth argued that Christ was not visibly present in a visible church in which he was not its prophet, priest, and king, and that did not teach or allow the practice of his offices in and through the elect.\textsuperscript{36} Even though there might be elect in the Church of England, Christ was not present there. This point is perhaps most indicative of their ecclesiology. It was not simply the elect gathered that made Christ visibly present, for Barrow and Ainsworth. Rather, it was a gathering of the elect wherein Christ was visibly working as a prophet, priest, and king that was a sign of Christ’s visible presence.

Barrow and Ainsworth had a different grasp of Christ’s presence based upon a different understanding of the visible church. The true visible church was a gathering of the elect yet it was more than that. Christ was visibly present only where

\textsuperscript{33} Perkins and Crashaw, Of the calling of the ministerie, 25.
\textsuperscript{34} See supra pp. 79, 122.
\textsuperscript{35} See supra pp. 71, 120.
\textsuperscript{36} On elect in the Church of England see supra pp. 79, 122. Regarding the distinction between a true and false church based upon the participation of the elect in Christ’s offices, both Barrow and Ainsworth make the case that the bishops hindered God’s people and held them in bondage. See the section ‘Every member’s interest in the work of Christ’ in chapters 2 and 3.
he was the only prophet, priest, and king and where all the elect participated as
prophets, priests, and kings.\textsuperscript{37} For Barrow and Ainsworth, in the visible church Christ was more than just spiritually present in the hearts of the elect. Barrow and Ainsworth distinguished between Christ’s spiritual presence and his visible presence just as they distinguished between the invisible church and the visible church.\textsuperscript{38} The historiography has not always recognized the distinction in Barrow and Ainsworth’s writings between the invisible and visible churches. Fred Powicke and Leland Carlson both argue that Barrow rejected the concept of an invisible church. Powicke suggested that Barrow ‘rightly held that the distinction between visible and invisible has no New Testament support, and did not emerge until the Church, having corrupted itself, sought an excuse for its degraded state and for the continuance of it.’\textsuperscript{39} Carlson pointed out,

For Barrow the Church Invisible did not exist either in the New Testament or in real life. There was no Platonic spiritual archetype which had actual existence, but there was an Aristotelian nominalistic concept which did exist as an ideal. This ideal was the Church Visible, which was realisable, cognizable, and meaningful in daily affairs and localised in true visible churches, which collectively comprised the Church Visible, spiritually unified but geographically diverse.\textsuperscript{40}

Stephen Brachlow takes a slightly different approach:

The distinction between visible, and invisible churches was, in practical terms, of little purpose, except in so far as it provided a theological apologetic against what they perceived to be the unorthodox perfectionist theories of the radical sectaries, the sixteenth-century ‘Donatists’ and ‘Cathari’ among the Continental

\textsuperscript{37} See \textit{supra} p. 74ff.
\textsuperscript{38} See \textit{supra} pp. 70, 123.
\textsuperscript{39} Fred J. Powicke, \textit{Henry Barrow Separatist (1550?-1593) and the Exiled Church of Amsterdam (1593-1622)} (London: J. Clarke, 1900), xxiii.
anabaptists and, by some accounts, among the radical puritans and separatists of England.\footnote{Brachlow, \textit{Communion of Saints}, 115.}

For Barrow and Ainsworth, however, the visible church was distinct from the invisible church; the visible church was a visible manifestation of the invisible church.\footnote{See supra pp. 70, 123.} As Barrow and Ainsworth understood the distinction, the visible church was limited to human frailty and to a time and geography on earth. The invisible church was perfect and not limited to time or geography.

Barrow and Ainsworth made it clear that only when Christ was working immediately \textit{in} the elect as the prophet, priest, and king and mediately \textit{through} the elect as prophets, priests, and kings, was he visibly present in a visible church.

Barrow argued,

\begin{quote}
Is not Christ now dead, rised, and ascended, and hath freed his church from such tutelship, he himself now becoming their law giver and minister \textit{in person}, and hath now given them his holy word and Spirit, to administer wisdome unto theme in al freedome to use the same, his word, according to his wil and their owne occasions, unto his glorie and their comfortes?\footnote{Barrow, 'Brief Discoverie,' 369. (Italics added).}
\end{quote}

As Barrow noted, Christ was a minister in person. The presence of Christ in the visible church was a significant point of debate during the Reformation.\footnote{Stephen Brachlow writes, ‘The concept of Christ’s presence was not unique to the separatists but part of the common currency of reformed rhetoric.’ Malcolm Yarnell notes, ‘The issue of the presence of Christ was a lively one in the subject period. Traditionalists granted the priesthood incredible power by virtue of the latter’s ability to confect the body of God in the host. In turn, the body of God was used for physical and spiritual welfare … In reaction, the reformers questioned the confecting Authority of the priest. Lutherans kept the Real Presence of Christ in the eucharist elements but affirmed the indefinite Presence of Christ in the faithful community gathered around the Lord’s table. The “ecclesial presence” of the Reformed replaced the need for a Real Presence in the elements.’ How exactly Christ was made present engaged both Protestants and Papists. There was (and still is) a tension between the transcendence and immanence of Christ. Brachlow, \textit{Communion of Saints}, 101 note 90; Yarnell, 'Royal Priesthood', 318.}

The issue
between Barrow and Ainsworth and their opponents was not whether Christ was present in the visible church, but rather the signs of his presence.

Barrow’s point when he made a distinction between what Christ had done for the elect and what he did in and through the elect was that the Church of England denied Christ’s ‘present’ work in the visible church. Barrow and Ainsworth argued that the bishops in the Church of England had taken Christ’s offices away from him and hindered some of Christ’s servants from exercising their roles as prophets, priests, and kings.\(^{45}\) Christ was not working in the Church of England either immediately or mediately. According to Barrow and Ainsworth, these essential signs of a true visible church were lacking in the Church of England. These signs were essential because Christ’s presence was essential. Even so, in response to Barrow and Ainsworth’s accusations, supporters of the Church of England claimed that Christ was still presently working in their church through those ordained, ‘his chosen instruments.’

2. An empowered people

All the elect, as members of Christ’s body, were provided with everything necessary to continue his work on earth according to Barrow and Ainsworth. This idea was discussed in chapters two and three regarding the participation of all the elect in Christ’s offices. Through union with Christ, both the responsibility of his offices and the empowerment to fulfil them were communicated to each member.\(^{46}\) Union with Christ meant that all the elect were obligated to continue Christ’s work of

---

\(^{45}\) See supra pp. 87, 108.

\(^{46}\) See supra pp. 87, 121.
prophecy, priesthood, and kingship.\textsuperscript{47} The church was Christ’s body, and the elect were the members of his body. Christ, who was anointed as the prophet, priest, and king, anointed the elect, prophets, priests, and kings. The elect were never independent of Christ. They were prophets as Christ was a prophet in them. They were priests as Christ was a priest in them. They were kings only as Christ was a king in and through them. They shared in Christ’s offices. Each member of Christ’s body acted in accordance with Christ’s purpose for taking on humanity and entering the world. It was immediate union with Christ as Christ worked in the church and in the world that empowered the elect.

It was also noted, in chapters two and three, that the difference between Barrow and Ainsworth and their opponents concerning the role of the non-ordained in the public affairs of the visible church involved how each saw the people who were part of the visible church.\textsuperscript{48} Barrow and Ainsworth argued that all of the elect had a right and interest in the visible church’s public affairs. Barrow, offering up a possible objection by his opponents to the non-ordained participating in the public activities of the visible church wrote,

\begin{quote}
Heere will be grossly objected, that the common people are ignorant, not able to judg betwixt truth and error, disordered, variable, easie to be devided and led into sects; and therefore they are not to intermedle with the judgement and reproof of faults and errors escaped in the ministerie, or with the censuring their persons.\textsuperscript{49}
\end{quote}

However, Barrow and Ainsworth saw the members of a true visible church differently.

\textsuperscript{47} See supra pp. 85, 132.
\textsuperscript{48} See supra pp. 74, 119.
\textsuperscript{49} Barrow, 'Brief Discoverie,' 522.
Two distinctions are important to note here. First, there was a distinction between the public works of the visible church and private settings. Fathers were to pray with and instruct their households, and masters to do the same for their servants. Still, these were considered private settings.\(^{50}\) Individuals could also gather to repeat the sermon for mutual benefit, but this too was regarded to be a private setting.\(^{51}\) As long as there was no new doctrine introduced the setting remained ‘private.’ The second distinction was that while Christ worked in all the elect in both public and private settings, according to the Church of England, Christ only worked through the ministers in public settings.\(^{52}\) While it might appear from the previous statement that the non-ordained in the Church of England were purely passive observers during the service that was not the case. The non-ordained did not stand before the congregation during the public service nor were they God’s mouthpiece to the congregation or congregation’s mouth to God. However, they were expected to listen actively and

---

\(^{51}\) Patrick Collinson explained that as long as those who met repeated the minister's sermon, the meeting was not a conventicle; that is, no new or original doctrine was being taught. Though in this way the meeting had the potential to become a conventicle and thereby to separate from the church. Collinson wrote, 'The importance of repetition lies chiefly in the link, the umbilical cord as it were, which it served to symbolise between the public assemblies and doctrine of the Church and the exploration of religious knowledge and experience at a private and domestic level; and also between the trained and qualified professional, the minister, and his people.' Collinson, *The English conventicle,' 243.  
\(^{52}\) Perkins argued, ‘No man is to undertake this function [preaching], unless God call and send him: therefore heere are condemned, the profane fances of the Anabaptists, and all like them, who thinke that any many upon a private motion, may steppe forth and undertake the duties of a Prophet, to Preach and expound, &c.’ Ainsworth remarked, ‘The Church of England hath not Christs ordinance of prophesie without office; for it is unknowne, un practised, and unsufferable among them, for private men to preach in their assemblies; they must be Ministers allowed by the Ordinary, els it is punishable by the law of their church.’ Malcolm Yarnell draws out this idea, ‘Reformed ministers also had a different monopoly over the presence of God. If Christ is the Word of God, the preaching of the Word makes Christ present.’ Following this logic, those who did not or could not preach could not make Christ present to the congregation gathered. Perkins and Crashaw, *Of the calling of the ministerie*, 39; Ainsworth, *Counterpoysson*, 136; Yarnell, 'Royal Priesthood', 318.
provide their ‘amen’ to what the minister was doing.\(^{53}\) Listening was seen as a very participatory activity for the non-ordained.

Barrow and Ainsworth’s ecclesiology did not limit Christ’s work in the public affairs of the visible church to those ordained but argued it was the responsibility of all the elect. Barrow wrote, ‘Everie member hath like interest in Christ, in his word, the pubike doctrine, and ministration of the church, and shall all be held guiltie and punished for the publike transgressions and abuses of the church.’\(^{54}\) For Barrow and Ainsworth, the ordained and non-ordained were equally responsible for the public works and sins of the visible church. Ainsworth wrote, ‘The Saincts have al a right & interest in the covenant of God, & seales of the same, wherein they have and hold communion togither: so have and doe they also, in al other Christian spiritual duties, publick or private.’\(^{55}\)

Every true believer was a prophet, priest, and king in the personal ‘strenuous and unremitting struggle to do God's will in the world.’\(^{56}\) With fellow Protestants, Barrow and Ainsworth shared the view that every true believer was empowered to live the Christian life. No person was capable of living a godly life without Christ. Human inability, while not universally accepted, was a common Protestant


\(^{54}\) Holifield explains that the laity participated in the public affairs of the church through their consent. He quotes Dudley Fenner, ‘Not the Ministers alone must worke here, but the Church with him, in witnessing his work, in approving the same by one consent of the spirit of grace, by consenting in prayer and thankes-giving, for which they are saide to doe the works of the Sacraments.’ Polly Ha notes, ‘If the principle of common consent provided an ideological foundation for lay involvement in the Church, it also provided other crucial points of contact between clerical and lay developments.’ She adds however, ‘The principle of consent, however, was deeply divisive in both theory and practice.’ Holifield, *covenant sealed*, 37; Ha, *English Presbyterianism*, 96, 74.

\(^{55}\) Barrow, 'Brief Discoverie,' 520-1.

\(^{56}\) Ainsworth, *The communion of saincts*, 375.

\(^{56}\) Como, *Blown by the Spirit*, 34. Chapter 5 *infra* discusses the use of the doctrine in this sense. Chapters 2 and 3 *supra* discuss the personal role of prophecy, priesthood, and kingship.
doctrine. Good works that a person performed were the work of God in them, whether in conversion or subsequently in sanctification. Barrow and Ainsworth’s understanding of participation in Christ’s offices did not make the elect more capable of fighting sin or more obedient to the obligations of the covenant of grace. In one aspect, participation in Christ’s offices as empowerment for the individual believer’s life of faith was common to Barrow and Ainsworth as well as their opponents. Every true believer had been called generally to communion with Christ and furnished with all that was necessary for the journey. Still, in the Church of England there was a distinction between the work of the ordained and the non-ordained during the public service.

The concept of the continuation of Christ’s work on earth was not distinct to Barrow and Ainsworth’s ecclesiology either. According to the Church of England, Christ continued his work in the visible church through his chosen instruments. Perkins argued that the minister was only an instrument and did not possess any

57 Of course human inability or ability has oft been seen as the debate between Arminianism and Calvinism. Historic Arminianism did not reject human inability though, and this was not the crux of the debate. Rather, since all needed grace, the question was whether that grace was made available only to a select group or to all. English Protestants did not reject original sin. David Como comments, ‘According to standard protestant readings, not only were people incapable of obeying the Law perfectly (thereby meriting salvation), but their very inability to keep the Law was central to the true path to salvation.’ ibid., 116; Charles Lloyd Cohen, God’s caress: the psychology of Puritan religious experience (New York: Oxford University Press, 1986), ch. 1; Keith D. Stanglin and Thomas H. McCall, ‘Jacob Arminius: theologian of grace,’ (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2013).

58 The debate between Protestantism and the Church of Rome regarding merit for good works concerned the ‘earning’ of grace. The Church of Rome taught that good works were the result of grace given by God and so were not equal in merit to the reward received for them. Nevertheless, good works performed, according to the Church of Rome, received in return, greater grace, thus enabling more and greater good works. For the English Protestants though, any grace received in return for good works performed was to add to Christ’s work and thereby deny Christ’s office of priesthood. Richard Rogers explained, ‘Thus while he speaketh such contraries, sometime, that good workes must be built on the foundation of fait; and with an other breath, that good life is the right way to bring faith, (and yet all may see he speaketh of one and the selfe same faith in both places).’ Thomas Beard, A retractive from the Romish religion (London, 1616), 113, 120-1; Matthew Kellison, A survey of the new religion (Doway, Rheims, 1603), 299ff; Edward Bulkley, An apologie for religion (London, 1602), 171; Rogers, Seaven treatises, Preface. Many more places could be cited here but for the sake of some brevity these should suffice.
ontological power.⁵⁹ As Perkins explained, ‘God confirmeth the word of his servants, and performeth the counsell of his messengers.’⁶⁰ God worked through the means of the ministry that he had ordained.⁶¹ Those who defended the established church in England distinguished between the ministers, those called to public service and who were Christ’s chosen instruments, and those who made up the non-ordained within the congregation. Supporters of the Church of England argued that Christ was present as the gospel was preached and the sacraments administered by Christ’s chosen instruments. Perkins noted that the minister ‘is Gods instrument, and Christs instrument,’ and ‘they are Gods instruments, ordained by him to convey his grace unto us.’⁶² One whom Christ worked through as his instrument must be called by Christ and most often recognised by the church as having been called.⁶³

For the supporters of the Church of England, the difference between the clergy and laity might be argued on the basis of the function or ontology of the minister, or on the difference between the ‘possession’ and ‘use’ of power.⁶⁴ While

⁵⁹ Perkins and Crashaw, Of the calling of the ministerie, 11.
⁶⁰ Ibid.
⁶¹ Ibid., 36.
⁶³ Hieron, The preachers plea, 133; Perkins and Crashaw, Of the calling of the ministerie, 39; Richard Bernard, The faithfull shepheard the shepheards faithfulnesse (London, 1607), 6; Downame, Two sermons, 3.
⁶⁴ In their efforts to defend the dignity and authority of the minister, English Protestant writers in the late sixteenth- and early seventeenth-century used language that could be understood to argue for an ontological change in the minister. George Downame argued, ‘For their [men’s] calling is but declarative, as the Schoolemen speak, whereas God's calling is effective. And therefore men ought by their calling to declare none fit for the Ministrie, but such as God by his calling hath made fit.’ William Perkins explained, ‘To call a man to the Ministerie, is the greatest worke that God worketh in his church, but the converting of a sinner, and calling him to the state of grace: nay it is a work even like unto it: for as a sinner in his conversion, so be at his Vocation to that place, is often to cry out in the amazement of his soule, Woe is me, I am undone.’ The change wrought within the sinner in conversion was ontological. The comparison seems to make the same assertion of the minister. Even
all the elect had gifts through which Christ’s work continued, not all had the same
gifting or measure. William Perkins explained,

Besides other Christians being private men, though they be sanctified, and have a good measure of knowledge, yet have they not the same Spirit of discerning that godly Ministers have: nor can so fully & truly judge when a man hath repented, when not; and there cannot so truly pronounce the sentence of the law or gospel, nor have the abilitie ordinarily by their good conference, and Christian counsel, to convert a soule, but to confirme one converted; but that power ordinarily belongs to the publike ministry of the word, therefore it followeth, that ordinarily they have not the power to pronounce the sentence of binding or loosing upon any man: I confess, in times or places, where no minister can bee had, God blesseth the labors of private men, that have knowledge, sometimes even for comforting him at the houre of death, and gives a virtue and power to that sentence which they shall pronounce one upon anothers repentance: but as this is extraordinarie, and in the want of ordinary ministers, so in that case a private man of knowledge & godlines, is made a Minister for that time to himself, or to another, even as a private man in cases of extreame danger, when no magistrate is present, is made a magistrate himselfe to defend his own life.65

Even in those times when a non-ordained person may act as God’s instrument, it was only a temporary circumstance brought on by the absence of an ordinary minister. The puritan John Brinsley commented, ‘The Ministers of the Word, being agents betwixt God and his people, their office consisteth in two things: 1. In dealing with God for the people. 2. In dealing with the people for and from God.’66 The minister was to be an intermediary in the public service.

While not all supporters of the Church of England would have argued that the minister was more important, the language used to describe the minister could easily

65 Perkins and Crashaw, Of the calling of the ministerie, 16-8. On the distinction between possession and use see Hall, faithful shepherd, 112.
be understood to give the minister greater value than the laity in God’s economy. 

George Downname commented, ‘For Ministers though they bee men: yet are they not as others, men of the world, but, as the Scripture usually calleth them, men of God. … It cannot bee denied but those whom the Lord calleth to the Ministery, he advanceth above the condition of other men.’67 The Minister had the privilege of representing Christ, a privilege not shared by the non-ordained. Richard Bernard noted, ‘True Ministers of Christ Jesus … represent Christs person unto the congregation … Now the bodie of the people, do not by office represent Christ, neither are equall with the Ministers as they bee such, much lesse have authoritie over them.’68 Further, some comments seem to give to the minister an ontological power to perform their work. Perkins argued, ‘Angels themselves doe wonder at the excelencie of thy calling [the Minister], in that thou hast power to declare unto man his righteousnesse.’69

The minister also bore a special responsibility for the lay members because of his distinct calling according to Church of England supporters. Perkins argued that the minister was responsible for the sins of the people:

It cannot be but the sinnes of his people, are in some sort his [the minister]: for this is the peculiar danger of the Magistrates and Ministers calling, that generally the sinnes of their people are theirs: I meane that they are accessarie to the sinnes of their people, either by provoking them by their evil example, or by not reproving, to not hindering or suffering, or winking or covering & concealing or not punishing them, or not carefully enough using meanes to prevent them: by all which meanes and many more, it comes to passe, that the peoples sinnes are the Ministers by communication: so that as well for his owne sake, as theirs, hee is to confesse to GOD their sinnes, as well as his owne.70

67 Downname, Two sermons, 55. 
68 Bernard, Christian advertisements and counsels of peace, 102. 
69 Perkins and Crashaw, Of the calling of the ministerie, 10. 
70 Ibid., 21.
For Perkins, while the minister was held responsible for the sins of the people the people were not held responsible for each other’s sins or the sins of the minister.

The issue between Barrow and Ainsworth and their opponents was whether there was a group, specially set apart, through whom Christ solely worked in the public affairs of the visible church. In private settings, Christ may work through any one of the elect, such as a father within his family or a master among his servants. All the elect were called to be prophets, priests, and kings as Barrow and Ainsworth as well as their opponents agreed. There was no dispute that all the elect were empowered in their personal struggle of faith. However, when it came to the public affairs of the visible church, there was a difference. The supporters of the Church of England argued that some of Christ’s work as prophet, priest, and king, most notably that in the public service, was limited to those called and ordained to ministry.71

In limiting some of the public practices of the visible church to those ordained, the Church of England hindered some of the elect (those not ordained) from their roles as prophets, priests, and kings according to Barrow and Ainsworth. They believed that a church that prevented any of the elect from exercising the functions of prophecy, priesthood, and kingship was a false church. Here is the crux of the issue. The Church of England (as well as the Church of Rome) did not allow all the elect to participate in Christ’s offices, notably in the public affairs of the visible church. The non-ordained elect were not free to select the leadership of the church, to accept into fellowship, to take part in church discipline, to share the word of God publically, or resolve doctrinal issues in that church. Christ was not the

71 See supra pp. 91, 92, 128ff.
prophet, priest, and king of any church where the members of his body were not at liberty to exercise their responsibilities as prophets, priests, and kings. To hinder the members of Christ’s body, binding his limbs, his hands, his feet, was to hinder Christ. Barrow complained that the ministers were not to ‘assume the publicke actions of the whole church into their owne handes alone’. Ainsworth agreed, ‘And it [power] is (say they) to be ministred by the Officers: but not (say I) by them onely; therin is the deceyt. The whole Church is a kingdome of Preists, that is of ministers.’

Though Barrow and Ainsworth still held to an ordained ministry, they allowed for more participation by the non-ordained members in the public affairs of the church. The underlying theology upon which this practice was based was the participation of the elect in the offices of Christ. Walsham notes, ‘There was a moment when the reformers favoured the establishment of broadly participatory parish regimes and believed that the humble laity could be trusted to play an active part in local ecclesiastical government.’ Nevertheless, none of Barrow and Ainsworth’s opponents argued for lay involvement in the public affairs of the visible church.

Despite Barrow and Ainsworth’s understanding of participation by all the elect in the offices of Christ, they still held to some limitations within the public service. As already noted, while the congregation could still open the scriptures and interpret them, having no persons in office, they could not participate in the
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73 Ainsworth, An animadversion, 27.
sacraments. Further, a distinction was made between the public teaching offices and lay prophesying within the public service by those outside that office. Teaching was limited to an ordained office holder. However, as previously discussed, while not all could hold the teaching office, all male members could publically share the word and explain its meaning to the congregation. How exactly these two acts differed is not apparent. While the teaching office was restricted, apparently teaching itself was not. The question has already been considered whether, for Ainsworth, only the officers could administer the sacraments. However, it should be remembered that for Barrow and Ainsworth, the role of officers was not to ‘assume the publicke actions of the whole church into their owne handes alone.’

Beyond the limitations on the office of teaching and the administration of the sacraments, in Barrow and Ainsworth’s ecclesiology perhaps the most notable limitation concerned the role of women. Both Barrow and Ainsworth denied women the right to prophesy in the visible church based on 1 Corinthians 14. The fellow separatist, John Robinson (a contemporary of Ainsworth) noted that St. Paul’s denial, in 1 Corinthians 14, of women in prophesying was under ordinary conditions. He
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75 See supra pp. 92, 139.

76 Greenwood responding to Stephen Egerton claimed, ‘Giftes of interpretation are sufficient calling to speake of the word in the congregation, in due order and place.’ Greenwood and Barrow, ‘A Collection of Certaine Letters and Conferences,’ 213.

77 Barrow noted that only pastors were allowed to deliver the sacraments but in this he may have been referring to what the Church of England held. His comment was in response to Sperin concerning whether ministers in the Church of England were true ministers of Christ, even if they read the sermon. Barrow’s position was that if they could not teach they were not true pastors and yet those same individuals deliver the sacraments ‘which none but pastors can do.’ His point was that their ministry was not from God therefore their sacraments were not from God. It seems best not to make too much of Barrow’s statement here regarding the role of the non-ordained in the sacraments. Ibid., 188.

78 Barrow, ‘Plaine Refutation,’ 146.

79 Barrow, ‘Brief Discoverie,’ 531-2, 562; Ainsworth, Counterpoyson, 176.

80 There is a question whether John Robinson was a follower of Barrow. Barrington White considers Robinson a disciple of Francis Johnson. The difficulty here is that Johnson’s views changed. Johnson appears to have followed Barrow after the early 1590s up to the early years of the 1600s. Ainsworth quotes from Robinson in Ainsworth’s work An Animadversion where Robinson uses the offices of
wrote, ‘For women immediately, and extraordinarily, and miraculously inspired, might speak without restreynt.’ Robinson provided several Old Testament and New Testament examples supporting his view. Neither Barrow nor Ainsworth addressed whether Paul’s prohibition concerning women prophesying was limited to ordinary conditions or what if any limitations might be appropriate under extraordinary circumstances.

Concerning the sacraments, Barrow frequently charged the Church of England with allowing women to baptise, an indictment that George Gifford rejected. According to the Book of Common Prayer, women could baptise in extraordinary circumstances (when urgency was needed, and a minister would not be available in time). Barrow considered allowing women to baptise under extraordinary circumstances as evidence the Church of England had rejected Christ. Given the polemical nature of many of the writings of the period, it can be difficult to distinguish what an author might believe from the expediency of the argument.

Nevertheless, Barrow was experienced in debate, and it would seem unlikely that he would allow himself to be caught in expediency. It seems reasonable then, to suggest that Barrow limited a woman’s participation in the administration of the sacraments,
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at least in baptism. Women were not to be hindered from baptism or from receiving the Eucharist in both kinds just as the men were free to do. However administering the sacraments was limited to men even in extraordinary circumstances. It must be remembered, though, for Barrow and Ainsworth there was no danger to one’s salvation to be without the sacraments. A true visible church could exist without officers and without the sacraments being administered.

Nevertheless, limiting women’s role in the public affairs did not mean that they did not participate as prophets, priests, and kings the same as men. Both Barrow and Ainsworth noted that not all received the same gifts or measure of gifts. One man was not inferior to another who had different gifts or to one who had a greater measure. In the same way, a woman was not inferior if she was not gifted in a certain way or called to a particular office. For Barrow and Ainsworth, the limitations on women were commanded by God and not the result of any inadequacy. Ainsworth commented, ‘Although a woman, in regard of her sex, may not speak or teach in the church: yet with other wemen, and in her private familie, she openeth her mouth in wisdome, & the doctrine of grace is in her tongue.’

Women played a very prominent role in the life of the true visible church. As Barrow and Ainsworth had rejected a clergy-laity distinction, they also rejected gender inequality, although there were limitations on roles.

An oft-used comment by Barrow regarding women must be brought to bear on this discussion, however. In Barrow’s support for the congregation selecting its minister and his rejection of selection by the bishop or patron, he used the fact that
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patrons were sometimes women as support for rejecting the practice. Barrow noted this problem with patronage:

> When one man (were he never so wise) taketh away the power and dutie of the whole church to make the choice, how much lesse when the patron that oweth [owneth] the advouson, is many tymes a stranger both to the priest and people, ignorant, and unable to discern or judge of the gifts, fitnes, life of the person chosen and presented, the patron many times being a child, a woman, yea, peradventure a profane or wicked person, a papist, an atheist, an heretick, etc.  

Barrow could be understood as arguing that a woman was unfit to select a valid minister for a congregation. Still, Barrow insisted that women participate, as members of the congregation in the congregation’s selection of its minister. It is difficult to reconcile Barrow’s reference to a female patron as a reason to reject the practice with his position on the participation of both men and women in the true visible church. It is possible that he is using the position of his opponents against them rather than arguing for the position himself. Barrow’s opponents saw women as inferior; how could they then support the practice of patronage when in some cases the patron was a woman? Barrow, then, may have been pointing out the inconsistency of his opponents’ argument rather than stating his position. This understanding seems to be consistent with Barrow’s use of the argument against his opponents. Even so, this issue does not undermine the principal theme of this chapter: the relationship of Christology and ecclesiology in Barrow and Ainsworth’s thought.

All of the elect, then, were empowered to fulfil their roles as prophets, priests, and kings through union with Christ. All of the elect, and not just the leadership, participated in the public affairs of the visible church. Barrow and Ainsworth argued
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that only as all of the elect were free to exercise their roles as prophets, priests, and kings in the public affairs of the visible church was the visible church Christ’s body. After Christ had ascended, he sat at the right hand of the Father. However, Christ’s earthly ministry had not ended with his ascension. Christ’s body (through the elect) was still on earth and was still performing the work for which he became incarnate. It was Christ’s continuing work in and through the elect that was an essential characteristic of a true visible church. Central to Barrow and Ainsworth’s ecclesiology was the belief that the visible church was an expression of Christ’s body on earth. Christ continued his earthly ministry of prophecy, priesthood, and kingship through his body, the elect, in visible churches.

3. The visible church, the body of Christ

When the elect gathered together they were not members of a church; they were members of Christ’s body in Barrow and Ainsworth’s view. Participation in Christ’s offices by all the elect meant more than that every believer was an instrument of Christ. Every one of the elect who had faith in Christ was joined with Christ and every other member of Christ’s body. Barrow explained, ‘Paull to the Romans speaketh thus: ‘we have many members of on[e] bodye … so we being many ar on[e] bodye in Christ, and every on[e] of us on[e] another's members.”  

Ainsworth agreed,

To illustrate this Communion between our Saviour and us, we have the similitude of an humane bodie, the members wherof by their due joynts and synewes are joyned to the head, receiv from it life and motion, and government in al the actions and affayrs: so Christ is the
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head of the body of his church, & communcateth with al the Saincts his members, life and grace, and al good things for their conservation. … Agayn as the husband and wife, ar not two, but one flesh; & the first woman builded of the rib of man, was flesh of his flesh and bone of his bone, and so did love & live togethier partaking ech with the others welfare: in like manner are we joyned to the Lord, & made one spirit; … for we are members of his body, of his flesh and of his bones.87

Not only were the elect united to Christ but each was also united to all other elect in Christ’s body.

Barrow and Ainsworth viewed the visible church as the body of Christ in a literal sense. For Barrow and Ainsworth, the elect, as prophets, priests, and kings, were Christ’s arms and legs, his hands and feet. Christ, the head, commanded them, and they continued on earth what he had begun. Ainsworth explained, ‘This gathering togither of the Saincts, is not a bare assembly or concourse onely, of people; but a neer uniting and knitting of themselves, in one holy communion and fellowship.’ He continued, ‘The Saincts of God, ar … one body in Christ, & every one, one anothers members; being by one spirit al baptised into one body; which is caled Christs Church or Congregation, because we are gathered and joyned togither unto him our head.’88 Barrow and Ainsworth’s emphasis on the visible church made the implications of union with Christ and the members of his body more prominent.

As a gathering of the elect, the visible church existed as the consequence of union with Christ, not prior to or independent of union with Christ according to Barrow and Ainsworth. Only when those who had been united to Christ gathered together as participants in his offices of prophecy, priesthood, and kingship was there

88 Ibid., 318, 320.
a true visible church. The visible church, therefore, was the result of grace and not the means of it. Edmund Morgan commented,

As Anglicans and nonseparating Puritans continued to press the claim that the Anglican church was a true church because it brought saving faith to some, at least, of its members, Ainsworth launched a rebuttal... Separatist members, he said already had faith, while the Anglicans’ claim that they produced faith was in itself proof that the Anglican church was improperly constituted, because the members should have had faith before they were admitted.  

For Barrow and Ainsworth, a true visible church was not where people received saving faith but was, rather, a gathering of those who had already received it. Barrow and Ainsworth agreed that true faith came by hearing the word preached. Still, the members of a true visible church already possessed saving faith. While the ability of a church to ‘beget a true saving faith’ belonged only to Christ’s visible church, this ability was not an essential mark of the visible church according to Ainsworth. Gifford had argued that since people were ‘saved’ in the Church of England and this ability to beget true saving faith was a mark of a true church, therefore, the Church of England was a true church. In reply to Gifford Ainsworth wrote: ‘These notes which you propound, are not the essential notes of a true church: neyther (if they were,) ar they ordinarily found in your church.’

The gathering of the true visible church, then, was for sanctification, not justification. Barrow explained that there was a ‘difference betwixt the worcke of our salvation by Christ for us, and the worke of God's Holy Spirit, the fruicts of God's
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grace in us.'\textsuperscript{92} Again Barrow’s distinction of Christ’s work for the elect and his work in the elect appears. Ainsworth wrote, ‘Now followeth our Sanctification or, reformation into the image of God, which is Christ’s work in us.’\textsuperscript{93} For Barrow and Ainsworth, justification happened before joining with the visible church while sanctification happened after joining. Since no unbeliever was to be allowed to join with the true visible church, the gathered congregation was not for the purpose of conversion and justification. Timothy George adds concerning John Robinson, ‘In the ordo salutes, then, church order belonged not to the “invisible justification” of the individual believer, but to the outward, empirical process of sanctification defined in communal terms as the dynamic interaction and mutual edification of the Lord's free people.’\textsuperscript{94}

The exclusion practiced by Barrow and Ainsworth was the result of their understanding of the visible church as Christ’s body. Barrow and Ainsworth excluded some because of what they understood the visible church to be, not in order to make it a true visible church. This distinction is crucial to understanding Barrow and Ainsworth’s ecclesiology. According to Ainsworth, ‘No knowne Atheist, unbeliever, Heretique, or wicked liver, be received or reteined a member in the Church of Christ, which is his body.’\textsuperscript{95} He continued noting that those who had received saving faith were ‘commanded to separate’ from the wicked and ‘to entertain and continue a holy communion among themselves.’\textsuperscript{96} As already pointed out Barrow and Ainsworth distinguished between visible churches and the invisible

\textsuperscript{92} Barrow, 'Plaine Refutation,' 165.  
\textsuperscript{93} Ainsworth, The orthodox foundation of religion, 63.  
\textsuperscript{94} George, John Robinson, 105.  
\textsuperscript{95} Ainsworth, An apologie, 36.  
\textsuperscript{96} Ainsworth, The communion of sainct, 1-2.
church.\textsuperscript{97} Barrow and Ainsworth, then, were not trying to make the visible church absolutely pure and thereby confuse it with the invisible church.

Further, this separation was not just a separation from the corruptions, but from the people themselves.\textsuperscript{98} Barrow argued, ‘Mr. Calvin’s distinction, that he separated from the corruptions of the Church of Rome and not from the churche of Rome, wil not here stand.’\textsuperscript{99} Barrow was making the point that to consider the Church of Rome a true visible church and yet to separate from its corruptions could not be justified. For Barrow and Ainsworth, the visible church was the body of Christ; it could not be both his true body and at the same time belong to Antichrist. Ainsworth wrote, ‘the scripture speaketh … of the fellowship and communion of the Saincts, with God and among themselves; and of their separation from the Divil, and from his children the wicked men even in this life, whiles yet they live together with them in civil societie.’\textsuperscript{100}

If the visible church was truly the body of Christ, then it could not consist of a mixed assembly unless the existence of any non-elect within it was unknown to its members. Barrow and Ainsworth argued that there was no communion between Christ and Antichrist. How could Christ’s body knowingly contain both the servants of Christ and Antichrist? Barrington White pointed out, ‘Every member of such a community “is made a king, a priest, and a prophet under Christ, to uphold and

\textsuperscript{97} See \textit{supra} pp. 70, 123.
\textsuperscript{98} Collinson remarked, ‘Separatism … is normally understood as a rejection of the Church of England as a national and comprehensive establishment of religion, whereas the Puritans who did not separate are said to have been moved by veneration for the principle of the indivisible Church, conterminous with the Commonwealth, part of the Church Universal. This is not false, but it misses the point that the Separatists cut themselves off, not from some legal abstraction, but from fellowship with like-minded brethren within and yet not wholly of the Church of England.’ Collinson, ‘Towards a Broader Understanding,’ 543. See also Brachlow, \textit{Communion of Saints}, 13.
\textsuperscript{99} Barrow, ‘Plaine Refutation,’ 235.
\textsuperscript{100} Ainsworth, \textit{The communion of saincts}, 63.
further the kingdom of God, and to break and destroy the kingdom of Antichrist, and Satan.”101 Is Christ divided? Barrow and Ainsworth would have responded with a resounding ‘no.’ They objected to this ‘communion’ of Christ and Antichrist in the visible church. Barrow argued, ‘For two contrarie Maisters they cannot obey, they cannot be subject both to Christ and Antichrist: two diverse and contrarie ministeries they cannot execute, the ministerie of Christ and the ministerie of Antichrist at the same time, neither can they prophecie in both their names &c.’102 Ainsworth believed, ‘The true constituting of a Church’ meant ‘separating them from the wayes of Satan and Antichrist.’103

For Barrow and Ainsworth, being the visible body of Christ was such that sin in one member could infect the rest of the body. Ainsworth argued that participating in spiritual actions or congregating with the known wicked did infect the body. He wrote of those who denied this, ‘Such men seem not to discern the nature of communion, how far it reacheth; or the contagion of sin, how far it infecteth.’104 Barrow too noted that in participating with the wicked ‘all become alike guilty.’105 The nature of the visible church as the body of Christ has been misunderstood in separatist historiography. John Coolidge argues, ‘The separation of the unworthy is valued as manifesting that power [power of Christ expressed in discipline], and not, as is sometimes imagined, because Separatists thought that the presence of anyone in their midst of whose election in the secret counsel of God there was any reason to
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doubt ‘would infect and corrupt all the rest.’\footnote{Coolidge, \textit{Pauline Renaissance}, 61.} Coolidge’s statement here does not seem to reflect Barrow and Ainsworth’s understanding. For Barrow and Ainsworth, sin in the congregation was infectious.

Even so, it was not just the nature of sin itself but more so the nature of union with Christ. Attending Church of England services was more than just dangerous. Barrow argued, ‘Neither may anie faithfull Christian be brought in subjection to this their antichristian power and yoke, without bowing downe and worshipping the beast.’\footnote{Barrow, ‘Plaine Refutation,’ 320.} He further noted, ‘All the actions of the church, as praiers, censures, sacramentes, faith, etc., be the actions of them all jointly, and of everie one of them severally.’\footnote{Barrow, ‘Brief Discoverie,’ 319.} Separation from a false church was not just a good idea; it was necessary. Ainsworth pointed out that some people ‘take boldnes to communicate in spiritual actions with any, supposing that the sins of some, or of the publick congregation cannot hurt them, especially if in hart they disallow the evil and condemn the same.’\footnote{Ainsworth, \textit{The communion of saincts}, To The Reader.} Participating in a false church was perilous even if one condemned that church’s practices. Barrow and Ainsworth were God’s messengers calling the elect to come out from Antichrist’s church. The elect could not be prophets, priests, and kings with Christ and under bondage to Antichrist at the same time.\footnote{See \textit{supra} pp. 73, 104.}

The proscription against sharing in the lord’s supper with the non-elect also demonstrated the nature of union within the body of Christ in Barrow and Ainsworth’s thought. Barrow wrote, ‘We see here this sacrament of the Supper to
denote that communion which all that partake therof have with Christ as his members.¹¹¹ Do the non-elect share in union with Christ and the elect? Again, Barrow and Ainsworth would respond emphatically ‘no.’ More than just being illogical there was a real danger in sharing with the wicked. Barrow wrote, ‘We had thought that all the communicantes at the Lorde's table had bene joyned and commingled together into one spiritual body, even into Christ, as manie grapes are there bruized into one cup, manie graynes into one loafe.’¹¹² The wicked could not be united with Christ or the members of his body. To share with those whom one knew to be non-believers or to be in a sinful state was a danger to one’s sanctification. As Christ could not have communion with Antichrist, participation with the servants of Antichrist would almost separate even the elect from Christ were that possible.¹¹³ The underlying argument for these views was the nature of the visible church as the body of Christ and the union of Christ’s members.

Barrow and Ainsworth’s emphasis on the visible church as the body of Christ along with lay participation and the empowerment of every believer creates an apparent tension between the unity of the body and the individual.¹¹⁴ This tension invites the question whether Barrow and Ainsworth’s views were in any sense individualistic. Arguably, the Reformation gave attention to the individual’s
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relationship with God that was not accentuated previously.\footnote{The emphasis on the individual struggle for salvation arising during the Reformation is easily found in the historiography. John von Rohr explains, ‘Each Christian was called upon to participate in a personal "pilgrim's progress" toward appropriation of that triumph. The saga must be made one's own - and to that end the battle must be joined and the forces of evil overcome through faith and obedience.’ Charles Cohen describes the puritan conversion experience as an individual relationship: ‘Corrupted humanity cannot begin to repair its breach with God, until He [God] takes the initiative, and His manner of approach, Puritans thought, has not varied since the days of the Hebrews. The communication of grace takes place in a formalized relationship, the individual ‘making covenant with God, and God with him, either at his first conversion, or at other times.’” John van Til comments on the priesthood of all believers noting, ‘The individual was finally responsible for the condition of his soul as it progressed in the sanctified life. No priest or church or government could act or believe, or refrain from acting or believing, for him.’ The description of conversion can sound very individualistic, a relationship between the individual and God and a covenant between the individual and God. Again John Morgan describes the puritan view of this experience: ‘For puritans, the central fact of human existence was thus the relationship, in all its intricacies, of the individual and God, not the free being in control of his own destiny.’ Von Rohr, covenant of grace, 6, 5; Cohen, God's caress, 47; L. John Van Til, Liberty of conscience; the history of a Puritan idea (Nutley, NJ: Craig Press, 1972), 11-2; Morgan, Godly Learning, 77, 26; Andrew Cambers, Godly reading: print, manuscript and Puritanism in England, 1580-1720, Cambridge studies in early modern British history (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2011), 9, 253; Thomas J. Davis, This is my body: the presence of Christ in Reformation thought (Grand Rapids, MI: Baker Academic, 2008), 20; Wilhelm Pauck, 'Luther and the Reformation,' Theology Today 3, no. 3 (1946), 315, 317; H. Chris Ross, 'Puritanism's Ascetic Pedigree: Catholic Treatises and Protestant "Counterpoysons" in Early Modern England' (PhD Thesis, University of Edinburgh, 2009), 67; Lake, ‘William Bradshaw,’ 585; Nuttall, The Holy Spirit, 4; Zaret, The Heavenly Contract, 185.} This emphasis created an inherent tension between the individual in their personal struggle and their relationship to community and church.\footnote{Susan Wabuda comments, 'The new availability of scripture stimulated the unprecedented phenomenon of lay men and women reading aloud from the Bible. Scripture was released from behind the screen, where until now it had been reserved in the sacred enclosure with the clergy in the choir of the church.’ Patrick Collinson adds, ‘Everywhere both the political authorities and responsible churchmen were nervous about letting the unlearned and semi-learned loose on a potentially dangerous book, especially when published with prefaces and notes that made the Bible a vehicle for one Protestant tendency or another.’ Susan Wabuda, Preaching during the English Reformation, Pbk ed., Cambridge studies in early modern British history (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2002; reprint, 2008), 99; Collinson. The Reformation, 39.} Fred Powicke, in his extensive treatment of Henry Barrow, describes Barrow’s view of the ideal church as securing the ‘indefeasible spiritual rights to the individual.’ He continues, ‘In the sixteenth century individualism was the spirit of the age. Beneath its influence, the fettering frost of tradition was melting from the mind of Europe.’\footnote{Powicke, Henry Barrow, xxiv, xiv. Barbara Griswold maintains, ‘The guiding principle of Barrow’s thought was the spiritual rights of the individual for whom Christ died.’ Barbara Stone Griswold, 'Congregational dynamics in the early tradition of independency' (PhD Thesis, Baylor University, 2006), 79.} Powicke’s assessment, however, reflects an anachronistic view of Barrow’s thought.
This tension between the individual and the community must not be viewed through modern lenses. Peter Lake offers a helpful insight:

The individualism inscribed at the heart of puritanism has been remarked upon many times. While the isolation of the individual before God and a personal sense of sin were central to puritan religion, they provided only one moment, albeit the most intense, in a longer process whereby the individual was integrated into the community of the godly.\textsuperscript{118}

Lake’s warning fits well Barrow and Ainsworth’s focus on the visible church as the body of Christ and not as a gathering of individuals. The elect’s participation was the expression of Christ’s body. The individual was a prophet, priest, and king in their personal journey of faith as well as a prophet, priest, and king as a member of Christ’s body. For Barrow and Ainsworth, both were true.

Barrow and Ainsworth’s focus on the elect as prophets, priests, and kings in the visible church did not mean giving each member an individual voice. Barrow rejected the idea that each individual had a vote in the running of the church. He wrote, ‘This balloting by suffrage or plurality of voyces might well be a custome amongst the heathen in their popular governmentes, but it is unheard of and unsufferable in the church of Christ, whatsoever some dreame unto themselves thereof.’\textsuperscript{119} Geoffrey Nuttall explains that Barrow rejected the democratic principle of voting in favor of ‘the charismatic principle of seeking the unity of the Spirit.’\textsuperscript{120} For Barrow and Ainsworth, every one of the elect was in Christ, and when gathered together, became the body of Christ on earth. They were not ‘visible saints’ but the

\footnotesize{\textsuperscript{118} Lake, ‘William Bradshaw,’ 587-8. 
\textsuperscript{119} Barrow, ‘Plaine Refutation,’ 146. 
\textsuperscript{120} Nuttall, \textit{The Holy Spirit}, 6.}
visible church. Ainsworth explained, ‘Every Church, as they have communion with Christ and are one body with him, so have they communion also one with another & are all one body.’

Though Barrow and Ainsworth believed that the word of God was given to each of the elect, the visible church was not to be a cacophony of different voices. Interpretation of doctrine was neither the domain of the individual nor the leaders solely. The point was not to seek each member’s understanding but to seek the will of Christ. Seeking Christ’s will was to be done through the unity of the Spirit within the community. Each and every member of the body of Christ had the same indwelling Spirit. Barrow explained,

> There all from the highest to the lowest in all actions enquire the will of God: which being known, they all walk by the same rule, and with one consent do the will of God accordingly. There is no division in the body, neither any thing done according to the will of man, but according to the will of God only, all have received of and being guided by one and the same spirit, even as God is one, and Christ not yea and nay.

The issue was not the ‘spiritual rights’ of the individual; it was obedience to Christ’s commands as Christ’s body. Barrow noted, ‘I say that the Spirit of God may not & cannot be severed from the word of God. They that openly & willingly break the least of God’s laws, boast of a false gift when they speak of their inward

---

121 Geoffrey Nuttall observes, ‘This phrase [visible saints], which occurs repeatedly in their [separatists] writings, was undoubtedly their controlling idea and provides the key to an understanding of what they were after.’ Geoffrey F. Nuttall, *Visible Saints: the Congregational Way, 1640-1660*, 2nd ed. (Oswestry: Quinta, 2002), x.
124 Barrow, ‘Plaine Refutation,’ 146.
sanctification. Christ doth not reigne in the heart of anie that wil not submit all their
outward actions to be ruled by him also.'

Participation in the offices of Christ was not individualistic for Barrow and
Ainsworth. While Barrow and Ainsworth did not ignore the individual struggle of
faith, it was the communal responsibilities that were most prominent in their
ecclesiology. As already noted above, Ainsworth distinguished between the
individual as prophet, priest, and king and the congregation acting together as the
body of Christ. In his response to Bernard concerning discipline, he wrote: ‘Now
that every one hath not this power [to discipline], nor yet any member or members
apart; we have plainly signified.’ While every member was to challenge sin in
fellow believers as partakers in Christ’s kingship, it was only when gathered together
that the body had the power to discipline. The ruling power was not in the
congregation but in Christ. Only when the congregation was acting in communion as
prophets, priests, and kings was it acting on behalf of Christ. No individual, then,
represented Christ; to think that way was to miss the point that it was only the visible
church gathered that was Christ’s body.

Every member of the body of Christ had a duty to Christ and to the other
members of the body. Barrow wrote, ‘This the Lorde in wisedome hath thought
moste meete for his church and ministerie unto the worlde’s end, as wherby to knit

125 Barrow, 'Brief Discoverie,' 570.
126 Ainsworth was a pastor and many of his writings demonstrate a true pastoral concern for those in
his flock. However, the individual struggle of faith cannot be separated from the community in which
that individual dwells. George notes concerning Robinson, ‘So “plenteous” is this anointing [of
Christ] that it more than suffices for each individual member, so that “every one is made a King,
Preist, and Prophet, not onely to himself, but to every other, yea to the whole.” ‘Thus each member is a
prophet to teach and exhort, a priest to offer up spiritual sacrifices of prayer and praise, a king to guide
and govern.’ George, John Robinson, 146.
127 See supra pp. 113ff.
128 Ainsworth, Counterpoyson, 177.
129 Ibid., 174-5.
the heartes of them together in the band of love, in al mutual dueties, to have each other in minde, to care, provide, and labour each for other as they ought."130

Ainsworth also commented on ‘the mutual ayd strengthening, and consolation one of another in al other Christian duties both publick & private.’131 Each one of the elect needed the other members of Christ’s body. Timothy George writes of John Robinson, ‘Within the “Lord's walled orchard” the demands of corporate sanctification require a vigorous fellowship of mutual edification and participation which distinguishes the true visible Church from all other “bodies” as a unique kind of communal order sustained by the Spirit of life.’132 This communal order was true of Barrow and Ainsworth’s thinking as well.

Barrow and Ainsworth’s understanding of the true visible church was based upon the elect as Christ’s body. Ainsworth wrote, ‘The true church is a People called of God by the Gospel, from the world, unto the Communion or Fellowship of his son Jesus Christ, in whom they are coupled and built togethier, to be the habitation of God by the Spirit.’133 Each true visible church was the presence, the very real presence, of Christ on earth. Every member of Christ’s body, when gathered together, became the expression of Christ in his earthly ministry. Christ had ascended to the right hand of the Father, but he had not left his work incomplete. His death, burial, and resurrection were just the beginning. As Barrow observed, ‘he [Christ] is a king, priest, a prophet heere on earth, and exerciseth the offices here in his church amongst his servantes the saints … he is their pastour, their teacher, their king … he feedeth

130 Barrow, ‘Plaine Refutation,’ 261.
131 Ainsworth, The communion of saincts, 333ff.
132 George, John Robinson, 100.
133 Ainsworth, Counterpoysen, 115.
and reigneth in Sion, yea, and maketh all his children kings, priests, and prophets.\footnote{Barrow, 'Brief Discoverie,' 509.}

Here again is Barrow’s distinction between what Christ had done for the church in contrast to what he was doing in and through the visible church.

4. Conclusion

This chapter has argued that, for Barrow and Ainsworth, the visible church was the visible expression of Christ on earth and the continuation of his earthly ministry begun at the incarnation. The doctrine of the offices of Christ and participation by all the elect in them persuaded Barrow and Ainsworth’s understanding of the visible church. As the visible church was visibly present on earth, so was Christ visibly present on earth. However, this was true only when he occupied his offices of priesthood, prophecy, and kingship and when all of the elect fulfilled their roles as members of his body, being prophets, priests, and kings. While Christ was present in all his elect, he was visibly present in the visible church when he worked through all of his elect. Every member of his body was empowered and had a right and duty to serve in the public affairs of the visible church. When the elect came together, they were not a collection of individuals. As the elect gathered they became the body of Christ and as the body of Christ, they continued the work Christ had begun at the incarnation.

Separation from the established church was not an obsession with external practices but with the underlying theology, or ecclesiology, of the visible church itself. Forms of polity, ceremonies, discipline, purity, or the obligations of covenant
were only the implications, the symptoms of an inner conviction. Barrow and Ainsworth argued their opponents had denied Christ, not just neglected ‘minor’ details in the visible church. Their opponents may not have always recognized or accepted these accusations, yet it is a misunderstanding to attribute the disagreements between Barrow and Ainsworth and their opponents to minor details of church practice. It has been argued here that differences in practice were the symptoms and not the cause. As is often the case, symptoms appear prominently while causes may remain hidden. Of course issues such as visible purity, discipline, and congregational polity were prominent factors in Barrow and Ainsworth’s writings. However, to understand Barrow and Ainsworth it is necessary to look past the symptoms to identify the cause.

Barrow and Ainsworth believed they were making a Christological correction that resulted in an ecclesiological distinction. Put another way, their understanding of the visible church incorporated their understanding of Christ’s continuing work expressed in his offices of prophecy, priesthood, and kingship. Barrow and Ainsworth’s ecclesiology was an earthly manifestation of their Christology. Christ was in heaven sitting at the right hand of the Father, yet his body was really and truly on earth, continuing his work in and through the elect. Barrow and Ainsworth were not neglecting the Reformation issues of *sola Christus* or *sola gratia*. While their understanding and emphasis was different from their opponents, they were focused on Christ, his person and work.

Participation by the elect in the offices of Christ was a central theme in Barrow and Ainsworth’s ecclesiology, yet it must not be seen as the sole or only factor in their theology. Neither Barrow nor Ainsworth wrote a systematic theology
in the modern sense of the idea.\textsuperscript{135} The \textit{munus triplex} of Christ, then, was not a central motif around which they organized their whole theological system.

Nevertheless, the doctrine of Christ’s offices was a fundamental idea in their understanding of the true visible church. According to Barrow and Ainsworth, to deny Christ’s offices in the church was to deny the very reason Christ had come. The debate for Barrow and Ainsworth concerned Christ’s body present on earth, continuing to work.

It is important to remember, though, that from the perspective of Barrow and Ainsworth’s opponents there had been no denial of Christ. Those who supported the Church of England argued that Christ was in their church. Barrow and Ainsworth’s opponents denied accusations that they had rejected Christ or had denied his ‘coming in the flesh.’ While they sometimes agreed that there were problems within the Church of England, they argued that their church was true in all the fundamentals of the faith. According to Barrow and Ainsworth’s opponents, the fundamentals of the faith were those issues that involved salvation, those points that would bring one into union with Christ.\textsuperscript{136} For the supporters of the Church of England, their focus on the fundamentals of the faith proved their church had Christ at its centre. While Barrow and Ainsworth rejected their opponents’ claims, it would be inaccurate to say Barrow and Ainsworth claimed Christ at the centre of their ecclésiologies and their opponents did not make the same claim.

\textsuperscript{135} Gale Heide argues that in a modern philosophical sense the phrase ‘systematic theology’ has no place earlier than the eighteenth century yet if the phrase is taken to mean an orderly, logical summary of the whole of the Church’s teaching bounded by Scripture then a case can be made it is valid to use as early as the second century. Heide, \textit{Timeless Truth}, passim.

\textsuperscript{136} Ainsworth, \textit{Counterpoysson}, 210; Barrow, ‘\textit{Plaine Refutation},’ 249; Bernard, \textit{Christian advertisements and counsels of peace}, 173. See infra pp. 204ff.
At the centre of Barrow and Ainsworth’s understanding of the visible church was Christ, his person and work. The visible church was a visible expression of Christ on earth continuing his earthly ministry begun in the incarnation.
Chapter 5: The Offices of Christ as a Distinct Emphasis

The question has been raised whether Barrow and Ainsworth’s use of the doctrine of the offices of Christ in their understanding of the visible church was common in England during the period under study. Barrow and Ainsworth’s opponents often argued as if Barrow and Ainsworth held to Robert Browne’s ecclesiology; in this, their opponents missed what Barrow and Ainsworth were saying. For Browne, Christ’s rule over the church was an essential characteristic expressed through discipline. Browne was concerned first and foremost with purity in the visible church. While Barrow and Ainsworth were concerned with purity, that was not the essential mark of the true visible church in their ecclesiology. Trying to understand Barrow and Ainsworth through Browne’s ecclesiology has been a common approach in the historiography of the separatists. Simon Doney in his doctoral thesis argues that Barrow followed Browne’s ecclesiology ‘although [it] was not always visible in his writings.’[^1] Paul Avis notes, ‘In the teaching of Henry Barrow and his fellow separatists ecclesiology is totally dominated by an obsession with discipline and the gospel practically obscured by the regime under which it is preached.’[^2] This chapter will evaluate these approaches by comparing Barrow and Ainsworth’s employment of the doctrine of the offices of Christ with the common usage of that doctrine from the period. It will be argued here that Barrow and Ainsworth’s usage of the doctrine of the offices of Christ was an ecclesiological emphasis distinct to them.

[^2]: Avis, The Church, 7.
This chapter explores the importance and usage of the doctrine within the published works of the period by non-Barrowist authors. The works selected for this chapter were obtained from the Early English Books Online database by searching for keywords related to the doctrine. For more details on how the works were selected see the Appendix. At many points in this chapter, numerous citations could be presented to support the argument. Rather than list all the quotations that could be offered a select few will be used to illustrate the point being made. All of the works considered were published in England during the period being researched (1580 to 1620). Included in the works considered were sermons, treatises, and catechisms. Some were originally written in English while others were English translations of continental works originally published in Latin, French, or German. The authors were advocates of the Church of England, Papists, puritans, and continental Reformers. Some of the works saw significant reprints while others were limited to single printings. It is difficult to assess the full influence any particular work may have had, yet the works represent the historical context of the ideas being discussed in this thesis. This methodology cannot make a definitive case that Barrow and Ainsworth’s use was unique. However, it can provide evidence that their usage was not common. It has already been argued that Barrow and Ainsworth’s ideas of the visible church were different from those with whom they debated.

While some similarities to the ideas presented in the previous chapters were found, nothing approaching the distinct arguments that Barrow and Ainsworth employed the doctrine for was encountered. This chapter will first address the importance of the doctrine during the period. As indicative of the doctrine’s importance, the use of the doctrine as a mark of orthodoxy or heterodoxy will be
examined. It will be argued that the threefold office of Christ was a fundamental doctrine in the beliefs of the period. Further, it was considered a mark either of orthodoxy or heterodoxy according to how it was explained and practiced. Next, the use of the doctrine will be compared with Barrow and Ainsworth’s use notably under two headings, Christ as prophet, priest, and king of the church and every believer as a prophet, priest, and king within the church. This structure follows the distinction made by Barrow of Christ’s work for the elect and his work in the elect.

Two ideas should be kept in mind concerning Barrow and Ainsworth’s understanding and use of the doctrine. First, they used the doctrine predominantly to explain what the true nature of the church was to be. They employed the doctrine in their ecclesiology much more often than when discussing soteriology. It is important to note, though, that their view of church and salvation were tightly coupled. Without the true church of Christ, salvation was unlikely though not impossible for God. The second difference in their understanding of the doctrine was their emphasis on the participation of all the elect in Christ’s offices. Henry Barrow had distinguished two aspects of the doctrine of the offices of Christ: what Christ had done for the elect, and what he did in the elect. This distinction was not common in the works examined for this chapter. The point is not that the works of the period, and thereby the writers of their time, did not use the doctrine when discussing the church or the participation of the elect. Quite to the contrary, examples of such usage will be noted in what follows. The point is that there were differences, which will be noted as this chapter progresses, between how Barrow and Ainsworth used the doctrine and how their non-Barrowist peers used it.
1. Importance of the doctrine

Christ’s person and offices were presented as the foundation of the Christian faith and were central to both Protestant and Catholic theology. For that matter, Christ’s person and offices were a central issue of the church throughout its history.\(^3\) The Cambridge academic and puritan William Fulke wrote, it was 'the office of Christe upon which is grounded all Christianitie.'\(^4\) The Church of England clergyman Thomas Wilson wrote ‘Wheresoever wee finde Faith, and Christ his blood and death coupled together, wee are given to wit, that the Doctrine teaching Christ his person and offices, is the proper object of our justifying Faith, which is therefore by Divines defined to bee an affiance in the promise of Grace.'\(^5\) While debates over the church were frequent, it was discussions concerning the person and offices of Christ that truly brought out the strongest responses. Hunter Powell explains that during the Westminster Assembly, ‘While the debates over ecclesiology could get intense, only when disputing Christology did Assembly members call each other heretics.’\(^6\) Disagreements over the correct understanding of the doctrine of the offices of Christ were used to justify Protestant separation from the Church of Rome.

\(^3\) George Yule argues that the Reformation was a Christological correction: ‘What the Reformers tried to do, therefore, was to reform the doctrines and practices by the fact of the incarnation, death and resurrection of Jesus Christ; it was a Christological correction of the doctrine of the Church, its ministry, its sacraments and especially its eschatology.’ Yule, ‘Theological developments in Elizabethan Puritanism,’ 16.


\(^6\) Powell, ‘Dissenting Brethren’, 259.
It further provided just cause for ascribing the name of ‘antichrist’ and ‘heretic’ to opponents.\footnote{The use of the offices in attacks on Rome and as a factor in determining heresy will be the point of the discussion that follows.}

Barrow and Ainsworth, then, did not invent a new doctrine or take an obscure point of theology and make it a central issue. The doctrine of the offices of Christ already existed and was a central theme in religious debates before Barrow voiced his opinions. The doctrine was the foundation of the faith because Christ (both his person and work) was essential to Christianity; Christ was (and is) the \textit{sine qua non} of the Christian faith. Thomas Tuke, a Church of England clergyman, remarked, ‘It is then a certaine token of a mans regeneration to believe distinctly that Jesus the sonne of Marie is that anointed king, priest and prophet, which God hath raised up for the salvation of his soule, and of the rest of Gods Elect.’\footnote{Thomas Tuke, \textit{The high-way to heaven} (London, 1609), 178. On Thomas Tuke see J. F. Merritt, ‘Tuke, Thomas (1580/81–1657),’ in Oxford Dictionary of National Biography, online ed., ed. Lawrence Goldman, Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2004, http://www.oxforddnb.com/view/article/27809 (accessed 2 May 2014).} Without Christ, and more to the point, a correct understanding of and trust in Christ, there was no redemption available for humanity. In England during the period 1580 to 1620, the doctrine appeared both in the works of Protestants and Catholics, though it must be conceded that where it was found in works by Catholic authors it was frequently in response to Protestant charges of denying the offices. Nevertheless, this is not to say that the Church of Rome was unconcerned with Christ’s work or unconcerned with salvation. The point is that Catholic authors did not commonly use the concept of Christ’s offices as prophet, priest, and king to describe his work.

Among English Protestant authors, the doctrine was frequently put forward as a necessary belief; that is, something that must be confessed in order to be saved.
Simple knowledge of the doctrine was not sufficient. The true Christian must understand and trust in Christ’s work. William Charke, a puritan, argued that ‘the confession of his name in bare wordes, and with the mouth only, [was insufficient] but of his power, of his offices, that is to say, of his prophetship, of his kingdome, and of his priesthood acknowledged also from the hearte.’ Belief in Christ’s offices was more than agreement with the doctrine; the doctrine had to be personalized. One needed to believe that Christ’s work applied to them personally. The Italian Reformer Bernardino Ochino explained,

We must then beléeve in Christ, that is in Jesus Christ, that he is the high Priest, undefyled and holye, and that he hath done the office of the chiefe and most perfect Priest. ... Thou must also beléeve, that in as much as he is Christ the chiefe Prophete. ... Thou must also beléeve that he is a King, bicause that with his spirite he moveth, raigneth over and governeth the electe, whiche be given him of God, there-fore he is a King, in the spirituall kingdome of GOD, whiche is righteousnessse, peace and joye in the holy Ghost. ... It is not sufficyent that thou beléeve that Jesus is Christe, the chiefe Prophet, Priest and king of the elect, but also thou must lively beléeve that he is thy Christ, that is, the chiefest Prophet Priest and king over thée.

The doctrine of the offices of Christ was an essential object of faith and thereby part of one’s salvation.

The offices of Christ were at the very core of what it meant to be a Christian as one redeemed from sin through the work of Christ. The doctrine was part of the gospel message. ‘The subject and matter of the Gospel, is Jesus Christ the Sonne of

---

God: who is described in his person, the Sonne of God, in his offices, he is Jesus, the Saviour, and Christ, the anointed of God,’ wrote Andrew Willet, a Church of England clergyman.\textsuperscript{11} Calvin also pointed out the connection between the gospel and the offices of Christ: ‘And the Gospell testifieth of Christ, that is, of his person and offices, and of all his benefites towards us: that is to say, that Christ is the only begotten sonne of God, which for our sake and for our salvation came downe from heaven, and was made man of the virgine Marie.’\textsuperscript{12} The gospel concerned the person and offices of Christ because Christ’s person and work were necessary for the redemption of the elect.

Given the importance of the doctrine, it was necessary to teach the people the meaning of the offices of Christ. Authors in the period produced treatises, sermons, and catechisms explaining the doctrine including several examples considering Christ’s offices in expositions of earlier creeds.\textsuperscript{13} Ian Green, in his epic work \textit{The Christian’s ABC}, notes references to the offices of Christ in the catechisms he examined: ‘The term “Christ” should be understood as referring to his office or offices as saviour, or his being anointed to be a prophet, priest, and king: a majority of the forms in our sample adopted and developed such a threefold account.’\textsuperscript{14} Three examples will illustrate this point. A catechism by John Craig explained,

\textit{Q.} What thing is his Priesthood?
\textit{A.} An office appoynted for the satisfaction of Gods wrath.

\textsuperscript{12} Jean Calvin, \textit{Aphorismes of Christian religion} (London, 1596), 196.
\textsuperscript{13} William Perkins, \textit{An exposition of the Symbole or Creed of the Apostles} (Cambridge, 1595), passim; Henry Jacob, \textit{A treatise of the sufferings and victory of Christ} (Middelburg, 1598), 166; John Baker, \textit{Lectures} (London, 1581), C VI-VII.
\textsuperscript{14} Green, \textit{Christian's ABC}, 311. See pages 311-2 on each office, also 511.
Q. How is he called our onely Prophet?
A. He ever was, is, and shalbe the onely teacher of the Church.

Q. Wherefore were all these honorable offices given to him?
A. That therby he might deliver us from sin.

Q. declare that particularly in these three offices
A. By his kingly power we are free from sinne, death, and hell.¹⁵

The minister John Baker put it, ‘First to bee our Prophet to teach us, secondly, our priest to offer him selfe a sacrifice for us, and thirdly, our king to rule & to defend us from our enemies.’¹⁶ The puritan theologian William Perkins remarked that Christ’s kingly office was to proclaim the remission of sin and to make laws, his priestly office was to provide a propitiation for sin and to intercede for the elect, and finally his prophetic office was to teach the elect.¹⁷ As the examples cited here demonstrate, there was little variation or dispute on these points of Christ’s offices.¹⁸ Determining heresy from orthodoxy was not always an easy task. As Lee Palmer Wandel explains, ‘The concern throughout was to formulate “orthodoxy” in such a way that it was at once clearly demarcated from “heresy,” but also, in its silences and ambiguities, accommodated 1500 years of “tradition” which was not univocal.’¹⁹ Despite the

---

¹⁶ Baker, Lectures, C VI verso. Baker calls himself a minister though nothing else is known about him.
¹⁸ There was consistency between English and continental Reformers on the use of this doctrine. See Zacharias Ursinus, The summe of Christian religion (Oxford, 1587), 209-10. Théodore de Bèze, Propositions and principles of divinitie (Edinburgh, 1591), 46-7.
diversity suggested by Wandel, there was little disagreement over the doctrine of the offices of Christ.

More significant in the literature reviewed, however, were references to the ‘person and offices of Christ’ without any explanation. A sermon by the Church of England clergyman Thomas Cooper stated, ‘Godly myracles bee alwayes shewed by God, to confirme the Divine nature and office of Christ, in the worke of our redemption, and that he is the true and onely Messias and Saviour, or to justifie and prove the doctrine of the Gospel to bee good.’\(^{20}\) Cooper’s statement was not intended to explain Christ’s offices to his hearers. It appears that he believed they would understand his reference. The Church of England clergyman Thomas Pie provided another example.\(^{21}\) When discussing the chronology of Daniel’s 70\(^{th}\) week prophecy he explained, ‘Againe it is evident, that the Angell respecteth for the marke and scope of all those workes, the person and office of Christ onely; and not of his Apostles.’\(^{22}\) Pie did not explain what Christ’s offices were or how they applied to the church. He made reference to ‘Christ’s person and offices’ as if the phrase was a formulaic expression. It seems probable that the authors assumed their hearers/readers would be familiar with the concept of Christ’s offices. Taking into account the importance of this doctrine to the Christian faith, it seems reasonable to conclude that the people were generally familiar with it.\(^{23}\)

\(^{20}\) Cooper, Certaine sermons wherin is contained the defense of the gospell, 80-1. For more on Thomas Cooper see Bowker, ‘Cooper, Thomas (c.1517–1594).’


\(^{22}\) Thomas Pie, An houreglasse (London, 1597), 55.

\(^{23}\) David Weir references the doctrine in a New England church covenant from 1636 once again without further explanation. Christ was the ‘onely high priest & Prophet and King.’ See David A. Weir, Early New England: a covenanted society, Emory University studies in law and religion (Grand Rapids, MI: William B. Eerdmans, 2005), 153, 158.
Objections to the importance of the doctrine were rare, yet they did exist.

William Rainolds, a Roman Catholic priest, noted that some, thinke al these questions, of Christ & his office, of his consubstancialitie with the father, of the Trinitie, of predestination, of freewill, of God, of Angels, of the Supper, of baptism, of the being of mens sowles after this lyfe, who thinke I say al these thinges to be but trifles & thinges indifferent and not necessarie to justification which is obteyned by fayth.  

Rainolds’ comment is interesting in that he connects it with believer’s justification.

The puritan layman Stephen Bredwell arguing against Robert Browne, the well known separatist, wrote that discipline was not essential to the church as part of Christ’s kingly office. Bredwell wrote,

And concerning these offices in question, touching which Browne so arrogantly challengeth M.C. [Thomas Cartwright] to answere whether they be of the essence of the Church: I would the reader should aske of him, or his friends (if he thinke it good) whether the kingdome & Priesthood of the sonne of God and man, the word incarnate, be partes of his essence, or accidentes unto him rather: and so whether hee that shall say, they are not of his essence, doeth thereby dispoyle him of his offices? I feare not (unlesse you take him in some desperate fit) hee will answere, no. Why then, if a thing may truely be removed from the essence, and nevertheless necessarily admitted in the Subject, howe followeth it, that they that deny the kingly power or authoritie of Christ, to bee of the essence of a Church, doe there-fore make or feyne a Church that is without it.

Bredwell’s argument that Christ’s offices were attributes and not of his essence were not intended to make them unimportant. Nevertheless, in his efforts to reject

---


Browne’s argument Bredwell’s comment appears out of place. It might be a point of debate whether discipline was essential to the church based on the belief that it was part of Christ’s kingly office. Still, to make the case that Christ’s offices were not essential to him could easily have been misunderstood.

2. The offices as a mark of orthodoxy or heterodoxy

The importance of the doctrine can also be seen in its use as a characteristic trait of orthodoxy and heresy during the period. It was a familiar idea to reject anyone who held to an incorrect view of Christ’s person or work. Matthew Sutcliffe, a dean in the Church of England, argued there was nothing worse than to denigrate Christ’s person or work: ‘What more hereticall then to destroy Christes humane nature, and office.’ Sutcliffe’s critique of the Church of Rome led him to view it as wholly outside the bounds of orthodoxy: ‘Their faith concerning the foundations of Christian religion, concerning Christs office, and humane nature, concerning the Church and Sacraments, concerning the ministry and policy of the Church, nay concerning the Law and the Gospell, is altogether different from that faith which the first Christians of this Iland professed.’

All heresy was seen as a disfigurement of Christ’s person or work. The German Reformer Zacharias Ursinus explained, ‘All heretiques mainetaine errors

---

28 Sutcliffe, The subversion of Robert Parsons, A4 recto.
either touching the [per]son of Christ, or concerning his office.'\(^{29}\) Another continental Reformed theologian, Amandus Polanus von Polansdorf explained, ‘An Heretike is he who doth erre in the foundation of eternall salvation, that is to say, who doth fight against eyther the person or office of Christ, and doth stubbornely persevere in errour.'\(^{30}\) Beliefs about Christ’s person and offices were a prominent issue determining orthodoxy. As previously pointed out, using the threefold structure to describe Christ’s work was not emphasized in the medieval church.\(^{31}\) Yoder explains one reason for its prominence during the Reformation polemics: ‘To say that Christ is king in the Protestant-Catholic debate of the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries was first to say the pope is not.'\(^{32}\) The works considered for this chapter support Yoder’s comment though Protestants did not employ the structure in polemics against the Papists exclusively.

The vigorous responses to charges of denigrating Christ’s offices also point to the significance of the doctrine during the period. Those denounced with an erroneous understanding of Christ’s person or office did not willingly accept the indictment. For example, the Roman Catholic priest Matthew Kellison responding to Protestant charges argued that it was his accusers who ‘sheweth howe they make Christ ignoraunte, not knowing what belonged to his office, & how therby they


\(^{31}\) See supra p. 6.

\(^{32}\) Yoder, *Preface to theology*, 237.
bring the new testament, and Christian religion in question.' From Kellison’s perspective, the Protestants rejected Christ as a judge of good works and remuneration. According to him, part of Christ’s kingly office was to judge the works of humanity. As he saw the debate, it was the Protestants who denied Christ’s offices and were the heretics and not the Church of Rome. Rather than make the case that one’s view of Christ’s offices was not significant, Kellison had turned the accusation around. Of course, Kellison’s accusers in turn rejected his charges against them.

English reformers justified separation from the Church of Rome over Rome’s denial of Christ’s offices. Perkins wrote, ‘Now they [Rome] deny the Sonne both in his natures abolishing his Manhood in their doctrine of the Sacrament, as also his offices of King, Priest and Prophet, for which we must utterly separate from them.’ After accusing the Pope of robbing Christ of his offices, the Church of England Archbishop Edwin Sandys added, ‘This is our Apostasie. We have forsaken him that hath forsaken God and whom God hath forsaken.’ Though Sandys was referring to separating from the Church of Rome, as has been observed from Barrow’s writings, Barrow would gladly have agreed with Sandys’ language concerning separation from the Church of England. There could be no act more heinous than to deny Christ.

William Fulke, in an attack on Richard Bristow, a Roman Catholic priest, claimed, ‘Indeed you be catholike (that is to say universal revolters from the holy scriptures) if

34 Perkins, A godlie and learned exposition upon the whole epistle of Jude, 19-20.
that title please you, rejoyce of it & spare not. You be Catholike heretiks, that is, heretikes not in one or two articles of religion, but in all in as much as you denie the office of Christe upon which is grounded all Christianitie.\textsuperscript{36} The use of terms such as ‘heretic’ and ‘Antichrist’ were common Protestant rhetoric employed against the Church of Rome.\textsuperscript{37}

According to Protestants, the Church of Rome was guilty of teaching heresy concerning Christ’s offices. Perkins took issue with the conclusions of the Council of Trent (1545-1563): ‘Therefore this Romish doctrine established by the Councell of Trent, is an hereticall and Antichristian doctrine, making God an Idoll God, which is concluded out of the place alleaged, thus: He that denieth Jesus to be Christ, is Antichrist.’\textsuperscript{38} Similarly Thomas Gibson, a layman in the Church of England, wrote, ‘The Papistes they teach & hold many things corruptly of Christ Jesus the sonne of God, overthrowing the power, and ende of his comming, and derogating from him the glory of our owne, and full redemption.’\textsuperscript{39} In Gibson’s critique is seen a similar relationship between denying Christ’s offices and the incarnation. Barrow had made this same connection. Denial of the purpose for which Christ took on human flesh is to deny his offices, that is, to deny his work. Rome denied Christ’s offices by taking


\textsuperscript{37} Perkins commented, ‘Little Children, it is the last time: and as yee have hearde, that Antichrist shall come, (a speciall Antichrist, the chiefe of all other; who is nowe manifest to be the Pope of Rome) even now, ar there many Antichristes, (Heretickes, denying, either the natures of Christ, or his offices: or the union and distinction of his Natures;) whereby wee knowe, that it is the last time.’ William Perkins, \textit{A case of conscience} (Edinburgh, 1592), 10-1.

\textsuperscript{38} Perkins, \textit{A godlie and learned exposition upon the whole epistle of Jude}, 24.

to themselves Christ’s work in their teaching and practice. In Protestant eyes, by usurping Christ’s offices, Rome had denied Christ’s incarnation.

The Church of Rome taught that the keys of heaven gave to the Pope and the priesthood the ability to pronounce forgiveness for sin. For English Protestants, this teaching was a denial of Christ’s office. Perkins explained,

So bad is this age, that such as will be taken to be the speciall members of Christ, doe not onely with the soldierys strippe Christ of his garments, but more then this, they bereave him of his natures and offices. The Church of Rome by their transubstantiation strippe him of his manhood: and by making other priests after the same order with him, which doe properly forgive sinnes, strippe him of his priesthood: and of his kingly office, by joyning with him a Vicar on earth, and head of the Catholicke Church, and that in his presence, whereas all debitishippes and commissions cease in the presence of the principall.  

The Church of England layman John Merbeck noted, ‘For no man can be partner with God in forgiving sins. This is Christes onely office, that hath taken away the sinnes of the world.’  

To assume any part of Christ’s office was a rejection of Christ as the foundation of true religion.

Accusations against the Church of Rome focused on both their teaching and their practice. Anthony Nixon, a Church of England layman, commented, ‘I might yet adde further touching the Offices of Christ, for that the Church of Rome will yeeld that the Office of Christ consisteth in these three pointes, namely that he is both a Prophet, a Priest and a King: which in wordes onely, not in deeds and veritie  

---

they will acknowledge.’\textsuperscript{42} William Perkins explained, ‘So the Papists hold the Scriptures in word, but in deed denie them, seeing they take away Christ, in spoiling him of his merit and intercession: for take away his offices, and then you shall have an halfe Christ.’\textsuperscript{43} There was no separation between doctrine and practice. Failure in either was equally heinous. Wandel explains, ‘In 1500, Christianity was not so much articulated doctrines as an aggregate of practices.’\textsuperscript{44} It was not sufficient to claim to believe correct doctrine without evidence. True belief in Christ should influence practice.

Barrow and Ainsworth argued for separation from the Church of England along the same lines as Protestants argued for separation from the Church of Rome. Separation from the Church of Rome was not only justified but was necessary according to English Protestants. Those who refused to separate from the Church of Rome were viewed as being held in bondage or were in agreement with Rome’s heresy. Obviously the Church of Rome did not concede to being a false church. Rather, those who supported the Church of Rome held the Protestants to be heretics and therefore separated from God. According to Barrow and Ainsworth, both the Church of England and the Church of Rome were false churches. Supporters of the Church of England did not concede their church to be false any more than the Papists had conceded such accusations. Gifford explained,

\begin{quote}
All the true Churches have convinced the Church of Rome, and condemned her as obstinate, not in some light offences, in which true Christians may erre, but as most blasphemous and Idolatrous against
\end{quote}

\begin{flushleft}
\textsuperscript{43} William Perkins and Robert Hill, \textit{Lectures upon the three first chapters of the Revelation} (London, 1604), 169.
\textsuperscript{44} Wandel, \textit{Eucharist}, 47.
\end{flushleft}
the principles of fayth and grounds of Religion, teaching that no Christian man ought to joyne with her. But what Churches are they which have convinced the Church of England of such errors, and found her so obstinate, that they have condemned her and willed all men to forsake her?  

From Gifford’s perspective, the issue between Barrow and himself was whether the errors Barrow had accused the Church of England of were sufficient to remove the foundation of the church, namely Christ. Barrow argued that obstinately holding those errors was a denial of Christ’s offices and in denying Christ’s offices the Church of England had denied Christ. Barrow’s argument was the same as that made against the Church of Rome.

The rhetoric flung back and forth between Barrow and Ainsworth and their opponents within the Church of England was not so distinct from that used by the Protestants against the Church of Rome. As already considered, Kellison had accused the Protestants of denying Christ’s office because Protestants refused to accept Christ as judge of men’s works. Kellison wrote, ‘This is the honourable title and office of Christ, which the gospellers allso confesse in words and professe in their Creed, but in their doctrine they deny.’  

Gifford charged Barrow with usurping Christ’s office by judging all who were in the Church of England as separate from Christ. He wrote, ‘Then how much more intollerable is their wicked presumption and intrusion into Gods office, which take upon them utterly to condemne as quite separate from Christ all the assemblies in a kingdome.’

Nearly all agreed that Christ’s offices were the foundation of the Christian faith. Each accused the other of denying those offices, the Protestants and Romans, advocates of the Church of England, puritans, and the

45 Gifford, A short reply, 7-8.
46 Kellison, A survey of the new religion, 299.
47 Gifford, A short reply, 2.
‘Barrowists.’ A proper understanding of the offices meant one was a true Christian while an incorrect understanding of the doctrine or a practice that seemed to deny that doctrine meant one was a heretic.

English Protestants not only accused the Church of Rome of denial but also accused them of usurping each of Christ’s offices. Regarding his priestly office, the Church of England clergyman Thomas Rogers wrote, ‘The time is now that you tel how the Pope is placed in the Priestlie office of our Saviour Christ, & in that respect made another Saviour.’

Percival Wilburn, another Church of England clergyman, explained, ‘The more wrong a great deale doth your pope to Christ, and to his church also; to take upon him the title & office of high Priest in Christ his Church, without warrant from God: seeing it was allotted by a singular prerogative to our Saviour Christ alone of his Father.’

The sufficiency of Christ’s sacrificial priesthood was a principal idea in the Protestant Papist debates. Henry Balnaves, a layperson in the Church of England, pointed out the incompatibility of human works and salvation by grace: ‘Why will wee usurpe his office to our selves, and spoile Christ of his glorie, or be come thrall againe to that thing from the which Christ hath freed us. The which we do, if we wilbe participant with Christ in the making of our selves just, or mixt any workes with the article of justication.’

---


50 Henry Balnaves, *The confession of faith contending how the troubled man should seeke refuge at his God* (Edinburgh, 1584), 130. Regarding Henry Balnaves see Martin Holt Dotterweich, ‘Balnaves, Henry (d. 1570),’ in Oxford Dictionary of National Biography, online ed., ed. Lawrence Goldman,
Accusations that the Pope usurped Christ’s priesthood could be found among the continental reformers as well. Théodore de Bèze maintained: ‘As little have they left the Priesthoode of Jesus Christ whole and untouched, having added & annexed unto his expiation and satisfaction for our sinnes whatsoever came into their own brainsicke fancy, as holy water chrisme, oyle, waxe, spettle, beades, pilgrimages, & other such bables they could thinke upon or devise.’ Calvin complained of the Church of Rome’s addition of prayer to saints departed: ‘Furthermore let us marke that the Papistes have in all respects defaced the office of our Lord Jesus Christ. For by their making of the saintes to be their patrons & advocates, they have also made them as good as mediators, so as we should obtaine favour at Gods hand by their meanes.’ If human works did not contribute to salvation, what purpose could they serve? If the works of the elect did not add to or in any way fulfill Christ’s work how can it be said that they are priests and kings?

Of course, adding anything to Christ’s work was an abomination to Protestant ears. Most important to the debate was whether believers’ works could in any way contribute to their salvation. The rector of Odell Edward Bulkley explained, ‘Hee hath loved us, and washed us from our sinnes in his blood, and made us Kings and Priests unto God his father. As these places attribute our justification and salvation onely to Jesus Christ and his merits: so others doe detract and take the same from our workes and deservings.’ The work of saving human beings from sin and

---

51 Théodore de Bèze, *Master Bezaes sermons upon the three chapters of the canticle of canticles* (Oxford, 1587), 136.
52 Jean Calvin, *The sermons of M. John Calvin upon the fifth booke of Moses* (London, 1583), 418.
reconciling them to God was solely the work of Christ. There could be no
contribution made by another human being without a loss to Christ’s office. Henry
Dod, a layperson in the Church of England, summed up this point, ‘Then is it great
blasphemy to maintaine such an heresie, which doth cut away the cause of our
salvation, by the only death and passion of Christ our Saviour, and attributeth the
same to mee[r] rites, and works by grace, whereby they have made the works of the
lawe to put Christ cleane out of office, in the merite of our salvation.’54

Christ’s kingly function as head of his church was also a significant point of
debate between Protestants and Papists. Both sides agreed that Christ was and would
always be the only head of his church. Anyone who took to themselves that office
was a thief. Patrick Forbes, a Church of England clergyman, pointed out:

God is described from his office and from his nature. His office, in
that, as onely King, Lord, and Head of his Church, he ruleth therein,
and steadfastly fixeth his habitation in the midst thereof, as which he
hath chosen to be the place of his feet, even the mountaine wherein
hee delighteth to dwell, yea wherein hee will dwell for ever.55

The Church of Rome was accused of rejecting Christ’s Rule. Andrew Willet
explained, ‘Neither doe they [the Church of Rome] acknowledge Christ to be the
onely king of his Church, making the Pope his Vicar, and head of the Church: and
they say that unto the Pope is given all authoritie in heaven and earth.’56 The

---

56 Andrew Willet, *Hexapla in Danielem* (Cambridge, 1610), 455.
Protestant accusation was that the Church of Rome claimed Christ as head but in their teaching and practice they made another head of their church.

Finally, from the Protestant perspective, the Church of Rome denied Christ’s prophetic office in that they detracted ‘from the authoritie of the Scriptures, making them imperfect, and adding thereunto traditions, which they are not afraid to call (the word of God unwritten,) and the Pope reserveth unto himselfe power to interpret Scripture, as he list.’ The Protestant view was that the Pope had set himself over the Scriptures, giving to himself more authority than God’s written word. Perkins pointed out, ‘Neither doe we beleive a thing, because the Church saith it is to be beleeved: but therefore we doe beleive a thing, because that which the Church speaketh, the Scripture did first speak.’ He continued, ‘The soveraigne or supreme judgement concerning matters of faith belongeth to the holy Ghost speaking in the Scriptures. The ministerie of judgement (or a ministeriall judgement) is only given unto the Church: because she must judge according to the Scriptures: and because she doth not this alwaies, but sometimes faileth.’ While the church and its ministers did have the duty of interpreting the Scriptures, they could err in their understanding. Scripture was to be the final judge of doctrine. Thomas Gibson charged the Church of Rome of rejecting Christ’s prophetic office noting, ‘By their owne Inventions, and vaine Traditions: they take away his Propheticall office: their Gospell is full of superstition and Idolatry, adding and diminishing at their pleasure: making newe Articles, and new Sacraments: their spirit is a spirit of Error, of Ignorance, of doubting, and torment.’

57 Ibid., 504.
59 Gibson, The blessing of a good king, 102-3.
The Church of Rome responded to these charges just as the Church of England had. Rome argued that the accusations of the Protestants did not make them false. The Church of Rome believed they held to the faith agreeing with the early church fathers. Both their doctrine and practice were consistent with church tradition and, therefore, the Church of Rome was a true church. From Rome’s perspective, it was the Protestants who had disgraced Christ’s offices. In like manner, the Church of England claimed to be a true church as well. While some supporters of the Church of England denied that Rome was a true church, Church of England supporters argued that the true church throughout the world acknowledged the Church of England as a true church. Supporters of the Church of England believed their church held to the fundamental doctrines and that Christ was the only prophet, priest, and king of their church. The Church of England believed that to separate from them was to separate from the true church and, therefore, to separate from God. Rome had made the same point. Barrow and Ainsworth had turned the existing argument for separation from Rome towards the Church of England. They charged the Church of England with denying Christ’s offices in doctrine (neglecting some truths and mixing in false ideas) and in practice. The point here though is not to argue for literary dependency. The similarities considered here were merely common ideas of the period.

The semblance between Barrowist and non-Barrowist literature went further. In both, the doctrine of the offices of Christ was associated with Christ’s incarnation. Barrow maintained that to deny Christ’s offices was to deny his incarnation. Likewise, William Charke wrote, ‘Whoesoever therefore confesseth not Christ to be

---

a Saviour, Prophet, King, and Priest, is not of God, but of Antichrist: he whosoever confesseth not that he is a wholl and onelie Saviour: Prophet, King, and Priest, is of the same spirite of Antichrist, that denieth Jesus Christ being come in the flesh.\textsuperscript{61} Thomas Cooper explained, ‘While in wordes they confesse the Incarnation of Christ, by perverse Doctrynes in effecte they deny it, by denying those causes, for which the Sonne of GOD was Incarnate, attributing the effect of oure Salvation, to other things.’\textsuperscript{62} Barrow’s reference to the incarnation in his assessment of the errors of the Church of England followed the Christian worldview of the time. Christ had come to earth to redeem humanity. Denying the reason for his coming was synonymous with denying him. Any church that denied Christ to have come in the flesh must be a false church. This assessment of a false church was true of the Church of Rome according to the English Protestants, and it was true of the Church of England according to Barrow and Ainsworth. Clearly Barrow and Ainsworth were familiar with the arguments against Rome from the period. Their arguments against the Church of England differed little from their peers’ arguments against the Church of Rome. Similarly, supporters of the Church of England had responded in the same way as had supporters of the Church of Rome. The doctrine of the offices of Christ was a significant motif in the polemics of the period and a central idea in orthodox Protestant belief.

The debate between Barrow and Ainsworth and their opponents was not over the importance of Christ’s offices to faith and salvation. Their opponents agreed the offices were a fundamental point of the faith. Further, their opponents claimed that they held to all the fundamental points of the faith. Barrow and Ainsworth’s

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{61} Charke, \textit{A treatise against the Defense of the censure}, 64.
\item \textsuperscript{62} Cooper, \textit{Certaine sermons wherin is contained the defense of the gospell}, 235.
\end{itemize}
opponents made a distinction between some points of the faith as fundamental and some not. Gifford explained, ‘Christ being the foundation, upon which all the faithfull as living stones are built, and grow together into a holy Temple,’ he continued, ‘Are there not errors, which if a man hold never so ignorantlie he is not in Christ, hee holdeth not the foundation so long as hee erreth in them, he is not coupled with the living stones to make one building? And on the contrary, be there not errors which the faithfull doo erre in, and be in Christ?’ 63 This distinction was important in Gifford’s defense of the Church of England. He had argued that while the Church of England had erred, they had not erred in fundamental issues; that is, they had not destroyed the foundation. 64 Richard Bernard made the same point. He explained that while all Scripture has value, some was of the foundation of the faith while other parts not so: ‘Dare wee not call every truth fundamentall; that is, such as if it be not knowne and obeyed, the whole religion and faith of the Church must needs fall to the ground.’ He added, ‘The only fundamentall truth in religion is this: That Jesus Christ the sonne of God, who took our nature of the Virgine Mary, is our onely and all sufficient Saviour.’ 65 As already observed, Barrow and Ainsworth’s opponents argued they correctly held and preached his offices. 66

The controversy between Barrow and Ainsworth and their opponents was how each side saw the offices in relation to the visible church. The response of both supporters of the Church of England and Church of Rome was that any problems in their church were insufficient to make them false churches. Ainsworth argued that ‘if the corruption be such as destroyeth the foundations, as in the Arians which

63 Gifford, A short reply, 16.
64 Ibid., 91.
65 Bernard, Christian advertisements and counsels of peace, 174-5.
66 See supra p. 58
overthrow the person of Christ, as in the Papists which overthrow the office of Christ, they being no Church, ought to have no priviledge of the church."67 A proper understanding of the doctrine of the offices of Christ included understanding how those offices were essential to a visible church. Denying Christ’s offices was a rejection of the very foundation of the church. No group that rejected Christ could be a true church. In Barrow and Ainsworth’s thought, it was not possible to separate the doctrine of the offices from a discussion of the visible church. As William Perkins stated, ‘Now Christ being a King, he must needes have a kingdome.’68

3. Christ as prophet, priest, and king of the church

Ainsworth argued that only a true visible church could offer faith: ‘The blessing of spiritual propagation, is peculiar to the true church.’69 The connection between salvation and the church was not isolated to the Barrowists.70 Thomas Cartwright argued that matters of discipline and kind of government were things necessary to salvation and of faith.71 While both Barrow and Ainsworth held that God could save outside the true visible church, they explained that the true visible church was the ordinary means through which faith was received. Nevertheless, what drove Barrow and Ainsworth was not the relationship between the church and justification. Timothy George notes concerning John Robinson, ‘It is important to realize that his expressed motive for separating from the Church of England related

67 Ainsworth, An animadversion, 105.
68 Perkins and Hill, Lectures upon the three first chapters of the Revelation, 37.
69 Ainsworth, A reply to a pretended Christian plea, 12; Ainsworth, Counterpoysor, 11.
70 John von Rohr notes, ‘Ecclesiastical exclusiveness has been among the persistent historical characteristics of the Christian church as, in its various forms and by varying degrees, it has insisted on monopoly in the mediation of salvation.’ Von Rohr, Extra Ecclesiam Nulla Salus,’ 107.
71 Hall, faithful shepherd, 24; Brachlow, Communion of Saints, 27; George, John Robinson, 137.
not to a quest for soteriological exclusivism, but rather to a concern for a corporate sanctification through obedience to Christ." Barrow had pointed out the difference between ‘the worcke of our salvation by Christ for us, and the worke of God's Holy Spirit, the fruicts of God's grace in us.’ For Barrow and Ainsworth, it was not only necessary to separate themselves from false churches, but once separated, the elect needed to join with a true visible church; a visible church where Christ was present as their only prophet, priest, and king.

References to Christ’s office in the sampled literature frequently included the phrase, ‘of the church’; that is, Christ was the prophet, priest, and king of the church. A few examples will suffice for this point. Thomas Gibson confessed, ‘We preach the true Jesus according to the scriptures, that there is no Name under heaven that wee can be saved by but by him: that hee is both true God and man; that he is the King, the Priest, and Prophet of his Church: we preach the true Gospell, containing the doctrine of Faith and Repentance.’ The Church of England clergyman John Sprint offered a catechism:

Q. What are we to consider in the person of the Sonne?
A. His Natures, Offices, and State.

Q. What is he in his Offices?
A. Both Jesus, a Saviour, and Christ, the only anointed King Priest, & Prophet of his Church.

---
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The French Reformed theologian Franciscus Junius wrote, ‘Touching his Office, Jesus Christ only is made the Mediator of the new Testament, even of the everlasting Covenant of grace between God & man to be perfectly and fully the Prophet, Priest and King of the Church of God for evermore.’  

William Perkins commented, ‘He is Mediatour, that is, a Priest, a Prophet, and King of the Church.’

More importantly, though, not only was Christ a prophet, priest, and king of the church, he was the only prophet, priest, and king. This point was significant in the Protestant polemics against the Church of Rome. While the elect were made priests and kings according to St Peter and St John, no one could take Christ’s offices to themselves. John Boys, a dean in the Church of England, explained, ‘Christ in the worke of our salvation is only sufficient and efficient. Our only Prophet, in whose word we must rest: our onely Priest, in whose sacrifice we must rest: our only King under whose protection wee must rest: who with his blessed Spirit leadeth us in waies of eternall life, working in us all in all.’  

Protestants accused the Church of Rome, the Pope, and their priesthood with usurping Christ’s offices. Barrow and Ainsworth similarly charged the Church of England of taking Christ’s offices to themselves. All sides acknowledged Christ to be the only prophet, priest, and king of the church. The issue was whether certain beliefs and practices could take Christ’s offices from him; that is, how could the church participate in Christ’s offices without denying him of his rightful place?

---

78 See 1 Peter 2:9 and Revelation 1:6.
The problem of participating in the offices of Christ was the same for all Christians. The Church of Rome defended themselves claiming that both the Papacy and the priesthood were derived from Christ’s offices and properly shared. There was no usurpation according to Rome. William Rainolds, a Catholic, pointed out the problem in the Protestant argument: ‘If Christ be our priest, and of this priesthode there are two partes, one, that for us he offer him self an only and perpetual sacrifice, the other, that he pray for us, why then do the papistes offer Christ daylie’? He continued,

Then, whereas there be two partes of Christes priesthode, to sacrifice, & pray, they that pray, be injurious to his priesthode, and robbe Christ of that which by your divinitie is proper to his person and office of mediation. and so if we be Antichristes for doing the first, needes must you and your comministers be Antichristes for doing the second.  

According to Rainolds, if the papists in the sacrifice of the mass were guilty of usurping Christ’s offices, the Protestants must be equally guilty by interceding in prayer. Anyone stepping into Christ’s place, taking to themselves Christ’s work could be seen as unlawfully taking his honour and denying Christ his rightful role.

One solution was to argue that Christ’s kingdom was spiritual, not physical. Perkins explained,

Now Christ being a King, he must needes have a kingdome, which cannot stand in the might and policie of man, as earthly kingdomes do: but it is spirituall, it stands in the heart and consciences of men: his lawes they bind the soule and conscience to obedience. And this is his priviledge, which can be given to no creature, man or Angell, to rule and raigne spiritually in the heart and conscience.

This spirituall kingdome of Christ is exercised in the consciences and soules of men by the word of Christ, not by dint of sword, or force of armes: but he is a King which carieth his sword in his mouth, even his word, by which he rules and raigns in our hearts: he rules with the rod

---

Following this line of thought, Christ’s work was immediate, in the heart of the elect. Christ was immediately present to the individual in their conscience and soul; he was prophet, priest, and king to each of his elect notwithstanding the particular church they might be in. If the elect were in a false church, they could be held in bondage. Nevertheless, Christ’s offices could not be usurped because Christ worked spiritually and inwardly wherever the elect might be. The physical church was not Christ’s pure kingdom, though, Christ’s pure kingdom existed within the visible church. The belief that Christ’s kingdom was spiritual was a recurrent view in the literature.

Despite the argument that Christ’s kingdom was spiritual, and Christ’s offices were present within each of the elect, Protestants still claimed that the Church of Rome had usurped Christ’s offices. Within the Protestant attack on Rome, there was some sense in which Christ’s kingdom was more than spiritual and his offices present in the visible church as well as in each of the elect. Protestants contended that prayer to the saints, the priests’ offering in the sacrifice of the mass, the Church’s adding to and taking away from Christ’s word, making human works an addition to Christ’s merit, the Pope and priesthood offering forgiveness of sin that was Christ’s sole right and the Pope’s rule over the earthly church were all ways in which the Church of Rome usurped Christ’s offices. Despite arguing Christ’s kingdom to be chiefly spiritual, Protestants made the case that Christ’s offices were present in the visible church. Ian Green notes this difference in understanding Christ’s kingdom within the catechisms he examined:

---
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For authors like Calvin, Virel, and Hammond, Christ's kingdom is a spiritual one set up in our hearts, which gives us strength and grace to overcome the devil, sin, flesh, and the world. For others, like Palmer, Gouge, Marshall, Williams, Isham, and Lewis, the kingdom Christ was governing was his church, though whether this was the invisible church (of saints, on earth, and in heaven) or the visible church here on earth is not always clear from the context.  

For Barrow and Ainsworth, Christ’s kingdom was more than just spiritual and Christ’s offices were present in the visible church. Barrow and Ainsworth avoided the tension between Christ’s spiritual kingdom and the physical, visible church that was common in many Protestant attacks on Rome.

According to the non-separatist literature of the period, Christ was present in the elect spiritually, however, in a true visible church Christ’s offices were present through individuals who were his instruments. To Protestants and Catholics, these were the bishops, priests, and ministers. Kellinson made reference to these instruments in the Church of Rome: ‘In the new lawe one christ Jesus is sufficient, who though he hath many vicegerentes, which are bishops and preestes of the new lawe, yet hath he noe successours.’  

Perkins noted that ministers were ‘instruments to declare the will of God, and can go no further then to teach the eare: for it is Christ himselfe that enlighteneth the mind.’ In both cases, they were mediatory figures, standing in between God and his people. Perkins, when discussing why so few sought to become Ministers or among those who did so few truly deserved the title, described the role of the Minister:

The next reason is the difficulty, of discharging the duties of his calling: to stand in Gods presence, to enter into the holy of holiest, to goe betwixt God and his people, to be Gods mouth to the people, and
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the peoples to God: to be the Interpreter, of the eternall lawe of the old testament, and the everlasting Gospell of the new, to stand in the ro[o]me, and to beare the office of Christ himselfe, to take the care and charge of soules, these considerations are so many amazements to the consciences of such men, who doe with reverence approch, and not with rashnes, rush unto his sacred seate. 85

Similarly, Ursinus taught, ‘For the ministers as well in administration of sacraments as preaching the word, represent the person and office of God towards his church.’ 86 Neither Perkins nor Ursinus believed that the minister, as they had described him, took away Christ’s office.

The use of mediatorial language regarding the minister was common to the period. George Downname, for example, stated, ‘For as in the preaching of the word, the Minister is the Lord's Embassadour to his people: so in publicke prayer he is an orator; and as it were an intercessor for the people unto God.’ Again Perkins described the minister’s role as ‘to stand in Gods presence, to enter into the holy of holiest, to goe betwixt God and his people, to bee Gods mouth to the people, and the peoples to God.’ 87 The bishop and priests in the Church of Rome and the ministers among the Protestants were instruments and, according to their proponents, did not usurp Christ’s offices. Christ alone was the mediator between God and man, and Christ continued to work in the church after his ascension, though not immediately. Now there were those in the church whom Christ had sent to represent him to the people and the people to him.

According to Barrow and Ainsworth, Christ was prophet, priest, and king of the church directly, that is, without any mediation. The church was both spiritual and

85 Perkins and Crashaw, Of the calling of the ministerie, B2 recto.
86 Ursinus, A collection of certaine learned discourses, 273.
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physical, invisible and visible. Christ’s offices were present outwardly in addition to inwardly. Nevertheless, it was the visible manifestation of Christ’s offices that were more important to Barrow and Ainsworth. This visible manifestation was more than the correct form of government or the ability of the local church to excommunicate. Christ was visibly present immediately in his members in all of the church’s affairs both public and private. Barrow had noted that his opponents did teach Christ’s offices although this was ‘still but what Christ hath done in his owne person for his elect.’ He argued they did not teach that Christ was present in the elect in the true visible church. Barrow and Ainsworth’s assessment of their opponents’ church was that Christ was not present because his offices had been usurped.

As has been observed in chapters two and three, participation by the elect in Christ’s offices was a significant theme in Barrow and Ainsworth’s theology. To what extent this aspect of the doctrine was present in other works of the period must now be considered.

4. Every believer a prophet, priest, and king

As has already been discussed, it was frequently argued, especially in antipapal works, that Christ’s offices could not be shared or occupied by another. The offices belonged to Christ alone, and he had not given them away. The Church of England clergyman Richard Fowns explained, ‘As all these offices are given to Christ, so are they uncommunicably given unto him: neither may they bee imparted
to any other, as they are in him. '88 Cooper also noted, 'In these offices, none can without blasphemy be joined with him. '89 Christ was the only prophet, priest, and king of the church during his earthly ministry and remained the only prophet, priest, and king after his ascension. The fact that Christ’s offices could not be shared created a tension, as Scripture was clear; all believers were made priests and kings. The literature of the period acknowledged the kingly priesthood of all the elect. The Calvinistic French reformer Augustin Marlorat pointed out this tension, ‘Wee are anoynted that wee may bee Partakers of the kingdome, of the Priesthoode, and of the Propheticall office of Christ: notwithstanding Christe onely was anoynted to bee a Kinge, a Priest, and a Prophet.’90 All the elect were kings, heirs of Christ’s kingdom and sons of God.91 They were kings to fight against sin within themselves and to rule over their lives and consciences.92 Finally, they were kings to rule with Christ in his future eternal kingdom.93 All believers were priests to offer up their lives as living sacrifices (a sacrifice of thanksgiving and obedience, not propitiation) and to offer prayer for themselves and fellow members of Christ.94 All believers were prophets to examine

89 Cooper, Certaine sermons wherin is contained the defense of the gospell, 86.
91 Wilson, A comentarie upon the most divine Epistle of S. Paul to the Romanes, 571-2; Thomas Tuke, The treasure of true love (London, 1608), 198, 214-5.
92 Andrew Willet, Synopsis papismi (London, 1592), 335; Perkins and Hill, Lectures upon the three first chapters of the Revelation, 43-4.
the doctrine they heard and to teach themselves and one another.95 Because of this
great privilege given to them by Christ, every believer was able to overcome the
snares of the world, the flesh, and the devil.96 The Church of England clergyman
William Loe explained, ‘In everie true christian there shineth a certaine princeely
majestie, seasoned and sorted with a Priestlie modestie, and humilitie.’97

There was tension with anyone sharing in Christ’s offices in view of the fact
that the offices were his alone. Christ’s offices were part of his mediatorship. Perkins
explained, ‘As he is Mediatour, and so consequently a priest and a King, hee hath
neither deputie nor vicegerent; neither king to rule in his stead over his Church, nor
priests to offer sacrifice for him: nay hee hath no prophet to be his deputie, as he is
the doctour of the Church.’98 Christ alone was the mediator between God and man.
Therefore, no one could add to or take away from Christ’s work, the very thing that
Protestants had charged the Catholics of doing. Thomas Bilson challenged the
Church of Rome’s assertion ‘that Christs Priestly prerogative is communicated in
most ample & exact termes to the chiefe Priest and Pastor of the Church.’ Bilson
responded, ‘For al the prerogative of Christs Priesthood is not communicated to any
other.’99 If Christ’s offices were not communicated to any other, then how could all
believers exercise the role of prophets, priests, and kings? Would not their work add
to Christ’s works? Rainolds had made this case against the Protestants when he
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argued that if the Roman priesthood usurped Christ’s office by offering a sacrifice, so did all believers by offering intercession.  

While all believers were prophets, priests, and kings participating in Christ’s offices, they were not so in the same sense as Christ. Thomas Tuke explained,

And thus we see the glorious estate of all the faythfull, that even as Christ their Head is a king and Priest, so are all they kings and priests also, yea a kingdome of priests, a regall and holy priesthood; although it be with great difference. For they receive this honour by him, and not he through them. He is a king by nature, but they by grace. Hee is an absolute Prince over all creatures whatsoever, and over the very conscience: but so are not they. He is now in the full possession of his kingdome: so are not we: but we wayt in our mortall bodies of this earthly thraldome, for the hope of that mortall and regall liberty of the sonnes of God in the heavens.

Christ retained his offices though the members of his body shared in them. Christ lost none of his authority, power, or dignity in sharing his offices with his elect. As with the imputation of Christ’s righteousness, Christ’s offices were imputed to all believers. Richard Fowns explained:

As all these offices are given to Christ, so are they uncommunicably given unto him: neither may they bee imparted to any other, as they are in him …

Some perhaps will object, that not onely Peter (speaking of the whole Church) saith, It is a royall Priesthood: but in the Revelation also, Saint John witnesseth, Hee hath made us Kings and Priests unto God, even his Father.

… it is evident that meere men are called Kings and Priests in another sense, and after another meaning then Jesus is. For these offices are inherent in our Saviour, truely, subsantively, and indeede. He is such as he is called: but they are in us, the members of his Church, by imputation and figuratively, for that in some sort and after a manner we are so called.
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Perkins also commented, ‘Christ giveth his members right to his owne kingdom, to be Kings and Priests; yet not so, that they can execute the regiment sustained by Christ, and do the office of a King and Priest as it is done by Christ, but because they belong to them in part, and they have the benefite of them both redounding to them wholly.’ He continued, ‘Every thing which belongs to Christ as he is head of the Church, belongs to his servants as members, and he imparts it to them in some sort.’

All believers were prophets, priests, and kings through their relationship with Christ but participated in those offices differently than did Christ.

Further, though all believers participated in Christ’s offices, they did not share equally in them. It was argued that those ordained were not prophets, priests, and kings in the same way as the non-ordained were. Richard Greenham, a Church of England clergyman, argued that the kingship and priesthood of all believers could not be understood literally. He explained that no one believed ‘that every man was a King sitting in a throne, thereby overthrowing the politicall estate,’ or ‘that every man was a Priest, taking that office of the Priest upon him.’ He continued, ‘Why then should wee thinke grossely and literally, that indeede wee are become Prophets having that speciall calling, and so take away that order of Teachers and learners, which God hath ordained.’

On this basis, it was argued that while all believers were prophets, priests, and kings, they did not all have a like interest in the church. Some were called to preach, some to administer, some to serve, yet all to offer themselves as sacrifices, to pray, and to fight sin. Henry Balnaves wrote, ‘We are all
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made priests, and kings: but let no man herefore, usurpe the authoritie of a king in dignitie: nor the office of a priest in administration of gods word, & sacraments: for that perteinteh to a speciall vocation.'

As Greenham had pointed out, the prophecy of all believers was different from the office of prophecy in the church. This office of prophecy, Greenham explained, had a special calling that was different from the general calling of all Christians. Willet believed, ‘Now, though there be a difference of callings amongst men, yet before God we are all Priests alike, and there is but one Priest for us all to Godward, even Christ Jesus our Lord.’ If all believers participated in Christ’s offices what was the role of the ordered ministry? The French-Swiss reformer Jean-François Salnar defended the distinction between the offices of all believers and the offices of the ordered ministry:

The Apostles of Christ doe terme al those which beleev e in Christ, Priests, but not in regarde of their ministerie, but because that all the faithfull being made Kings and Priests by Christ, maie offer up spirituall sacrifices unto God. The ministerie then and priesthood are thinges farre different one from t

There appeared, then, three office holders; Christ, who held his offices alone, all believers who participated in Christ’s offices though were different in them from Christ, and the offices of the ordered ministry that differed from both. The Church of
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England Bishop John Howson wrote, ‘all may be Priests, & yet have a distinct order of Priesthood.’

Participation in the offices of Christ by the ministry was a carefully navigated issue. It was used to accuse both Protestants and the Church of Rome of having usurped Christ’s offices. Kellison responded,

In the new lawe one christ Jesus is sufficient, who though he hath many vicegerentes, which are bishops and preestes of the new lawe, yet hath he noe successors. For noe man succeedeth to another, unless the other other dye, or give over his office; wherfor seing that our Saviour Christe though he dyed, yet rose again, never to dy agayne, and never surrendred or gave over his office, but still offereth sacrifice, still baptiseth, still ministreth Sacramentes, and ruleth & governeth his Church by his vicars and minstres, he hath noe highe preest that succeedeth him, but is the sole and only high preest of the new lawe, farie exceeding all the Popes, bishops, and preestes that ever were.

For Kellison, Christ continued to work through his vicars and ministers. His vice-regents acting in his stead did not usurp his offices. The Church of England clergyman Anthony Wotton argued that ministers were Christ’s instruments: ‘The Ministers that dispence the word are not his deputies, but reasonable and voluntarie instruments, which he useth.’ Wotton was defending Perkins on this point who had argued that Ministers were instruments God used to fulfill his commands. Ministers then did not take Christ’s offices rather Christ used them as instruments to accomplish his work.
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After Christ’s ascension he no longer operated immediately in the visible church, but rather mediatly through his instruments. Concerning Christ’s office as prophet, the Church of England clergymen Elnathan Parr explained, ‘His Prophet-ship is in the teaching of his people, in his owne Person, while hee lived on the earth, and in the continuance of the heavenly doctrine to his Church by the Ministry ordaind, to the end of the world.’\textsuperscript{114} The view that the ministers of the church represented Christ’s offices to the people was not uncommon. Ursinus remarked, ‘For the ministers as well in administration of sacraments as preaching the word, represent the person and office of God towards his church.’\textsuperscript{115} As pointed out previously, Perkins, in describing the difficulty of being a minister remarked how they ‘beare the office of Christ himself.’\textsuperscript{116} The understanding that all believers were prophets, priests, and kings was not used to argue for liberty in the public activities of the church. Perkins argued that only lawfully called ministers were to preach in the church. As Malcolm Yarnell writes of the early English Reformation, ‘The third great estate, that of the people, could also claim to be kings and priests. The Church never denied this, though it does not seem to have made much of it. More often, orthodox theologians have defined the people’s royal priesthood in such a way as to rob it of temporal relevance.’\textsuperscript{117}

The expression of the offices of Christ by all believers was seen as inward sanctification resulting outwardly as a godly conversation. The offices of all believers were not so much for the church but for each individual to live as reflecting
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the prophet, priest, and king who had called them. As the kingdom was chiefly
spiritual and inward, so were all believers spiritual prophets, spiritual priests, and
spiritual kings. Andrew Willet wrote, ‘Thou hast made us Kinges and priests, and we
shall raigne upon the earth: that is, their kingdome is spirituall, in fighting against,
and overcomming the concupiscence of the flesh and all carnall desires.’\textsuperscript{118}
Similarly, Thomas Tuke wrote, ‘For if we be Christs, we are All of us spiritually
Kings and Priests, one as truely as another: wee are all the Lords annointed.’\textsuperscript{119}
According to Barrow and Ainsworth, however, as prophets, priests, and kings all
believers were in a present earthly visible kingdom and were to fulfil their
participation in Christ’s offices, both publically and privately.

It was argued in chapters two and three considering Henry Barrow and Henry
Ainsworth, respectively, that all believers, as prophets, priests, and kings, had an
equal interest in the public affairs of the visible church. Neither Barrow nor
Ainsworth denied an ordered ministry in the church, yet they did deny them
exclusive roles or special access. Ministers did not stand between God and the
people, nor were they the peoples’ mouth to God. They were equals, fellow members
of Christ’s body and participants in Christ’s offices. Nothing like the mediatorial
language observed in this chapter was found in Barrow or Ainsworth’s writings.
Neither was there the distinction made between the ministers and the people
regarding participation in Christ’s offices. For Barrow and Ainsworth, Christ was
truly present when every member of Christ’s true visible church had the liberty to
exercise their roles as prophets, priests, and kings. Barrow and Ainsworth’s use was
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distinct from the non-separatist literature examined here. It was also distinct from other separatists, namely Robert Browne.

5. Robert Browne and the Barrowists

Barrow and Ainsworth were frequently referred to as Brownists and charged with the same errors that Robert Browne held. Browne’s emphasis on purity and discipline expressed in a covenant relationship was the brush that many in the period used to paint Barrow and Ainsworth. Robert Browne argued that Christ’s rule over the visible church was an essential mark that was expressed through discipline. For Browne, reformation of life and purity in the church were the church’s defining characteristics. According to Browne, it was necessary for the members of the church to lead godly lives. When they failed to do so, the church was to discipline them. Browne explained this when responding to a letter from Thomas Cartwright to Robert Harrison: ‘For in whome we see the spirit, that is, the graces of the spirit [sic] by their outward good works, and the trueth, that is the lawes and word of Christ which is true, to be kept & observed, them only we must call the Church of God.’

Without discipline, the church could not be kept pure. Discipline was the visible expression of Christ’s kingly office. For Browne, discipline meant that the church must have the power to excommunicate its members. Further, Browne argued that a true church must have the correct form of government. There was an integral connection between the form of church government and Christ’s offices in Browne’s
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understanding. He commented, ‘The Church government, is the Lordshipp of Christ in the communion of his offices: wherby his people obey to his will, and have mutual use of their graces and callings, to further their godlines and welfare.’

In Browne’s view, the church was a mutual covenant made between God and his people. God promised to save, and the people promised obedience. If the people failed to obey and continued in their disobedience without repentance, the covenant was broken. Those people who had broken their covenant with God were no longer a church. A true visible church must exercise discipline in order to avoid breaking the covenant. Browne explained that the essence of the church was the covenant: ‘We make not the minister, whether dumbe, or not dumbe to be the essence, substance, or life of the outward Church, but the keeping of the covenant by the outwarde discipline and government thereof.’ Timothy George adds, ‘Browne's chief contribution to Separatist ecclesiolo in the context of a covenant relationship.’

Neither Henry Barrow nor Henry Ainsworth followed Browne on the distinctive aspects of his theology. While there were some points of similarity, the differences were significant. Barrow and Ainsworth were concerned with the purity of the body of Christ, but for different reasons and based upon different theological
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emphases. B.R. White, who considered Barrow and Greenwood successors of Browne, commented, ‘It is certainly noteworthy that the covenant theology which was so dominant in Browne’s thinking did not play so significant a part in the teaching of his successors.’ Browne described the church as ‘a companie or number of Christians or beleevers, which by a willing covenant made with their God, are under the government of god and Christ, and kepe his lawes in one holie communion.’ Browne made the covenant and government essential to the nature of the church. For Barrow, it was the offices of Christ within the church, both for and in the elect, that was the essence of the church. Both Barrow and Browne understood Christ to be present in the body in his work, yet for Browne this was Christ in his kingly role as judge removing sin and unrepentant sinners.

Both Browne and Barrow shared the view that Christ was present in the gathered congregation. Malcolm Yarnell notes, ‘Beginning from a Reformed position, Browne moved towards a different means of localizing Christ’s presence, not by affirming Real Presence in the eucharist, but by affirming Christ’s powerful presence in the gathered congregation.’ Browne maintained, ‘The kingdom of Christ is his office of governement, whereby he useth the obedience of his people to keepe his lawes & commaundements, to their salvation and welfare.’ Again Browne explained, ‘The Prophecie of Christ is his office of teaching and giving lawes to his people, wherby he useth their obedience to learne and know the same.’
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emphasis on outward obedience was a familiar refrain in his writings. Still, for
Barrow, Christ was present in the gathered congregation through his offices and that
not just his kingly role of discipline.

Barrow and Ainsworth had a broader understanding of Christ’s offices in the
church. Christ as the prophet, priest, and king of the church was more than discipline
and government. Browne did not deny Christ’s prophetic or priestly roles in the
church. However, his emphasis on outward obedience and discipline in the church
obscured all else. Paul Avis’s observation cited at the beginning of this chapter
regarding Barrow’s emphasis on discipline fits Browne’s writings well, but it does
not appear true of Barrow. Again Avis remarks that separatist ‘ecclesiology is totally
dominated by an obsession with discipline and the gospel practically obscured by the
regime under which it is preached.’ Limiting Barrow and Ainsworth to discipline
and government simply misses too much of their ecclesiology. Despite the evidence,
interpreting the Barrowists through Browne’s ecclesiology is still a prevalent
approach.

Simon Doney has considered Browne’s emphasis on the lordship of Christ in
his doctoral thesis. He argues that it was the lordship of Christ expressed in his
kingly office that was the characteristic mark of English separatists. Doney’s work
pays particular attention to Henry Barrow though he frequently cites Browne in his
argument. Doney explains, ‘Because of the nature of the controversy in which the
Separatists were engaged, their prime concern was the establishment of the rule and
government of Christ.’ He further argues, ‘The idea that Christ the Lord should be
allowed to reign in the midst of his flock was of the essence of Separatist
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polemic.' Doney includes Barrow and Ainsworth in the broader category of separatists, making no distinction between Brownists and Barrowists. He maintains, ‘For the Separatists, the true church was a covenanted community of believers who voluntarily gathered together and vowed to remain loyal to Christ and his commands.’

As noted at the beginning of the chapter, Doney, based on White’s work, asserts ‘that, although the covenant idea was dominant in Browne's work, it was only in the background of Barrow's thought. However, the role of the covenant in Barrow’s theology needs to be interpreted in the light of the wider Separatist tradition.’ Doney continues explaining that for Barrow ‘although [the covenant was] not always visible in his writings, it was certainly important in his thinking.’ Doney does not explain where the evidence for the importance of the covenant in Barrow’s understanding came from if it was not found in Barrow’s writings. If Barrow was not following a common separatist theological position then reading his works with that in mind fails to do justice to his ideas. Barrow clearly accepted the covenant theology of the time, yet there is no mention of written church covenants in his writings. For Barrow, the covenant of grace, as well as church covenants, were not formative for his understanding of the church. Barrow’s church experience was limited to a brief period prior to his imprisonment. Even if Barrow participated in a
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church covenant, it does not follow that church covenants played a significant part in his thinking if his writings do not evidence that.

Doney further argues that the prominence of debates over the form of church government demonstrated the importance of Christ’s Lordship among separatists:

From its beginnings in Reformation theology to its role among Nonconformists in the days following the Restoration, the lordship of Christ as expressed in the desire for godly government over the Christian community was thus a central if not a controversial theme. The Elizabethan Separatists were an important part of that historical and theological process. Barrington White, the doyen of Separatist historians, once wrote that “the characteristic consciousness of Christ's reigning, and ruling presence among his people in the present [is] the significant kernel of Separatist thought and experience.” Although White was writing of early Stuart Separatism, his words hold true also for the Elizabethan Separatists.135

Barrow and Ainsworth did discuss church government and did hold to a congregational form. However, as was demonstrated in the previous chapters, neither Barrow nor Ainsworth made the form of government the single essential or most important characteristic of the visible church. Polity was, for Barrow and Ainsworth, the consequence of their view of the nature of the church; that is, the form of government was a means and not the end in itself.

Doney claims that Christ’s kingly office was more important to Barrow than the priestly or prophetic:

The authority of Christ and the obedience of his people were sentiments found throughout Separatist and Puritan polemics at this time. It was no accident, as Craig has noted, that the office of king was placed before the other two … For the Separatists, Christ's government and rule over the church were paramount. Barrow does the same on a number of occasions throughout his works.136
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Neither Barrow nor Ainsworth made any distinction between the Christ’s offices, that is, making one more important than the others. Additionally, the order of the offices in Barrow and Ainsworth do not appear to have any significance. As Doney notes, Christ’s kingly office is not always placed first in order. The order of the offices was never consistent in Barrow and Ainsworth’s works. Neither was there any tension or hierarchy among the functions of Christ’s office in the non-Barrowist works surveyed. The Church of England clergyman Thomas Bilson and the Jesuit (member of the Society of Jesus) Robert Parsons both raised the question whether Christ’s kingly office or priestly office was the greater. 137 Bilson, citing an anonymous Papist wrote, ‘It derogateth from Christes Priesthood which both in his owne person, and in the Church is above his kingly dignitie.’ 138 Parsons responded, ‘First I say that it conteyneth a manifest, fond and impious paradox, that Christes Kingdome (as he was both King and Priest) had the preheminence of his Priesthood; and I call it a paradox, for that I thinke no Christian man of learning ever held it before, and much lesse any sound devine.’ 139 This debate, though, and debates over the offices and Christ’s two natures did not occupy a significant portion of the polemic or teaching of the period regarding Christ’s offices. 140

As has been observed, Barrow and Ainsworth’s theology was broader than just Christ’s rule over the church. While Doney’s emphasis on Christ’s kingly office
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in English separatism is valuable, it is incomplete. The role of the kingly office within the church was not limited to English separatism. It was a significant part of the polemic against the Church of Rome as well. It was also present in non-separatist teaching and catechisms of the period. Doney does briefly pick up on separatist use of the prophetic and priestly offices of Christ in the church, yet he quickly shifts focus to the kingly office: ‘Once the members of the congregation entered into the covenant, they were bound to recognise Christ as king, priest, and prophet. Having Christ the king reigning as the church's monarch was of paramount importance in Separatist theology.'\(^\text{141}\) He also notes the participation of all believers in the offices, yet then only in connection with discipline.\(^\text{142}\)

While there were points of agreement between Browne and Barrow, Barrow’s understanding of the nature of the body of Christ differed from Browne’s. Doney’s focus on Christ’s kingship and the struggle over Christ’s control of the church misses the significance of Christ’s priestly and prophetic office and their role in the polemics of the period. As has been observed, in Barrow and Ainsworth’s works, Christ’s priestly and prophetic offices are equally important. Most problematic for Doney’s thesis is that he attributes to Barrow and Ainsworth Browne’s views on the church. Doney, like many before him, reads Barrow and Ainsworth’s works through Browne’s ecclesiology.\(^\text{143}\) For Barrow and Ainsworth, it was Christ’s presence in the church expressed through his ongoing work that was central to their thinking. B.R. White’s comment, ‘The characteristic consciousness of Christ's reigning, and ruling

\(^{141}\) Doney, 'Lordship of Christ', 164, 49.
\(^{142}\) Ibid., 220ff, 252.
\(^{143}\) Doney comments, ‘It is possible to agree with Fraser's observation that Barrow's writings “contain the clearest exposition of Separatist ecclesiology”, while remaining more cautious concerning Fraser's assertion that Barrow was “consciously indebted to the concisely presented views of Robert Browne.”’ Though in a footnote Doney comments that Fraser’s assertion may be correct. Ibid., 48.
presence among his people in the present [is] the significant kernel of Separatist thought and experience,’ noted this idea of Christ’s presence. Even so, in White’s thinking, this refers only to Christ’s presence to rule and discipline.\textsuperscript{144} Barrow’s reference to the denial of Christ’s work as a denial of his coming in the flesh was more than just rule and discipline. For Barrow and Ainsworth, Christ’s presence after his ascension was to be found in all of his offices. Christ was a prophet, priest, and king, over the church and within the church.

There is valid justification for making a distinction between Barrowists and Brownists within the broader category of English separatism. Contrary to Doney, Henry Barrow and Henry Ainsworth should not be interpreted in light of the ‘broader separatist tradition.’ The Barrowists formed a distinct theological tradition apart from Robert Browne. Failing to distinguish between Barrowists and Brownists has been a weakness in the historiography of Barrow and his successors.

\textbf{6. Conclusion}

At the beginning of this chapter, two ideas were discussed concerning Barrow and Ainsworth’s understanding and use of the doctrine of the offices of Christ. It is worth repeating those ideas here. First, Barrow and Ainsworth used the doctrine predominantly to explain what the true nature of the church was to be. They employed the doctrine in their ecclesiology much more often than when discussing soteriology. In the non-separatist literature of the period, the offices were discussed

more frequently in the context of soteriology. The second difference in their understanding of the doctrine was their emphasis on the participation of the elect in those offices to describe Christ’s presence in the visible church. It is important to note that Barrow and Ainsworth’s understanding of the offices of Christ, and their use of that doctrine, differed in these respects from that of their contemporaries, both from the Church of England as well as the Church of Rome. The doctrine of the offices of Christ was not an unfamiliar topic between 1580 and 1620. The use of the doctrine to assess orthodoxy and heresy was widespread especially in Protestant attacks on the Church of Rome. There was a universal refrain among Protestant reformers both in England and on the continent that Rome had usurped Christ’s offices. Barrow and Ainsworth’s use justifying separation was not a unique application of the doctrine: Barrow and Ainsworth had followed a well-worn path.

Nevertheless, there was a distinction in Barrow and Ainsworth’s use when compared with the use of the non-separatists considered here. Barrow and Ainsworth understood Christ’s offices to be present in the visible church in all of the church’s interests, not just in discipline or polity. Further, while they acknowledged Christ’s kingdom to be spiritual, it was also physical. The visible church was an outward manifestation of Christ working in and through all the elect. Christ’s offices as prophet, priest, and king of the church were not just works in the past, but also a continuing operation by Christ immediately in all the elect and mediatelly through all of the elect. If these differences are accepted, then Barrow and his successors held to a distinct theological emphasis. Further, they should not be read with the same lenses as used for Robert Browne and his followers. Within the broad separatist category, there is justification to distinguish its various sub-groups.
This chapter has argued that, when put into the context of the period 1580 to 1620, considering works which address Christ’s offices, Barrow and Ainsworth’s use of the doctrine was distinct. This distinction, it is argued, demonstrated a ‘Barrowist’ theological tradition. Barrow and Ainsworth had a different understanding of the visible church because of their understanding of Christ, most notably his work. Their view of Christ’s work on earth influenced their understanding of Christ’s church, visible on earth.
Chapter 6: Conclusion

Henry Barrow and Henry Ainsworth provide an interesting case study in the ideological issues concerning the visible church that arose during the Protestant Reformation. This research began as a larger question regarding the relationship between the clergy and laity following the Protestant Reformation. The Protestant Reformation presented challenges for the visible church, its relationships, and its practices. What then became of those challenges? How did the relationship between the ordained and non-ordained members of the visible church change from the medieval to the early modern period as a result of the theological changes in the Protestant Reformation? This study provides a very small glimpse of how one group responded to those challenges. While the results of this study offer only a partial answer to the larger question of clergy lay relations in the Protestant Reformation, it is, nevertheless, a necessary part of the whole. The long duration of the English Reformation presents an opportunity to see the development of these questions over a longer period. The years 1580 to the early 1620s were formative for the beginnings of English separatism and hold a distinct picture of the beginnings of some of the more radical approaches to the questions of the visible church in England.

The literature of the English Reformation has not left the questions of clergy lay relations unanswered. Puritan devotional works of the sixteenth- and seventeenth-centuries provide significant insight to the responsibilities of the individual in their
personal journey of faith.\textsuperscript{1} Further, ministerial manuals from the same period offer an extensive look into the responsibilities of the ordained in the lives of those they were accountable for.\textsuperscript{2} English Reformation literature also provides some evidence for the attitudes of the people towards their clergy and of the clergy towards the people. The frequency of works defending the dignity of the ministers seems to imply that an attitude existed among the people that the ministers felt needed reform.\textsuperscript{3} Scholars have debated whether the populace was opposed to the clergy, hence ‘anticlerical’ or not. Anticlericalism has been both defended and rejected in the historiography of the English Reformation. Patrick Collinson observed, ‘Something called “anticlericalism” was once proposed as the reason for the Reformation, but evidence that the clergy were detested as a caste is unreliable and the very word “anticlericalism” is an anachronistic import from much more modern European politics.’\textsuperscript{4} Additionally, some have questioned whether the populace became anticlerical as a result of the Reformation. Malcolm Yarnell observes, ‘Whiggish historiography sees anticlericalism as ballooning at the beginning of the Reformation; Revisionist historiography sees anticlericalism as a result of Reformation.’\textsuperscript{5}

The question of ‘things indifferent’ in the practice of the visible church was paramount in separatist debates with supporters of the established church in

\textsuperscript{2} Examples of puritan ministerial manuals: Perkins and Crashaw, \textit{Of the calling of the ministerie}; Perkins and Tuke, \textit{The arte of prophesying}; Bernard, \textit{The faithfull shepheard the shepheards faithfulness}.
\textsuperscript{3} Perkins and Crashaw, \textit{Of the calling of the ministerie}, 1-3; Bernard, \textit{The faithfull shepheard the shepheards faithfulness}, chs. 1-2; Richard Bernard, \textit{Two twinnes: or Two parts of one portion of scripture} (London, 1613), 33, 36; Downe and Hakewill, ‘An Amulet or preservative against the contempt of the Ministry,’ 1-12.
\textsuperscript{4} Collinson, \textit{The Reformation}, 108.
\textsuperscript{5} Yarnell, 'Royal Priesthood', 80.
England. Theodore Bozeman’s understanding of adiaphora in the English Reformation has already been cited but is worth considering again: ‘adiaphoria - the notion of “things indifferent” - became, in time, “the corner-stone of Anglicanism.”’

According to the doctrine of adiaphora, the magistrate and church leadership were responsible to organize the visible church for the purpose of order and building the body of Christ. However, Barrow and Ainsworth rejected the idea that there were aspects of the visible church that the magistrate and church leadership were free to determine. John von Rohr concludes, ‘There is no question but that for these separatists [Barrow, Johnson, Ainsworth, et. al.] the forms of ecclesiastical organisation and government were no mere adiaphora but were fundamenta in relation to God's plans for men's temporal and eternal destiny.’ For Barrow and Ainsworth, the order and practice of the visible church was a fundamental issue of the faith.

The importance of the form of church government, the practice of discipline, and the participation of all the elect in the public affairs of the church was a matter of obedience for Barrow and Ainsworth. They were not arguing that congregationalism was a more effective form of government for spiritual development than presbyterianism or episcopalianism. They were not seeking the best polity,

---

6 Barrow and Greenwood explained, ‘The cawes of controversie thow maist herby perceave to be no light or small matters concerning things indifferent or some fewe trifling ceremonies (as they have long labored to make the world beleeeve, although even those least little trifles being brought into and thrust by way of law upon the church having no warrant in the Testament of Christ ought not to be suffred for the space of an howre), but most high and weightie are these matters, concerning the whole building of the church.’ Greenwood and Barrow, ‘A Collection of Certaine Sclaunderous Articles,’ 127. See also Barrow, ‘A Brief Summe of the Causes,’ 35; Robert Some, A godly treatise (London, 1588), 35.
7 Bozeman, To Live Ancient Lives, 57.
8 Stephen Brachlow explains, ‘Whereas Whitgift had argued that ecclesiology was an indifferent matter and, hence of no soteriological value, Cartwright now claimed, without reservation, that “matters of ceremonies, orders, discipline and government … are … of faith and salvation.”’ Brachlow, Communion of Saints, 27.
9 Von Rohr, 'Extra Ecclesiam Nulla Salus,' 117.
discipline, covenant, and purity for building the body of Christ. They were seeking the only true polity, discipline, covenant, and purity. From their perspective, these issues were true and false, black and white, not matters of effectiveness. For Barrow and Ainsworth, it was not the case that those who remained in a false church would grow more slowly. Rather they would not grow at all; they had no assurance of salvation nor could they experience the nourishing presence of Christ in their midst.

To understand ‘Barrowism’ one must recognize the connection between their Christology and the visible church. As Barrow and Ainsworth explained, not only what Christ did for the elect but what he continued to do in and through the elect. For Barrow and Ainsworth, Christ had not ceased working, and neither was Christ’s work limited to the hearts of his elect. Further, the ordained leaders were not the only members of the congregation through whom Christ worked in the public affairs of the visible church. Christ continued to work on earth after his ascension. His work was visible in his body, the visible church. While much has been written on the debates between the separatists and their opponents, separatist use of the doctrine of the offices of Christ in the understanding of the visible church has not been previously explored. Moreover, it is this doctrine that helps modern scholarship understand Barrowism. While this study cannot speak for all the English separatists, it is the first detailed work to explore participation by the elect in the offices of Christ within ‘Barrowist’ literature.

Separatist historiography has often focused on discipline, purity, polity, or covenant as explanations of separatist ecclesiology. These themes have been put forward to explain the differences between the separatists and those who remained within the established church in early modern England. It has also been argued that
there was no theological distinction between the separatists and radical puritans, just
a difference in strategy and timing. English separatism has been accused of losing
sight of Christ in their efforts to establish a true church. Further, those who see in the
early modern period a democratic or individualistic rise have suggested that the
English separatists were preoccupied with the rise of the ‘laity’ in the government of
the church mirroring the rise of the common people in the government of the state.

The evidence presented here challenges all of these approaches to Barrow and
Ainsworth. It has been argued in this work that Barrow and Ainsworth have been
largely misunderstood in modern historiography. Too often there has been a
wholesale suggestion that English separatists were obsessed with obedience,
discipline, and the details of the visible church. Certainly, to some extent, all of these
ideas can be found in the separatist literature of 1580 to 1620. The debate is not over
the existence of these motifs but rather the causes of them. For Barrow and
Ainsworth, concern with the theology of the visible church underpinned their
concern with the details of ecclesiology. The value of this research to the field of
English Reformation studies begins with a re-evaluation of separatist historiography.
It reassesses ‘Barrowism’ and their focus on purity, discipline, polity, and covenant.
This study has contended that the suggestions offered in the historiography for the
\textit{sine qua non} of Barrowist ecclesiology have failed to consider the underlying
doctrinal beliefs. Barrow and Ainsworth’s concern over polity, purity, discipline, and
covenant were the result of their beliefs rather than the source. These themes were
the symptoms and not the cause. As is often the case, symptoms appear prominently
while causes may remain hidden. The themes of purity, discipline, polity, and
covenant were not the essential ideas of Barrow and Ainsworth’s understanding of
the visible church. Underlying these themes was their understanding of the presence of Christ in his visible church continuing his work of prophecy, priesthood, and kingship.

This study also offers a reminder of the complexity and diversity of the period. Henry Barrow and Henry Ainsworth were neither puritans nor Brownists. There were theological differences among those who rejected the Elizabethan settlement. It is important to recognize that there was both unity and diversity in early modern England, or perhaps better envisioned, there was a great deal of agreement in theological understanding and a small amount of difference. Barrow and Ainsworth agreed with much that was taught in the Church of England. Barrow conceded, ‘These and many other comfortable and true doctrines they can and doe deliver touching the offices of Christ.’10 Still, it was the differences that led to separation, exile, and even martyrdom. There is nothing unique in separation from what one considers to be a false church. Differences have brought about separation throughout the history of the church. Barrowism, then, was just one more group among many who have refused fellowship with those they did not consider to be part of the true church.

Barrow and Ainsworth were willing to cut themselves off from the godly in the Church of England as well as other separatists because they considered the points of difference significant enough to demand such an action. English Protestants, and English separatists in particular, must not be seen as a homogeneous group with a shared set of beliefs. For many, including Barrow and Ainsworth, it was the differences that were most important. The use of such terms as ‘Barrowist’ and

10 Barrow, 'Brief Discoverie,' 509.
‘Barrowism’ is not new. The historiography of English separatism used these terms as distinct from ‘Brownism’ early in the twentieth century.\(^\text{11}\) This distinction has not, however, been consistently recognized in the historiography of English separatism. As with puritanism, there were too many differences for such terms as puritan or separatist to capture accurately the diversity of the period. Nevertheless, the terms ‘puritan’ and ‘separatist’ as categories do have value. The caution here is that general assertions concerning the entire category may be inaccurate. It has been suggested here that Barrow and Ainsworth’s focus on the ecclesiological details of the visible church was the result of an underlying theological construct, namely participation of the elect in the offices of Christ. That underlying construct differentiated the Barrowists from other English Protestants.

Additionally, there was ecclesiological diversity earlier in the English Reformation (mid-1580s) than has sometimes been allowed for. The ambiguity of the developing thought prior to and into the early seventeenth-century cannot adequately explain away this diversity. Differences appear both between separatism and the more radical puritans as well as within separatism itself. Once again there was more agreement than disagreement: however, the points of disagreement were sufficient to make clear ecclesiological diversity. More to the point, the differences were not just in practice or preference but were theological or rather dogmatic in nature. The issues were not just whether some practices such as the clothing worn by the minister or the position taken while receiving the Eucharist were dangerous because they might lead some parishioners back to the papacy. As Barrow and Ainsworth argued, the differences involved a denial of Christ and his incarnation. While there is value in

\(^{11}\) See \textit{supra} p. 37.
focusing on the points of unity during the English Reformation, the differences of belief must not be neglected in the process.

This study also provides a context, a lens, through which to understand better the debates between Barrow and Ainsworth and their opponents. It updates the work done by Fred Powicke regarding the issues that led to Barrow’s martyrdom and provides a theological insight to Barrow’s examinations.\textsuperscript{12} What is fascinating in Barrow’s interactions is that his opponents did not fully address Barrow’s position. In the debates between Barrow and George Gifford, they seem to be having two separate, though related, conversions. Gifford did not directly challenge Barrow’s argument. Rather, he took a different approach to proving the Church of England to be true and Barrow to be a schismatic. For Gifford, the debate was about whether there were sufficient corruptions in the Church of England to separate it from Christ. For Barrow, the debate was about whether holding obstinately to those corruptions proved that the Church of England had denied Christ. Gifford spent little space in his works asserting the Church of England’s belief in Christ and his offices. While the distinction may appear slight, it was, however, significant as both claimed the other had not addressed their argument.

While work has been done on Francis Johnson, little exists concerning Henry Ainsworth.\textsuperscript{13} The debates between Francis Johnson and Henry Ainsworth and their ultimate break in 1610 provide an interesting look at the problems of pastoring according to Barrow’s views. This study offers background to Johnson and

\textsuperscript{12} Powicke, \textit{Henry Barrow}.
\textsuperscript{13} Simon Doney has suggested, ‘No single study on the theology of Henry Ainsworth has been carried out. Considering that just as his predecessor Barrow, he was a prolific writer with over thirty volumes including his commentaries, it appears that Ainsworth has been rather neglected in studies on Elizabethan and Jacobean Separatism.’ Doney, ‘Lordship of Christ’, 7. On Francis Johnson see Scott Culpepper, \textit{Francis Johnson and the English Separatist influence: the Bishop of Brownism's life, writings, and controversies}, 1st ed. (Macon, GA: Mercer University Press, 2011).
Ainsworth’s ecclesiology and provides a context for the differences that arose as Johnson’s views of the visible church changed. Ainsworth carried on the debate against two fronts, first against the traditional opponents who defended the Church of England and secondly against Johnson, who had at one time held to Ainsworth’s views. Ainsworth, unlike Barrow, was also the pastor of a congregation. For Ainsworth, the issues were not just theoretical. The debates between he and Johnson demonstrate the real difficulties in trying to practice the distinctive views Barrow had argued for. Ainsworth provides the modern researcher with a second-generation attempt to live out the previous generation’s beliefs. Ainsworth was not ignorant of the problems with a visible church in which all the members had a right and interest in its public affairs. Given that Johnson abandoned those views, it is even more interesting that Ainsworth continued to defend and practise them until his death.

Finally, this study offers a reminder to the field of Reformation studies that ideology plays an important role in historical research. A focus on sociology and politics in historical research has dominated recent work especially concerning the English Reformation. David Bagchi and David Steinmetz comment,

Towards the end of the twentieth century, theology came to be seen by many as marginal to Reformation studies. This was in part a reaction to the ‘great man’ approach to the past. In the same way that history in general was no longer primarily about what kings and queens did or what parliaments enacted, so the motivating force of religious history was not to be found in the writings of the ecclesiastical elite. Attention turned instead to the ‘simple folk’ … It was the social historian, not the historical theologian, who seemed better equipped to answer the real question about the Reformation, ‘What impact did it have on ordinary people?’

---

The shift from theology towards sociology is certainly not wrong. The danger is shifting to one extreme and neglecting the other. Deliberately, this study has not considered the social implications of separatism and of Barrow and Ainsworth in particular. The reason is not that the impact of separatism on the people is deemed unimportant. Rather, it has attempted to provide a context or framework within which to understand better the social issues facing the Barrowists. In this, it provides a foundational building block and not the capstone.

Historical theology is neither the best nor only approach to Reformation studies; it is just one of several perspectives, each contributing its own unique approach. Geoffrey Bromiley explains that historical theology,

fills the gap between the time of God’s Word and the present time of the church’s word by studying the church’s word in the intervening periods. In so doing … it shows how the church and its word, moving across the centuries and continents, have come from there to here with an ongoing continuity in spite of every discontinuity.\textsuperscript{15}

The value of historical theology lies in the fact that while people did not always practice what they claimed to believe, the church often built its beliefs (doctrines) from the claims of previous generations rather than their practices.

Despite this study’s value to the field, it leaves many unanswered questions. It has been argued that it would be a difficult task to determine where Barrow and Ainsworth’s use of the doctrine came from. Further, it seems impossible to demonstrate true ideological dependence without new evidence given Barrow and Ainsworth’s claims that they did not draw their views from any other human being. Nevertheless, it would be possible and valuable to trace similarities of thought. It

might be possible to demonstrate similar usage of the doctrine of the offices of Christ both earlier and later than Barrow and Ainsworth. For example, John Wyclif, William Tyndale, and the Lollards offer a history of dissent within English Christianity. Further, Wyclif does make reference to the elect as prophets, priests, and kings. Was Barrow following in a long line of religious English rebels, especially in their understanding of all of the elect as prophets, priests, and kings? Considering the continental reformers, there is similarity in some of Barrow and Ainsworth’s views and the early views of Martin Luther and the priesthood of all believers. Were Barrow and Ainsworth simply explaining how they understood Luther’s early writings on the priesthood of all believers? It would be interesting and helpful to note the points of similarity and difference between Barrow and Ainsworth’s view of the participation of the elect in the offices of Christ and Luther’s priesthood of all believers.

Closer to Barrow and Ainsworth’s time is the view of John Robinson on the participation of the elect in the offices of Christ. Ainsworth included a response by John Robinson in his work An Animadversion to Mr Richard Clyftons Advertisement (1613). Robinson was quoted there: ‘I say in one place, that the saynts are not Kings for themselves alone, but for their brethren also, as they are no Preists onely for themselves, but for their brethren. And in another place, that every one of the faithful is a king, not onely to him self, but to every other member, as he is a Preist, and a Prophet &c.’ Robinson’s language and use of the doctrine here shows some similarity to Ainsworth’s use. Timothy George has offered a significant work on

---

17 Ainsworth, An animadversion, 114.
John Robinson yet he has not discussed Robinson’s understanding of the offices of Christ and the visible church. Robinson influenced some of the individuals who migrated to the New World. It would be valuable to understand the extent to which Barrow’s view of the offices of Christ were prevalent in the Netherlands and in the early thinking of the members of Plymouth colony. Did ‘Barrowism’ die after Ainsworth’s death in 1622 or did it evolve and continue? If the use of the participation of the elect in the offices of Christ was distinct for Barrow and Ainsworth (and their followers) at what point can that usage be demonstrated to have ended? These questions address issues of ideology, but what of the sociology of Barrow and Ainsworth’s views? Was there a distinctive social culture among Ainsworth’s congregation that emerged from his understanding of the participation of the elect? Can a picture of the religious experience of those who followed Barrow and Ainsworth be painted? These and many other questions manifest how little this study has provided (however significant) to the understanding of the people and their time.

Barrow and Ainsworth’s views raise some interesting questions for the present time as well. The roles of the non-ordained and ordained are still in tension in some visible churches today. Barrow and Ainsworth offer a more empowered picture of the laity than is sometimes practised. The idea that all of the elect are obligated to exercise their roles as prophets, priests, and kings is an affront to many who see themselves as passive receivers of the clergy’s produce. Barrow and Ainsworth’s emphasis on the visible church as the body of Christ on earth gives input to the questions of the nature and purpose of the visible church today. They offer a

18 See supra p. 34.
challenging picture of what it means to be the visible church and how that affects all those who are part of it. For some today, they inject uncomfortable ideas into the status quo. The point is not so much to accept Barrow and Ainsworth’s model of the visible church and attempt to recreate it today. Rather the visible church today should consider how Barrow and Ainsworth responded to the questions and challenges that the Protestant Reformation brought with it. Barrow and Ainsworth’s opinions should not simply be rejected as obsolete ideas of a bygone age. The opportunity is to find within Barrow and Ainsworth’s views fodder in the continuing work of the visible church on earth. For Protestants, the visible church is reformed and always reforming.

This study began with the research question, what is the significance of participation by the elect in the offices of Christ in separatist literature. To this question, the argument has been made that participation by the elect in the offices of Christ represented a visible expression of Christ’s continuing work on earth, both in and through the visible church. It has been argued that Barrow and Ainsworth were focused on the implications of Christ’s work on earth expressed through his offices of prophecy, priesthood, and kingship. Christ’s work did not end with his ascension nor was it handed over to the bishops of the Church of England. His work was continued both immediately and mediately, that is, in and through all of the elect. As a result, the public affairs of the visible church were the responsibility of all the members of Christ’s body including the non-ordained members. While this study cannot answer for all English separatists, for Barrow and Ainsworth there was a Christological centre to their ecclesiology. Their focus on the details of ecclesiology was not an obsession with the details for their own sake. Neither did they lose sight
of Christ and his work of redeeming humanity. Barrow and Ainsworth strove to
teach and live out a true picture of Christ on earth. As Barrow wrote, ‘Thus you see
what kind of Christ they teach you …’ 19

19 Barrow, 'Brief Discoverie,' 514.
Appendix

In comparing Barrow and Ainsworth’s use of the doctrine of the offices of Christ for Chapter four *supra*, it would not be practical to consider every published work from the period 1580 to 1620. The method employed was to search the Early English Books Online (EEBO) database for works published between 1580-1620 and that contained occurrences of certain keywords related to the doctrine. Not all works in EEBO have the full text available and, therefore, are not searchable. Only those that have the full text provided by the Text Creation Partnership (TCP) could be searched.¹ Those works that lacked a ‘searchable text’ were not included in the set. This search in EEBO provided 174 works that contained one or more of the search keywords. Those keywords were ‘offices of Christ,’ ‘priest and king,’ ‘priesthood,’ and ‘priests and kings’ including variations on word order and spelling. Each search hit was then examined to determine how the doctrine was used. EEBO-TCP is an ongoing effort providing searchable text for additional works in EEBO. The search producing this population was performed in August 2013. The works that were analysed are listed below. Works from the list below that were cited in this thesis have been listed in the bibliography as well.

Anon. *Ane Shorte and Generall Confession of the Trewe Christiane Fayth and Religion, According to Godis Word and Actis of Our Parliamentis Subscrived Be the Kingis Majestie and His Housholde, with Sindrie Utheries, to the Glorye of God and Good Exemple of All Men, at Edinburgh the Twentie Eyght Day of Januarie, the Yere of God, Ane Thousand, Fyve Hundreth, Fourescore Yeirs, and the Fourtene Yeir of His Majesteis Regne.* Edinburgh, 1581.

¹ From the EEBO-TCP website, ‘EEBO-TCP is a partnership with ProQuest and with more than 150 libraries to generate highly accurate, fully-searchable, SGML/XML-encoded texts corresponding to books from the Early English Books Online Database.’ ‘EEBO-TCP: Early English Books online,’ accessed May 19, 2015, http://www.textcreationpartnership.org/tcp-eebo/.


Bell, Thomas. *The Survey of Popery Wherein the Reader May Cleerely Behold, Not Onely
the Originall and Daily Incrementes of Papistrie, with an Evident Confutation of the
Same; but Also a Succinct and Profitable Enarration of the State of Gods Church
from Adam Untill Christs Ascension, Contained in the First and Second Part
Thereof: And Throughout the Third Part Poperie Is Turned up-Side Downe. London,
1596.

Bèze, Théodore de. Master Bezaes Sermons Upon the Three Chapters of the Canticle of
Canticles Wherein Are Handled the Chiepest Points of Religion Controversed and
Debated Betweene Us and the Adversarie at This Day, Especially Touching the True
Jesus Christ and the True Church, and the Certaine & Infallible Marks Both of the

________. Propositions and Principles of Divinitie Propounded and Disputed in the
Beza, and M. Anthonie Faius ... Wherein Is Contained a Methodicall Summarie, or
Epitome of the Common Places of Divinitie. Translated out of Latine into English, to
the End That the Causes, Both of the Present Dangers of That Church, and Also of
the Troubles of Those That Are Hardlie Dealt with Else-Where, May Appeare in the
English Tongue. Edinburgh, 1591.

Bilson, Thomas. The True Difference Betweene Christian Subjection and Unchristian
Rebellion Wherein the Princes Lawfull Power to Command for Truth, and
Indeprivable Right to Beare the Sword Are Defended against the Popes Censures
and the Jesuits Sophisms Uttered in Their Apologie and Defence of English
Catholikes: With a Demonstration That the Things Refourmed in the Church of
England by the Lawes of This Realme Are Truely Catholike, Notwithstanding the
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Baker, John. Lectures of J.B. upon the xii. Articles of our Christian faith briefly set forth for the comfort of the godly, and the better instruction of the simple and ignorant. Also hereunto is annexed a briefe and cleare confession of the Christian faith, conteining an hundreth articles, according to the order of the Creede of the Apostles. London, 1581.

Balnaves, Henry. The confession of faith contending how the troubled man should seeke refuge at his God, thereto led by faith: with the declaratio[n] of the article of Justification at length. ... Compiled by M. Henry Balnaves of Halhill, & one of the Lords of session, and Counsell of Scotland, being as prisoner within the old pallace of Roane: in the yeare of our Lord. 1548. Direct to his faithfull brethren, being in like trouble or more. Edinburgh, 1584.

Barlow, William. The summe and substance of the conference which, it pleased his excellent Majestie to have with the lords, bishops, and other of his clergie, (at which the most of the lorde of the councell were present) in his Majesties privy-chamber, at Hampton Court. January 14. 1603. Whereunto are added, some copies, (scattered abroad,) unsavoury, and untrue. London, 1604.

Barrow, Henry. 'Barrow's Fifth Examination, March 24, 1588/9 (Barrow's Version).'


________. 'Letter to an Honorable Lady and Countesse of His Kin[d]red Yet Living, April 4/5, 1593.' In *The writings of John Greenwood and Henry Barrow,
Batt, John. *The royall priesthood of Christians* An excellent treatise, wherein the nature of the priesthood, the function of the priests, and qualitie of the sacrifice is lively portrayed, for the sure building up of the faithfull professors of the gospell, in holinessse and sanctitie of life. London, 1605.

Beard, Thomas. *A retractive from the Romish religion containyng thirteene forcible motives, disswading from the communion with the Church of Rome:* wherein is demonstratively proved, that the now Romish religion (so farre forth as it is Romish) is not the true Catholike religion of Christ, but the seduction of Antichrist. London, 1616.

Bernard, Richard. *The faithfull shepheard the shepheards faithfulnesse:* wherein is for the matter largely, but for the maner, in few words, set forth the excellencie and necessitie of the ministerie; a ministers properties and dutie; his entrance into this function and charge; how to begin fitly to instruct his people; catechising and preaching; and a good plaine order and method therein: not so as yet published. London, 1607.

_______. *Christian advertisements and counsels of peace Also disswasions from the separatists schisme, commonly called Brownisme, which is set apart from such truths as they take from us and other reformed churches, and is nakedly discovered, that so the falsitie thereof may better be discerned, and so justly condemned and wisely avoided. Published, for the benefit of the humble and godlie lover of the trueth.* London, 1608.

_______. *Two twinner: or Two parts of one portion of scripture. I. Is of catechising. II. Of the ministers maintenance.* London, 1613.

Bèze, Théodore de. *Master Bezaes sermons upon the three chapters of the canticle of canticles wherein are handled the chiefest points of religion controverse and debated betweene us and the adversarie at this day, especially touching the true Jesus Christ and the true Church, and the certaine & infallible marks both of the one and of the other.* Oxford, 1587.

_______. *Propositions and principles of divinitie propounded and disputed in the universitie of Geneva, by certaine students of divinitie there, under M. Theod. Beza, and M. Anthonie Faius ... Wherein is contained a methodicall summarie, or epitome of the common places of divinitie. Translated out of Latine into English, to the end that the causes, both of the present dangers of that Church, and also of the troubles of those that are hardlie dealt with elswhere, may appeare in the English tongue.* Edinburgh, 1591.

Bèze, Thèodore de. *A little catechisme, that is to say, a short instruction touching christian religion.* London, 1578.
Bilson, Thomas. *The true difference betweene Christian subjection and unchristian rebellion wherein the princes lawfull power to command for truth, and indeprivable right to beare the sword are defended against the Popes censures and the Jesuits sophismes uttered in their apologie and defence of English Catholikes: with a demonstration that the thinges reforumed in the Church of England by the lawes of this realme are truely Catholike, notwithstanding the vaine shew made to the contrary in their late Rhemish Testament.* Oxford, 1585.

Boys, John. *An exposition of the festivall epistles and gospels used in our English liturgie together with a reason why the church did chuse the same; the first part from the feast of S. Andrew the Apostle, to the purification of Blessed Mary the Virgin.* London, 1615.

Bradshaw, William. *A triall of subscription by way of a preface unto certaine subscribers; and, reasons for lesse rigour against non-subscribers. Both modestly written; that neither should offend.* Middelburg, 1599.

______. *English puritanisme containening [sic]. The maine opinions of the rigidest sort of those that are called Puritanes in the realme of England.* London, 1605.

______. *A treatise of Justification Tending to prove that a sinner is Justified before God, onely by Christs righteousnes imputed.* London, 1615.


Bredwell, Stephen. *The rasing of the foundations of Brownisme Wherein, against all the writings of the principall masters of that sect, those chiefe conclusions in the next page, are, (amongst sundry other matters, worthie the readers knowledge) purposely handled, and soundely prooved. Also their contrarie arguments and obiections deliberately examined, and clearly refelled by the word of God.* London, 1588.

Brinsley, John. *The preachers charge, and peoples duty about preaching and hearing of the Word: opened in a sermon, being the first fruits of a publike exercise, begun in the parish church of Lownd, for the benefit of the island of Lovingland in Suffolke.* London, 1631.

Browne, Robert. *A booke which sheweth the life and manners of all true Christians and howe unlike they are unto Turkes and Papistes, and heathen folke. Also the pointes and partes of all divinitie, that is of the revealed will and worde of God are declared by their severall definitions and divisions in order as followeth. Also there goeth a treatise before of reformation without tarying for anie, and of the wickednesse of those preachers, which will not refourme
them selves and their charge, because they will tarie till the magistrate commanude and compell them. Middelburgh, 1582.


Bulkley, Edward. An apologie for religion, or an answere to an unlearned and slanderous pamphlet intituled: Certaine articles, or forcible reasons discovering the palpable absurdities, and most notorious errors of the Protestants religion, pretended to be printed at Antwerpe 1600. London, 1602.

Calvin, Jean. The sermons of M. John Calvin upon the fifth booke of Moses called Deuteronomie faithfully gathered word for word as he preached them in open pulpet; together with a preface of the ministers of the Church of Geneva, and an admonishment made by the deacons there. Also there are annexed two profitable tables, the one containing the chiefe matters; the other the places of Scripture herein alledged. London, 1583.

______. Aphorismes of Christian religion: or, a verie compendious abridgement of M. I. Calvins Institutions set forth in short sentences methodically by M. I. Piscator: and now Englished according to the authors third and last edition. London, 1596.

Cartwright, Thomas. A replye to an answere made of M. Doctor Whitgifte Agayneste the admonition to the Parliament. n.p., 1573.


Charke, William. An answeare for the time, unto that foule, and wicked Defence of the censure, that was given upon M. Charkes booke, and Meredith Hamners Contayning a maintenance of the credite and persons of all those woorthie men: namely, of M. Luther, Calvin, Bucer, Beza, and the rest of those godlie ministers of Gods worde, whom he, with a shamelesse penne most slanderously hath sought to deface: finished sometime sithence: and now

. A treatise against the Defense of the censure, given upon the booke of W.Charke and Meredith Hamner, by an unknowne popish traytor in maintenance of the seditious challenge of Edmond Campion ... Hereunto are adjoyned two treatises. Cambridge, 1586.

Cooper, Thomas. Certaine sermons wherin is contained the defense of the gospell nowe preached against such cavils and false accusations, as are objected both against the doctrine it selfe, and the preachers and professors thereof, by the friendes and favourers of the Church of Rome. London, 1580.

Craig, John. A short summe of the whole catechisme wherin the question is propounded and answered in fewe wordes, for the greater ease of the common people & children. London, 1583.

Dent, Arthur. The plaine mans pathway to heaven wherein every man may clearely see whether hee shall be saved or damned / set foorth dialogue-wise, for the better understanding of the simple. London, 1625.

Dod, Henry. A godlie and fruitfull treatise of faith and workes. Wherein is confuted a certaine opinion of merit by workes, which an adversary to the gospell of Christ Jesu, held in the conference, had in the Tower of London. London, 1583.

Dod, John. Ten sermons tending chiefly to the sitting of men for the worthy receiving of the Lords Supper Wherein amongst many other holy instructions: the doctrines of sound repentance and humiliation, and of Gods speciall favours unto penitent sinners, and worthy communicants are largely and effectually handled. The six first, by J. Dod. The foure last, by R. Cleaver. Whereunto is annexed, a plaine and learned metaphrase on the epistle to the Collossians, written by a godly and judicious preacher. There is also set before the sermons, a short dialogue of preparation: containing the chiefe points that concerne the worthy receiving of the Lords Supper, taken for the most part, out of the sermons following: and collected into a method for the benefit and ease of those that desire direction in this matter. London, 1609.

Downname, George. A treatise concerning Antichrist divided into two booke, the former, proving that the Pope is Antichrist, the latter, maintaining the same assertion, against all the objections of Robert Bellarmine, Jesuit and cardinall of the church of Rome. London, 1603.

. Two sermons the one commending the ministerie in generall: the other defending the office of bishops in particular: both preached, and since enlarged. London, 1608.
Downe, John, and George Hakewill. 'An Amulet or preservative against the contempt of the Ministry.' In Certaine treatises of the late reverend and learned divine, Mr John Downe. Oxford, 1633.

_______. Certaine treatises of the late reverend and learned divine, Mr John Downe. Oxford, 1633.

_______. 'A treatise concerning the force and efficacy of reading.' In Certaine treatises of the late reverend and learned divine, Mr John Downe. Oxford, 1633.

Du Moulin, Pierre. The accomplishment of the prophecies; or The third booke in defence of the Catholike faith contained in the booke of the high & mighty King James. I. by the grace of God King of Great Britaine and Ireland. Against the allegations of R. Bellarmine; and F.N. Collfeteau & other doctors of the Romish church. Oxford, 1613.

Fenner, Dudley. A briefe and plaine declaration, concerning the desires of all those faithfull ministers, that have and do seeke for the discipline and reformation of the Church of Englanede which may serve for a just apologie, against the false accusations and slaunders of their adversaries. London, 1584.

_______. A defence of the reasons of the counter-poyson, for maintenance of the eldership against an aunswere made to them by Doctor Copequot, in a publike sermon at Pawles Crosse, upon Psal. 84. 1584. Wherein also according to his demaunde is proved syllogisticallie for the learned, and plainlie for all men, the perpetuitie of the elders office in the church. Middelburg, 1586.

Forbes, Patrick. An exquisite commentarie upon the Revelation of Saint John. Wherein, both the course of the whole booke, as also the more abstruse and hard places thereof not heretofore opened; are now at last most cleerely and evidently explained. London, 1613.

Fowns, Richard. Trisagion or, The three holy offices of Jesus Christ, the sonne of God, priestly, propheticall, and regall how they ought of all his Church to be received. With a declaration of the violence and iuries offered unto the same, by the spirituall and Romish Babylon ... Revealing many blasphemous mysteries unknowne to the vulgar. London, 1618.

Fulke, William. A retentive, to stay good Christians, in true faith and religion, against the motives of Richard Bristow Also a discoverie of the daungerous rocke of the popish Church. London, 1580.

_______. A rejoynder to Bristows replie in defence of Allens scroll of articles and booke of purgatorie Also the cavils of Nicholas Sander D. in Divinitie about the supper of our Lord, and the apologie of the Church of England, touching
the doctrine thereof, confuted by William Fulke, Doctor in Divinitie, and

Gibson, Thomas. The blessing of a good king Delivered in eight sermons upon the
storie of the Queene of the south, her words to Salomon, magnifying
the government of his familie and kingdome. London, 1614.

Gifford, George. A briefe discourse of certaine points of the religion which is among
the common sort of Christians, which may bee termed the countrie divinitie
With a manifest confutation of the same, after the order of a dialogue.
London, 1581.

________. A plaine declaration that our Brownists be full Donatists by comparing
them together from point to point out of the writings of Augustine. Also a
replie to Master Greenwood touching read prayer, wherein his grosse
ignorance is detected, which labouring to purge himselfe from former
absurdities, doth plunge himselfe deeper into the mire. London, 1590.

________. A short treatise against the Donatists of England, whome we call
Brownists Wherein, by the answeres unto certayne writings of theyrs, divers
of their heresies are noted, with sundry fantastical opinions. London, 1590.

________. A short reply unto the last printed books of Henry Barrow and John
Greenwood, the chiefe ringleaders of our Donatists in England Wherein is
layd open their grosse ignorance, and foule errors: upon which their whole
building is founded. London, 1591.

Gilby, Anthony. A pleasant dialogue, betweene a souldior of Barwicke, and an
English chaplain Wherein are largely handled & laide open, such reasons
as are brought in for maintenaunce of popishe traditions in our Eng. church.
Also is collected, as in a short table, 120. particular corruptions yet
remaining in our saide church, with sundrie other matters, necessary to be
knowen of all persons. Togither with a letter of the same author, placed
before this booke, in vway of a preface. Middelburg, 1581.

Greenham, Richard. The workes of the reverent and faithfull servant of Jesus Christ
M. Richard Greenham, minister and preacher of the word of God the second
edition, revised, corrected, and published, for the further building of all such
as love the trueth, and desire to know the power of godlines. London, 1599.

________. The workes of the reverent and faithfull servant af Jesus Christ M.
Richard Greenham, minister and preacher of the Word of God collected into
one volume: revised, corrected, and published, for the further building of all
such as loue the truth, and desire to know the power of godlinesse. London,
1612.


Hemmingsen, Niels. The faith of the church militant moste effectualie described in this exposition of the 84. Psalme, by that reverend pastor, and publike professor of Gods word, in the famous uniuersitie of Hassine in Denmarke, Nicholas Hemmingius. A treatise written as to the instruction of the ignorant in the groundes of religion, so to the confutation of the Jewes, the Turkes, atheists, Papists, heretiks, and al other adversaries of the trueth whatsoever. London, 1581.

Hieron, Samuel. The preachers plea: or, A treatise in forme of a plain dialogue making known the worth and necessary use of preaching: shewing also how a man may profit by it, both for the informing of his judgement, and the reforming of his life. London, 1604.


Howson, John. A sermon preached at Paules Crosse the 4 of December, 1597 wherein is discoursed that all buying and selling of spirituall promotion is unlawfull. London, 1597.

Jacob, Henry. *A treatise of the sufferings and victory of Christ, in the work of our redemption declaring by the Scriptures these two questions: that Christ suffered for us the wrath of God, which we may well term the paynes of hell, or hellish sorrowes. That Christ after his death on the crosse, went not into hell in his soule. Contrarie to certaine errours in these points publiklie preached in London: anno 1597.* Middelburg, 1598.

_______. *Reasons taken out of Gods Word and the best humane testimonies proving a necessitie of reforming our churches in England Framed and applied to 4. assertions wherein the foresaid purpose is contained.* Middelburg, 1604.

_______. *The divine beginning and institution of Christs church.* Leiden, 1610.


Junius, Franciscus. *Certayne letters, translated into English, being first written in Latine. Two, by the reverend and learned Mr. Francis Junius, divinitie reader at Leyden in Holland. The other, by the exiled English Church, abiding for the present at Amsterdam in Holland. Together with the confession of faith prefixed: where upon the said letters were first written.* Amsterdam, 1602.

Kellison, Matthew. *A survey of the new religion detecting manie grosse absurdities which it implieth.* Doway, Rheims, 1603.

Lawne, Christopher. *The prophane schisme of the Brownists or separatists With the impietie, dissensions, lewd, and abominable vices of that impure sect. Discovered by Christopher Lawne, John Fowler, Clement Sanders, Robert Bulward. Lately returned from the companie of M. Johnson, that wicked brother, into the bosome of the Church of England, their true mother.* London, 1612.

_______. *Brownisme turned the in-side out-ward Being a paralell betweene the profession and practise of the Brownists religion. By Christopher Lavvne, lately returned from that wicked separation.* London, 1613.

Learned and Judicious Divine. *A guide unto Sion. Or certaine positions, concerning a true visible church Wherein the nature of a true church is so plainly described, as all men may easily decerne the same from false assemblies. Written by a learned and judicious divine.* Amsterdam, 1638.


Merbecke, John. *A booke of notes and common places, with their expositions, collected and gathered out of the workes of divers singular writers, and brought alphabetically into order. A worke both profitable and also necessarie, to those that desire the true understanding & meaning of holy Scripture.* London, 1581.


Ochino, Bernardino. *Certaine godly and very profitable sermons of faith, hope and charitie. First set foorth by Master Barnardine Occhine, of Siena in Italy, and now lately collected, and translated out of the Italian tongue, into the English by William Phiston of London student. Published for the profit of such as desire to understand the truth of the gospell.* London, 1580.

Paget, John. *An arrow against the separation of the Brownists Also an admonition touching Talmudique & rabbinical allegations.* Amsterdam, 1618.

Parr, Elnathan. *The grounds of divinitie plainly discovering the mysteries of Christian religion, propounded familiarly in divers questions and answeres: substantially proved by scriptures; expounded faithfully, according to the writings of the best divines, and evidently applied by profitable uses, for the helpe and benefite of the unlearned which desire knowledge. To the which is prefixed a very profitable treatise, containing an exhortation to the study of the word, with singular directions for the hearing and reading of the same.* London, 1614.

Parsons, Robert. *A treatise tending to mitigation towadres Catholike-subjekte in England Wherin is declared, that it is not impossible for subjects of different religion, (especially Catholikes and Protestantes) to live togethether in dutifull obedience and subjection, under the government of his Maienty of Great Britany. Against the seditions wrytings of Thomas Morton minister, & some others to the contrary. Whose two false and sлаnderous groundes, pretended to be drawne from Catholike doctrine & practice, concerning rebellion and equivocation, are overthrownne, and cast upon himselfe. Dedicated to the learned schoole-devines, cyvill and canon lawyers of the two uniuersities of England.* Saint-Omer, 1607.
Perkins, William. *The foundation of Christian religion gathered into sixe principles. And it is to bee learned of ignorant people, that they may be fit to hear sermons with profit, and to receive the Lords Supper with comfort.* London, 1591.

________. *A golden chaine, or the description of theologe containing the order of the causes of salvation and damnation, according to Gods woord. A view of the order wherof, is to be seene in the table annexed. Written in Latine by William Perkins, and translated by an other. Hereunto is adjoyned the order which M. Theodore Beza used in comforting troubled consciences.* London, 1591.

________. *A case of conscience the greatest taht [sic] ever was, how a man may know, whether he be the son of God or no. Resolved by the word of God.* Whereunto is added a briefe discourse, taken out of Hier. Zanchius. Edinburgh, 1592.

________. *An exposition of the Symbole or Creed of the Apostles, according to the tenour of the Scriptures, and the consent of orthodoxe Fathers of the Church.* Cambridge, 1595.

________. *A reformed Catholike: or, A declaration shewing how neere we may come to the present Church of Rome in sundrie points of religion: and wherein we must for ever depart from them with an advertisement to all favourers of the Romane religion, shewing that the said religion is against the Catholike principles and grounds of the catechisme.* Cambridge, 1598.

________. *A treatise of the vocations, or, Callings of men, with the sorts and kinds of them, and the right use thereof.* London, 1603.

________. *A godlie and learned exposition upon the whole epistle of Jude, containing threescore and sixe sermons preached in Cambridge by that reverend and faithfull man of God, Master William Perkins, and now at the request of his executors, published by Thomas Taylor, preacher of Gods word; whereunto is prefixed a large analysis, containing the summe and order of the whole booke, according to the authors owne method, to which are further added, foure briefe tables to direct the reader.* London, 1606.

Perkins, William, and William Crashaw. *Of the calling of the ministerie two treatises, discribing the duties and dignities of that calling. Delivered publickly in the Universitie of Cambridge, by Maister Perkins. Taken then from his mouth, and now diligently perused and published, by a preacher of the word with a preface prefixed touching the publishing of Maister Perkins his workes, & a catalogue of all such particulars thereof, as are to bee expected.* London, 1605.
Perkins, William, and Robert Hill. *Lectures upon the three first chapters of the Revelation: preached in Cambridge anno Dom. 1595. by Master William Perkins, and now published for the benefite of this Church, by Robert Hill Bachelor in Divinitie. To which is added an excellent sermon, penned at the request of that noble and wise counsellor, Ambrose, Earle of Warwicke: in which is proved that Rome is Babylon, and that Babylon is fallen.* London, 1604.


Pie, Thomas. *An houreglasse contayning I a computation from the beginning of time to Christ by X. articles. II A confirmation of the same for the times controverted before Christ: as also that there wanteth a yeare after Christ, in the usual comptutation. With other matters, offered to the judgement of the learned, and use of the studious in chronologie and historie.* London, 1597.


Robinson, John. *A justification of separation from the Church of England Against Mr Richard Bernard his invective, intituled; The separatists schisme.* Amsterdam, 1610.

Rogers, Richard. *Seaven treatises containing such direction as is gathered out of the Holie Scriptures, leading and guidinge to true happines, both in this life, and in the life to come, and may be called the practise of Christianitie: profitable for all such as heartily desire the same, in the which, more particularly true Christians may learne how to leade a godly and comforable life euery day, notwithstanding their tribulations.* London, 1604.

Rogers, Thomas. *An historical dialogue touching antichrist and poperie, drawen and published for the common benefit and comfort of our church in these dangerous daies, & against the desperate attemptes of the vowed adversaries of Jesus Christ, his gospell, and this flourishing state.* London, 1589.
Salnar, Jean-François. *An harmony of the confessions of the faith of the Christian and Reformed Churches which purelie professe the holy doctrine of the Gospell in all the chiefe kingdomes, nations, and provinces of Europe: the catalogue and order whereof the pages following will declare. There are added in the ende verie shorte notes: in which both the obscure things are made plaine, & those things which maie in shew seeme to be contrarie each to other, are plainelie and verie modestlie reconciled, and if anie points doe as yet hang in doubt, they are sincerelie pointed at. All which things, in the name of the Churches of Fraunce and Belgia, are submitted to the free and discrete judgement of all other Churches. Newlie translated out of Latine into English. Also in the end is added the confession of the Church of Scotland. Alowed by publique authoritie.* Cambridge, 1586.


Saravia, Adrien. *1. Of the diverse degrees of the ministers of the gospell. 2. Of the honor which is due unto the priestes and prelates of the church. 3. Of sacrilege, and the punishment thereof.* London, 1591.

Smith, Henry. *The sermons of Maister Henrie Smith gathered into one volume. Printed according to his corrected copies in his life time.* London, 1593.


_____. *A godly treatise containing and deciding certaine questions, mooved of late in London and other places, touching the ministerie, sacraments, and Church Whereunto one proposition more is added. After the ende of this booke you shall finde a defence of such points as M. Penry hath dealt against: and a confutation of many grosse errours broched in M. Penries last treatise.* London, 1588.

_____. *A godly treatise, wherein are examined and confuted many execrable fancies, given out and holden, partly by Henry Barrow and John Greenwood: partly, by other of the Anabaptistical order.* London, 1589.

Sprint, John. *The summe of the Christian religion contayning the chiefe points of the perswasion and practise of a Christian, which are needfull to his salvation. Drawne orderly in a cleare methode, and proposed in forme of question and answere.* London, 1613.


Tuke, Thomas. *The treasure of true love or A lively description of the love of Christ unto his spouse, whom in love he hath clensed in his blood from sinne, and made a royall priesthood unto his Father.* London, 1608.

_______. *The high-way to heaven: or, the doctrine of election, effectuall vocation, justification, santification and eternall life Grounded upon the holy Scriptures, confirmed by the testimonies of sundry judicious and great divines, ancient and moderne.* London, 1609.

University of Oxford. *The answere of the vicechancelour, the doctors, both the proctors, and other the heads of houses in the University of Oxford (agreeable, undoubtedly, to the joint and uniforme opinion, of all the deanes and chapters, and all other the learned and obedient cleargy, in the Church of England.) To the humble petition of the ministers of the Church of England, desiring reformation of certaine ceremonies and abuses of the church.* Oxford, 1603.

Ursinus, Zacharias. *The summe of Christian religion: delivered by Zacharias Ursinus in his lectures upon the Catechism autorised by the noble Prince Frederick, throughout his dominions: wherein are debated and resolved the questions of whatsoever points of moment, which have beene or are controverted in divinitie. Translated into English by Henrie Parrie, out of the last & best Latin editions, together with some supplie of wa[n]ts out of his discourses of divinitie, and with correction of sundrie faults & imperfections, which ar [sic] as yet remaining in the best corrected Latine.* Oxford, 1587.

_______. *A collection of certaine learned discourses, written by that famous man of memory Zachary Ursine; doctor and professor of divinitie in the noble and flourishing schools of Neustad. For explication of divers difficult points, laide downe by that author in his catechisme. Lately put in print in Latin by the last labour of D. David Parry: and now newlie translated into English, by I.H. for the benefit and behoofe of our Christian country-man.* Oxford, 1600.

Warner, William. *Albions England a continued historie of the same kingdome, from the originals of the first inhabitants thereof: and most the chiefe alterations and accidents there hapning: vnto, and in, the happie raigne of our now most gracious soueraigne Queene Elizabeth. With varietie of inuentiue and historicall intermixtures. First penned and published by William Warner: and now revised, and newly inlarged by the same author.* London, 1597.

White, Thomas. *A sermon preached at Paules Crosse the 17. of November An. 1589 Injoyfull remembrance and thanksgiving unto God, for the peaceable yeres of her majesties most gratious raigne over us, now 32.* London, 1589.

_______. *A discoverie of Brownisme: or, a brief declaration of some of the errors and abhominations daily practiced and increased among the English*
company of the separation remaining for the present at Amsterdam in Holland. London, 1605.

Whittingham, William. *A brief discours off the troubles begonne at Franckford in Germany Anno Domini 1554 Abowte the booke off [sic] common prayer and ceremonies, and continued by the Englishe men theyre/ to thende off Q. Maries raigne, in the which discours, the gentle reader shall see the very originall and beginninge off all the contention that hathe byn, and what was the cause off the same*. Heidelberg, 1574.

Wiburn, Perceval. *A checke or reproofe of M. Howlets untimely shreeching in her Maiesties eares with an answeare to the reasons alleadged in a discourse therunto annexed, why Catholikes (as they are called) refuse to goe to church: wherein (among other things) the papists traiterous and treacherous doctrine and demeanour towards our Soveraigne and the state, is somewhat at large upon occasion unfolded: their divelish pretended conscience also examined, and the foundation thereof undermined. And lastly shewed that it is the duety of all true Christians and subjectes to haunt publike church assemblies*. London, 1581.
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